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READY for BUSINESS
We've got it all together-the cost effectiveness and reliability of our 6800 computer system
with a high capacity 1.2 megabyte floppy disk system. . . PLUS-an outstanding new DOS
and file management system.

1 MEGABYTE DISK SYSTEM type contro||er apd doub|e^^ ^
DMAF1 introduces a new level of capability to system speed of data transfer unobtainabIe wjth
small computer systems. This disk system fea- smaller drives
tures two standard size floppy disk drives using

the new double sided disk and two heads per
OPERATING SYSTEM

drive. Usable storage space of over 600 kilobytes To comp'iment this outstanding hardware we
per drive, giving a total of over 1.0 megabyte of are supplying equally superior software. The

storage on line at all times. Ideal for small busi-
disk °P erating system and file management sys-

ness applications, or for personal "super" sys-
tem is ca,,ed FLEX. It is one of the most flex-

terns. »ble and complete DOS's available for small sys-

tems, but just as important; it is easy to use.

No one can match the variety of compatible
DMA CONTROLLER peripherals offered by Southwest Technical
The controller occupies one main memory slot Products for the SS-50 bus and the 6800 corn-
in an SS-50 bus and uses the Motorola MC-6844 pu ter system. Now more than ever there is no
DMA controller. The combination of a DMA reason to settle for less.

DMAF1 Disk System (assembled) $2,095.00

DMAF1 Disk System (kit) $2,000.00

68/2 Computer with 40K of memory (assembled) $1,195.00

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

216 W. RHAPSODY

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216



make sure

1. KIM 1 is reliable. More KIMs are in use than any other

microprocessor board ... by thousands. KIM is tried and tested.

2. KIM 1 is complete. 1K RAM 2K ROM Audio

r cassette and serial interfaces n 15 bi-directional TTL
lines 23 key pad 6 digit LED display ... All on one

assembled board.

3. KIM 1 is versatile. Generate fixed or variable time delays under

program control with the two built-in interval timers Each pin of

the 15 lines can be used for input or output Add a TTY with just

four wires The key pad can be mounted externally.

4. KIM 1 is built with intelligence. High and low level outputs are

provided to interface with any type of cassette recorder The inter-

face will ignore voice data between segments of digital data

Check-sums or punched tape are automatically verified when

m ™«^^ data is reloaded The software has automatic data rate

IT1^~ detection (from 110 to 1200 baud) Programs are debugged
with Single Step feature on the key pad Key pad and dis-

play subroutines in the ROM monitor are completely accessible.

5. KIM 1 is expandable. KIM 4 motherboard and KIM 3B
memory board allow up to 65K bytes of memory All required address

and data busses and control signals are available options of the KIM 1

connectors Each I/O port is addressed as a normal

memory location.

l^fefYV* 6 - KIM 1 s instruction set is comprehensive. The MOS"
4^^^^* 6502 architecture has no I/O register or instructions; any

memory location can become a port Each I/O line can be separately

programmed with a single status word into the correct memory location.

7. KIM 1's documentation is the best. Anywhere.
100 page User's Manual 250 page programming manual 175 page
hardware manual Pocket reference card Wall-sized schematic.

1 All included in the package.

genuine 8. KIM 1 is guaranteed. Not just for parts; the entire board for

90 days. At no charge.

9. KIM 1 is value. More features. More power. For much less. Just $245.00
in quantities of one. Quantity prices are available.

10. KIM 1 is now (almost) ready for immediate delivery!

And soon — very soon — we'll be
able to ship immediately. Yes, you
may have been waiting; KIM has
been on back order since it was
introduced two years ago. And
sales have increased as fast as
production.

But now we're pulling out all stops.

MOS Technology is now a Com-
modore company. And Commodore
knows how to produce quantity

without sacrificing quality.

This is the KIM 1
™

Important: Inquiries from
a select number of dealers

will now be considered!

So call or write to us now:

KIM Sales
MOS TECHNOLOGY
a commodore company
950 Rittenhouse Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401
Phone (415) 666-7950

in Canada: KIM Sales
Commodore Business Machines Ltd.

3370 Pharmacy Avenue
Agincourt, Ontario, Canada M1W2K4
Phone (416) 499-4292

For Overseas Applications:

KIM Export
Commodore Business Machines
901 California Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Phone (415) 326-4000

KIM is a registered trademark of Commodore International Ltd. and the Commodore companies to describe microprocessor boards and systems



UBLISHER'S
REMARKS

The French Do It Again

A letter from W3NET included

a reference from a navy-
published book, and it covers the

history of Teletype codes. The
upshot of all this is that the five-

level code we've been using all

these years is not Baudot at all

... it is the Murray code,

developed by Donald Murray
around 1901. The Baudot code is

entirely different . . . though still

a five-unit code. For instance, in

case you don't want to believe

me, the letter R in Murray is 2 &
4. In Baudot, R is 3. In Murray
code, the uppercase R is the

number 4. In Baudot, uppercase

R is a hyphen. Convinced?
Murray code is also known as the

International Telegraph Alpha-

bet No. 2.

It's time to change to ASCII
and bury this whole mess.

Spadework

There it was! Right by the ramp
leading to the United Airlines

plane at Logan (Boston) I saw
this kiosk with a PolyMorphic

microcomputer ... all set up
and running. It was put there by

the Computer Shop of Cam-
bridge and must have cost a bun-

dle. I hope it draws some business

for them.

Just to be sure, I called Bob
Rivers at the Computer Shop and
asked him how effective the kiosk

was. That's awfully expensive

Wayne Green

advertising, so it would have to

pull a lot of customers to be

worth the expense. Bob said that

they had renewed their contract

for the space, if that told me
anything. It sure did.

When we were pricing displays

for promoting Computermania,
we checked on the cost of the bill-

boards at the airport . . . hoot

mon ! They cost a couple hundred

dollars a month each . . . just for

the billboards ... so I'm afraid

to even speculate what a kiosk

like that runs.

It's located where every pas-

senger has to go right past it, so

the visibility is high. There are

some brochures available to help

people remember the name and
address of the store . . . and a

rough outline of what they are

selling. This is tremendous pro-

motion for microcomputing.

The airline magazines are run-

ning a special computer section in

June, so keep your eyes open if

you are traveling to NCC or the

Atlanta Hamfest/Computerfest.

The Second Faire

The San Jose Computer Faire

was enjoyed by just about every-

one. It was packed with people

and there were many more pro-

spective exhibitors than space for

exhibits.

Many exhibitors mentioned
that there seemed to be a lot less

room than there had been last

year at San Francisco . . . room
for fewer exhibits . . . and tiny

aisles which quickly filled up,

making it very difficult to get

around.

A check with a Convention

Facilities Directory showed us

that San Francisco had 37,000

square feet in the main room and
30,000 more in the two side

rooms, for a total of 67,000

square feet. The San Jose hall had
only 30,000 square feet . . . plus

about 2000 more for the micro-

booths in a separate room. No
wonder it seemed so crowded
... it was half the size of the San
Francisco Civic Auditorium.

A rough calculation of the aisle

space showed about 11,000

square feet. When a density of

one person per ten square feet is

reached, an exhibit hall is

generally considered full, and it is

difficult for people to move
around. This leaves room for

elbows and a bag of literature,

but not much more. At times the

show reached this density in the

more popular spots, indicating a

possible head count of 1 100 in the

aisles.

That may seem a bit scant in

view of the interesting numbers
announced by the Chairwhat-

ever, but I like to check little nit-

picking items like this, so every so

often I would take a quick run

down a few aisles, counting the

feet and dividing by two. There

were seven aisles in all, with four

of them shortened by the cut-off

corners of the hall. This shorten-

ing just about made up for the

space in the three cross aisles. My
counts confirmed the approx-

imately 1000 attendance figure

during the more crowded times.

When the crowd density gets to

five square feet per person, there

is no longer room for elbows or

much arm movement, and shuf-

fling around is quite difficult;

and this could account for a total

of up to 2200 people in the exhibit

aisles.

With 150 exhibits to see and a

total of 1500 minutes of show
time, maximum, no one could

spend more than an average of

ten minutes per booth and see the

whole show. The attendance was

scant on both Friday and Sunday
mornings, so very few people

managed to get in the entire 1500

minutes. The familiarity of the

faces by Sunday indicated that a

lot of people did come all three

days and made an effort to see all

of the exhibits.

Each person who got anywhere

near the Kilobaud booth was

asked to fill out a questionnaire

which would be entered in a

drawing for a Caribbean cruise.

Few passed up the opportunity.

By Sunday we found that most of

the passersby had already filled in

a card, indicating a high percent-

age of show-goers coming back

for a second and third day to see

the exhibits.

Though it's possible that a few

people managed to see the show
and not get near the Kilobaud

booth, this is unlikely. Our count

on the filled-out cards, after sort-

ing out the duplicates (some peo-

ple try to increase the odds on
these things), came to 4100.

A check with several exhibitors

who were handing out literature

indicated that some had handed
out over 3000 pieces . . . others

claimed close to 5000.

Software Needed

I don't think there was one

manufacturer or dealer who
didn't express the universal cry

for programs. Hobbyists have

been spending a lot of money on

hardware, but so far there has

been very little they could do with

their expensive systems except

play Star Trek, Submarine,

Mastermind and so forth.

The Kilobaud plan for dis-

tributing software was enthu-

siastically embraced by every-

one . . . now all we have to do is

get it going. We do have the staff

and the equipment to get this

project running, so I hope the

first programs will be coming out

in the next few months. Programs
for the TRS-80 and PET will be

out on cassettes. We have a first-

rate lab for checking out pro-

grams, a superb cassette duplica-

tion system for bulk production

of cassettes, the publishing facili-

ties for printing documentation,

the sales force and list of dealers

to distribute and an international

rep organization to get us into

every country.

Programmers can do a lot

worse than get in touch with

Kilobaud about publication and

distribution of their programs.

They must be complete and ready

to go, with thorough documenta-

tion. The deal is simple: 20 per-

cent royalty on our receipts. This

is about five times the going rate,

and we hope that we can establish

this as a norm for this field by

starting it out that way and main-

taining this percentage.

What kind of programs are

needed? Just about anything for

the TRS-80 can be instantly

distributed. At present the pro-

grams should fit the 4K systems,

but it won't be long before we'll

be needing most programs to

work with the 16K systems.

Almost anything will go for the

PET too . . . 8K systems.

In the long run we will be able

to do best for programmers who
work on what we call vertical

systems. These would be program
packages that would enable com-
puter stores to sell complete sys-

tems to specific businesses. Let's

say a programmer has a good
friend who runs a moving-van

service. I picked that at random
by opening the Yellow Pages. He
would then consult with his mov-
ing friend and develop a program

package that would do everything

a moving-van firm could want
. . . everything.

Once the package was done
and carefully checked with a cou-

ple local van firms for accuracy

and completeness, we would



package it and sell it through

computer stores. Stores would

take the package, set it up to

work on a system and then call

van firms to come in and see it at

work. It is unlikely that many
would pass up the system. When
you consider that there are over

80,000 such firms around the

country, you can see that sales

could be vigorous.

There are hundreds of vertical

packages that can be developed to

help computer stores with their

sales . . . and these should bring

in handsome royalties.

Next we come to computer-

aided instruction . . . and the

possibilities for thousands of

more programs. Every course

taught in school—and those that

should be taught in school—are

good prospects for this field.

Home-oriented programs will

be popular . . . security pro-

grams, general business pro-

grams, games . . . the list is, for-

tunately, endless.

Programs that are usable on

more than one system will be

checked out on other systems in

the Kilobaud labs ... we have

most of the microcomputer sys-

tems set up for this . . . and even

our maintenance man is into

working up programs. Of course

we have the TRS-80 (16K), the

PET, Altairs, Imsai, OSI, ISC,

Heath H8 and Hll, etc. This

place is microcomputer heaven.

Programmers should send in

complete listings, documen-
tation, some data on how to use

the programs and what they can

do . . . plus a cassette or disk

with the program on it, depend-

ing on the system. We would like

to get as good a print of the pro-

gram as possible.

Programmers interested in

tackling a major programming

package would do well to register

with us. This could prevent ten

programmers from working up

very similar dental programs, for

example. Tell us what you are

planning to put together and we'll

let you know if anyone else is

working on something similar.

Packages will be chosen on the

basis of excellence, not first

come.

Very Rich Programmers

We feel it is in the interests of

the whole industry that program-

mers get a major piece of the ac-

tion. The ability to sell micro-

computer systems rests on the ex-

cellence of the programs . . .

more so than the hardware . . .

so why not make it possible for

programmers to benefit accord-

ingly? Our system should make it

possible for programmers to get

rich beyond their wildest dreams.

Suppose we come up with a hot

moving-van package . . . and

sell it for $995 to the customer.

This would wholesale to the

dealer for $597 (40 percent off).

The rep would get 10 percent,

leaving a net sale of $537.30.

Twenty percent of that would

come to $107.46. If only 10 per-

cent of the van firms bought the

system, this would net the pro-

grammer $859,680 (before taxes).

I suspect that sales will be more

like 75 percent of the industry

than 10 percent, but why build

the pie factory in the sky? A 75

percent sale would bring in about

$6.5 million in royalties.

Is $995 a little high for such a

package? The customer would be

buying about $15,000 or so in

hardware to go along with it, so it

would really be miniscule . . .

running less than $25 a month!

What about my plan for $7.95

software? Oh, we'll have a lot of

that. The programs for games,

for homes, general programs,

teaching programs, these will be

of interest to much wider interest

groups, and we can look for sales

in the millions of these programs.

Most of the TRS-80 and PET
programs will come in this cate-

gory ... at least until the hard-

ware is available for business use

of these systems.

Are you still reading and not

rushing to your computer to pro-

gram? You need some All-Bran

. . . badly.

The Kilobaud Lab

As soon as the TRS-80 and

PET are brought into the system

we'll have one of the most exten-

sive microcomputing systems

anywhere. On line at present are

two Altairs, an Imsai, an Ohio

Scientific Challenger, a Heath

H8, an Hll and five Compu-
colors. Peripherals on line are a

Centronics 51 printer, a G.E.

Terminet, a Teletype, an OSI
disk, two Altair disks, a North

Star disk, the H10 and H9, the

SWTP CT-64, a Computalker, a

clock module, the Heuristics

board, an S.D. Sales Z-80 etc.

Barry, our tech, is working to

I/O all of this to our Prime mini-

computer system as well as the

TRS-80 and PET. This will

enable us to check out submitted

programs on just about every-

thing popularly available . . .

lacking only a 6800 system.

In addition to our wanting to

know personally how all the vari-

ous systems work, another reason

for all this hardware is to give us

the ability to produce programs

for sale . . . and be sure they all

work on the systems we say they

will.

What's Coming?

Initially we'll be putting out

programs on cassettes. After that

we'll probably be using more and

more disks, then perhaps ROMs;
but what will be next?

With the prices on video re-

cording systems coming down,

we may soon see video recorders

used for program and data

storage. These recorders are all

set up to be easily controlled by a

computer.

Picture, if you will, a study

course of the future . . .on video-

tape. It will have full television

action and sound in color

. . . and program your computer

as it goes along. It will show

material and then stop and ask a

question about what has been

ilobaucl

Reader Responsibility

One of your responsibilities, as a reader of Kilobaud, is to aid

and abet the increasing of circulation and advertising, both of

which will bring you the same benefit: a larger and even better

magazine. You can help by encouraging your friends to sub-

scribe to Kilobaud. Remember that subscriptions are guaran-

teed—money back if not delighted, so no one can lose. You can

also help by tearing out one of the cards just inside the back

cover and circling the replies you'd like to see: catalogs, spec

sheets, etc. Advertisers put a lot of trust in these reader re-

quests for information. To make it even more worth your while

to send in the card, a drawing will be held each month and the

winner will get a lifetime subscription to Kilobaudl

Reader-service card submission is on the increase, so we had

plenty to draw from. Winner of a lifetime subscription to

Kilobaud is Fred Schild of Playa Del Rey CA. Congratulations,

Fred.
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This is the latest Extensys system. It is approaching the top end in per-
formance microcomputers . . . and it isn 7 cheap, either. This is an ex-

cellent example ofhow far things have gone with micros.

What about Radio Shack?

On the way back from San Jose

we stopped off in Dallas/Fort

Worth.

The next day we had lunch with

Bill Mueller of ICOM and Art

Housholder of AGL Electronics

in Dallas. A Mexican restaurant

right near AGL was fantastic. I

don't care if AGL wants to throw
away their advertising money like

drunken sailors in other maga-
zines, I'll be stopping by to visit

at every opportunity.

From there we waddled on to

Radio Shack and Hy Siegel.

Despite a broken leg, gained a

Here 's a view of the main part of the PETproduc-
tion department. Thefront line is brand new PETs
that are being checked out with diagnostic pro-
grams to make sure they work.

On the right of the PETs being checked out is rack

upon rack ofPETs being burned in. They burn 'em

in for 48 hours before packing them up for ship-

ment. Normally they have those plastic covers over

the burn-in racks to make sure that the PETs are

hot, thus aggravating any troubles that might
otherwise turn up later.

shown. If your answer is right it

will compliment you and then go
on with more instructions. If you
goof, the tape will rewind and re-

play the part you screwed up.

How far in the future is all

this? Jolt had just such a system

up and running two years ago
. . . using a Sony video system

and Jolt microcomputer. Prices

on video recorder systems are

coming down; performance and
availability are going up. These
would seem ideal mates to our

computer systems. And think of

the data storage on a video

cassette!

Jolt was recently bought out by
MOS Technology (Commodore),
so we may see some of this

technology coming along sooner
than we think ... if Commo-
dore lets the Jolt crew have a free

hand.

Speaking of the PET

After the Faire, Sherry and I

stayed over a couple of days in

the San Jose area. We made a

visit to Extensys and then went
over to Commodore to see the

plant where the PET is being pro-

duced. Commodore doesn't want
me to spill the beans on how
many units they are turning out,

but I'm sure you will be able to

get a good idea from my photos.

They have a big bunch of units

going through the production line

and then through exhaustive

testing. The PETs are burned in

for 48 hours at a very high

temperature in order to bring on
any possible failures before ship-

ment rather than after. The small

number of sets in for repairs in-

dicates the quality control system

is working very well.

How long does it take to put

together a PET? From one end of

the production line to the test

bench it takes a little over one
hour! With the large number of
PETs coming out of the factory it

is amazing that dealers are groan-

ing over their back orders . . .

some were telling us they could
sell ten times as many as they are

able to get.

The factory will be increasing

its production soon, but this still

won't take the pressure off. By
next year, I'll bet they have a fac-

tory several times as large as they

have right now.

few weeks earlier on the ice-

skating rink in the center of the

Tandy building shopping plaza,

Hy took us all over the new Tan-

dy headquarters building.

A few blocks away there is an

enormous parking lot, serviced

by a new subway system that ends

in the Tandy building. This per-

mits people to park and shop the

downtown area . . . and get to

the parking lot easily. The ground
floor ice-skating rink is ringed by

a shopping plaza. Prominent in

the plaza were a giant Radio

Shack store, a Tandy Computer

store and a new Tandy Telephone

store.

The elevators go up to the 17th

floor; from there you have to take

an escalator to the top corporate

offices.

While some firms are being run

by uptight people who appear to

be well on their way to terminal

constipation, the Radio Shack
crowd seems to be having a good
time at their work. I was sur-

prised at the large number of

hams involved in the higher posi-

tions . . . most of whom have

been reading 73 for years. I like

that in a person. I've known
many of the people either

through Radio Shack in Boston

or Allied Radio. Quite a crew!

Tandy has built two tower

buildings recently . . . both
about 19 floors. They have a third

tower going up soon ... 45

floors. Tandy is dominating

downtown Fort Worth. Some
difference from when I lived in

the area about 30 years earlier

and the highest point in town was

the dung heap at the stockyards.

After the visit to the offices

. . . some talking with various

departments about prospective

microcomputer growth . . . my
software plans, etc., Hy took us

off to the plant not far away
where the TRS-80s are being

made. Wow! Again, no produc-

tion figures were to be let out of

the bag, but you can see from my
pictures that the production is not

insignificant. They run the sys-

tems in for 24 hours, so you know
all the sets you can see are just a

part of one day's production.

It was so difficult to tear myself

Here are over 100 TRSSOs being burned in . . . and this isjust onepart
of the burn-in area . . . which goes on and on . . . and on. If anyone
tries to tell you Radio Shack isn 't making a lot of80s in Ft. Worth, tell

him baloney.



away from the factory that we

almost missed our plane back to

Boston . . . and home.

TRS-80—Is It Any Good?

I've had letters from hundreds

of TRS-80 owners . . . and
talked with dozens at the recent

shows, but I haven't had any

negative comments yet on the

system. Oh, everyone wants more

memory and bigger BASIC, but

they are amazed at what the 80

can do with what it has—and they

are having a ball with it.

In view of this, the recent blast

in PCC at the 80 is a mystery. The

people at Radio Shack were

numbed by the negative review

. . . and as bewildered as I by it.

Yes, the case for the keyboard

and CPU is plastic, but it is very

attractive and it resists dings a lot

better than metal; and if you want

to carry the system around the

way most of us do, you loudly

hail the use of lightweight plastic

instead of boat-anchor iron. I

carried my TRS-80 with me to

San Jose ... on to Dallas and

back home. I sure wouldn't have

done that if it had been in a metal

case. What other computer sys-

tem can you throw in a suitcase

and take with you?

EDITOR'S
REMARKS

Byting the Apple

Since they were giving out free

copies of Byte at San Jose, I stuck

a copy in my flight bag to bring

back. The price was just right.

On the flight, I had the choice

of sitting back and resting or

reading the magazine. I made the

wrong choice and soon got a men-

tal hernia over a review of the

Apple II by editor Helmers.

Before reading the Helmers

view of the Apple, I had the im-

pression that it was an excellent

system. Many of the computer

store owners I have talked with

were very enthusiastic about it,

and it seemed to be one of the best

selling systems on the market

. . . possibly giving Radio Shack

and Commodore a run for their

money. The reader comments in

the letters had all been very posi-

tive, so I was unprepared for the

vicious attack in Byte.

Helmers, who, I understand,

got the Apple free, may provide

an object lesson for manufac-

turers who are feeling generous.

He apparently could see no good

in the contrivance. He didn't like

(continued on page 106)

Who Reads Kilobaud Magazine?

We not only have a reputation

for being a magazine for
*

'begin-

ners" in this field—we flaunt it! I

think we need to sit back and ex-

amine just who these "begin-

ners" are, however. It's really

very simple . . . we're all begin-

ners to one degree or another.

The person who just developed

an interest in building or using a

personal computer, and hasn't

any background, is most definite-

ly a beginner. (And speaking of

that type of person: I recently

heard of a company that didn't

feel they should be advertising in

Kilobaud because of this "be-

ginners' magazine" image. What
a hogwash attitude! Are they go-

ing to totally ignore that ever-

increasing segment of the

market?)

Those "total novice" individ-

uals need to be examined much
more closely because they're

coming from several different

directions and have different ob-

jectives in mind. Kilobaud, and

every other magazine in the

personal-computing field, is be-

ing bought primarily by com-

puter hobbyists. Some of those

other magazines purport to be

aimed at the mass market . . .

those millions of average middle-

class Americans who will be buy-

ing home systems in the years to

come.

The key phrase there is "will be

buying." That market hasn't ar-

rived yet, but it will—and, need-

less to say, we've all got our eye

on it. But for right now (ap-

proaching the middle of 1978),

Kilobaud is providing a lot of

material for this mass market.

I've come to this conclusion as

the result of recently teaching a

couple of one-day courses on per-

sonal computing for the Univer-

sity of California. At the begin-

ning of both courses, I opened

with the comment that even

though I was the editor of a

computer-hobbyist magazine, I

had no intention of directing

myself to computer hobbyists.

Those in attendance included

newcomers interested in home
computers, students, profes-

sional people (some in data pro-

John Craig

cessing) and small businessmen. I

was rather amazed at the number

of times I made reference to ar-

ticles in Kilobaud that would be

of interest to those people.

These two groups were made
up of end users, or the mass

market, we've been talking

about. If you stop and think

about some of the practical ap-

plications programs we've run,

hardware and software reviews,

and small-business software, I

think you'll see what I mean.

Many see this new mass market

as being made up of people who
simply want to take their new
computer system home, plug it

in, load a cassette program and

run! I agree with that concept

... to a point. That point is

where these people begin to tire of

all the "canned" programs they

can buy . . . and get the itch to

generate some of their own.

(That's not hard to imagine

because many of the younger

generation will be programming

the home computer to solve

homework problems, and there-

by exposing mom and dad to pro-

gramming.) There will be another

segment of these end users (most

likely those with an electronics

background) who will start

tinkering with the system by add-

ing new peripherals, modifica-

tions and capabilities.

Aha! You know what we're go-

ing to have then? More computer

hobbyistsl I wonder what maga-

zine they'll be buying when they

go down to their local computer

stores?

Now . . . what about some of

the other "beginners" reading

Kilobaud! I hope computer
stores, and readers, are directing

small businessmen (under 5' 5")

shopping for a system toward

Kilobaud. We're doing our best

to provide material to help them

in selecting a system . . . with ar-

ticles written with them in mind.

Now we get to the best part: all

those professional computer en-

gineers and programmers out

there who read Kilobaud. You
know, there really aren't that

many people out there who are

experts in every single area of this

field. To put it quite simply, there

are a lot of software types who
are interested in expanding their

knowledge in the hardware area

. . . and probably even more
engineers interested in picking up

on programming techniques.

Those people are, of course, in-

terested in reading Kilobaud for

the same reason as anyone else:

articles of general interest, objec-

tive hardware and software re-

views, and the ads.

A good friend of mine recently

pointed out something about

Byte and Kilobaud that gave me
some food for thought. He held

up a copy of one of the two maga-

zines and said, "This magazine is

almost exclusively filled with

esoteric, high-level articles and

very little in the way of light read-

ing material."

Picking up the other one, he

said, "Then we have this one,

which is filled each month with

mostly light reading, short ar-

ticles . . . and very little that you

can really sink your teeth into.

Two magazines: one which is too

technical in content, and the

other too light." He suggested

that since Kilobaud, rather than

Byte, could more likely balance

things out, I should consider in-

cluding at least one or two
"heavy" articles in each month's

issue. I'm inclined to agree with

him . . . what about you? (Heck,

this business of putting together a

magazine is a snap! All you have

to do is provide material that will

satisfy tens of thousands of read-

ers .. . all with varying interests!)

The Southern California

Swap Meet

Got anything scheduled for Ju-

ly 1st? If so, get busy and cancel

it . . . and don't plan to go out of

town for the July 4th weekend

. . . that is, if you live in Santa

Barbara CA. If you don't . . .

then, by all means, plan to drive

there for the Southern California

Swap Meet on July 1st. People

will be coming from as far east as

Phoenix ... as far north as San

Francisco . . . and as far south

as San Diego ... so there's no

reason for you not to come!

Next month I'll include a map
showing how to get to it . . . and

a photo of the beautiful building

the event will be held in. And,

that's what it's going to be—an

event: computer hobbyists, hams
and electronics experimenters all

getting together for a good time;

and, without a doubt, that is the

most important part.

Admission will be free . . . for

buyers. Sellers can drop me a line

(continued on page 110)



AROUND
THE INDUSTRY
The following isfrom an official

bulletin issued by the Santa Maria
CA Police Department.

The DataSync Corp. was start-

ed in early 1977 by Colonel David

Winthrop and advertised exten-

sively in the national computer
magazines. In late June 1977,

Santa Maria CA Police detectives

learned that Colonel Winthrop
had used other names and had
obtained driver's licenses under

at least three names. Police

learned that the Colonel had de-

frauded a Santa Maria man of

John Craig

pretense thefts amounting to a

quarter of a million dollars in five

different states within the past

four years, other local, state and
federal agencies declined to pros-

ecute him.

On February 26, 1978, Hunt,

who had been serving his term at

Chino State Prison, escaped from
a minimum security facility.

Hunt is currently being sought

by California authorities. Hunt is

a white male, 6' 3", 220 pounds,

with reddish-brown hair, and
hazel eyes. He has worked as a

TV repairman and has run busi-

The many faces of Norman Henry Hunt, Jr. (AKA Colonel David
Winthrop).

$10,000 under the pretense of

designing a computer board for

him, and detectives obtained an

arrest warrant for Winthrop
along with search warrants for his

home and his business. Winthrop
was arrested at his business and
was held under $100,000 bail.

A check of Winthrop's finger-

prints revealed that his true name
was Norman Henry Hunt, Jr.,

and that he had been a parole

violator in California since 1965.

Hunt was charged with three

counts of false-pretense theft as

felonies, and he entered a guilty

plea to the charges. Hunt was sen-

tenced to two years, eight months
in prison on the Santa Maria
charges. Although the investiga-

tion revealed that Hunt had been

involved in fraud and false-

nesses marketing CB radios,

computer products and jacks for

trailers.

His method of operation has

been to move to a town under a

new identity, rent a house with

option to buy and to make con-

tacts in his field of endeavor

(recently, computer hobbyists).

Hunt will generally begin his

operation by soliciting backing

for product design from private

parties. Often he will sell his

qualifications so well that it is the

victim's idea to ask Hunt to de-

sign a product for him.

Hunt may then start a business

and solicit partners. He will rent a

building, hire employees, begin a

credit line with suppliers. After

enough equipment has been re-

ceived from suppliers on credit to

look impressive, he will apply for

a bank loan to start production.

He will usually go to a local bank

rather than a large bank chain. If

the loan is received, Hunt empties

the business of its equipment and

leaves the area, leaving the credi-

tors and the bank high and dry.

Hunt also orders equipment

from dealers and pays by check.

He then stops payment on the

checks. When contacted by a

dealer about why he stopped pay-

ment, he may say that the product

was defective and is being re-

turned, and request that another

unit be shipped.

When Hunt was arrested in

Santa Maria, he had a loaded

shotgun in his closet at home, and

he may be considered dangerous.

If anyone has information that

may relate to this suspect, please

contact Detective Ernest L.

Kapphahn, Santa Maria Police

Department, (805) 922-7811, or

Investigator Zeke Hernandez,

Chino State Prison, (714)

597-1821.

SS-50 Bus Manufacturers Meet

All manufacturers of SS-50 bus

compatible hardware met at the

second Computer Faire in San

Jose to discuss possible new bus

signal assignments. Represented

at the meeting were Southwest

Technical Products Corp., Mid-

west Scientific Instruments,

Smoke Signal Broadcasting,

Gimix and The Micro Works.

It was agreed the uniformity of

use was essential to protect cur-

rent and future users of the bus

from the incompatibility and
general chaos now being faced by

S-100 bus users and manufactur-

ers. It was agreed by everyone

present that any revised, or addi-

tional bus line assignments would

be cleared with all concerned

before being designed into equip-

ment. A suggestion to change the

present "Phase 1" line to "Slow

Memory" was made by Mr. Chil-

dress of Midwest Scientific In-

struments. Several others present

agreed that this was a reasonable

change, since "Phase 1" was a

redundant signal that could be

obtained by inverting "Phase 2,"

which is also present on the bus.

If no objections are found, this

change will be considered for ac-

tion by all manufacturers of the

SS-50 bus to make the change of-

ficial.

A discussion of possible addi-

tions, or changes, to the bus sys-

tem for MC-6809 processors

brought up the subject of moni-

tor and software compatibility in

these machines. It was agreed

that Mr. Dave Shirk of Technical

Systems Consultants, Inc., would

be asked to recommend jump
table addresses that would be

used by all SS-50 manufacturers

in these systems. This would in-

sure that all users of this ad-

vanced processor on the SS-50

bus would be able to interchange

hardware and software easily be-

tween monitors written by dif-

ferent sources.

Mr. Robert Lentz, president of

The Micro Works, reported that

he had conducted some experi-

ments with high speed processors

and that he had found no prob-

lems with crosstalk, or any need

for terminations, etc., at speeds

up to 3.0 MHz with a standard

SS-50 bus.

The next meeting of the SS-50

Manufacturers Association will be

held at Personal Computing 78 in

Philadelphia. All manufacturers

of SS-50 bus compatible products

are invited. All users of the bus

are also invited to participate in

the meeting and to send any sug-

gestions they may have to any of

the above manufacturers for con-

sideration at this meeting.

Photo 1. The complete Micro Works/Malibu system.
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Intertec's

"pull out the guts * screw in the brains 99

While we'll admit the difference in ap-

pearance between the DECwriter II and

our new SuperDEC is difficult at best to

see, the difference in performance is as-

tounding! The SuperDEC is our new

Throughput Optimizer designed to be

easily installed in your existing

DECwriter II teleprinter. Not only can

our SuperDEC Optimizer increase the

print speed of your DECwriter II by as

much as six times its original speed, it

also gives you the features offered only

by our famous SuperTerm teleprinter.

Features you couldn't get on your

DECwriter until now.

You've undoubtedly already heard of

our SuperTerm. It's the 1200 baud

teleprinter that has been replacing

DECwriters by the thousands. And
while you may have purchased your

DECwriter prior to the introduction of

our state-of-the-art SuperTerm, you

can now have all of the SuperTerm's

incredible features without having to

throw out your DECwriter.

With the SuperDEC Optimizer installed,

you will have such nifty features as bidirec-

tional printing, manual and automatic top of

form, full horizontal and vertical tabs (address

able and absolute), adjustable right and left mar-

gins, an RS-232C interface, a double wide character

set and up to 32 user programmable characters. You

can also add an APL character set, selective addressing

and an answer back feature at nominal cost.

The SuperDEC Optimizer is designed to

replace the digital electronics in your

existing DECwriter II. In less than five

minutes, your DECwriter can be trans-

formed into a SuperDEC. The Super-

DEC Optimizer is completely "plug-

compatible" with the cables in your

DECwriter. The only installation tool

required is one that we give you—

a

screwdriver. Just pull out the guts and

screw in the brains. No special technical

skills are required. And if you get bored

watching your DECwriter print faster

than you can read, the old digital elec-

tronics may be reinstalled in a matter of

minutes. It's really just that simple.

Every SuperDEC Throughput Optimizer

carries a full one year warranty on all

parts and workmanship. But our com-

mitment to excellence in service goes

beyond the warranty. Intertec can also

offer on-site service contracts for all of

your upgraded SuperDEC equipment.

So, when you're ready to "pull out

the guts and screw in the brains",

contact us at one of the

numbers below and we'll give

you the name of your local

SuperDEC dealer. He'll

show you what a difference

your old DECwriter
$395 can make.

INTERTEC DATA SYSTEMS
Eastern Regional Marketing

1 9530 Club House Road
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760

301/948-2400

Corporate Headquarters
1 851 Interstate 85 South

Charlotte, North Carolina 28208
704/377-0300

Western Regional Marketing
1 7952 Sky Park Blvd.

Irvine, California 92714
714/957-0300

The SuperDEC and other Intertec products are represented in these cities: Albany, NY Alberquerque, NM Atlanta, GA Baltimore, MD Boston, MA Buffalo, NY Charlotte, NC

Chicago, I L Cincinnati, OH Cleveland, OH Columbia, SC Columbus, OH Dallas, TX Dayton, OH Denver, CO Detroit. Ml Hartford, CT Huntsville, AL Houston, TX

Indianapolis, IN Jacksonville, FL Kansas City, KS Los Angeles, CA Louisville, KY Madison, Wl Memphis, TN Miami, FL Milwaukee, Wl Minneapolis, MN Nashville, TN

New Haven,' CT New Or\eans, LA New York, NY Oklahoma City, OK Omaha, NB Philadelphia, PA Phoenix, AZ Pittsburgh, PA Portland, OR Providence, R
I

Raleigh, NC

Richmond, VA Rochester, NY Sacramento, CA Salt Lake City, UT San Antonio, TX San Diego, CA San Francisco, CA Seattle, WA St. Louis, MO Syracuse, NY Tampa, FL

Tulsa, OK Virginia Beach, VA Washington, DC. International offices located in Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, England, France, Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Taiwan.



Photo 2. Bob Lentz, president

and master thinker.

Photo 3. Jill Lentz, marketing, and Ann Curtis, #7 secretary.

Computer Portraits

from Micro Works!

Computer portraits have fas-

cinated me for several years, but

not for the reason you might

think. The electronics, the soft-

ware and the hardware of the

system aren't much of a mystery,

or a fascination. No, I've always

been amazed at the tremendous
cost of such systems and knew it

was just a matter of time before

some enterprising micro enthusi-

asts came along and developed

one we could all buy. Well, it's

happened. Let me tell you about
it. . . .

In last month's editorial I gave

you an introduction to what the

folks at The Micro Works are up
to. They've been building S-50

6800 boards for some time now
(they have an EPROM Program-
mer, PROM board, Universal

I/O board and extender boards),

but their latest is really some-
thing!

They have developed a digital

video system, called the Digisec-

tor , which interfaces an inex-

pensive TV camera with a South-

west Technical Products 6800

system. The TV image is convert-

ed, by the Digisector board, into

Fig. 1. Shannon Sherrick, daughter of the Malibu

160's designer, Mike Sherrick.

a high-resolution digitized pic-

ture . . . and stored into the

computer's main memory. So
far, so good . . . and, up to now
things have been quite inexpen-

sive: the cost of an SWTP 6800

system, a $200 to $300 television

camera, a video monitor for

$150, $170 for the Digisector

board and a terminal for the

computer. Not too bad, right?

Now we're going to have to

spend a few bucks for a good
high-quality printer . . . and the

Micro Workers feel the Malibu

160 is the best for the job . . .

and from what I've seen, I'll

have to agree (catch the review

on that printer in this month's

Kilobaud).

Now, let's do a recap of the

hardware, while referring to

Photo 1. Going clockwise, start-

ing on the left-hand side of the

table, we have the TV camera sit-

ting on top of the terminal (in-

cidentally, you're going to need

*,

Photo 4. Larry Lowe, layout,

draftsman and corporate pilot.

some floodlights aimed at the

subject), then we have a monitor

for the video, the SWTP system

with the Digisector sitting on an

extender board (the right one),

minimum of 18K of main mem-
ory and last, but not least, the

Malibu printer. Add it up . . .

it's a heck of a lot less than

anything you've seen before!

(The cost of the Digisector board

includes the computer portrait

software.)

Photos 2 through 6 will intro-

duce you to the sharp team at

Micro Works who put it all to-

gether . . . and Fig. 1 speaks for

itself; The Micro Works/Malibu
combination is a real winner! (By

the way, they have an 8080/S-100

version of the board in the works,

which will sell for about the same
price.)

Micro Works, PO Box 1110,

Del Mar CA 92014. Ph: (714)

756-2687.

Photo 5. Andrew Phelps, senior programmer.
Photo 6. Bob McMann, tech writer and senior tech-

nician.
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8080A/8085 Assembly

Language Programming

Lance A. Leventhal

Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc.

PO Box 2036, Berkeley CA 94702

$7.50, 400 Pages

Assuming that there are other

computer hobbyists who enjoy

assembly-language programming

as much as I do, I would like to

pass on my thoughts about

8080A/8085 Assembly Language

Programming by Lance A.

Leventhal.

I use assembly language in situ-

ations where BASIC won't do the

job, such as graphics, input-

output, or where BASIC pro-

grams won't fit due to memory
size limitations. In addition to the

usual I/O operations (keyboard,

printer and video), I turn various

external devices on and off under

computer control. This requires

being able to manipulate CPU
registers, addresses and data

lines; it takes assembly-language

programming to do this.

I have written many programs,

but after skim-reading this book I

realized that I have missed the

significance of, or misused, many
8080 instructions. A second,

more thorough, study confirmed

this and contributed greatly to my
assembly-language programming

ability.

Table 1 is an outline of the con-

tents of Leventhal's book. Just

about every possible question

that you could come up with is

answered in one or more of these

chapters. Chapters 1 and 2 serve

as the appetizer—a comprehen-

sive discussion of assembly-

language programming and as-

semblers.

Chapter 3 does more than just

list the instructions with a brief

description; a half page or more is

devoted to each instruction and

explicit examples promote better

understanding. Nowhere else

have I seen the 8080 instruction

set explained with such detail and

clarity.

Chapters 4 to 12 are the main

course; they take you from the

simple program through every

conceivable CPU operation. I

found the code-conversion and

I/O information especially inter-

esting since my current project is

to interface an EBCD Selectric

Data Terminal to my SOL.
There is hardly a page in this

book that does not contain at

least one example program with

source and object coding plus

flowchart. These examples are

really subroutines that you can

use in countless programming

situations.

A partial list of these subrou-

tines might include: checksums,

finding a given ASCII character,

changing the parity of a string of

characters, ASCII-to-decimal

conversion, addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, division,

sorting, indexing a table, code

conversion and so much more. In

fact, the emphasis in chapters 5 to

12 is on subroutines that can be

combined to form more complex

programs.

Chapters 13 to 16 tie together

everything you have learned. This

is the dessert course. My assem-

bly-language programming tech-

nique always started with coding

after some sketchy mental prob-

lem definition. Dr. Leventhal has

convinced me that this is wrong.

Problem definition and program

design should come first, fol-

lowed by coding, debugging, test-

ing, documentation, mainte-

nance and redesign.

1

.

Introduction to assembly-language

programming

2. Assemblers

3. 8080/8085 instruction sets

4. Simple programs

5. Simple program loops

6. Character-coded data

7. Code conversion

8. Arithmetic problems

9. Tables and lists

10. Subroutines

11. Input-output

12. Interrupts

13. Problem definition and program

design

14. Debugging and testing

15. Documentation and redesign

16. Sample projects

Table I.

8080A/8085 Assembly Lan-

guage Programming has many

more points to make . . . too

many to cover here. This is not a

one-evening book. If you have an

8080 or 8085 (improved 8080)

CPU or have access to one, the

ideal learning situation is to try

the examples as you go along.

Each chapter has, in addition, a

series of problems for which

clues, but no coded solutions, are

supplied. These give you a chance

to try your hand at assembly-

language programming.

Particularly interesting is the

discussion on various program-

ming methods: flowcharting,

modular, structured and top

down. Although no one method

is touted as being the best, each is

explained, and advantages and

disadvantages presented. Clearly,

the author leans toward struc-

tured programming.

Major statements are printed

in boldface type, and explana-

tions to these statements are

printed in a lighter type. The

tendency is to read only the bold-

face sentences until you come to

one that you don't understand, at

which time you read the lightface

type for clarification. Out of

habit, I found myself reading it

all.

This is definitely a software-

oriented text, but an amazing

amount of hardware information

is given in the I/O and interrupt

chapters—probably enough to

implement any of the designs dis-

cussed.

So far, I have covered all the

book's good points but none of

its bad ones. That is probably

because I couldn't find anything

to criticize. My only negative

reaction has to do with 8080A/
8085 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming having been advertised

as available in October 1977,

which is when I ordered and paid

for it; it was actually not printed

until late January 1978, which is

when I received it.

In my opinion, 8080A/8085

Assembly Language Program-

ming is a worthwhile text; and

I'm hoping for a Z-80 version

soon. If my technical library had

to be reduced in size for some

reason, this is certainly one book

I would keep on the shelf!

Rod Hallen

Tombstone AZ

Simplified BASIC Programming

Gerald and Joan Silver

McGraw-Hill, New York

1974, $12.85

of you who have absolutely no ex-

perience in computer program-

ming and occasionally need to

look up the definition or applica-

tion of an instruction. Simplified

BASIC Programming is an excel-

lent reference manual.

The first section of the book is

devoted to an in-depth explana-

tion of the operation of a time-

sharing system. For those of you

who have access to a time-sharing

system, this section is invaluable.

For the microcomputer owner,

this section may be skipped as

your system probably operates in

a substantially different manner.

The second section describes,

in easy-to-understand language,

how most of the instructions are

used. I say most because in 1974

BASIC was not as sophisticated

as it is today. Examples of the use

of each instruction or combina-

tions of instructions are clearly

stated. At the end of each

chapter, a review and a quiz are

provided.

The last section of the book

contains example programs with

complete documentation and a

description of the way the prob-

lem was solved.

This book is a good reference

for those of us who can't seem to

remember whether a comma or a

semicolon is necessary to print

closely spaced output, or any

other syntax problem that may
drive you to the brink of insanity.

Although Simplified BASIC
Programming is available

through any bookstore, you may
find a used copy for sale at sub-

stantial savings at your friendly,

neighborhood college bookstore.

And if you are really watching

your budget, you may find

SimplifiedBASIC Programming,
along with other informative

reading on BASIC, at your local

library.

Jim Cambron
Topeka KS

Simplified BASIC Program-

ming is an excellent text for those

The 8080A Bugbook
Rony, Larsen, Titus

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

Indianapolis IN

$9.95, paperback

One book out of a hundred

makes you wish you had seen that

one before slogging through the

other ninety-nine. This is such a

book. It should be subtitled "All

You Wanted To Know about the

8080 and Its Support Chips, but

Didn't Know Where To Look."

In the Bugbook tradition, the

8080A neatly balances theory and

practical example. It comprises

eight chapters with titles such as,
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"What is a Microcomputer?"
and "An Introduction to Micro-
computer Programming." They
are all informative and readable.

Unfortunately, there are some
errors (no doubt accidental, but

possibly confusing to the reader).

Occasionally, the authors give a

detailed explanation that ends
just when you expect some vital

truth to be revealed; but these

rare omissions serve mainly to

demonstrate the thoroughness of
the rest of the book.

Each chapter begins with an
outline and ends with a summary
and some searching questions. In

light of its format, it could well be
used as a textbook. Let's take

chapter 4 to consider the book's
style.

Title: Generating an output pulse.

Outline: Objectives, definitions,

8080 I/O instructions, device

select, pulse decoding, sample
microcomputer program, de-

vice select pulses as control

pulses, example, test, and
"What have you accomplished
in this chapter?"

Introduction: "In this chapter

you will learn how to generate

device select pulses ..."
At the end of the chapter the

reader is asked to "draw a

schematic diagram for a circuit

that can generate up to 256 dif-

ferent device-select pulses."

And if you read the chapter you
should be able to do the above,

and a great deal more.

In following chapters the

authors explain the use of these

and other signals for the control

of outside devices via timing

loops and other programming se-

quences. Throughout, however,

they stress keeping the hardware
simple and exercising control by
software.

I appreciated most of the

simplified, no-mystique ap-
proach to several things that had
long bothered me—among these

were flag testing, the use of status

words, and the inside working of

the many conditional branch in-

structions. The entire instruction

set is covered in greater detail

than I had previously encoun-
tered. It is methodically consid-

ered by function—by grouping
the related logical operations, for

example—and whole pages are

devoted to illustrating certain in-

structions that might be consid-

ered tricky or difficult.

The use of octal may disap-

point some readers. The explana-

tion is that the 8080 instruction

set was designed this way. Logical

operations all begin with 2 in oc-

tal, and MOV instructions with 1

.

The accumulator is 7 and the

memory 6. Thus, MOV A,M and

MOV M,A are 176 and 167, re-

spectively, much easier to remem-
ber than two dissimilar hex codes.

The book's overall theme is

that the microprocessor is a use-

ful tool. No mention is made of

high-level languages, games or

heavy number crunching; the in-

terfacing is to practical devices

and the programs are in simple

machine language, all designed to

"do something." And although

the special 8080 support chips are

all covered in some detail, TTL
alternatives are explained where
they can be applied.

It is difficult to classify this as

either a hardware or a machine-
language software book, since it

is really both. If the reader could

previously build a kit or follow a

program, he should, after digest-

ing this volume, be able to design

much of his own hardware and
write programs to interface with

other devices. That's a lot to learn

for only ten bucks.

Ernie Brooner

Lakeside MT

The Home Computer Revolution

Theodor H. Nelson

The Distributors,

702 So. Michigan South Bend
IN 46618, $2

Most computer hobbyists, or

those about to get into comput-
ing, will find this book easy to

read, as well as entertaining. It is

neither a technical book, nor a

dry history book. The author has

combined semitechnical material,

computer-historical anecdotes
and his forecast of the role of the

computer in the future.

Reading this book, I found
that my level of interest wavered
between near boredom to moder-
ate interest. However, because of
the nature of the material, an-

other reader might find different

peaks and dips of interest.

For instance, as an advocate of
the Altair bus, I reacted favor-

ably to the author's repeated sup-

port of this configuration. A
reader using the Digital Group
bus, for example, might be disin-

terested in the Altair bus
coverage.

At the other end of my interest

spectrum, I found the frequent

attacks on IBM to be objection-

able. I have no particular like or

dislike for IBM, but I certainly

found the repeated negative atti-

tude distracting.

It's a matter of psychology—if

you like the Altair bus and have
something against IBM, you'll

enjoy the author's comments; on
the other hand, if you don't like

the Altair bus structure and have

a high regard for IBM, you won't

enjoy reading this book.

A little more than half of The

Home Computer Revolution is

related to the author's predic-

tions of the future home-comput-
er world. Therefore, if you are

going to read this book, do it

now; very shortly, these precari-

ous prognostications will either

be history or wrong guesses.

Some of the predictions concern-

ing future home-computer input/

output devices and techniques

seem way out (but so was 1984

not very long ago).

On the positive side, I thought

the historical notes on Mits,

Cromemco and other companies
were very interesting. Those read-

ers new to home computing will

find some seldom published
background information.

There are brief hardware de-

scriptions (Altair bus oriented),

but with home computing mov-
ing so fast, a book would have to

be published in loose-leaf style

to keep up with the hardware
changes. Only a monthly maga-
zine, such as Kilobaud, can hope
to keep you informed on the cur-

rent hardware.

The program-languages de-

scriptions are short, with most
languages getting only one para-

graph. The author suggests that a

person learn programming with a

BASIC interpreter, and this is

probably what most home com-
puterists are doing.

A serious oversight occurs on
page 117. Add the following to

the lists of available magazines on
that page: Kilobaud, Peter-

borough NH 03458.

The Home Computer Revolu-

tion is light reading and generally

entertaining; one of my next

reading projects will be Comput-
er Lib ($7, same source), which is

referred to often in this latest

book by Theodor Nelson.

Gordon Flemming
Sylmar CA

Home Computers: 2 l *

Questions and Answers;

Vol. 1: Hardware ($7.95)

Vol. 2: Software ($6.95)

Rich Didday dilithium Press

Forest Grove OR 1977

These two books fill a definite

need. Most people who get start-

ed in the home-computer field

find themselves in one of three

situations: They know quite a bit

about software but nothing about
hardware; they know quite a bit

about hardware but nothing
about software; they don't know

much about either one.

The idea behind these books is

that you can buy Vol. 1 if you're

in the first category, Vol. 2 if

you're in the second category, or

both if you're in the third

category.

That's the idea behind the

books, but how well do they pull

it off? Pretty darn well, I'd say.

Together, the two books repre-

sent a heavily edited transcript of

nine days of conversation be-

tween two people on the subject

of home or hobby computing.

One of the participants (called

"A" because he provides the

answers) has a strong back-

ground in computing in general

(both hardware and software),

and home computing in par-

ticular.

The other participant (called

"Q") is an intelligent, interested

newcomer to the field who has

visited the computer stores,

picked up some literature and
bought a few magazines, but

needs further help to figure out

what it all means. He doesn't

understand too much of what
he's read, and wants to know, for

example, what is really involved

in putting a computer kit together.

Is he better off getting a fully

assembled system? Why are there

so many different microproces-

sor chips? What does all this

RAM/ROM/PROM/EPROM
stuff mean? What's involved in

programming? Why are there so

many different programming
languages? What can you really

do with a home computer?
1024 is 2 10

, which is the number
of questions and answers in the

two books—thus the title for the

work. But it's more than just a

bunch of disjointed questions

thrown together. The books are

well organized and proceed
logically from one topic to the

next, building up your knowledge
and tying things together as you
read.

Of course, neither book is go-

ing to enable you to become a

professional programmer or

hardware designer overnight, but

they'll give you a better idea of

what these people do, and intro-

duce you to some of the basics as

they relate to home computing.
Usually, when I read an intro-

ductory level book or article on
computing, I find myself saying,

"That's not a very good ex-

ample," or "Boy, that's sure go-

ing to mislead somebody." These
books are a rare exception. The
questions and answers both have
a nice balance of simplicity, ac-

curacy, and (amazingly enough)
realism, and actually convey the

(continued on page J J J> \
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Radio Shack's personal computer system?

This ad just might make you a believer.

You can't beat
the 4K system at

$599

TRS-80 "Breakthru"
• TRS-80 microcomputer
• 12" video display

• Professional keyboard
• Power supply
• Cassette tape recorder

• 4K RAM, Level-I BASIC
• 232-page manual
• 2 game cassettes

. . or the step-up
16K system at

$899

TRS-80 "Sweet 16"

• Above, except
includes 16K RAM

... or the fast

4K/printer system at

$1198

."TRS-80 "Educator 1

• Above, except
includes 4K RAM and
screen printer

..or the Level-I I

16K/printer/disk

system at

$2385

TRS-80 "Professional"
• Above, except
includes 16K RAM,
disk drive, expansion
interface, and
Level-ll BASIC

So how are you gonna beat the system that

does this much for this little? No way!

. . . The amazing new
32K/Level-ll/2-disk/

line printer system at

$3874

TRS-80 "Business"
• Above, except
includes 32K RAM,
line printer,

and two disk drives

Get details and order now at Radio Shack stores and dealers in the USA, Canada, UK, Australia, Belgium, Holland, France, Japan.

Write Radio Shack, Division of Tandy Corporation, Dept. C-051/B, 1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102. Ask for Catalog TRS-80.

Radio /haek
The biggest name in little computers
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^ NEW
Products
Plotters—Kit and Assembled

Sylvanhills Laboratory, Inc.,

has been sold to Pitsco, Inc., and
offers plotter kits and plotters

completely assembled. The kits

require the purchaser to mount
them on a drawing surface (con-

sole also available as a new prod-

uct of Sylvanhills) and to do the

interconnection between the con-

trol PC boards and his computer.

Plotters require an 8 bit parallel

I/O port and 5 and 24 V power
sources. A basic 8080 software

program is included in the

owner's manual.

Sizes available are 1 1 x 17 ($795

in kit form), 17 x 22 ($950 in kit

form) and 22 x 34 ($1300 in kit

form). Consoles priced separately.

Contact the new offices and
manufacturing facilities of
Sylvanhills Laboratory, Inc., PO
Box 646, Pittsburg KS 66762.

202 Video Camera Kit

Solid State Sales 202 Video

Camera Kit may be used for visi-

ble or infrared viewing for char-

acter recognition with computers
with external circuits. It will oper-

ate in a vacuum, under water, at

high altitude or in a magnetic en-

vironment because there is no
high voltage or magnetic deflec-

tion. In addition, it may be used

for IR surveillance with an IR

light source, and is excellent for

standard surveillance work be-

cause of its light weight (under 1

lb.) and small size.

Some advantages offered in

this new kit from previous models
are all clock voltages operating at

6 V requiring no adjustments,

and a higher video output signal.

The circuitry has been simplified

for easier assembly, and a two-

level TTL output is supplied for

interfacing. In addition, a power
board is supplied so only a 5 V, 1

Amp power source is needed,

and, in the near future, Solid

State Sales will supply a computer
interface card.

This kit includes all semicon-

ductors, boards, data sheets, dia-

grams, resistors, capacitors, and
an 8 mm lens. Assembly has been

simplified so that the only equip-

ment needed is an oscilloscope,

soldering iron and some wire.

The complete kit sells for $349

($75 to assemble and test).

Solid State Sales, PO Box 74K,

Somerville MA 02143.

Serial Interface Module

The 9650 is an asynchronous

serial interface module specifical-

ly designed for compatibility with

the M6800 microprocessor bus. It

is pin and outline compatible with

the Motorola EXORciser and
Micromodules and with the

MEK6800D2 Evaluation Kit. It

features full address decoding

and fully buffered data, address

and control lines. This module
utilizes 8 MC6850 Asynchronous

Communications Interface
Adapters with full RS-232C sig-

nal conditioning. An on-board

bit rate generator simultaneously

provides 14 standard rates that

can be individually strapped to

each ACIA.
The 9650 occupies 16 consecu-

tive memory addresses. The low-

est 8 of these access the 8 con-

f
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PerCom 's LFD-400 system.

trol/status registers and the next

8 access the transmit/receive data

registers. This map arrangement

allows optimum use of indexed

addressing in I/O intensive sys-

tems and permits the use of a very

tight interrupt polling loop.

The standard configuration of

the 9650 is fully populated to 8

channels. Prices range from $395

in single quantities to $237 at 100.

A partially populated 4-channel

version is also available at lower

prices.

The 9650 is one of a family of

M6800 support modules. All

cards of the family are 6.05 inches

by 9.75 inches and utilize a 43-pin

dual readout edge connector with

0.15625 inch pin spacing.

Creative Micro Systems, 6773

Westminster Avenue, Westmin-
ster CA 92683.

Disk Storage System

for the SS-50 Bus

PerCom Data Co.'s LFD-400,
a minifloppy 11 disk memory
system for the SS-50 bus, includes

a controller PC board, PROM-
ware disk operating system, disk

drive and drive power supply, in-

terconnecting cable, two mini-

diskettes, an operator's manual
and a compact enclosure to house

14
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The CMS 9650.

the drive and drive power supply.

System components may be in-

dividually purchased, and 2- and
3-drive systems are also available.

The controller board, which is

installed in an SS-50 bus slot of

the host computer, includes

special low-voltage-drop regu-

lators, a proprietary "bit shift-

ing" compensation circuit, an in-

activity time-out circuit to in-

crease drive motor life, and pro-

vision for 3K bytes of PROM.
The LFD-400 PROMware DOS,
miniDOS, allows SS-50 bus
owners to use their existing soft-

ware with simple patches. This

was a priority consideration in

the development of miniDOS.
The LFD-400 uses the Shugart

SA-400 drive. Disk speed is 300

rpm, which gives a data-transfer

rate of 125 kilobits per second.

The read/write head is stepped

from track to track at 40 ms per

step. The SA-400 drive system

features a positive media in-

terlock, which prevents door
closure on a misaligned disk, and
write protection circuitry. The
LFD-400 storage media is a

10-sector hard-sectored minidisk-

ette, which accommodates 89.6K
bytes of data on 35 tracks. The
recording technique is Bi-Phase-

M (also known as "double fre-

quency").

PerCom Data Company, Inc.,

318 Barnes, Garland TX 75042.

CT Terminals

COMPUTER TEXTile an-

nounces its line of high-quality

hard-copy hardware. CT sells re-

conditioned QUME and Diablo

daisy wheel printing terminals,

which feature 30-cps printers,

96-character keyboards with
10-key numeric pad, ASCII cod-

ed, RS-232 interface.

Also included are 256-charac-



The Innotronics Series 400 floppy disk drive.

ter buffer, user's and service

manual, with full graphics capa-

bility packaged in a cabinet with

black-and-chrome-wheeled ped-

estal. Options include 45-cps and

55-cps mechanisms for some
QUMEs, other encodings, pin-

feed platen, tractor forms feeder

and service contracts.

Each terminal comes with a

limited 30-day warranty. Quanti-

ties are limited. Prices from

under $2000. Also available are

reconditioned ADM- Is, modems
and paper tape punch/readers.

COMPUTER TEXTile, 10960

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1504, Los

Angeles CA 90024.

Innotronics Floppy Disk Drives

The new Series 400 diskette

drive, offering an array of new

features that were previously un-

available in the market, has

recently been introduced by In-

notronics. Unique new features

include automatic head-unload

and stepper motor time-outs,

bidirectional write-protect, radial

stepping ability for truly overlap-

ping seeks, host power-failure

detector and six different LED
activity indicator electronics.

Both the Model 410 (soft-

sectored, IBM-compatible) and

the Model 420 (hard-sectored)

provide single- and double-

density recording capability. In

addition, a proprietary data sep-

arator design, coupled with a

digital noise filter and a unique

way of handling recorded signals,

results in 35 percent greater data

integrity margins.

The Series 400 also incorpo-

rates the field-tested Innovex

mechanical design, which in-

cludes filtered air operating en-

vironment, single-side accessibil-

ity for maintenance, mechanical

door interlock with a manual

override button, targeted media

loading, and a patented "wear-

free" diskette hub rated for over

100,000 insertions. Prices for the

Innovex Series 400 range from

$575 in single quantities to $435

each for orders of 100.

Innotronics Corporation,

Brooks Rd., Lincoln MA 01773.

Printer Interface for Apple II

Microproducts has announced

a printer interface for the Apple

II computer which is compatible

with the Southwest Technical

Products PR-40 Printer. It will be

marketed as a preassembled PC
board that plugs directly into the

Apple II computer, an intercon-

necting cable and a cassette con-

taining the operating software.

The printer prints one line at a

time when the return key is

struck. The printer subroutine

can also be called in BASIC to

print the entire contents of the

video screen. While in the BASIC
mode, using the list subroutine,

the printer will continually record

the program, while the video

screen scrolls up one line at a

CSD's Microdesk.

time. The complete plug-in inter-

face with software sells for

$49.95.

Microproducts, Dept. K, 1024

17th Street, Hermosa Beach CA
90265.

Microcomputer Storage System

The Computer Systems Design

Microdesk is a new addition to

Kilobaud's microcomputer lab.

(We ran a release on the Micro-

desk in November 1977; now
we've had a chance to utilize it.)

The desk's ease of assembly

makes for a quick and useful ad-

dition to any room, with one ad-

justable shelf that you can ar-

range to your specific needs. Be-

cause of its air-vented design, the

upper shelf is an excellent loca-

tion for your unit. You can keep

the unit close at hand without its

being in the way. There's plenty

of room for your terminal, and a

sliding keyboard shelf can put the

keyboard within comfortable

reach—or out of the way when

you're not using it.

The lower shelf fully handles

the task of holding all the

manuals that accompany a small

microcomputer lab. The Micro-

ti Anitty m

Wintek 's analog interface module.

desk is sturdily designed to last a

long time under normal condi-

tions.

Computer Systems Design,

1611 E. Central, Wichita KS
67214.

Microprocessor Analog

Interface Module

The Wince Analog Interface

Module makes it easy for labora-

tory and control engineers to in-

terface thermocouples and other

transducers to a microprocessor.

It makes it equally easy to inter-

face the microprocessor to

motors, servos, etc. Options in-

clude a 16 channel multiplexer,

an 8, 10, or 12 bit analog-to-

digital converter, and one or two

8 bit digital-to-analog converters.

The base price is $99. Other

Wince Modules include the Con-

trol, RAM, ROM, EROM Pro-

grammer, CMOS RAM/Battery,

Driver/Sensor, Console I/O,

Cassette Interface.

Wintek Corp., 902 N. 9th St.

Lafayette IN 47904.

The Stringy Floppy

The Exatron Stringy Floppy™
is a subsystem consisting of a con-

Microproducts interface with Apple and PR-40. Exatron 's Stringy Floppy.
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Central Data 2650 Computer System.

trol board connecting to the

S-100 bus, a small drive module
outside the computer mainframe
and the connecting cable.

The individual continuous-

loop tape wafer, less than a

fourth the bulk of the standard

audio cassette and holding up to

40K bytes, is inserted in the slot in

the front of the drive module, and
will save or load 4K bytes in

about 5 seconds. All operations

are software controlled; the utili-

ty programs are contained in an
EPROM on the control board.

The subsystem is delivered ready

to operate, and is backed by a

one-year full warranty and a

30-day money-back guarantee.

Exatron Corp., 1030 East
Duane, Suite I, Sunnyvale CA
94086.

The Electric Pencil II

Michael Shrayer Software,
3901 Los Feliz Blvd., Los Angeles

CA 90027, announces the Electric

Pencil II. Some of the new fea-

tures include: CP/M compatibil-

ity, simple file management,
dynamic print formatting, multi-

column printing, cassette backup
capability, centering, underlining

and boldface.

The Electric Pencil II is now
available on CP/M—standard

printer versions $225; Diablo

printer versions $275. System
hardware must include: 8080 or

Z-80 based microcomputer,
printer, video display, CP/M
supported disk system, or North
Star minifloppy disk, or cassette

interface (Tarbell or SOL).
The Electric Pencil I is still

available for non-CP/M users.

Contact Michael Shrayer for

mor^ information.

Central Data Boards

Central Data, PO Box 2484,

Sta. A, Champaign IL 61820, of-

fers a 16K RAM board specially

designed for use in S-100 com-
puters. The dynamic memory
board uses a reliable refresh

method that inserts cycles be-

tween the computers normal ac-

cess cycles. The 16K RAM board
uses less than one-half the power
of a comparable static RAM
board.

CD's board comes completely

assembled, tested and burned in

—just plug it in and start using.

Each board also comes with a full

one-year warranty. Price is $289.

There is capacity on the board for

up to 32K RAM ($475), or add
16K for $200.

S-100 extender board, assem-

bled and tested, is $1 10. The 2650
Computer System board retails

for $275. System board features

include: 80 x 16 line display, 2650

microprocessor, 300 baud cas-

sette interface, supervisor pro-

gram, two parallel ports, one in-

put and one output, and 2048

bytes of read-write memory.

Naked Terminal Cuts

Dumb Terminal Costs Vs

Dynabyte, Inc., lowers the cost

of a dumb terminal with its

Naked Terminal, an S-100
module that functions with a key-

Northwest's85/P.

board and video monitor.

The Naked Terminal, priced at

$395, displays 80 characters by 24

lines, using both uppercase and
lowercase characters in a 5 x 7

font. Half duplex, full duplex

and a block mode that allows

editing before transmission are

features of the Naked Terminal.

Editing is aided by an addressable

cursor.

Switch-selectable features in-

clude black-on-white or white-

on-black, blinking or nonblink-

ing cursor, and variable baud
rates.

No software is required. The
Naked Terminal can be config-

ured by DIP switch to drop into

an existing system, replacing the

serial I/O card and stand-alone

terminal without making any
changes to software.

The Naked Terminal is a com-
plete dumb terminal on an S-100

board. It contains a microproces-

sor with its own memory, its own
software drivers and its own in-

ternal bus. It won't take up any
of the 64K memory address space

of the S-100 bus.

Like all Dynabyte products,

the Naked Terminal is completely

assembled, socketed, tested and
burned in. Dynabyte's guarantee

is for a full year—the longest in

the industry.

Dynabyte, Inc., 4020 Fabian,

Palo Alto CA 94303.

8085 + PASCAL = 85/P

The new 85/P, programmer's
workbench from Northwest
Microcomputer Systems, Inc.,

combines the throughput of the 3

MHz Intel 8085 and the power of

PASCAL.
The standard system features:

(1) 8085 CPU with 54K bytes of

static user RAM; (2) one mega-
byte of storage in two double-

density Shugart floppy-disk

drives; (3) 24 x 80 high-resolution

display with 103 station Hall ef-

fect keyboard; (4) two serial ports

for printer and second terminal

or modem; (5) a choice of attrac-

tive solid oak or walnut cabinets

that enhance any home or office.

The 85/P gains its efficiency in

program preparation and code

execution from the increasingly

popular PASCAL language. The
85/P provides the full PASCAL
environment including a 700 1pm
compiler/interpreter, random
and sequential files, a screen-

oriented editor, interactive,

source-linked debugger, plus full

documentation and a 90-day war-

ranty.

The complete system costs

$7495. Delivery is quoted at 30 to

60 days, with Northwest Micro-

computer Systems paying for de-

livery on any order shipped later

than 60 days. A variety of options

is available.

Northwest Microcomputer
Systems, Inc., 121 E 11th,

Eugene OR 97401.

"Byte-Size Breadboards"

from CSC

The age of LSI has put a lot of

power in Lilliput for users of

Continental Specialties Corpora-

tion Experimentor Socket solder-

less breadboards. This seems es-

pecially true for the palm-size

EXP350 and EXP650. Each is

just 3.6 inches long. The EXP350
offers .3 inch center spacing to

Dynabyte 's Naked Terminal. The EXP650.
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accept standard DIP packages;

the EXP650 offers the wide .6

inch spacing appropriate to wide

LSI DIPs. Their small size offers

the perfect opportunity for byte-

size modularity. This can happen

in several ways.

A complex LSI function IC like

a UART, for example, can be ac-

commodated, along with perti-

nent support discretes and con-

necting cables as a module on a

CSC EXP650. An LSI function

can be synthesized with less com-

plex circuitry. A counter, decoder

and display, for example, can be

combined on a single EXP350
and treated as a unit—as can a

data converter, an interface cir-

cuit or any of a number of func-

tional modules.

CSC's EXP350 is priced at

$5.50 (unit), the EXP650 at

$6.25.

Continental Specialties Corpo-

ration, 70 Fulton Terrace, New
Haven CT 06509.

REX Computing System

RCC introduces REX—the

total microcomputer system, ful-

ly assembled, complete with a

Z-80 CPU, 24K of RAM, video

output, system keyboard, a

microfloppy disk drive featuring

double-sided recording, cabinet

and power supply.

The REX system includes an

S-100 motherboard containing

the CPU, video display interface,

bootstrap and Monitor PROM,
and powerfail and vectored inter-

rupt circuitry. The system comes

complete with a modern walnut-

sided cabinet and a 15 Amp
power supply, and includes space

for a second microfloppy drive

plus five slots for S-100 bus

options.

A complete line of low-cost

software options is available.

These include ANSI FORTRAN
IV with subroutine library and

8080 and Z-80 extensions, includ-

ing advanced math and string-

handling functions; floppy-disk

operating system; file manage-

GRI Model 756 keyboard. K L Model 512 Power Supply.

ment system; text editor; and

linking loader.

RCC offers a wide range of op-

tions for the REX system, in-

cluding b & w or color video

monitors, rf modulator genera-

tor, expansion microfloppy
drives, RAM memory to 64K on

the motherboard (no bus slots

needed), a 120 cps 80/96 column

printer programmable serial

communications channel, and a

data communications modem.
The REX system lists for $2495,

assembled and tested only.

Realistic Controls Corp., 404

W. 35th Street, Davenport I

A

52806.

New Model 756

Full ASCII Keyboard

The Model 756 keyboard from

George Risk Industries provides

encoding for all 128 ASCII char-

acters and control functions, im-

posing no limitations on software

design or hardware capability.

Utilizing reliable IBM series key-

switches and low-power MOS en-

coder circuitry, Model 756 is de-

signed to bridge the gap between

basic keyboards and expensive

custom OEM models. Assembly

and mounting are simplified

through OEM industrial grade

components and a rugged MIL-

grade printed-circuit board. The

durable circuitry is complement-

ed by custom molded keytops and

a line of heavy-gauge steel en-

closures for desktop use.

The 756's complete line of ac-

cessories includes a numeric pad,

custom cables and connectors.

The versatile interface allows user

selection of parity, positive or

negative logic data and strobe

outputs, alpha lock operation

and both dc level and pulse strobe

signals. A latching shift lock key

is included, and all outputs are

TTL-DTL-MOS compatible. Kit

is $64.95; assembled and tested

model, $75.95. A matching en-

closure, Model 702, is $29.95.

George Risk Industries, Inc.,

GRI Plaza, Kimball NE 69145.

Computer-related Cases

The Buckeye Stamping Com-
pany, 555 Marion Rd., Colum-

bus OH 43207, now offers instru-

ment cases with keyboard holders

and CRT canopies. These com-

puter-related additions, fabricat-

ed of durable, extruded alumi-

num, are offered in standard 17

inch widths. The new cases are

now offered with blue or black

vinyl tops with matching feature

stripes, or with teakwood vinyl as

an option.

The new Buckeye computer-

related cases sell in small quanti-

ties in a price range of $110 or

$215, complete.

Power Supply for KIM

K L Power Supplies, PO Box

86, Montgomeryville PA 18936,

announces the model 512 power

5v

Bottom oscilloscope signals show
noise reduction made possible by

the Glitch Grabber.

supply for MOS Technology

KIM users, and for others need-

ing a 5 volt and 12 volt regulated

supply. The model 512 comes

completely assembled and in-

cludes a total 4.3 Amp capacity

and additional 8K memory.

The K L power supply features

+ 5 volts regulated with 1 .4 Amp
maximum, + 12 volts regulated

with 1.0 Amp maximum, + 8 volts

unregulated with 4.5 Amp max-

imum, and -I- 16 volts unregulat-

ed with 1.0 Amp maximum. It

has regulated outputs with cur-

rent limit and thermal overload

protection, fuse-protected
primary, ac line cord, and con-

nector cable.

The unit is enclosed in a Bake-

lite case with aluminum bottom

plate and rubber feet. It is 6.8 x

5.6 x 3 inches and weighs 3.5 lbs.

Price is $37.

RCC's REX Microcomputer. Buckeye instrument cases.

New "Glitch Grabber"
from Extensys

A board interconnection de-

vice from Extensys Corp. signif-

icantly reduces noise, glitches and

jitter on the S-100 microcomput-

er bus and carries a suggested

retail price of $79.50 in single

quantities (large-volume dis-

counts available). Called the

"Glitch Grabber," the printed

circuit edge-connective device

maintains clean signals on the

notoriously noisy S-100 bus, safe-

guarding the low tolerance volt-

(continued on page 111)
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PC Board-makers, Take Note!

Your otherwise fine article on
making printed circuit boards

{Kilobaud, April 1978) fails to

give instructions and precautions

for handling the chemical used to

develop the photoresist-coated

boards. The resist developer

recommended is of completely

different nature than the chem-
icals normally encountered by the

home photography enthusiast.

I'm sure that your readers are

aware that the resist developer is

flammable and will take precau-

tions to exclude potential ignition

sources. They may not be aware
that methylene chloride is the ac-

tive ingredient in paint remover.

As such it will rapidly ruin any
painted or varnished surface with

which it makes contact. A more
serious consequence of splashes is

that the developer is a serious skin

and eye irritant.

Methylene chloride is an ex-

tremely volatile liquid. This
means that a room containing an
open tray of the developer solu-

tion would rapidly have its air

contaminated with substantial

amounts of the vapor. In a small

bathroom with the windows and
doors closed to make a temporary
darkroom, the vapor concentra-

tion could far exceed the recom-
mended peak exposure level. The
present federal peak limit is 2000
ppm, but the National Institute

for Occupational Safety and
Health has recommended that it

be substantially reduced.

Methylene chloride, which
enters the body by inhalation, is

rapidly metabolized. One of its

breakdown products is carbon

monoxide. This reacts with the

hemoglobin in blood and reduces

its oxygen carrying capacity. The
heart and circulatory system must
then work extra hard to pump
blood faster in an attempt to

make up for the decreased oxygen
supply. Methylene chloride also

affects the central nervous system

as an anesthetic.

I recommend that anyone us-

ing a developer containing
methylene chloride follow the

general recommendations for

paint removers in Consumer
Reports (August 1976, page 434):

• "If at all possible, work out-

doors. And try to stay upwind
... If you must work indoors,

make sure there's plenty of ven-

tilation—not just from an open
window or two, but from a strong

window exhaust fan.

• "Wear neoprene rubber gloves

and goggles. If you splash your-

self, wash the affected area im-

mediately with soap and water.

• "Keep children away from the

work site, and store the container

out of their reach."

The developing of the photoresist

could easily be performed safely

in the backyard after sunset. The
photoresist is not so light sensi-

tive that night background il-

lumination would be a problem.

None of the chemicals used in

this process should be stored in a

refrigerator that contains food,

and flammable chemicals should

never be stored in any home
refrigerator.

With these precautions and
common sense, printed circuit

boards can safely and successful-

ly be made at home.

Jim Warner
Board of Studies in Chemistry

University of California

Santa Cruz CA 95064

The Wired OR . . . Again!

I read with interest R. W. Bur-

nans' letter (p. 21) regarding the

wired OR in the December 1977

Kilobaud and would like to inject

some word of warning. The wired

OR (or, more correctly, wired

NOR), when used with TTL de-

vices, should be used only, I

repeat, only with open -collector

types. The M 2L logic (I love Don
Lancaster's term) or diode logic

should be used only, I repeat,

only with CMOS devices (which

have logic levels much more for-

giving than that of TTL) or if the

input consists of a switch.

Anybody who follows Mr.
Burhans' advice and uses diode
isolated AND or OR configura-

tions with normal (totem-pole

output) TTL gates of the 7400 or

74LS family is asking for big

trouble. The reason is simple:

The worst-case low-level output

voltage for gates of the 7400
family is .4 volts; for 74LS family

it is .5 volts. Fast silicon diodes

(like those of the 1N444X family)

at a forward current of .1 mA
have a static forward voltage of

maximal .55 volts (these figures

come from the TI manuals).

If now the output of a TTL
gate is driving the input of a fol-

lowing gate via a decoupling

diode, the low-level input voltage

for this gate can be .5 plus .55 or

1 .05 volts or even higher, depend-
ing on the size of the pull-up

resistor. The maximum permis-

sible low-level voltage for all

devices of the 7400 and 74LS
series, however, is only .8 volts.

That means this arrangement

operates in a voltage range that is

outside of the manufacturer's

specifications. The circuit may
work sometimes, and then it may
not work, depending on the whim
of the ICs, power buses, tempera-

ture and phase of the moon.
That's the reason diode logic

with TTL devices having a nor-

mal (totem-pole) output should

not, I repeat, not be used (unless,

maybe, you are using hot carrier

diodes, which have a lower for-

ward voltage but are very expen-

sive, or germanium—remember
germanium—diodes, which are

slow).

Erich A. Pfeiffer

Granada Hills CA

Ralph Burhans' Reply

The critique of "The Wired
OR . . . Again! "is perfectly cor-

rect in stating that use of diodes

in series with normal totem-pole

TTL output (not O.C.) could

create problems in excessive zero

voltage drop and is not recom-
mended by chip manufacturers.

However, experimenters often do
what is possible and not what is

recommended, particularly if the

risk of failure is very small.

Before the widespread use of

MSI and LSI, many of us used

Don Lancaster's technique (TTL
Cookbook, Fig. 3-18A, p. 146)

where a 74154 decoder is used to

address a diode ROM matrix with

a lot of NOR intersections. These
work quite well, and I don't recall

any failures. With the 74LS138
mentioned previously, a two
diode NOR with one pull-up re-

sistor provides elegant simplicity

driving a D input on a KIM
74LS145 with no problems in my
limited experience with four or

five different chips.

It is also correct to state that

CMOS has essentially no prob-

lem ... so where is the argu-

ment? The basic difference in our

thinking is perhaps that adverbs

like "no" or "only" are applied

here with some judgement based

on a typical case (not necessarily

the worst case) and experimental

trial. I built my first crystal set in

1933 and also know about ger-

manium and use lN695s if

nothing else will work for a

"quick and dirty" NOR. Many
computer mods, where only a

single extra input is needed, can

be quickly solved with a single

diode, and some of ours have

been working for years with no
problems.

When designing from scratch,

I presently prefer CMOS, but

when modifying someone's de-

sign, any trick of the trade is valid

in my view. Diodes often solve a

problem simpler than any other

approach. Diode ANDs are still

another method where input

switching matrices for memory
use can be implemented such as in

Don Lancaster's TTL Cookbook
(Fig. 6-27, p. 256).

Ralph W. Burhans

Athens OH

Due Credit

Just received Kilobaud No. 16

yesterday; the article was in there.

What a good feeling, until I

spotted the title block. Oh my!

new 4K EPROM board from
SWTP

Credit needs to be given where

credit is due.

new 4K EPROM board from

APTEC

The goof was not in the proof

copy I received because no title

block was included.

Harley D. Johnson

Oregon City OR

8080 Simulator Notes

I want to commend your maga-
zine and Lee Stork for a func-

tional and useful program/article

on the 8080 Simulator (Kilobaud,

September 1977, p. 64). After de-

bugging I was able to adapt this

program to an Intellec 8/Mod 80,

to which I have access. For the

benefit of readers who have tried,

or are going to try, this program,
here are a few notes:

1. At address 134, the mne-
monic LSI should be LXI.

2. At address 172, MVI B, 5

was necessary to send a line feed

to my console output device (a

CRT terminal).

3. Likewise, address 138 need-

ed MVI B,2 to give me the prop-

er display format.

4. At address 1FD, my ICOM
FDOS II assembler creates a
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OUTPT: IN 1 ;GET STATUS BYTE
ANI 4 ;MASK BYTE
JNZ OUTPT ;LOOP IF NOT READY
MOV A.M ;READY FOR DATA
ANI 7FH ;ZERO PARITY BIT

CMA ;INVERT BYTE
OUT ;SEND IT TO PORT
DCR B ;DCRM. LOOP CNTR
RZ ;RETURN IF DONE
INX H ;GET NEXT CHAR. IF

;NOT DONE
JMP OUTPT

INP: IN 1 ;GET STATUS
ANI 01 ;MASK
JNZ INP

IN

CMA
ANI 7FH
RET

Table 1.

machine code of 41,00, rather

than the necessary 41,20. This

can be rectified if a space follows

the A in the source of DW 'A'.

It should read DW 4A \

5. My assembler didn't like the

instructions given it on addresses

210-212, it would rather have

seen SPACE: DB 20H,20H,20H.

6. Similarly, address 213 as-

sembles to 0A0D, rather than the

necessary 0D0A. A source state-

ment fix of DW 0A0DH will

straighten that out.

7. As is necessary for most ma-

chines, I had to rewrite the I/O

routines to conform with the Intel

TTY interface card. For those of

you who have an Intellec 8/Mod
80, the routines are shown in

Table 1

.

This program is an asset to any

hobbyist or programmer who
programs in 8080 assembly

language.

Rick Beutnagel

Hilton NY

Score 2

—

For Consumer Computer

In the March 1978 issue of

Kilobaud, a short article entitled

"Consumer Computer, Inc.,"

appeared. This work describes

software, written in North Star

BASIC, capable of generating

replies to billing form letters pro-

duced by large computers em-

ployed by giant corporations.

The article stated that this soft-

ware is running on an Imsai 8080

and is being utilized to do battle

with one of the largest credit-card

companies in business.

Well, the results are in, and

Consumer Computer, Inc., lost a

few battles but won the war. The

form letters generated by the

microprocessor were completely

ignored by American Express and

its overgrown computer system.

This was anticipated, since any-

thing short of enclosing your pay-

ment within a ton of cement is

usually insufficient to allow any

correspondence to escape from

the batch-processing syndrome.

Therefore, Consumer Computer,

Inc., was overcome in its first

skirmish. No billing problem was

corrected and a fee for the ser-

vices of Consumer Computer was

certainly not collected from the

firm issuing the improper billings.

Round two saw "yours truly"

taking American Express to New
York City's Small Claims Court.

Running true to form, American

Express failed to answer the sum-

mons to appear in court. This

caused a judgment to be entered

against American Express. The

arbitrator, who calculated the

amount of the judgment award,

allowed an added $70 for ex-

penses (largely Consumer Com-
puter, Inc). Thus, Consumer

Computer, Inc., won an over-

whelming victory by correcting

my billing difficulties and collect-

ing $70 from "Goliath," rather

than the $25 fee it was originally

hoping to charge American Ex-

press for its services.

Beware Master Charge, Visa,

Carte Blanche, et al—Consumer
Computer is ready to pounce

wherever and whenever you make
the slightest error by slipping a

loose bit in your overgrown com-

puter frame.

Joseph Roehrig

Middle Village NY

"Tiger Trouble" Trouble

This letter refers to the article

"Tiger Trouble" (p. 106) in the

March 1978 issue. Although the

calculator used was not identi-

fied, I have assumed that it is

either an SR-52, TI-58 or TI-59.

The program as printed on p.

108 contains errors in syntax, es-

pecially on line 72, which calls for

a function not directly executable

on these machines within the

number of steps allotted, and on

line 63, where no error halt at a

"flashing 9.999 999999 99" will

occur, at least on the TI-58/59,

unless an R/S is provided or flag

8 is set. Furthermore, even after

all syntax is corrected for the TI-

59, this program will not yield the

expected result with a seed of 0.9

given on pp. 108-109.

I suggest that in future articles

on TI calculator programs, you

specify the calculator model for

which the program is intended,

and that you provide a copy of

the PC-100A program-listing

printout, so that no ambiguity in

interpretation is possible.

David P. Leising

Grand Rapids MI

It is an SR-56 program, and I

apologize for the omission.
—John.

Defective Formula

In the December 1977 Kilo-

baud, p. 24, one of your cor-

respondents suggests the formula

arc sin X = ATN(X/SQR
(1-X**2)). This formula has the

defect that when X = 1 or -1, a

division by zero is required. Also,

when X is close to 1 or -1, ac-

curacy is impaired through the

loss of significant digits in form-

ing 1-X 2
.

I suggest instead the formula

arc sin X = 2 * ATN(X/(1 +
SQR(1-X*X))). This formula is

theoretically exact and preserves

the number of significant digits.

Also, X*X usually executes faster

and more accurately than X**2.

The formula arc cos X = -arc

sin X + (0.5 * n) holds in all

cases, giving the angle between

and n radians.

Charles A. McCarthy

St. Paul MN

Meatless Article

The quality of articles in Kilo-

baud has always ranged from

fantastic to restating the obvious,

and I have no complaints about

this. However, in the April issue,

on pages 116, 117, I found the

biggest waste of paper I have ever

seen in your magazine. Jim Huff-

man's "Finally: 8080 Meets the

Fairchild Video Game" was a

farce. It was nothing more than

two pages of: . . . 9023, a num-

ber not yet given in any data

books . . . will release data in a

month or so . . . doing some-

thing . . . should be a piece of

cake . . . you could add . . . and

you would be able to have . . .

the schematic . . . was not avail-

able ... at some time in the

future will be invaluable. Etc. I

am keenly interested in this sub-

ject and just wanted to express

my disappointment.

H. J. Kuhman
Pittsburgh PA

Once in a while I really blow it,

and this was one of those occa-

sions. It was simply my enthu-

siasm for the subject, and that of
many readers, that made me de-

cide to run the article. Thanksfor

the feedback; I'll try to be more

careful.—John.

A Stimulating Response

Thank you for sending our

book, Stimulating Simulations,

to a reviewer who took the time to

read the text and actually put the

program listings into the comput-

er. Robert Soltysik's statements

(Kilobaud, April 1978, p. 13), al-

though not in complete agree-

ment with mine, were obviously

based on careful examination of

the book. His objectivity was cer-

tainly a relief after I read a review

of The Devil's Dungeon in the

March issue of Interface Age.

The Interface Age reviewer made
statements that indicated he had

not entered the program in the

computer or even read the sce-

nario carefully. Instead, he vent-

ed his hatred for computer
games, The Wumpus in particu-

lar, on my poor little book, which

many readers and publishers have

found delightful. Thank you for

employing intelligent and consci-

entious reviewers. The next time I

want to communicate with the

West Coast, it will be through

your magazine.

There was one problem with

the review, however. My address

and the price of the book were

omitted. Stimulating Simulations

sells for $5 and can be purchased

from Engel Enterprises, PO Box

16612-K, Tampa FL 33687.

Jane E. Engel

Publisher

6800 Owners: Look Out!

I recently purchased Practical

Microcomputer Programming:
The M6800 by W. J. Weller,

Northern Technology Books,

1977, $21.95. I am very disap-

pointed with the book and hope

you will not promote it. Here are
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my complaints:

1. There are no equipment
block diagrams, such as to de-

scribe programming models of

the MPU, PIA or ACIA. This is a

particular disadvantage when try-

ing to describe the behavior of the
peripheral chips.

2. There is no description of the

hardware interrupt signals, even

though there is a chapter on inter-

rupts. Also, this chapter contains

inaccurate or misleading state-

ments.

3. The book departs from
Motorola assembly language
with several pseudo-ops, with

some of the number base conven-
tions and with indexed address

notation.

4. The book uses no flowcharts

to outline or generalize programs.

5. The chapter on floating-

point arithmetic could have been
written for any computer or

microprocessor. It had no real

how-to-do-it information and did

not even mention any actual

floating formats.

I feel that the book is not well

organized, but this, I know, is a

subjective matter.

Who am I? MSEE with ten

years' experience on minis and in-

terfacing. Owner of Altair 680
and MEK6800D2 kit. Instructor

(moonlight job) on 6800 system

at Midwest College of Engineer-

ing. 31 years as W9CUP.
I do like Barden's book (re-

viewed in January 1978 Kilo-

baud) and the Scelbi 6800 Soft-

ware Gourmet Guide and Cook-
book.

Terry A. Jackson

Lombard IL

More Articles on the 1802?

This is a brief letter of concern

directed to your magazine. So
far, most of the articles published

deal directly with the 6800 series

computers or the 8000 series com-
puters. I agree these are popular,

however, you seem to overlook

the RCA CDP 1802 MPU.
Certainly a large audience ex-

ists for this computer, outcrop-

ping from the COSMAC Elf

series, Netronics Elf II, COS-
MAC Micro tutor, UC 1800 and
the COSMAC VIP. An outlay of
only $100 is needed for a basic

computer.

Please publish more articles for

the CDP 1802 COSMAC series.

Mike Otis

Aberdeen SD

I've said it before, Mike, but
you 've given me the opportunity
to say it again . . . and I thank
you. I don 't have a magic hat to

reach into andpull out articles on
a particular computer. We pub-
lish articles that have been writ-

ten. If you, or any other 1802

owner, would like to see more
material on the 1802, then go
directly to your typewriter . . .

do not pass GO . . . but perhaps

you will collect that $200! You 're

right about the 1802 gaining in

popularity and I'll be happy to

see more written about it.—John.

Computer-Portraits Franchise

I read with interest your letter

and reply in the letters column of

December 1977 on the subject of

computer portraits. We are pres-

ently setting up a franchise orga-

nization that will allow just about
anyone to go into computer por-

traits. The franchise fee will be,

not $7000 to $10,000, but only

$5000 for everything, including

the computer, line printer, TV
camera, video monitor and soft-

ware. We feel this system will

have more capabilities than any
other system available, and we
are dedicated to continually

upgrading all units in the field so

it will remain so. Anyone desiring

more information is invited to

write me at Tri Mark Engineer-

ing, 12402 W. Kingsgate, Knox-
ville TN 37922.

Marshall Dudley

President

Sounds like a good topic for an

article, Marshall.—John.

Demystifying the April

Tic-Tac-Toe Program

I'm sorry about the errors in

the Tic-Tac-Toe article appearing

in the April Kilobaud. Basically

what happened is:

1. I wrote the article before I

had a printer and attempted to

type the listings from my video.

2. Kilobaud returned a draft of

the article. This draft contained

numerous errors in the listing (my
fault) and pages of program list-

ing were out of order (Kilobaud

placed page 10 in front of 9).

3. The new proof was sent to

me and we still had problems.

John Craig and I decided to hold

publication of the article until I

obtained a computer-generated

listing.

4. 1 sent computer listings writ-

ten in North Star BASIC, since I

no longer had Altair equipment.

This changed the article dras-

tically.

5. We decided to go with cor-

rected versions of the typed list-

ing so as not to change the article.

6. In the confusion, the neces-

sary corrections were not incor-

porated and one additional type-

setting error was added.

I have no Altair BASIC, so I

cannot supply a listing. The cor-

rections are shown in Fig. 1.

Other answers to questions are

shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to the correc-

tions, I have attached a North
Star listing of a similar game
(see below).

Thanks for your under-
standing.

Joseph J. Roehrig

Middle Village NY

30 FORA= 1T03:A1 = A*10:FORA2 = lTO10:FORA3=0TO3
105 IFA>640R1>ATHENPRINTILLEGAL MOVE':GOTO90
200 M3 = -9

280 IF5>A6THENM2 = M2 + A6tA6:GOTO300
320 IFM2>M3THENM3 = M2.M4 = A
392 Al =INT((M4-1)/16)+ 1:A2 = M4-((A1-1)»16)

1000 PRINTPOSITIONS ARE';:FORA = 0TO3:FORAl = 1T013STEP4:A2 = 20 + (A1*4)

Fig. 1.

NEXTA1.A Altair BASIC lets you end multi for loops with

NEXT by listing the variable of the loops to be ended

S$(A) Altair BASIC treats string variables similar to

numeric values. Thus :

Altair S$(l) could mean *UU' and S$(2) would be 'CC
North Star S$(1,2) = *UU' and S$(3,4) = 'CC'

Fig. 2.

.1.0

.1.1

20
30
40
42
44
46
50
60
70
72
74
76
78
(30

(33

84
(35

(36

(37

88
89
90
LOO
105
107
109
118
120
125
.190

196
198
199
200
204
205

DIMS ( 64

)

, W ( 3 t 76 ) f S* ( 64

)

f V

(

76

)

DIMC9<64f8>
F0RA::1T010\F0RA1^0T03\READW<A1»A)\NEXTA1\NEXTA
F0RA-1T03\A1^A*10\F0RA2==1T010\F0RA3=0T03
W(A3fA1+A2):=U<A3fA2)+<16*A)\NEXTA3\NEXTA2\NEXTA
!"HQU SHALL I PLAY ? 1:=BEST 2-G00D"
INPUT" 3=FAIR 4-P00R ? "»Q9
IFQ9 :.lTHENQ9=l\IFa9>4THENa9:=4
F0RA^41T056\F0RA1==0T03
U<A1fA)=<A1*16> +A~40\NEXTA1\NEXTA
F0RA=57T076\F0RA1=0T03\READU(A1,A)\NEXTA1\NEXTA
DATA1f2f3f4f5f6f7f8f9f10f11f12f13f14f15f16f1f5f9f13f2f6f10f14
DATA3 f 7 f 1

1

f 1 5 f 4 f 8 f 12 f 1 6 f 1 f 6 f 1

1

f 16 f 4 f 7 f 1 f 1 3 f 1 f 22 f 43 f 64
DATA5 f 22 f 39 f 56 f 9 f 26 f 43 f 60 f 1 3 f 26 f 39 f 52 f 2 f 22 f 42 f 62 f 1 4 f 26 f 38 f 50
DATA3 f 23 f 43 f 63 f 1 5 f 27 f 39 f 51 f 4 f 23 f 42 f 6

1

f 8 f 23 f 38 f 53 f 1 2 f 27 f 42 f 57 f 1 6 f 27 f 38 f 49
F0RA-1T064\S$-S*+" " \S < A > =0\NEXTA
DATA 1f21f41f61f1f18f35f52f4f19f34f49f4f24f44f64
DATA13f25f37f49f13f30f47f64f16f31f46f61f16f28f40f52
PRINT "YOUR MOVES ARE UU AND I'M CC"
F0RA=1T076\F0RA1=0T03\A2=U(A1fA)\A3^-1
A3^A3+1 \ IFC9 < A2 f A3 ) =0THE.N89
G0T087
C9<A2fA3>=A\NEXTA1\NEXTA
GOSUBIOOOMNPUT'YOUR BOARD* POSITION ? "fA1fA2
A=((A1-1)*16)+A2
IFA>64THFN118
IF1>ATHEN11.8
IFS ( A ) O0THEN1 18NG0T0120
PRINT "ILLEGAL M0VE"\G0T090
S(A)=1\S*(AfA)="U"
U2==A\U4=1\G0SUB1400
M5=0\F0RA=1T076
IFV(A)=4THEN410
IFV<A)=15THENM5=A
NEXTAMFM5O0THEN365
M3=-9
Y1==0
F0RA:=1T064

(continued on page 110)
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Emerson Brooks
517 Melody Lane
Richardson TX 75081

Taming the I/O

Selectric (Part 1)

It's time to get that I/O Selectric you've been using as a typewriter

and interface it to your home computer. ^^

Photo 1. The IBM Model 731 Selectric as used in the 1014 Remote
Inquiry Unit. The case has an extension on the bottom to house the

solenoids, which permit remote operation of the typewriter.

IBM is no longer making the I/O Selectric and as more and more IBM
systems are upgraded there will be an increasing number of these units

coming onto the surplus market. I've seen several articles on interfacing

the Selectric, but I believe this is one of the best. It's very likely the I/O

Selectric will become more and more popular as a hard copy device for

hobby systems due to its rugged construction (no comparison with an

office Selectric) and the cost ($700 to $950). The Model 731, which
Emerson's article is based on, is mechanically the same as the Model
735. — John.

Last spring I was just get-

ting started in the home
computer hobby. I had as-

sembled my SWTPC M-6800
kit and was making my first

attempt at programming
when it became obvious that

any serious work would re-

quire a hard copy output. As

is the case with all computer
hobbyists, I talked about it at

work, and a friend offered me
a surplus IBM 1014 Remote
Inquiry Terminal, which con-

tained an IBM Selectric

Model 731 typewriter. So,

here was my hard copy out-

put device; all that I had to

do was interface it with my
computer.

Well, it's all working now,

and I am very happy with it.

It makes beautiful copy. Now
I can type assembly listings,

use my computer as a text

editor and type out letters or

articles like this one.

Last January I gave a talk

about my Selectric Interface

at a meeting of the Computer

Hobbyist Group of North

Texas, which was received

with a lot of interest. Editor

John Craig heard about it and

suggested an article for Kilo-

baud. So, I am now sitting at

my TVT typing words into

RAM and printing them out

on the Selectric.

The Selectric Interface is

presented in two parts: Part

one describes the hardware,

and part two will cover the

software.

More Than a Printer

The 1014 Remote Inquiry

Terminal is of early 1960

vintage. The Selectric is

mounted on a heavy steel

desk, which is full of power

supply, relays and diodes. I

didn't have room for the desk

so I removed the Selectric

and discarded the relay en-

coder and decoder circuitry.

That meant that I had to

provide everything between

the 6800 output and the sole-

noids in the Selectric. I also

decided to give my hard copy

printer some extra smarts by

arranging for computer con-

trol of typewriter on/off,

single or double spacing, all

capitals or upper and lower-

case letters, and automatic

page formatting. This was to

be done by means of non-

printing control characters, as

will be explained in part two.

The Mechanical Marvel

The Selectric typewriter is

a mechanical marvel or night-

mare, depending on whether

it is working right or you are

trying to understand how it

works and repair and adjust

it. The basic typewriter is

entirely mechanical except

for the electric motor and

switch. The characters are

selected by tilting and

rotating the ball (typing ele-

ment) to get the proper char-

acter in position, and then

striking the ribbon and paper

with it. The sequence of

events goes something like

this: The motor drives a

pulley through a toothed

belt, which drives the opera-

tional shaft on the right side

of the machine. A series of

clutches and cams on this

shaft performs the carrier

return, line feed, tab, space,

back space and shift func-

tions (more about this later).

The pulley also drives the

cycle shaft on the left

through a clutch on the

pulley. The cycle shaft drives

the filter shaft and print shaft

through gears and does the

print function.

When you press a key, an

interposer is pushed down so

that it trips the cycle clutch

to start the print mechanism.

It is also positioned so that a

blade on the filter shaft

strikes it and pushes it for-

ward. The interposers, a dif-

ferent one for each key, have

teeth that push against six

selector bails. The selector

bails in turn push latches

from under a latch bail that is

being pushed down by cams

on the cycle shaft. If the

latches are left hooked, the

latch bail will operate a

mechanical differential

mechanism that moves
pulleys to pull on the steel

tapes. These tapes are

wrapped around two drums
which rotate and tilt the type

element. If the six latches are

hooked, they produce rota-
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tion of one unit (R1), two

units (R2) and two units

(R2A) to the right, and tilt of

one (T1) and two (T2) units.

The five-unit rotation (R5) is

an exception. Latching pre-

vents five units of rotation to

the left. Combinations of

these latches can then print

any of the 44 characters on

half of the type element (four

rows with 1 1 characters per

row). The shift operation

turns the ball 180 degrees so

that the characters on the

other half of the ball can be

printed.

Though all this may sound

like a Rube Goldberg

machine, it is really a care-

fully designed device, with

interlocks to prevent im-

proper operation if the oper-

ator presses two keys at once,

or if there are other timing

problems. Long trouble-free

service is obtained through

wear-adjusting compensation.

You have to take your hat off

to the Selectric designers.

SHIFT TO^O
T2/TAB ffi

TI/LF

RI/CR

CB

R2/BS :s
R2A/SP

R5/-

n>

3D
r>
3D

3D
£
>

D-

£>

«£X^i>
CA2

You don't have to under-

stand all this to get the point

— to control the Selectric by

the computer, all you have to

do is provide solenoids to

control the latches. Similar

solenoids can control the

clutches for space, back

space, carrier return, line

feed, tab and shift. My Selec-

tric had all of the solenoids

except for the shift. If yours

doesn't, and you have a little

mechanical ability, you

should be able to add sole-

noids made from old relays.

Before you start, be sure to

get a copy of the service

manual for your typewriter.

Manuals and repair parts can

be obtained through your

local IBM office or through

an IBM Parts Distribution

Center, which, in major

centers like Dallas, provide

24-hour service at fair prices.

How Many Control Lines?

There are 13 Selectric

functions, so it would seem

MJE340
SHIFT

SOLENOID
48V

SH

T2

TAB

Tl

LF

Rl

CR

v SAME CIRCUIT TO
' DRIVE OTHER
SOLENOIDS

R2

BS

R2A

SP

R5

CK

I/4 7400

I/4 7408

1

• 1 hN4007^ 5

5V
PS

56 V
PS

~T RELAY

MOTOR

117 VAC

Photo 2. The type element is visible on the carrier. The carrier rides on

the print shaft, which is driven by gears on the left side. The 1 1-inch

platen has pins for paper drive.

Photo 3. The belt drive is in the center of the photo. To the left of the

drive pulley are the cycle clutch, five -unit cam, selector cam and reset

cam on the cycle shaft. To the right is the operation shaft with the

shock release clutch, carrier return clutch and pinion, tab governor and
pinion, space and back space clutch and cam, and carrier return and
index clutch and cam. The shift mechanism is on the right end of the

operation shaft.

Fig. 1. Interface circuit diagram.

that 13 control circuits from

the computer would be re-

quired to control the type-

writer. However, when the

typewriter is typing a char-

acter only the seven type

element control functions,

R1, R2, R2A, R5, T1 , T2 and

CK (trip the cycle clutch),

and SH (shift) may be re-

quired at the same time. The

next five functions, SP

(space), BS (back space), CR
(carrier return), IND (index =

IBM for line feed) and TAB
(tabulate), do not need any

of the type element control

functions. This allows a line-

saving multiplexing scheme to

be used. As shown in the

circuit diagram (Fig. 1),the

CK line that is always on

when a character is being

typed is used to control the

electronic equivalent of a six-

pole double-throw switch.

When CK is on, the type

element control functions are

connected to the computer.

When CK is off, the non-

printing functions are con-

nected.

The shift function must

not change during a character

typing operation and is pro-

vided a control line of its own
so that it may be controlled

separately from the other

functions.

With this interface cir-
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cuitry, all of the functions of

the typewriter can be con-

trolled. For example, to do a

line feed, binary 00100000 or

hex 20 should be the output

to the typewriter. To type a

capital A requires shift up,

tilt two units and rotate left

two units. The typewriter

then requires binary
10100111 or hex A7. If the

typewriter was in a down-
shift condition, a binary

10000000 or hex 80 would
be required to shift up before

sending the typewriter the A7
to type A. As soon as the

typewriter has started the

type operation, the output

should be changed to 80 to

hold the up-shift condition

but allow resetting of the

latches to prevent typing a

string of AAAAAAAA. Now,
if a hyphen is to be typed,

shift down, tilt three and five

right rotation are required.

Before typing, 00 would be

sent to the typewriter to

cause down shift. Then
binary 00000001 or hex 01

would cause "-" to be typed.

Following this pattern, you
can make up a table of type-

writer codes for all of the

characters on the type ele-

ment just by noting what
shift, tilt and rotation is

needed.

Turning on the typewriter

and the power supplies is a

little different because the

switching circuit can't work
with the power supply off.

To get around this I used the

CA2 handshake control line

to directly operate a relay

(Radio Shack #275-004). The
power relay applies the 115 V
ac to the typewriter motor,

the 5 V and 56 V power
supplies.

The solenoids in the type-

writer require about 48 V dc

at about 100 mA to operate

reliably. This is too much for

the usual TTL device, so a

driver circuit is required. I

Photo 4. A view of the underside shows the seven selector solenoids at
the left rear. These push the latches from under the latch bail for

character selection. The vertical bars at the front under the keyboard
are the interposers, and the horizontal bars are the selector bails

mentioned in the text. On the right side are the five operation solenoids
for space, carrier return, etc. Below these is the relay I added to trip the
shift mechanism. The solenoid near the middle is a keyboard lock-out
which I have not used. The typewriter mechanism sits in a plastic

cradle, which serves as a mounting for the parts for the electrical

interface.

used surplus Motorola
MJE340 Darlington tran-

sistors, one for each solenoid.

All of the solenoids in the

typewriter were disconnected

from the original circuit, and

reconnected with common
leads to the +56 V supply.

The transistor collector was

connected to the other

terminal of the appropriate

solenoid, with a 1N4007
diode to protect the tran-

sistor from the solenoid

fly-back voltage. (A similar

fly-back protection diode is

provided with the power re-

lay.) The transistors are

driven directly from the TTL
ICs with a series 1k Ohm
resistor to limit current. The
power supply is 56 V to allow

for voltage drop in the tran-

sistors and supply 48 V to the

solenoids.

The solenoids in the type-

writer operate trip-type

mechanisms — that is, when a

solenoid is energized it trips a

latch, and then even if the

solenoid is turned off, the

function is still enabled. To
prevent the typewriter's being

left in some unknown char-

acter condition, the CA2 line

interlocks the CK and SH
functions so that none of the

type element control func-

tions can be tripped while the

typewriter is off.

My Selectric had no shift

mechanism when I got it.

Since a shift is necessary to

get all the desired characters,

I had to add it to the

machine. I bought all the

necessary parts except the

solenoids from the IBM Parts

Center for about $20 and

used an old relay to operate

the shift clutch mechanism.

With this arrangement, the

shift circuit must be

energized whenever shift-up is

required. The standard IBM
shift circuit uses two latching

solenoids with one being

energized to trip the shift-up

condition and the other to

trip the shift-down condition.

If your Selectric has the

standard shift solenoids you
will want to change the cir-

cuit shown by providing an-

other transistor to operate

the second shift solenoid and

two one-shots with about 20

milliseconds on time to drive

the two shift solenoids. The

shift line switching on should

then trigger the up-shift one-

shot and when the shift line

switches off the down-shift

one-shot should be triggered.

The 5 V power supply is a

1 Amp regulated supply I got

in a kit. The 56 V supply was
made from a surplus 40 V 1

Amp transformer, bridge 1

Amp rectifiers, a surplus

1000 uF 100 V filter capac-

itor, but no regulator.

The interface circuitry was

built on Vector .1 inch per-

forated circuit board and

with a Vector wiring pencil

and solder-through wire. All

of the circuitry and power

supplies were mounted on a

plastic cradle in the space

under the typewriter
mechanism, as shown in the

photo. The third transformer

was required because my
typewriter motor turned out

to be a 208 V motor. I found

a 75 V 1 Amp surplus trans-

former, which I connected up

to boost the line voltage to

190 V, and that was high

enough to make the motor

start and run properly.

Timing By Software

The Selectric had many
contacts on it for use as

character input to the com-

puter and as feedback con-

tacts for timing purposes. I

had decided not to use the

Selectric keyboard for two
reasons. First, I felt that the

TVT terminal made a more

convenient input device, and

second, the type element

with the characters that I

wanted bore no relation to

keyboard arrangement. My
731 Selectric has a non-

standard keyboard. Therefore

I removed the character input

contacts to get them out of

the way and make servicing

easier.

I originally thought of

using the feedback contacts

in a handshaking mode of

operation with the computer.

But then I considered the

need to maintain contacts,

the added interface circuitry

required and the possibility
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DATA D
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Fig. 2. System block diagram.

of the computer's hanging up

waiting for a missing contact

closure because of grease, dirt

or other problems. Open loop

software timing by the com-

puter looked pretty good,

and as it has turned out it was

a trouble-free choice.

In order to do the soft-

ware timing, you have to

know accurately the time re-

quired for each function, or

allow extra time for the un-

certainty and thus slow down
the output rate.

The basic timing comes

from the rotation of the oper-

ational shaft, which turns at

7V2 revolutions per second.

When the cycle clutch is en-

gaged to type a character it

turns at the same speed as the

operational shaft. The cycle

shaft cams are double lobed,

and so type a character in

half a revolution. This means

that the basic maximum
typing speed is 15 characters

per second (or 67 milli-

seconds per character), which

is pretty respectable. The

pull-in time for the solenoids

is appreciable, about ten

milliseconds. However, all of

the typewriter functions are

initiated by solenoids; so this

common time doesn't have to

be counted, as far as the

software timing is concerned,

because the pull-in time can

overlap the completion of an-

other function.

Shift up or shift down
must be done as a separate

function, and not while

typing a character. A half

revolution of the operational

shaft is required for either

shift up or shift down (1/15

second or 67 milliseconds).

Space and back space are

also done in half a revolution

of the operational shaft, but

with a difference. The cycle

and shift clutches are wrap-up

spring clutches, and take hold

almost instantly. The space,

back space, carrier return and

line feed clutches are

sprocket-and-dog clutches,

the sprocket having nine

teeth. This means that there

is a 1/9 operational shaft

revolution time uncertainty

or 1 5 milliseconds in the time

for these functions. For this

reason, the space and back

space functions are allowed

81 milliseconds.

Line feed requires a full

turn of the operational shaft

and gives a time of 148 milli-

seconds when the clutch un-

certainty is added. The time

required for carrier return is

dependent upon how far the

carrier has to travel. I allowed

525 milliseconds for the

carrier return — enough for

an 80-character line.

Where Do You Plug It In?

There are ten wires going

to the typewriter — eight for

typing functions, one for the

power relay and a common
ground. These connect to an

MC6820 peripheral interface

adapter (PIA) in tha com-

puter: the eight control lines

to the data output PIA
terminals and the power relay

line to the CA2 terminal.

Then the computer only has

to put the proper outputs to

the PIA to control the type-

writer.

I thought the easiest way
to interface the typewriter to

the program requiring hard

copy output would be to

have the typewriter echo

what is being written on the

TVT screen, thus requiring

minimum modification of

existing programs. The sys-

Photo 5. On the left is the 56 V power supply to operate the solenoids.

The other large transformer is to adapt the 208 V motor to the 117 V
power. The circuit board with the transistors, diodes, and the ICs that

control the solenoids are mounted on the bottom of the cradle beneath
the power relay. The 5 V power supply is at the rear.

Photo 6. The shift clutch, cam, and solenoid had to be added to my
machine. The shift cam pushes out the arm with the pulley on the

upper end, which pulls the rotate tape to turn the type element 180
degrees.

tern block diagram (Fig. 2)

shows how this was done.

Two NAND gates (7400)

were connected in cascade,

with the ECHO switch tied to

one of the inputs of the

second gate. The two inputs

of the first gate connect to

the serial data line from the

computer to the TVT. When
the ECHO switch is on, the

output of the second gate

echos the serial data going to

the TVT. When that switch is

off, the output is high or

mark. The output is con-

nected to the serial input

terminal of an MC6850 asyn-

chronous communications

interface adapter (ACIA).

With the echo switch on,

when a character has been

sent to the TVT and the

ACIA has received it, the

ACIA interrupts the com-
puter through the nonmask-
able interrupt line (NMI). The
computer takes the character

from the ACIA receive

buffer, converts it to the

proper control byte for the

typewriter and puts the byte

out to the PIA. After the

proper time delay for type-

writer operation, the com-
puter is returned to the main
program.

The software that does all

of this and controls the

Selectric typewriter will be

described in part two of this

article.
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Norman E. Thagard, M.D.

669 Edmonds Dr.

James Island SC 29412

Home-Brew Z-80 System
(Part 1)

// you want to build your own system from scratch, just follow these instructions.

Due to the informal nature of Kilobaud, we don't normally provide

an author's profile with each article . . . or even discuss an
author's background. With Norm Thagard, I'm going to make an
exception. Norm was one of 8079 applicants for America's next

generation of astronauts . . . the NASA Mission Specialists who
will be going into orbit aboard the Space Shuttle. When the com-
petition got narrowed down to 208 aspirants Norm called me on
the phone and told me he wanted to use the fact that he had built a

home-brew computer system, and published an article on it, as ad-

ditional leverage with NASA. Maybe it helped, because he was one
of the 35 selected for the mission-specialist slots. Congratula-

tions . . . and the very best to you, Norm.—John.

The availability of several

low-cost S-1 00-compatible

Z-80 CPU boards, the high cost

(for a medical student) of com-

mercial S-100 systems and a

burning desire to have a per-

sonal Z-80 system prompted

me to design and construct a

front panel that provides the

logic to use the commercial

CPU boards in an otherwise

home-brew system. In my case,

the S.D. Sales Z-80 CPU card

was available locally and was
the starting point for the

design.

Lacking software experience

with the Z-80, I needed a

software-independent unit. In-

deed, one of my major goals

was to have a system with

which I could develop software.

The result was a manual front

panel permitting direct access

to memory for both read and

write operations.

Armed with the Z-80

technical manual and the

schematic of the S.D. Sales

CPU card, I began the design.

The outgrowth of the effort is

depicted in this article.

Design Considerations

There were several things I

especially wanted from my
system: First, compatibility

with the many commercial

S-100 peripherals available.

Since I was using the commer-

cial CPU card, this aim was
easily met— I only had to avoid

compromising what was
already there. Second, an

expandable system— up to 64K

of memory and I/O ports galore.

Basically, this meant the use of

Tri-state buffers in an expand-

able bus configuration.

Also, I wanted to use,

wherever possible, standard

TTL chips that I had pulled off

old boards at an average cost

of three or four cents. I wanted

to avoid, at all costs, the use of

special devices. However, in

the interest of reducing bus

loading and parts counts, I was
willing to use some low-power

Schottky packages.

I was also willing to sacrifice

the dynamic refresh capability

of the Z-80 to take advantage of

a straightforward method of

front-panel operation. This

method is called direct memory
access (DMA) and is readily im-

plemented with the Z-80 MPU.

Dynamic memory could still be

used but would require the use

of an external refresh circuit.

My home-brew TVT is entirely

stand-alone with off-line

capability; so I did not care that

DMA by other devices, such as

DMA requiring TVTs, would not

be possible during front-panel

operation. This would not be a

serious disadvantage consider-

ing the normal reason for using

the front panel, that is, for

small program development

and/or bootstrapping tape pro-

grams into memory. With data

latches and additional logic, it

would be possible to restore

full DMA operation. Single-step

operation is a nice feature per-

mitting you to go through a pro-

gram op code by op code. This

is very handy for debugging

software and, fortunately, very

easily implemented.

Theory of Operation

DMA is possible with a Tri-

state bus system and some
means to suspend MPU opera-

tion. On the Z-80 chip is a pin

labeled BUSRQ. It might better

be named DMARQ because

bringing this pin low forces the

MPU to set its address, data

and Tri-state output control

signals to the third, or high-

impedance state, thereby

facilitating DMA operation. In

our case, switch S3 (Fig. 1) is

debounced and forces PHOLD
low, which is applied through a

Tri-state buffer at the CPU card

to pin 25 of the Z-80 MPU (Fig.

2). As soon as the current

machine cycle is ended, the

MPU grants the request and

acknowledges the grant by

bringing BUSAK low. On the

CPU card, this signal is inverted

to become the S-100 signal

PHLDA (DMAG or DMA grant).

If the front panel has re-

quested the DMA, the address

bus is controlled by 74193

counters through Tri-state buf-

fers ICs 15 to 17. At the same
time, control of the data-out

bus is made possible should a

front-panel write operation en-

sue. Finally, the CPU card Tri-

state buffers are disabled by

the active low signals CC
DSBL, DO DSBL, SDSBL and

ADDRDSB.
ICs 19 to 21 are depicted as

74LS368 Tri-state buffers, but

could be 8T98 or 8098 types as

direct replacements. However,

the 8T98 will draw more current

and the 8098 will represent a

larger load to the bus. Alter-

natively, 7404, 7405 or 7406

types could be used with a dif-

ferent pin-out and higher bus

loading. The 74LS04 cannot be

used because it will sink only

eight mA in output low state. A
bit that is at logic one will

cause the indicator LEDs to be

forward biased and the 10 or 12

mA should give adequate light

output.

To load the address, set the

16 sense switches, SS0 to

SS15, to the desired location

and toggle the LOAD ADDRESS
switch S7. This brings the load

pin on the four counters, IC11

to 14, low, which latches the ad-

dress. Then this address ap-

pears at the Q outputs and at

the address bus via the buffers.

To increment an address

already loaded, toggle the EX-
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ADDRESS
LEDS

SENSE
SWITCHES

DATA LEDS

DMA
SINGLE STEP EXAMINE NEXT-

RESET

LOAD ADDRESS

AMINE NEXT switch S5, which

is debounced and applied

through IC7a to pin 5 of IC11.

Note that the increment does

not occur until S5 is released.

This is because the 74193

counts up on a zero-to-one tran-

sition, which does not occur un-

til S5 is released.

Access to the data-out bus is

through buffers IC17 and 18.

These buffers are activated on-

ly during a write operation.

After the desired address is

loaded, the data is set by sense

switches SSO to SS7, which do

double duty as data and low-

order address byte switches.

With the data set, the DEPOSIT

switch S4 is activated. If DMA
has been granted to the front

panel, the debounced toggle

passes through IC7b to IC9a, a

one-shot. The one-shot places

the data on the data-out bus by

enabling IC17 and 18 and trig-

gers the write pulse generator

IC9b. At the end of the data-

Results of my efforts.

enable pulse from IC9a, the ad-

dress counters are incre-

mented automatically to ac-

cess the next sequential loca-

tion.

The data-in bus is con-

tinuously monitored by the in-

verter/LED circuitry of IC6 and

22. Here, 7404 types are used

because there is little need to

reduce loading on a bus that

usually communicates only

with the CPU.

If a program has been loaded

into memory, it will execute,

starting at location 0000 16 , by

returning the DMA switch to

RUN and then depressing the

RESET switch S6. If the CON-
TINUOUS/SINGLE STEP switch

S1 is in CONTINUOUS mode,

the execution will continue un-

til a software HALT, 7616 , is en-

countered or DMA is requested

and granted. If SINGLE STEP

mode is selected, each op code

must be executed one at a time

by toggling the STEPPER

switch S2. This switch is de-

bounced and clocks in a logic

one to the D flip-flop IC2a. This,

in turn, allows PRDY to go high

via IC4c and 10. PRDY commu-
nicates with WAIT on the Z-80

MPU. As long as WAIT is held

low, the Z-80 will continue to

"spin its wheels" by executing

wait states.

Activating the STEPPER
switch allows the Z-80 to

resume normal operation until

the next instruction-fetch cycle

comes up. When this happens,

the Z-80 signals the event by

bringing its Ml pin low. This

signal appears inverted as SM1
on the S-100 bus and will trigger

the one-shot IC1. In turn, IC1

clears the flip-flop once again,

bringing PRDY low and throw-

ing the Z-80 back into neutral

until the next STEPPER switch

toggle.

One change should be made
on the S.D. Sales CPU card.

IC20 should be removed from

its socket. Bend pin 11 outward

carefully and replace the IC (be

careful that pin 11 remains out-

side the socket). If other Z-80

circuit boards output the

machine cycle state M1 on bus

line D05 (S-100 bus line 39) dur-

ing PSYNC, it may be

necessary to disable this

feature in a similar manner.

Otherwise, attempts to load

memory from the front panel

may result in errors in bit 5 as

two Tri-state devices fight each

other for control of that bit.

Construction

Because of a fortuitous cir-

cumstance (low price and
availability), my front panel was
constructed on a large pro-

totyping board with excellent

ground and power buses. Either

this sort of board or an S-100

prototyping board is recom-

mended. If the S-100 board is

used, you can simply take a

standard aluminum chassis of

appropriate size, mount the

desired number of S-100 edge

connectors on top of the

chassis, hand-wire the connec-

tors together and place the

front-panel board in the for-

wardmost edge connector. (The

pin connections on the

diagrams reflect S-100 bus

signals.)

A PC board is really not very

practical. It would be tedious to

design and would not be suited

for the inevitable modifications

that home-brew enthusiasts

are prone to make. Wire-wrap

and wiring pencil are the two

techniques usually employed; I

used the latter. Layout is by no

means critical, and I actually

used no bypass capacitors ex-

cept for 50 uF electrolytics at

the points where Vcc entered

the board. However, good prac-

tice (according to Don Lan-

caster's TTL Cookbook) calls

for one 0.01 to 0.1 uF ceramic

capacitor per four gate pack-

ages or per two MSI packages.

When using a wiring pencil, it is

a good idea to check continuity

of each interconnection with an

ohmmeter.

You may generally follow the

layout shown in the accom-

panying photograph or change

it to suit your own inclinations.
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A word of advice: the DEPOSIT,

EXAMINE NEXT and STEPPER
switches will be frequently

used and should be convenient-

ly placed. The sense switches

can be grouped in fours as

shown for hex notation or in

threes for octal. Although

space requirements may tempt

you to place the sense
switches as close together as

possible without grouping

them, don't do it! With such an

arrangement your error rate will

be phenomenal.

Checkout

Prior to applying power, use

your ohmmeter to ensure that

no Vcc-to-ground short exists.

The supply connections to the

ICs in this project are all "at the

corners," as is standard with

TTL, so make sure they are con-

nected to the appropriate bus.

With no other device in the

system, power up the front

panel. It should draw about 1

PRESET[7£>

SINGLE STEP

SINGLE STEP

CONTINUOUS

_l _l CD

m co CO

to CO o
a a Q
o o a
^ o 4
o

la.
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Amp at 5 V dc depending on

how many LEDs are illu-

minated. With a voltmeter,

check the enable pins of the Tri-

state buffers of the address

and data-out buses. These pins

should be in the disabled or

high level. If this is the case,

then it should be safe to plug in

the CPU and memory cards. Be
sure to remove power before

inserting these cards, and bear

in mind that the commercial

boards require +8 V dc un-

regulated and have on-board

regulators.

You can now perform a quick

checkout and run a simple pro-

gram at the same time. The pro-

gram will add two binary num-
bers and store the result in a

memory location where it can

be examined.

1. Set DMA switch to DMA
mode and SINGLE STEP switch

to CONTINUOUS mode. It may
be necessary to activate the

RESET switch to get a DMAG

o
</>

CO
CO
CO

CM
</>

ro
</>

c/>

co coH co co co

CO
</>

10

en
CO co
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ro to
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Fig. 1. Front panel.
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ICs

1

2

3,5,8
4

6,22
7

9

10, 15-18

11-14

19-21

1

1

24

24

10

18

2

1

1

1

1

S1.S3
S2, S4-7

SSO-15

74121

7474

7402

7437

7404

7408

74123

8T97
74193

74LS368

Miscellaneous

circuit board of choice 7" x 12" (see text)

edge connector for circuit board

LEDs MV5054 or similar

300 Ohm, Va W 10% resistors

330 Ohm, Va W 10% resistors

2.2K Ohm, Va W 10% resistors

10K Ohm, Va W 5% resistors

20K Ohm, Va W 5% resistors

10 pF disk cap
0.01 uF disk cap
0.1 uF disk cap

Switches

SPDT toggle switches

SPDT spring-loaded toggle switches

SPDT toggle switches

Parts list.

from the CPU.

2. Set up address 0000 16 on

sense switches SS0 to SS15

and load this address by tog-

gling LOAD ADDRESS. All ad-

dress LEDs should extinguish.

Remember, all Z-80 programs

must begin at zero on start-up.

3. Using SS0 to SS7, set up

data byte 3E 16(001111102 ) and

enter this byte into location

0000 16 by toggling DEPOSIT.

The address LEDs should now
indicate 0001 18 . 3E16 is the Z-80

op code for load accumulator

immediate, and its execution

will cause the byte in location

0001 16 to be placed in the accu-

mulator register of the MPU.

4. DEPOSIT 08 16 . The ad-

dress should now read 0002 16 .

5. DEPOSIT C6 16 . This is the

op code for add accumulator

immediate and will result in the

addition of the byte stored in

the next sequential memory
location to the contents of the

accumulator. The result will re-

main in the accumulator.

6. DEPOSIT 08 16 . This

number will be added to the 08 16

already in the accumulator.

7. DEPOSIT 3216 . This is the

op code for load memory imme-

diate and will cause the con-

tents of the accumulator to be

stored in the location in

memory specified by the next

two program bytes.

8. DEPOSIT 10 16 . The low-

order byte of a two-byte ad-

dress is specified first in a

Z-80/8080 system. In a 6800

system, the high-order byte is

specified first. In our case, the

address in which the ac-

cumulator contents are to be

stored is XX10 18 , where XX is

specified in the next memory
entry.

9. DEPOSIT 0016 . The high-

order byte of our storage ad-

dress is now specified to be

0016 . The complete address is

001016 .

10. DEPOSIT 7616 . This is the

op code for a software HALT;

its execution will halt the MPU,

causing it to execute NOPs (no

ops) until interrupted or reset.

The indicated address should

now be 0816 .

11. LOAD ADDRESS 0000 16 .

The data LEDs should indicate

3E 16 . Using EXAMINE NEXT,

toggle through the first seven

memory locations to verify the

program you have just entered.

12. Place the SINGLE STEP
switch in the SINGLE STEP
mode, return DMA to RUN
mode and activate the RESET.

The address indicators will

show 0000 16 and the data LEDs

will display 3E 16 . Activate the

STEPPER switch once. The ad-

dress will now be 02 16 and data

will be C6 16 . Address 0001 16 will

appear to have been skipped

but, in fact, will have been ac-

cessed and 08 16 will have been

loaded into the accumulator.

As the MPU does not enter wait

states until instruction-fetch

cycles occur, it will always ap-

pear to skip certain locations.

Continue toggling the STEP-

PER switch until the HALT in-

struction is encountered.

13. Now return the DMA
switch to DMA mode and then

move the SINGLE STEP switch

to CONTINUOUS. LOAD AD-

DRESS 0010 16 and the result of

the addition, 1016 , should ap-

pear on the data LEDs.

14. DEPOSIT 00 16 in location

0010 16 . Try now to execute the

same program in CON-

TINUOUS mode by moving the

DMA switch to DMA and tog-

gling RESET. The address indi-

cator will show 000816 ,
indi-

cating that program execution

is complete and the MPU has

halted. Return the DMA switch

to DMA and LOAD ADDRESS
001016 . The result, 10 16 , should

once again appear on the data

LEDs.

Conclusion

This article has described a

simple manual front panel that

can be combined with commer-

cial S-100 Z-80 CPU boards to

provide a working Z-80 com-

puter system. This will allow

the user to bootstrap tape pro-

grams into his machine and to

develop simple routines. It is an

excellent way to experiment

and familiarize yourself with

the Z-80 instruction set. It is

probably the cheapest way to

assemble a working system.

PHOLD f™>- ¥ -•. Z-80. PIN 25 (BUSRO)

5V

PRDY (TF>-

5V

TD—1> -» Z-80. PIN 24 (WAIT)

5V

»±*
I t~ Z-80, PIN 26(RESET)

PSYNCA

Z-80. PIN 27 (Ml)

IC20

X-SEE TEXT

Z-80. PIN 9 (D5) •-

5V
A

-wv-

I -<39) DOS

-<23] DO DSBL

Z-80, PIN 23 (BUSAK) •- H> ?6 PHLDA

5V 6
-«***- -<T9] CC/OSBL

Z-80, PIN 27 (Ml) •- 4> 44l SMI

5V A
-wv- -<ja|sDSBL

Fig. 2. S.D. Sales CPU card.
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the most powerful 3D software yet

for your 8080 and Z80.

• 10 projection modes, 500 lines/second

• Interfaces to any S100 display device

• Uses 8K memory
• Only $30 for Tarbell tape and documentation.

(MATROX interface program included.)

Write to us lor more details and a complete catalog of 8080. Z80. 6800
and BASIC graphic systems

Box 3442

S49

LOGIC
Culver City. CA 90230

ROCHE Systems

MULTI-CASSETTE
CONTROLLER

MUI-CU8TTf CWTMUEt

Read and write records from and to up

to 4 cassette recorders with one Tarbell

Cassette Interface.

Included software handles Assembly
Language and BASIC.

Much more software available. Find

out by writing for our free brochure.

Ask about our complete line of data

processing supplies.

Distributed by:

ELLIAM ASSOCIATES
24000 Bessemer Street

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

NOW HEAR THIS ! ! !

! HEX DISPLAYS ARE HERE!

• 4 bits in dispays Q through F

• Built in latch and leading zero blanking

• Use 6 modules to display hex address and data

• Connect 2 modules to an output port to display

registers, data, etc.

• End confusing strings of discrete LEDs

7seg. 1/3 in. display --- $6.80

7 seg. V2 in. display • - - $7.50

NORTH STAR SOFTWARE

• Variety package # 1 - - inventory, hex and dec.

translators, memory fill, electronic Design, memory
test, games, and more complete package on one

double-sided diskette - • $20
• Additional double-sided diskettes - - $5

K
Add S I shipping and handling for orders under $20

MC or VISA welcome 24 hours

MIDWEST DIGITAL
863 Wood Ave. Wichita, KS 67212

316-722-1711 M42

Introducing

Bit Pad.
The new,

low-cost digitizer for

small computer systems.
Bit Pad is the newest product from Summagraphics. the leading

producer of professional digitizers. 1 1 has a small 1 1-inch active area and
a small $555 price tag. But the list of applications is as big as your

imagination.

Better than a joystick or keyboard for entering graphic information,

it converts any point on a page, any vector any distance into its digital

equivalents. It's also a menu for data entry. You assign a value, or an
instruction to any location on the pad. At the touch of a stylus, it's

entered into your system.

Who can use it? Anyone from the educator and the engineer to the

hobbyist and the computer games enthusiast. The data structure is

byte oriented for easy compatibility with small computers, so you can
add a power supply stand-alone display, cross-hair cursor and many
other options.

$1,000.00 creativity prize. You can also add $1,000.00 to your

bank account as a reward for your inventiveness. Just write an article

on an original Bit Pad application and submit it to any national

small-computer periodical. I f the editors publish it — and the decision

is solely theirs — Summagraphics will pay you $1,000.00. Contact

Summagraphics for rules concerning this offer.

J

r»

^ w corporation

35 Brentwood Ave., Box 781, Fairfield, CT 06430
Phone(203) 384-1344. TELEX 96-4348

S48
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A Strategy for

Healthy Living
This computerized exercise/fitness program provides a systematic
approach to getting—then staying—in shape.

Al's exerciser program has laid the

groundwork for some really ex-

citing possibilities. The next step

is to have an analog-to-digital

pulse counter so the computer
can monitor the pulse continu-

ously. And, along with that,

speech output so the computer
can tell you (as you exercise) if

the pulse rate is high or low! —
John.

A I Gerbens
1038 E. 6th PI.

Mesa AZ 85203

Recently, in the process

of surviving that ordeal

known as a physical examina-

tion, I was introduced to a

book entitled Total Fitness in

30 Minutes A Week by

Morehouse and Gross (Simon

and Schuster, NY, 1975). I

later purchased a copy, read

it and began following much
of the advice and direction it

contains. Very briefly,

building and/or maintaining

10 INPUT'HOW MANY DATA POINTS DO YOU HAVE?",W
20 FOR Z=l TO W
30 #"ENTER THE NUMBER OF BEATS FOR POINT";Z
40 INPUT X(Z)
50 #"ENTER THE VALUE OF T FOR POINT";Z
60 INPUT Y(Z)
70 NEXT Z
80 #"DATA ENTRY COMPLETE"
90 FOR Z=l TO W
100 Hl=LOG(X(Z))*LOG(Y(Z))
110 H=H+H1
120 Jl=LOG(X(Z))
130 J3=J3+J1
140 J2=LOG(Y(Z))
150 J4=J4+J2
160 Kl=LOG(X(Z))*LOG(X(Z))
170 K=K+K1
180 Ll=LOG(X(Z))
190 L2=L2+L1
200 Ml=LOG(Y(Z))
210 M=M+M1
220 Ql=LOG(Y(Z))*LOG(Y(Z))
230 Q=Q+Q1
240 NEXT
250 J=(J3*J4)/W
260 L=(L2*L2)/W
270 B=(H-J)/(K-L)
280 A=EXP((M/W)-((B)*(L2)/W))
290 R2=((H-J)*(H-J))/((K-L)*(Q-(M*M/W)))
300 #"B=";B
310 #"A= ";A
320 #"CORRELATION FACTOR = ";R2
330 #"USE THE FOLLOWING EQUATION FOR LINE 308 IN THE EXERCISER PROGRAM.
340 #"Bl=INT(EXP((LOG(";A;"/T))/((-l)*(";B;"))))"
350 END

Calibration routine.

physical fitness is accom-

plished using three ten-

minute exercise sessions per

week. During each of these

sessions you monitor your

pulse rate and attempt to

maintain it near a predeter-

mined value. Each session re-

quires more work to produce

the same pulse rate as your

condition improves.

Timing the segments in

each ten-minute session and

timing six seconds to obtain a

pulse count turned out to be

a pain in the neck. For ex-

ample if you begin at

06.59:22 and time one

minute, then you should stop

at 07:00:22 and then begin

timing the next two minute

segment. It's now 07:02:22

and time to check pulse rate

for six seconds while

counting the beats. Then
miltiply the pulse count by

ten in order to get the rate,

and begin another two-

minute countdown at

07:02:37. Let's see . . . add-

ing two minutes gives

07:04:37. . . . It's really not

all that complicated until you

try it while concentrating on

the exercises. I thought that

programming our microcom-

puter to assist in timing and
pulse rate determination

would be an interesting ap-

plication. Here is the result.

Exercise Program Functions

The program listed pro-

vides the functions of:

1. Reviewing the major con-

cept of utilizing pulse rate as

an effectiveness indicator.

2. Displaying the exercise se-

quence.

3. Calculating and displaying

your training pulse rate based

on your age.

4. Displaying that segment of

exercise sequence to be ac-

complished next.

5. Timing each segment while

displaying segment elapsed

time on a video display in

five-second increments.

6. Indicating when pulse rate

determinations should be

made.

7. Accepting 15 pulses that

correspond to heartbeats, and
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acting as a frequency counter

calculating and displaying

your pulse rate.

8. Interpreting that pulse rate

and recommending an in-

crease or decrease in the rate

of activity, including taking a

break. Timing of any recom-

mended breaks is auto-

matically accomplished and

displayed.

Frequency/Pulse Rate
Counter.

The pulse rate subroutine

begins in line 290. When
called up the subroutine

watches input port one for

any change from 255, which

it sees if all eight lines are left

RUN

EXERCISER
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES THREE
FUNCTIONS RELATED TO THE FIRST
LEVEL EXERCISES DESCRIBED IN
-TOTAL FITNESS IN 30 MINUTES
A WEEK-BY L.E. MOREHOUSE.

THE THREE FUNCTIONS ARE
SEQUENCE, TIMING AND PULSE RATE
DETERMINATION.

TO CHECK PULSE RATE, FIRST
LOCATE YOUR PULSE BY PRESSING
AN INDEX FINGER AGAINST ONE
TEMPORAL ARTERY AT THE SIDE OF
YOUR FOREHEAD.(TEMPLE).
USING THE OTHER HAND SHARPLY
PUSH THE BUTTON IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING EACH HEART BEAT.
IF CORRECTLY ENTERED A SINGLE
NUMBER WILL APPEAR ON THE
SCREEN
AVOID HOLDING THE BUTTON DOWN
TOO LONG. MULTIPLE ENTRIES CAN
RESULT.
15 BEATS WILL BE ENTERED AND
THEN YOUR PULSE RATE WILL BE
AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED.

THE EXERCISE SEQUENCE IS
1) LIMBERING UP(1 MIN)
2) MUSCLE BUILD UP( 4 MIN)
3) CIRCULO-RESPIRATORY

CONDITIONING (5MINS)

THE REFERENCED TEXT SHOULD BE
READ BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER

WHAT IS YOUR AGE? 34
YOUR BEGINNING TRAINING PULSE
RATE IS 111 BEATS PER MINUTE.

BEGIN WITH ONE MINUTE OF LIM-
BERING EXERCISES, SUCH AS
1) STRETCHING
2) TWISTING
3) BENDING
EASY DOES IT. LIMBER UP SLOWLY.

START
5 SECONDS

10 SECONDS

[ETC.]

60 SECONDS
ONE MINUTE

NEXT UP, 4 MINUTES OF MUSCLE
EXERCISES TO ADD MUSCLE TISSUE.
DO 15 PUSH AWAYS AND THEN 15
SITBACKS IN APPROXIMATELY THE
NEXT TWO MINUTES. THEN CHECK
YOUR PULSE RATE.

[COUNTDOWN TWO MINUTES FIVE SECONDS AT A TIME]

NOW LETS CHECK YOUR PULSE RATE.
PRESS THE BUTTON AFTER EACH
BEAT. KEEP MOVING!
PROCEED WHEN YOU ARE READY
1
2

r3 -
[ETC.]

THANK YOU
RATE = 120 BEATS/MINUTE
GOOD, WITH A PULSE RATE OF
120
YOU CAN NOW REPEAT THE PUSH-
AWAY AND SITBACK EXERCISES. 15
TIMES EACH; TAKE ABOUT 2 MIN.

[COUNTDOWN TWO MINUTES FIVE SECONDS AT A TIME]

NOW LETS CHECK THAT PULSE RATE.

PRESS THE BUTTON AFTER EACH
BEAT. KEEP MOVING!
PROCEED WHEN YOU ARE READY.
1

[etc.]

thank you
rate = 123 beats/minute

select any exercise such as
running in place. the objective
is to get your pulse rate up to
111 beats/minute and keep it
there for about five minutes,
begin exercising and check
your pulse rate in one minute

START

[COUNTDOWN ONE MINUTE FIVE SECONDS AT A TIME]

PULSE RATE CHECK AGAIN
PRESS THE BUTTON AFTER EACH
BEAT. KEEP MOVING!
PROCEED WHEN YOU ARE READY
1

lire.]

THANK YOU
RATE = 153 BEATS/MINUTE
AT 153 BEATS/MIN. YOU SHOULD SLOW DOWN.
CUT YOUR EXERCISE RATE TO ABOUT
ONE HALF OF WHAT IT HAS BEEN
FOR THE LAST ONE MINUTE.
NOW CONTINUE EXERCISING FOR
THE NEXT TWO MINUTES.
[COUNTDOWN TWO MINUTES FIVE SECONDS AT a time]

TIME FOR ANOTHER PULSE RATE CHECK.
PRESS THE BUTTON AFTER EACH
BEAT. KEEP MOVING!
PROCEED WHEN YOU ARE READY
1

[etc.]
15
THANK YOU
RATE = 130
LETS CONTINUE. TWO MINUTES
REMAIN IN THIS SESSION.

[COUNTDOWN TWO MINUTES FIVE SECONDS AT A time]

THIS SEQUENCE SHOULD BE
REPEATED THREE TIMES PER WEEK.
SEE YOU IN TWO OR THREE DAYS.
READY

Sample run.

Program listing (continued on following pages).

10 GOSUB318
12 #" EXERCISER"
14 #««

16 #"THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES THREE"
18 #"FUNCTIONS RELATED TO THE FIRST"
20 #"LEVEL EXERCISES DESCRIBED IN"
22 #"-TOTAL FITNESS IN 30 MINUTES"
24 #"A WEEK- BY L.E. MOREHOUSE."
26 GOSUB314:GOSUB318
28 #"THE THREE FUNCTIONS ARE"
32 #"SEQUENCE, TIMING AND PULSE RATE'*
34 ^"DETERMINATION."
36 GOSUB314:GOSUB318
38 #"TO CHECK PULSE RATE, FIRST"
40 #"LOCATE YOUR PULSE BY PRESSING"
42 #"AN INDEX FINGER AGAINST ONE"
44 #"TEMPORAL ARTERY AT THE SIDE OF"
46 #"YOUR FOREHEAD. (TEMPLE)":GOSUB314
48 #"USING THE OTHER HAND, SHARPLY"
50 #"PUSH THE BUTTON IMMEDIATELY"
52 #"FOLLOWING EACH HEART BEAT."
54 GOSUB314
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56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74

80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114
116

"IF CORRECTLY ENTERED A SINGLE"
"NUMBER WILL APPEAR ON THE"

M

134
136
138
140
142

148
150
152
154
156
158
160
162
164
166
168
170
172
174

alone. Grounding one of

these lines produces an input

different from 255, and the

program drops into another

loop. You can momentarily

ground one of the port one

input lines by using a push

button attached to a ten-foot

cord, which allows you to

move around during the pulse

rate determination. It is im-

portant not to stand perfectly

still during this process. Ac-

cording to the book, passing

out cold is a possible con-

sequence of remaining still

immediately following exer-

cise, and my computer's bag

of tricks does not yet include

administration of smelling

salts or respiration-assistance

capability. Enter each heart-

beat as you feel it with one

hand by momentarily pushing

the button with the other

hand. To feel your pulse,

lightly press an index finger

against one of your temporal

arteries (located in the temple

area of your head). Never

press both arteries simul-

taneously.

#
#
#"SCREEN.":GOSUB314
#"AVOID HOLDING THE BUTTON DOWN"
#"TOO LONG. MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL"
#"RESULT.":GOSUB314
#"15 BEATS WILL BE ENTERED AND"
#"THEN YOUR PULSE RATE WILL BE"
#"AUTOMATICALLY DISPLAYED."
GOSUB314:GOSUB318

76 #"THE EXERCISE SEQUENCE IS:"
78 #" 1) LIMBERING UP (1 MIN)"

#" 2) MUSCLE BUILDUP (4 MINS)"
#" 3) CIRCULO-RESPIRATORY"
#" CONDITIONING (5 MINS)"
GOSUB314:GOSUB318
#"THE REFERENCED TEXT SHOULD BE"
#"READ BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER
GOSUB314:GOSUB318
INPUT"WHAT IS YOUR AGE? ";A
A1=INT(.6*(220-A))
#"YOUR BEGINNING TRAINING PULSE"
#"RATE IS ";A1;" BEATS PER MINUTE."
GOSUB314:GOSUB318
#"BEGIN WITH ONE MINUTE OF LIMB-"
#"ERING EXERCISES; SUCH AS:
#" 1-STRETCHING"
#" 2-TWISTING"
#" 3-BENDING"
#"EASY DOES IT. LIMBER UP SLOWLY."
GOSUB314:GOSUB318

118 #TAB(12);"START"
120 FORX=1T08:#"":NEXT
122 M=60:GOSUB264
124 #TAB(10);"ONE MINUTE"
126 GOSUB318
128 #"NEXT UP IS 4 MINUTES OF MUSCLE"
130 #"EXERCISES TO ADD MUSCLE TISSUE."
132 GOSUB314

#"DO 15 PUSHAWAYS AND THEN 15"
#"SITBACKS IN APPROXIMATELY THE"
#"NEXT TWO MINUTES. THEN CHECK"
#"YOUR PULSE RATE."
GOSUB314:GOSUB318

144 #TAB(10);"START"
146 M=120:GOSUB264

#"NOW LETS CHECK YOUR PULSE RATE"
GOSUB282
IF Bl >Al + 20 THEN #'TAKE A MINUTE BREAKBEFORE CONTINUING.
IF Bl >Al+20 THEN156 ELSE164
#"KEEP MOVING AROUND DURING THE"
#"NEXT MINUTE TO IMPROVE BLOOD"
#"CIRCULATION":M=60:GOSUB264
GOT0168
#"GOOD, WITH A PULSE RATE OF"
#B1
#"YOU CAN NOW REPEAT THE PUSH-"
#"AWAY AND SITBACK EXERCISES. 15"
#"TIMES EACH; TAKE ABOUT 2 MIN."
GOSUB314

176 #TAB(10);"START":M=120:GOSUB264
178 #"NOW LETS CHECK THAT PULSE RATE."

GOSUB282
IfBl <Al+20 THEN 192
#"YOUR PULSE RATE IS A LITTLE"
#"HIGH. TAKE A 30 SECOND BREAK"
#"BEFORE CONTINUING"
GOSUB314:M=30:GOSUB264
#"SELECT ANY EXERCISE SUCH AS"
#"RUNNING IN PLACE. THE OBJECTIVE"
#"IS TO GET YOUR PULSE RATE UP TO"
#A1;" BEATS/MINUTE AND KEEP IT"
#"THERE FOR ABOUT FIVE MINUTES."
GOSUB318
#"BEGIN EXERCISING AND CHECK"
#"YOUR PULSE RATE IN ONE MINUTE":GOSUB318
#" START":M=60:GOSUB264
#"PULSE RATE CHECK AGAIN.":GOSUB282
IF Bl <Al+20 THEN224
#"AT";B1;" BEATS/MIN. YOU SHOULD SLOW DOWN."
#"CUT YOUR EXERCISE RATE TO ABOUT"
#"ONE HALF OF WHAT IT HAS BEEN"
#"FOR THE LAST ONE MINUTE."
GOSUB314
IF Bl <A1-10 THEN#"PICK UP EXERCISE RATE IN ORDER TO BRING PULSE RATE UP TO
GOSUB314
#"NOW CONTINUE EXERCISING FOR"
#"THE NEXT TWO MINUTES."
GOSUB314
M=120:GOSUB264

>>

180
182
184
186
188
190
192
194
196
198
200
202
204
206
208
210
212
214
216
218
220
222
224
226
228
230
232
234

To help prevent multiple

entries caused by holding the

button down for too long,

each beat is displayed on the

video screen as it is recorded.

Try it a few times; it won't

take long to get the hang of

it. If you have trouble, two

solutions are potentially help-

ful. 1. Increase the timing of

the counting loop by chang-

ing the software. 2. Add some
hardware in the form of a

nonretriggerable one-shot

between the push button and

the input port.

Counter Calibration
•

Each time through the

counting loop, the variable T
is incremented. Calibration

was not as easy as I expected,

however, because the rela-

tionship between pulse rate

and T turned out to be non-

linear. After collecting a few

data points and cranking

them through linear and ex-

ponential curve fit routines, I

obtained a 99.8 percent fit

using the power curve

Y=AXB line fit routine on an

HP-65 programmable calcu-

lator. Realizing a lot of

people don't have access to

this resource, I've written a

routine in BASIC that you

can enter into your micro-

computer for calibration of

the counting loop on your

system. Here's how to use it:

1. Enter the exerciser pro-

gram, or just the counting

loop if you prefer.

2. Collect three or more data

points by entering known
rates, which can be generated

by carefully watching the

sweep second hand of a

clock. One pulse each second

is 60 beats per minute, two

pulses each second is 120

beats per minute and one

pulse each two seconds is 30

";A1;"BEATS/MIN."
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beats per minute. Collect the

value of T each time after the

routine has counted 15 beats.

Repeat each input rate about

ten times and use the best

eight determinations,
throwing out the highest and

lowest T value determination

per rate.

3. Now enter the calibrating

program listed with this

article. It will ask you how
many data points you have

and then will ask you to

input the values you have

collected. The program then

performs a line fit routine,

matching the points to the

general formula Y=AXB, and

generates a formula for a line

on which the points fall. It

then converts this formula

into the format required in

line 308 of the exerciser pro-

gram. Watch R2; it is a good-

ness of fit value, and if it's

not between .94 and 1.0,

something is amiss.

4. Enter the output as line

308 in the exerciser program,

and you're calibrated. Each

time you enter a T value, a

B1 or heartbeat rate value

will be calculated using that

formula.

An alternative is to collect

enough data points to build a

lookup table into the pro-

gram or alter the counter

loop to produce a linear cor-

relation.

The program occupies

about 4.5K of RAM and is

written in D.G. Maxi-BASIC
Version 1.0. It is running on a

Digital Group Z-80 system

with a 2.5 MHz clock and

18Kof RAM.
This is a unique applica-

tion of a microcomputer in

the home. Automatically in-

putting the heartbeat data

using sensors such as strain

gauges or force transducers is

the next step. That's a hard-

ware problem of no small

magnitude at the home brew

level, and would make an

interesting project and article.

I strongly recommend you
read and/or check with a

physician before beginning

any exercise program.

236 #"TIME FOR ANOTHER PULSE RATE CHECK."
238 GOSUB282
240 IF Bl >Al+20 THEN242ELSE246
242 #"BETTER SLOW IT DOWN, YOUR"
244 #"PULSE RATE IS TOO HIGH!":GOSUB314
246 IF Bl <A1-10 THEN248 ELSE250
248 #"PICK UP YOUR EXERCISE RATE! ":F0RX=1T01E3:NEXT
250 #"LETS CONTINUE. TWO MINUTES"
252 #"REMAIN IN THIS SESSION."
254 M=120:GOSUB264
256 #"THIS SEQUENCE SHOULD BE"
258 #"REPEATED THREE TIMES PER WEEK."
260 #"SEE YOU IN TWO OR THREE DAYS."
262 END
264 E=0
266 FORW=lTO50
268 E=E+5
270 FORX=lTO2800:NEXT
272 #TAB(10);E;" SECONDS"
274 F0RX=1T09: #"":NEXT
276 IFE=M THEN EXIT280
278 NEXTW
280 RETURN
282 #"PRESS THE BUTTON AFTER EACH"
284 #"BEAT. KEEP MOVING!"
286 #"PROCEED WHEN YOU ARE READY"
288 T=0: B=0
290 X=INP(1)
292 IFX=255 THEN290
294 Y=INP(1)
296 T=T+1
298 IF Y<> 255 THEN B=B+1
300 IF Y <>255 THEN #B
302 IF B=15THEN306
304 GOT0294
306 # UTHANK YOU"
308 B1=INT(EXP((LOG(85440.83/T))/1.2237))
310 #"RATE=";B1 ;"BEATS/MINUTE"
312 RETURN
314 FORX=lTO 4E3:NEXT
316 RETURN
318 F0RX=1T016:#"":NEXT
320 RETURN

THE

Give your 6800 computer the gift of sight 1 The Micro Works Digisector " opens up a whole new

world for your computer Your micro can now be a part of the action, taking pictures like this

one to amuse your friends, watching your home while you re away, helping your household

robot avoid bumping into walls, providing fast to slow scan conversion for you hams the

applications abound

The Micro Works Digisector is a completely unique device, its resolution and speed are un-

matched in industry and the price is unbeatable anywhere The Digisector and a cheap TV
camera are all you II need to see eye to eye with your 6800 Since operation is straightforward,

you don t have to be a software wizard to utilize the Digisector s extensive capabilities The

Micro Works Digisector board provides the following exclusive features

• High Resolution—a 256 x 256 picture element scan

• Precision— 64 levels of grey scale

• Speed— Conversion times as low as 3 microseconds per pixel

• Versatility—Accepts either interlaced (NTSC) or non-interlaced (Industrial) video input

• Compactness— Utilizes 11/0 slot in your SWTPC 6800 or equivalent

• Economy—The Digisector is a professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The Digisector (DS-68). like all Micro Works products, comes fully assembled, tested and

burned m Only the highest quality components are used, and the boards are double sided

with plated through holes, solder mask and silkscreen All software is fully source listed and

commented The Micro Works is proud to add the DS-68 to its line of quality computer acces-

sories for the hobbyist Price 169.95

The Micro Works 6800 series of computer accessories also includes:

PSB-08 PROM System Board 11 9.95

regulated + 1 2 volts 124 95

B-08 2708 EPROM Programmer 99.95

regulated + 1 2 volts 1 04. 95

HERE'S LOOKING
AT YOU, KID

P.O.BOX111Q DEL MAR, CA. 92014 714-758-2687

U2708 EPROM Software 29 95
Casettetape 9.95

UIO Universal I/O Board 24 95

X-50 Extender Board 29.95
X-30 Extender Board 22.95

Visa and Master Charge Accepted

M31
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John Craig

A Tour of the Faire (Part 1)
Kilobaud's editor, John Craig, takes a look at some of the people and products that made
up the San Jose show.

The Second West Coast

Computer Faire. What a

show! I always enjoy getting

out for a good convention, and

this one was no exception. It

occurred to me that you folks

who couldn't make it would

also like a peek at what the

show had to offer. Therefore, I

took my camera along . . . and

shot pictures like crazy! I sin-

cerely hope you find it as inter-

esting and entertaining as I did.

As a matter of fact, I'd appreci-

ate any feedback on how you

feel about the effort ... I was a

little concerned with the length.

If you're looking for software

for home or small business,

you'll find it here. If you're look-

ing for the latest in mass stor-

age, you'll find that also. Ter-

minals? You bet. New, low-cost

systems—one or two. Boards

and components ... all over

the place! Finally—some of

those miscellaneous pieces of

hardware you've been hoping

someone would develop for

your system. What the heck-
mention that you saw it in Kilo-

baud when you drop a line to

these companies, OK?
Not all is well in "photogra-

phy land," I'm afraid. I shot

seven rolls of film at the Faire.

You're going to be seeing the

results of six rolls . . . and I'm

going to be looking for a new
film processor! There are quite

a few companies, large and

small, who didn't make it into

this write-up because of that

goof—and I'm truly sorry.

Come along with me and I'll

give you a grand tour of the Sec-

ond West Coast Computer
Faire . . . and, above all, enjoy

yourself!

OK, TRS-80 owners, here it is:

the first computer cassette

"magazine." CLOAD Magazine
arrives by first-class mail each
month on a C-30 cassette . .

.

for $24 a year. Should be in-

teresting! PO Box 1267, Goleta

CA 93017.

Bob Lentz, the president of Micro Works, is as pleased with the

computer portrait system his company has developed as the

gentleman on the left who just had his picture taken. (PO Box 1 1 10,

Del Mar CA 92014.)

Kinda show-offish, don't you think? Although it

sure did the trick when it came to attracting

crowds!

I keep hearing more and more good things about

the service and products from S.D. Sales . . . and
they sure were doing a brisk business at the

Faire. Bet they'll send you their catalog if you

write for it . . . or, better yet, just check their ads

in Kilobaud.
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Is it Dynabyte . . . or dynamite? Let me tell you, these folks have some exciting things going! On the left we have Mike Watts, president of
Dynabyte, standing in front of their Z-80 based dual minifloppy system . . . and their new double-sided, double-density Shugart floppy
system. They have a rather unique dedicated-controller board (shown in the middle photo), which uses BASIC, which is why it's called a
BASIC Controller. They were using the controller to run the two robots shown in the right photo, and they sure were a hit. (I think it was the
robots that attracted the crowds . . . but it could have just as easily been Pam Farnsworth, the young lady minding the cables and the
booth.) They have several other interesting products you might want to check into . . . drop 'em a line: 4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto CA
94303.

OHvwiv&eamy/MATS

What can I say? That staid, conservative gentleman on the left is

the one and only Bill Godbout! (The mood of revelry was probably
due to the tremendous success of his Econoram memory boards
. . . and all the other items in his catalog!) The smiling face in the

center belongs to none other than Carl Warren, the Senior Editor of

Interface Age. The gentleman on the right? That's the real George
Morrow. (Somebody who looks like George posed for the ad on
page 128 of the April Kilobaud, but I know it wasn't really him be-

cause George always wears tennis shoes—and you'd never catch

him with a tie on!) Godbout Electronics, Box 2355, Oakland Airport

CA 94614.

Hey, there he is. The handsome and debonair Dr. Lloyd Rice,

creator of famous Computalker Voice Synthesizer. If you're in the

market, give this one a listen before you buy. Computalker Con-
sultants, PO Box 1951, Dept. K, Santa Monica CA 90406.
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One of the busiest booths at the Faire had to be Jade Computer Products! The man behind all the action is Don Smith (shown in the center
photo with his better half, Joanne). One of the latest products to be added to their line is the REX personal computer shown in the left

photo. Don's "adopted son, " Heath Kline, president of Priority One Electronics (10031 Woodley Ave., Sepulveda CA 91343), was sharing the

booth—and showing off his MiniScope (and many other items). You cannot believe the incredible line of computer systems, components
and peripherals Jade is carrying these days. Their spring catalog will make you drool! 5351 West 144th St., Lawndale CA 90260.
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Tandy was there in force . . . with many new goodies for the TRS-80. Don French (merchandising mgr.

for Tandy Computers) is behind the TRS-80 on the left. His head is directly above their new elec-

trostatic screen printer, which sells for $599 . . . and spews out printed copy at 2200 characters per

second! They also had their new minifloppies and business systems line printer up and going (right

photo). Be sure to send off for their new 1978 catalog . . . it looks like they're carrying every brand on

the block! 1500 One Tandy Center, Ft. Worth TX 76102.

Hey, that RCA VIP (Video Inter-

face Processor) is quite a little

machine! The price is kind of

high ($275 kit), but it sure is a

snap to create video patterns

and games. I'd sure like to see it

made a little more affordable

because the 1802 has a lot go-

ing for it. RCA Solid State, Box

3200, Somerville NJ 08876.

I think I really captured the flavor of the moment here. The man on

the left was a serious shopper who stopped by the Cromemco
booth and hit Harry Garland (president of Cromemco) with some
good questions about his system. As you can see, Harry

thoroughly enjoys himself when it comes to answering such ques-

tions and pointing out the merits of his system. If you're shopping

around, perhaps you should check into this "Cadillac" of S-100

systems. (Send for their new Spring Microcomputers/Peripherals

catalog—$1.) Cromemco, 2400 Charleston Rd., Mountain View CA

94043.
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Dr. Curt Childress, president of Midwest Scientific Instruments, is on the left with Midwest's super

6800 system . . . and their new double-sided disk system. Curt borrowed a copy of Issue #70 of Kilo-

baud and entered the Rugg/Feldman benchmarks; and he and Wayne Green are checking out the

results in the photo on the right. At 1.6 MHz, the MSI 6800 came up with the following mind-blowing

speeds: #7, .5 sec; #2, .5 sec; #3, 6 sec; #4, 10 sec; #5, 9 sec; #6, 72 sec; *7, 15 sec. Furthermore, the

system can be run at even higher clock speeds! Their Catalog #2 Is chock-full of 6800 boards,

peripherals and whatever . . . send for it: 220 W. Cedar, Olathe KS 66061.
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Would you buy a reconditioned

Diablo ($1995) or QUME-based
terminal ($2495) from that

gentleman standing in the

background? Sure you would,

because he's Ken Widelitz,

attorney-at-law, author of Kilo-

baud's Legal/Business Forum

and president of COMPUTER
TEXTile, the company offering

those terminals. 10960 Wilshire

Blvd., Suite 1504, Los Angeles

CA 90024.

That's Mike Sherrick, the de-

signer of the fantastic Malibu

printer, and we have a review of

the Malibu 160 in this month's

issue. (One of their largest dis-

tributors is Jade Computer
Products. Drop a line to Jade
for more info.)
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There seems to be an abundance of S-100 disk

systems hitting the market, right? Well, in the

course of shopping around, be sure to look over

the capacity and software being offered with the

Micropolis Meta Floppy and MacroFloppy drives.

Their Extended Disk BASIC has file-management

and programming capabilities, and they also

have a 16K DOS. 7959 Deering Ave., Canoga Park

CA 91304.

If you 6800 owners haven't checked into the line

of SS-50 bus products from Smoke Signal Broad-

casting then you're missing the boat! They have

a DOS that supports from 1 to 3 of their miniflop-

pies . . . patches for SWTPC BASIC . . . and a co-

resident editor/assembler. They also have a 16K

static memory board ($529), and more. PO Box

2017, Hollywood CA 90028.

The Digital Group was demon-
strating a graphics system that

made a lot of mouths water.

There he is, folks. The man be-

hind the CP/M Users' Group:

Tony Gold. Drop him a line . .

.

they've got twenty-four vol-

umes (diskettes) in the library

at this time! 164 W. 83rd St.,

New York NY 10024.

Here's the group from ALF: Greg Bloom, Philip

Tubb (did you catch his "Incredizing" article in

the April issue?) and Tim Gill. If you're into com-

puter-generated music, these folks have some
top-notch boards for the S- 100 bus. Send for their

catalog: 128 South Taft, Denver CO 80228.

Isn't that a beauty? The new Bytemaster from the

Digital Group . . . Z-80 based with either floppies

(DISKMON OS) or Phi-decks (PHIMON). They

have a complete product catalog now. PO Box

6528, Denver CO 80206.

For those of you who haven't had the opportunity to meet our ex-

ecutive vice-president, Sherry Smythe, then allow me to introduce

her. Her son, Matt, is on the far right . . . and is one of the best

booth managers in the business. (Unfortunately, we're going to

have to do without his fine services for a couple of years while he

goes down to Central America for some missionary work.)

When it comes to quality S-100 systems, you're going to have to

look far and wide before you find something comparable to the

Equinox 100 . . . both electrically and mechanically. There were

three factors that accounted for the tremendous crowds around

the Thinker Toys/Parasitic Engineering booth: George Morrow's

new floppy interface board, which can be configured for mini or

standard-sized drives, the Equinox 100 and Lauren Kawakami.

Thinker Toys, 1201 10th, Berkeley CA 94710—Parasitic Engineer-

ing, PO Box 6314, Albany CA 94706.
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There's Chuck Grant, president of North
Star Computers, with his arm resting on
one of their Horizon systems. Keep your
eyes open for a review of that system in an
upcoming issue. With the wide-ranging

use of North Star hardware and software

these days, I suspect Chuck is quite

pleased with what they've done. (I would
have asked him, but he was too busy sell-

ing systems!) 2547 9th St., Berkeley CA
94710.

Why is this man smiling? Because he's

Lou Frenzel, director of computer market-

ing at Heath, and he (along with everyone
else at Heath) is tickled pink at the way
their systems have taken off in sales. Now
their floppies are here . . and Heath's

even happier! I can't tell you who that

gentleman kneeling down (eyeing their

new floppy system) is, but his initials are

Steve Jobs! Drop a note to Heath and ask
for their new catalog: Heath Co., Benton
Harbor Ml 49022.

Oh, yes . . . the chess tournament. What a

crowd! I wasn't able to follow the action,

but it was sure there. My friend, Doug
Penrod (inset), played a big role in getting

this event going through his "Computer
Chess" newsletter (which will be a feature

in Personal Computing magazine in the

future).

MULLEN Cbmpi40.PiDducH

Who says the camera never lies? In this

photo, Bob Mullen (guess which one) ap-

pears as a thoughtful, contemplative,
handsome and debonair designer of the

only S-100 logic-probe/extender board and
relay/opto-isolator control board on the

market; his partner, Keith Britton, appears
to be awake/ (Hey, check into their new
logic-probe/extender board. It uses a

7-segment display, and does the job
nicely!) Mullen Computer Products, Box
6214, Hayward CA 94545.

Becky Sallume, of Vandenberg Data Prod-

ucts, was one of the most lively "flyer-

hander-outers" at the Faire; but this photo
was taken at the end of the last day! If

you're in the market for a 16K S-100 board
that runs cool, then send VDP some of

your hard-earned money ($330 kit; $365
assembled). PO Box 2507, Santa Maria CA
93454.

It never fails. At almost every computer
convention you have at least one person
go berserk and try to hit master reset and
crash a system. I guess the strain was just

too much for Nancy Millikin . . . and I sure

hope she felt better after hitting that but-

ton! On the serious side, if you'd like some
additional info on Meca's fantastic mass-
storage system (with a voice prompt and
response capability) write to them at: PO
Box 696, 7026 Old Woman's Spring Rd.,

Yucca Valley CA 92284. (Ask for their

mass-storage buyer's guide.)
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Wanna draw a crowd? Put up a Digital Research

sign! I don't know whether you've noticed it or

not, but there are two pieces of software playing

a dominating role in this microcomputer indus-

try; Microsoft BASIC . . . and Digital Research's

CP/M Operating System! Heck, you can even get

CP/M for the North Star drive (Lifeboat Associ-

ates, 164 W. 83rd St., New York NY 10024) and for

the ICOM Frugal Floppy (Computer Mart of New
Jersey, 501 Rt. 27, Iselin NJ 08830)! Digital

Research has a new macroassembler and sym-

bolic instruction debugger, both of which will be

reviewed in an upcoming issue of Kilobaud. Ver-

sion 1.4 of CP/M is out, too. Drop them a line for

more info: PO Box 579, Pacific Grove CA 93950.

Oliver Audio Engineering was looking good!

Beautiful booth . . . and normally big crowds

around it! By the way, did you know their new
PROM programmer simply plugs into an existing

PROM socket to do it's thing (read, program,

verify and duplicate)? Two models—and they

both sell for $295. OAE, 676 West Wilson Ave,

Glendale CA 91203.
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If you're in the market for a low-cost mass-storage system, then take a look at what the folks at

Exatron have come up with! It's not called a cassette . . . it's a continuous-loop tape wafer (called

the Stringy Floppy). Each wafer holds 40K bytes; and the transfer rate is an incredible 7200 kilobaud.

Loads a 4K program in about 5 seconds. The system includes an S-100 controller board (with 4K

monitor/assembler/editor) and the drive for $289.50. (They also have a Tiny BASIC and a 5K BASIC

available.) 1030 East Duane Ave., Suite I, Sunnyvale CA 94086.

Once again I managed to chase off the crowds

for a second to grab a shot of Dan Meyer, presi-

dent of Southwest Technical Products (sporting

a new beard). They have a new dual-drive disk

system (the DMAF1) for business applications

that has a file management system called FLEX.

(Oh, the drives are double-sided . . . 600K bytes

each.) Send for their new catalog, and include

$.25, OK? Box 32040, San Antonio TX 78284.

TSC started off in the 6800 software business,

but they're now offering some of the same pack-

ages (their text processing, in particular) in 8080

code. They would dearly love to send you a copy
of their new '78 catalog. Technical Systems Con-

sultants, Box 2574, W. Lafayette IN 47906.

If that dapper gentleman looks

like Dick Milewski of The Soft-

ware Works, there's a good rea-

son for the resemblance! If

you're looking for a North Star-

based inventory-control pro-

gram, they have one. (A review

of the package is coming up in

Kilobaud.,} Drop them a line for

more info: PO Box 4386, Moun-
tain View CA 94040.

Hey . . . the folks at the Com-
puter Room have a couple of

beautiful business systems.

The one Lawrence Grijalva is

demonstrating in the photo is

available with a cost-estimat-

ing package (for heavy-duty

construction) and inventory

control. They also have a Ran-

dall Data Systems machine
with a BMI (Building Materials

Industries) package . . . every-

thing you need for running a

lumber yard. 124 H Blossom
Hill Rd., San Jose CA 95123.

Well, that should do it for

this time. We'll finish up our

little tour of the Faire next

month with Part 2: more of

the people and products.—

John.
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Bitty Computers, PO Box

23189, San Jose CA 95153.)

These are not significant

handicaps if you're estimating

the effect of several alter-

natives. Round numbers are

usually acceptable if you only

Tirw RACIP Qh want to get on base in some

AftAI itc specific ball park (cliches are

i iny DAoiV/ onoricuis fun once in a while).

m
Byte-saving Tips

Saving bytes of memory is a

Tom Pittman's Tiny BASICS (6502, 1802, etc.) are somewhat limited practical approach if your com-

in capabilities. This is the first of several articles discussing puter has limited memory (I

methods to expand those capabilities.
have 1250 bytes of free space
nnw) L pt'^ talk about thp
1 lv W / . l— *o l o l a I r\ ci %J\J U I 11 lv

memory-saving part first.

Fig. 1 is an example of a pro-

gram with no statement short-

Charles R. Carpenter preter's limitations. The utility • 72 characters maximum on cuts; Fig. 2 uses all the implied

2228 Montclair Place program in Fig. 1 shows how to Input lines. and abbreviated statements
Carrollton TX 75006 work wjtn some f tnese |jm . • Implied statements and ab- possible in this Tiny BASIC in-

itations. This program is titled breviations to save bytes of terpreter. Memory in Fig. 1 is

"Loans," but it could be any memory. 492 bytes, an average of 17

comparison of WHAT-IF alter- (Note: Tom Pittman now has an bytes per line, while Fig. 2 uses

IMf riting small but useful natives. Here's what we'll be

wW programs in Tiny BASIC working with (and without):

experimenter's manual avail- 410 bytes for an average of 14

able that explains many of bytes per line. REM comments
(to paraphrase Tom Pittman) is • Decimal numbers not al- these features and how to work were added later and used 470

a practical reality. Getting the lowed. with them. They are not as sim- bytes.

most out of your programs is • Number range limited from ple as my approach. The Using implied statements

easier if you work with the inter- -32768 to +32767. manual is available from Itty causes the program to run

•
• 220 LET A = A -»-

1

:LIST 230 PRINT
10 REM TINY BASIC FOR KIM-1 240 PRINT 44LOAN NUMBER -";A; 44 "

11 REM 6502 V.IK BY T. PITTMAN. 250 PRINT 44INTEREST IS $";I

12 REM 260 PRINT
13 REM PROGRAMMED BY: 270 PRINT 44MONEY OWED IS $";0
14 REM C.R. (CHUCK) CARPENTER W5USJ 280 PRINT
15 REM 2228 MONTCLAIR PL. 290 PRINT 44PAYMENTS ARE $";M
16 REM CARROLLTON TX 75006 300 PRINT
17 REM 310 LETN = N-1
18 REM THESE PROGRAMS ILLUSTRATE BYTE SAVING 320 IF N>0 THEN GOTO 170

19 REM TECHNIQUES IN LIMITED MEMORY SYSTEMS. 360 PRINT
20 REM THE FIRST PROGRAM USED 492 BYTES. THE 370 PRINT 44DONE' >

21 REM OTHER USED 410 BYTES. AN INCREASE 380 PRINT
22 REM (OR SAVING) OF 82 BYTES. IMPLIED 390 END
23 REM STATEMENTS AND ABBREVIATIONS ARE
24 REM THE REASON.
25 PR

;

26 PR
100 PRINT"LOANS : HOW MANY -"

1 =
110 INPUT N 1 1=1+2
115 PRINT 2 GOSUB 1

120 LETA = RUN
130 PRINT 4<INPUT: PRINCIPAL IN HUNDREDS (P)"

140 PRINT" RATE IN PERCENT (R)" !226 AT 1

150 PRINT 44 TIME IN YEARS (T)" :END
160 PRINT 44 PAYMENTS IN MONTHS (X)"

170 INPUT P,R,T,X :PRINT 44THERE ARE ";I;
44 BYTES LEFT"

190 LETI = P*T*R THERE ARE 288 BYTES LEFT
200 LETO=100*P + I •

•

210 LETM = 0/X

Fig. 1. First program version using no shortcuts to write the prograt77 or save bytes. This program uses 492 bytes, exclusive of the REM
statements. REM statements use 470 bytes. The short routine above illustrates how Tiny BASIC finds the number of bytes of free

space remaining. The user's manual tells how to do it.
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slower, but the increase in pro-

gram lines is worth the loss of

speed (if speed is your concern

then Tiny BASIC may not be for

you, anyway). Memory saving

wasn't really necessary for this

short program; but in a 100-line

program over 200 bytes could

be saved (12 to 15 lines' worth).

Such significant savings allow

you to write longer programs.

The programs are still small,

but even a few more lines make

them more useful. And that's

what we're trying to do. Bytes

could be saved in a few more

places, such as the spaces in

the print input, lines 130

through 160, but in the interest

of clarity, I left them alone.

Decimal Values

Calculations involving

decimal numbers can be han-

dled several ways. Anytime a

percentage or a calculation

resulting in a fraction occurs, a

decimal number results.

Dollars and cents are decimal

numbers, too. Tiny BASIC trun-

cates decimal numbers down

to the next lower whole num-

ber. If the number is less than

one, the result is zero. (For this

reason, accountants would

probably not want to use Tiny

BASIC.)

Lines 130 through 180 are the

input lines for this program. I

used principal in hundreds and

rate in percent to avoid decimal

percentage entry and to pre-

vent dividing percent by 100 (to

get back to a decimal percent-

age). The math comes out right

when it's printed out in line 250.

I then multiplied the total loan

value by 100 in line 200 to make
the right amount print in lines

270 and 290.

Principal input in hundreds

also helps avoid the number-

limitation problem. Keeping the

numbers to be operated on

small limits precision but

keeps the multiplication re-

sults in range. Adding a state-

ment in a print line to multiply

(or divide, etc.) by some factor

will put the answer back in the

right magnitude. This is sort of

like using engineering notation

with a slide rule. The difference

is the lack of decimal numbers.

An input-line limitation of 72

characters restricts the

amount of data you can input.

Two character spaces are used

:LIST

»»

5 >

100 PR"LOANS : HOW MANY
110 INPUT N
115 PR
120 A =
130 PR 44INPUT: PRINCIPAL IN HUNDREDS (P)

140 PR 44 RATE IN PERCENT (R)"

150 PR 44 TIME IN YEARS (T)"

160 PR 44 PAYMENTS IN MONTHS (X)"

165 PR
170 INPUT P,R,T,X
190 I = P*T*R
200 O=100*P + I

210 M = 0/X
220 A = A + 1

230 PR
240 PR 44LOAN NUMBER - ";A; 44 "

250 PR 44INTEREST IS $";I

260 PR
270 PR 44MONEY OWED IS $";0

280 PR
290 PREPAYMENTS ARE $";M
300 PR
310 N = N-1
320 IF N>0GOTO 170

360 PR
370 PR 44DONE"
380 PR
390 END

Fig. 2. Second program version using implied statements and

abbreviations to save bytes. This version uses 410 bytes.

by the prompting question

mark and following space. This

reduces actual data input to 70

characters, including the re-

quired commas between the

data entries. With the loan

amount in hundreds, I was able

to input values for six loans in-

stead of five. To overcome the

limited data-input situation,

write programs that will per-

form calculations, hold the

results and return for more

data. I've done this on some
data-processing routines with

good results.

There's another way to ac-

commodate more data than the

line will hold. Simply input as

many loan numbers (or WHAT-
IFs) as needed in line 100. When
the program has used the data

entered, it will ask for more un-

til the number of N entries is

reached in line 320. Quest/on

marks will show up each time

LOANS : HOW MANY -

?6

INPUT: PRINCIPAL IN HUNDREDS (P)

RATE IN PERCENT (R)

TIME IN YEARS (T)

PAYMENTS IN MONTHS (X)

?40, 10,3,36,40, 1 2,4,48,40, 1 8,5,60,50, 10,3,36,50,

1

2,4,48,50,18,5,60

LOAN NUMBER - 1

INTEREST IS $1200

MONEY OWED IS $5200

PAYMENTS ARE $144

LOAN NUMBER - 2

INTEREST IS $1920

MONEY OWED IS $5920

PAYMENTS ARE $123

LOAN NUMBER - 3

INTEREST IS $3600

MONEY OWED IS $7600

PAYMENTS ARE $126

LOAN NUMBER - 4

INTEREST IS $1500

MONEY OWED IS $6500

PAYMENTS ARE $180

LOAN NUMBER - 5

INTEREST IS $2400

MONEY OWED IS $7400

PAYMENTS ARE $154

LOAN NUMBER - 6

INTEREST IS $4500

MONEY OWED IS $9500

PAYMENTS ARE $158

DONE

Fig. 3. Sample run. Simple interest calculations of two different

loan values at three rates.
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From Fig. 3 From Fig. 5

Simple Int Compound Int

Interest% Years Amount Equiv-lnt% Years Amount

1. 10 3 $5200.00 11 3 $5320.00
2. 12 4 5920.00 15 4 6400.00

3. 18 5 7600.00 26 5 9200.00

Mult Actual Loan Value Difference

1. 1.331 $5324.00 + $ 4.00

2. 1.574 $6296.00 - 104.00

3. 2.288 $9152.00 + 48.00

Fig. 4. For a loan of $4000.

line 170 runs out of data and

line 320 is still greater than

zero.

This program only calculates

simple interest loans. Com-
pound-interest calculations re-

quire decimal numbers and
raising numbers to some
power. The multiplier for com-

pounding over n periods is

(1 + l)
n

, where I is the interest

expressed as a decimal and n is

the number of years (or

periods).

You can use this multiplier to

calculate the approximate
equivalent while percentage

over the term of the loan. Your

calculated answer will result in

a much more realistic loan

evaluation. I made some of

these calculations, and Fig. 4

has some examples.

In the program itself, there

are no unusual or unique pro-

gramming techniques. There

are two counting loops—one
starting at line 110 and the

other at line 120. Whatever

value is input for N is

decremented in line 310 until

the data sets, input in line 170,

are used up. The counter that

starts in line 120 numbers the

printed output each time a pass

through the program is com-

pleted.

I tried to use N to do both, but

could not without using more
program lines. Otherwise, this

is simply a fundamental pro-

gram with input between lines

100 and 170, calculations be-

tween lines 190 and 220 and out-

put between lines 240 and 290.

Summary

It is easy to save bytes of

memory if you remember to use

implied statements and state-

ment abbreviations. The user's

manual for Tiny BASIC shows
what is, and is not, allowed.

Both the decimal number and

number range limitation can be

handled by using software

math techniques (multipliers,

dividers, engineering notation,

LOANS : HOW MANY -

?3

INPUT: PRINCIPAL IN HUNDREDS (P)

RATE IN PERCENT (R)

TIME IN YEARS (T)

PAYMENTS IN MONTHS (X)

740,11,3,36,40,15,4,48,40,26,5,60

LOAN NUMBER - 1

INTEREST IS $1320

MONEY OWED IS $5320

PAYMENTS ARE $147

LOAN NUMBER - 2

INTEREST IS $2400

MONEY OWED IS $6400

PAYMENTS ARE $133

LOAN NUMBER - 3

INTEREST IS $5200

MONEY OWED IS $9200

PAYMENTS ARE $153

DONE

Fig. 5. Loan value two, rerun to show the effect of compound in-

terest on the total loan value. Compare the results with the sim-

ple interest calculation.

etc.). Line input characters

limited to 70 (72 with prompting

question mark and space) can

also be handled by pro-

gramming techniques.

Remember, if you input more

than a total of 72 characters in

a single line, the program will

stop. Nothing more will happen

until you reset your system. If

you have to reset and want to

save the program already in

memory, then reenter the inter-

preter at the soft entry point.

The Tiny BASIC user's manual

explains how to do this, too. A
program does not have to be

big to be useful.!

NortliStarSoftware

Maillist
Maillist is a general purpose mailing label program capable of
producing formatted lists for tractor-fed or Xerox type labels

Maillist will also sort lists for any field.

Price $39.95 on diskette with manual/stock to 14 day delivery.

In-out driver
Dos in-out driver is designed to set up mapped memory video
boards in conjunction with hard copy device The user may
switch output under software control. Any file directory may be
listed while in BASIC without jumping to dos. Spacebar will stop
output for line by line listings. Designed for use with 3P+S and
any tv board

Price $12.95 on diskette with manual/stock to 14 day delivery.

Register
Register is a cash register and inventory control program. The
software will control a point of sale terminal and printer. It will

search inventory for an item, price and ticket it. Register has
provisions for min-max, automatic reorder, and critical list.

Price $299 95 on diskette with manual

All prices are FOB Santa Barbara, California.

Terms COD Residents add 6% sales tax and $1.00 shipping.

Alpha Data Systems A48
Box 267, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93102 805/682-5693

Datapoint CRT Terminals

Fully-Assembled — Guaranteed

#3360 $649.50
• Add $15 packing refurbished
• Guaranteed • Shipment FOB, no waiting

• Add $45.50 for scrolling mod, or do it yourself
NOW—Power your KIM-I or other small processor

from these terminals. Up to 2 Amps at 5, 14, 25 volts

Model 3360 speeds from 300-4800 Baud, numeric
keypad, cursor controls, Edit, Block-Transmit, search
modes. ASCII Keyboard with codeable options
Green phosphor. 24 82 Ch lines, addressable cursor;
RS-232 serial interface; other speeds available

Manual $10, Cable kit $9 95. Datashare/IBM com-
patible version $1 ,1 00. • Model 3000 $675
M-33 KSR Teletypes $595. ASR 33 $735
Call us for service on CRTs, micros, main-frames

Leasing, quantity discounts available.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303

703-683-401 9 / TLX 89-623 T26

RAINBOW COMPUTING INC.

Supplier of
Apple

Wave Mate
The Digital Group

Southwest Technical Products
Digital Equipment Corporation

Computer Products

Peripherals and Supplies from
PerSci Computer Devices

Contronix Lear Siegler

Diablo Multi-Tech
Maxell Texas Instruments
'Scotch' Brand Magnetic Media

Specialists in Design, Implementation and
Support of Custom Hardware/Software

for Business, Educational, and
Personal Use

Consulting/Contract/Programming
Operating Systems/Applications Software

Experts in most major computer
software including

CDC. IBM. PDP
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, PL1
Lisp, Simula, Snobol, SPSS, BMD's

COMPASS, MACRO, 6800, & Z80 assembly languages

10723 White Oak Ave., Granada Hills, Ca. 91344
(213) 360 2171 R10
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Try COMPUTER DIGEST.

And Get A Digest of

EDP & Scanning News

Without Risk

By subscribing to COMPUTER DIGEST, you

have the facts you need about computers and

optical scanning.

With this information, you can act immediate-

ly on new business opportunities. Subscribe and

each month you get:

• A 12-page newsletter digesting the im-

portant news in the computer and optical scan-

ning field. There is coverage of new equipment,

new optical scanning and computer forms, who
is expanding, who is getting promoted—a wide

variety of facts, all written in concise style, so

you can read the reports in minutes.

• Over 50 news reports in each issue cov-

ering new equipment, new uses of computers

and scanning equipment, new products and

software.

• Not only can you find new markets, but

the reports will help you solve customer

problems, because you will be more knowledge-
able about computers and optical scanning.

• It's a timely summary of what is being

written about computers and optical scanning in

the business press. You save reading time, plus

you can be sure of getting hundreds of new
items of interest each year.

To subscribe, just complete the form below
and mail it back. The newsletter is fully guaran-

teed. Read 2 issues, see if you can use the infor-

mation. If you find you don't need COMPUTER
DIGEST, just write "cancel" on the invoice we
send you, and owe nothing. If you want to con-

tinue to read COMPUTER DIGEST, simply pay

the $40 invoice we send. We have found this is

the best way to introduce businessmen to this

newsletter. This way, we take all the risk, so you
have nothing to lose by trying this publication.

CLIP AND MAIL

Send to:

COMPUTER DIGEST
North American Building, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19108

Yes
send me COMPUTER DIGEST, also incorporating OPTICAL

. SCANNING NEWS. I understand I can look at 2 issues, and if not

satisfied, I will owe nothing. I can write "cancel" on the bill, and

owe nothing. If I like the newsletter, I will pay the $40 bill I receive.

Bill company for $40

Bill me for $40

Payment enclosed

Name Title

Company

Address

-

City/State/Zip

/2%
%.'•-".ST] ^ Computer Digest is published by North American Publishing Company, leaders in editorial excellence. KB/6/78

*GC#
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Howard L Nurse

665 Maybell Avenue
Palo Alto CA 94306

Baudot er Murray,
Meet the H8

There is an inexpensive way of obtaining reliable and quiet hard copy for your home
system; and an old five-level code teletypewriter is the answer.

Publisher's note: The Baudot referred

to in this article is actually Murray
code as per my remarks on page 4.

Have we all been the victim of a

dastardly French revisionism plot?

Baudot teleprinters, fre-

quently available as sur-

plus for next to nothing, can be

used with the driver described

here as a listing device for your

H8 system. Baudot printers use

five information bits, rather

than the seven bits used by

ASCII printers, to print 52 char-

acters. Even though ASCII tele-

printers can print many more

characters than Baudot ma-

chines, there are only a few pro-

gramming characters lacking

in the five-level printer.

By assigning arbitrary sym-

Integrated Circuits

U1 AY-5-1013A

U1 (Alt.) AY-3-1015

U2
U3

Resistors

R 1

R2
R3
R4

Capacitors

C1
C2

NE555V
SN7404N

18k, Va W
50k, 10 Turn

47k, 1
/4 W

1k, 1
/4 W

UART

UART

Timer
Hex inverter

-12 Required

on Pin 2

-12 Not

Required

Potentiometer

.01 uF Disk Ceramic

.01 uF Polystyrene (High Stability)

Power Supply (not shown)
A power supply capable of providing +5, -12, and Loop
current (if required) is necessary to operate the interface

circuitry. A suitable supply, having, in addition to the

above, a + 12 volt regulator, loop keying transistor, trans-

former and solid state motor control relay, is available in

fit form from Eclipse Communications, 5 Westwood
Drive, San Rafael CA 94901. The RP-400 Power Supply Kit

can be obtained for $71.25 (plus tax in California) plus $2

postage and handling.

Table 1. Interface parts list.

bols to cover the desirable

ASCII characters not available

in the Baudot set, the missing

characters can be accom-

modated. The following assign-

ments have been made in this

driver:

Backspace = X

Percent (%) (C)

Asterisk (*) = (X)

Plus( + ) (P)

Less Than (<) = (L)

Equal ( = )
= (E)

Greater Than (>) = (G)

At(@) = (A)

Left Bracket ([)
= (B)

Reverse Slant (\) = (R)

Right Bracket (])
= (B)

Up Arrow (t) = (U)

Underline ( )
= ()

You can make arbitrary assign-

's

L

ments by modifying the lookup

table used in the driver program

to convert ASCII characters

generated in the computer to

Baudot characters.

Hardware

The ASCII/Baudot driver was
written for the Heath H8 com-

puter system. This documenta-

tion assumes that the interface

to the teleprinter will be made
via an H8-2 parallel I/O port.

Since Heath software makes

no distinction between serial

and parallel ports, an H8-5

serial port can be used. How-

ever, you will normally have a

CRT console already con-

nected to a serial I/O port, with

the second port on the board

automatically committed to the

NOTE A<

S

ib

£

vcc

GND

Ul
UART
(SEE
PARTS
LIST)

SFD

C2
Ol

POLYSTYRENE

5

OM^-1

R4
1K

TO LOOP
-o KEYING
TRANSISTOR

H8-2 I/O

^2.

NOTES:
A. N.C. FOR 5 VOLT UARTS. - 12 VOLTS FOR

ALL OTHERS. (SEE PARTS LIST)

B. ALL RESISTORS 1/4 W, 10%.
C. ALL CAPACITORS IN uF

H8-2 I/O CONNECTIONS AT END OF H8 2 CABLE.

Fig. 1. H8-2 to external UART interface.
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H8-2 Interface UART Interface

Signal

Function Pin Wire Color Flow Pin Function

Data 1 White-Black - 11 TBR1

Data 1 2 White-Brown * 12 TBR2
Data 2 3 White-Red — 13 TBR3
Data 3 4 White-Orange — 14 TBR4
Data 4 5 White-Yellow -* 15 TBR5
Data 5 6 White-Green -* 16 TBR6
Data 6 7 White-Blue -» 17 TBR7
Data 7 8 White-Violet — 18 TBR8
Ground 9 White-Gray 24 GND
Data Taken 10 Red-Black *- 21 TRE
Take Data 11 Red-Yellow -> 20 TBRL
Device Cntrl 12 Red-Green

Device Rdy 13 White-Black-Red

Device Cntrl 14 Pink

Send Data 15 Tan

Data Sent 16 White

Ground 17 Gray

Data 7 18 Violet

Data 6 19 Blue

Data 5 20 Green

Data 4 21 Yellow

Data 3 22 Orange

Data 2 23 Red

Data 1 24 Brown

Data 25 Black

Table 2. H8-2to UART interface.

in the same way as for an H10.

Software

The ASCII/Baudot driver

uses a lookup table to convert

the ASCII character being sent

to the system console to a

Baudot character compatible

with a five-level teleprinter. The

routine is placed at the upper

end of user RAM, just below the

stack, where provisions have

been included in Heath soft-

ware to allow user memory
space.

The Heath software must be

reconfigured to allow the ASCII/

Baudot driver to be used. The

changes include: (1) redefining

the high-memory limit as de-

tailed in Table 3; (2) changing

five memory locations in each

Heath program, as shown in

Table 4.

Once the Heath software has

been reconfigured, the ASCII/

Baudot routine is loaded with

the Heath program. The ASCII/

Baudot driver need only be

loaded once when going from

one Heath reconfigured pro-

cassette tape I/O. A second

serial I/O board could be used,

but an unusable tape I/O port

would result.

A universal asynchronous re-

ceiver transmitter (UART), hex-

inverter integrated circuit,

Baudot clock and 60 mA loop

circuitry are required to com-

plete the interface. A sche-

matic and parts list for this out-

board circuitry are given in Fig.

1 and Table 1, respectively.

The baud-rate potentiom-

eter, R2, should be adjusted to

a frequency 16 times the tele-

printer baud rate. If the tele-

printer has 60 wpm gears, the

clock rate should be 727 Hz; if

the machine has 100 wpm
gears, the baud-rate clock

should be adjusted to 1187 Hz.

Table 2 shows the connec-

tions that must be made be-

tween the interface circuitry

and the H8-2 parallel I/O con-

nector. The parallel I/O cable is

wired as recommended by the

H8-2 parallel I/O manual for the

H10tape reader/punch. Finally,

the jumpers on the parallel I/O

channel should be configured

(
START )

SAVE
AF, HL

PRINT ASCII
ON CONSOLE

FIND BAUDOT
FROM TABLE
USING HL

YES

PRINT
BAUDOT
CHARACTER
(CCO)

CHARACTER
CONVERSION

FOUND
SPECIAL
CHARACTER

PRINT
LEFT
PARENTHESIS
(CCO)

PRINT
RIGHT
PARENTHESIS
(CCO)

( START )

SAVE
AF

CHARACTER
OUT TO TTY
(CHOUT)

INPUT
TTY STATUS

YES

RESTORE
AF

PRINT
ACCUMULATOR

C RETURN J

( START )

OUTPUT CONSOLE
INITIALIZATION
(GUARANTEE
OUT OF MODE)

INITIALIZATION

INITIALIZE
TTY USART

PRESET
"CASE"
TO LTRS

( RETURN J

Fig. 2. Program flowcharts.

(
START )

CASE BIT
TO CARRY

CASE ANO
CHARACTER
TO PRINTER
(CCO)

SAVE
AF

SYNTHESIZE
LTRS/FIGS
USING CARRY

NC .•"^CASE \.
<_ CHANGE } YES

NEW CASE
TO
MEMORY

PRINT
CASE
(CHOUT)

RESTORE
AF

PRINT
CHARACTER
(CHOUT)

( RETURN )
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MSB LSB

Li-
=

Left parenthesis

No parenthesis

1 = Uppercase (FIGS)

= Lowercase (LTRS)

Baudot character

1 = Right parenthesis

= No parenthesis

Examples:

1. Assume A is the ASCII character.

Binary byte for A is 00001100.

Octal equivalent of binary byte is 1400.

Baudot machine prints A.

2. Assume = is the ASCII character.

Binary byte for = is 10000101.

Octal equivalent of binary byte is 2050.

Baudot machine prints (E).

3. Assume 5 is the ASCII character.

Binary byte for 5 is 01000010.

Octal equivalent of binary byte is 1020.

Baudot machine prints 5.

Fig. 3. Lookup table byte structure.

gram to another. For example,

the following describes a

typical use of the driver with the

H8 editor and assembler.

1. Load ASCII/Baudot driver

from cassette tape.

2. Load reconfigured H8
editor.

3. Push GO. The Baudot
printer will now print each
character sent to the CRT, with

substitutions where required.

4. Write and/or edit source

code.

5. Save source code on cas-

sette tape.

6. Load reconfigured H8 as-

sembler.

7. Push GO. The assembly

will proceed normally, with all

information printed on the

Baudot teleprinter.

Flowcharts for the driver are

given in Fig. 2, while the com-
plete assembly listing (as

printed by a model 28 teleprint-

er) is given in Program A. The

program requires approximate-

ly 270 RAM locations.

The driver can be easily mod-

ified to be compatible with your

H8 system. Program A will run

with 16K of RAM. If your system

differs from this, the BEGIN
EQU statement must be modi-

fied to reflect your high-mem-

ory limit in offset octal. For ex-

ample, if your system has a

total of 8K of RAM, the BEGIN
EQU statement would be:

BEGIN EQU 76000A

from Table 3. If you wish to use

an output port other than 70O,

the TTY EQU statement must
be changed to the new port

number.

Once you have defined the

changes to be made to the

ASCII/Baudot driver, the source-

code listing can be changed

1. Load Distribut ion Tape.

2. Change High Memory using Reconfigured High Memory below.

3. Change Pad from 4 to 1 (opl ional).

4. Record Heath program using "SAVE."
5. Proceed to instructions on Table 4.

Total Actual Dec- Actual Oc- Begin Equ Reconfigured

User RAM imal Limit tal Limit High Memory

4K 12287 057377A 056000A 11775

8K 16383 077377A 076000A 15871

12K 20479 117377A 116000

A

19967

16K 24575 137377A 136000A 24063
20K 28671 157377A 156000

A

28159
24K 32767 177377A 176000

A

32255
28K 36863 217377A 216000A 36351

32K 40959 237377A 236000A 40447

Table 3. Reconfiguring Heath programs.
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and the program reassembled.

Lookup Table

The lookup table contains

one data byte per ASCII charac-

ter. Each byte contains the five-

bit Baudot character to be

printed plus three control bits.

As shown in Fig. 3, the least sig-

nificant bit in the byte is 1 , if the

character is one of the special

Baudot characters that will be

enclosed in parentheses. If the

second bit in the byte is 1, the

Baudot character will be shift-

ed to uppercase (FIGS). If the

most significant bit in the byte

is 1, a right parenthesis will be

printed after the Baudot char-

acter. Several examples of typi-

cal characters are given in Fig. 3.

Minor keyboard variations

from one printer to another may

require you to alter your lookup

table. Machines in common use

include those having Telex,

TWX, Weather, Military Stan-

dard and International Alpha-

Upper- Telex TWX Military International

Case #2

B ? 5/8 9
• ?

C • WRU • •

D WRU $ $ WRU
F $ 1

/4 J NA
H # NA STOP NA
J BELL •

» BELL

K (
1
/2 ( (

L )
Va > )

S » BELL BELL
»

z »i ii II +

Table 5. Differences in common Baudot character sets.

1. Load tape prepared using instructions from Table 3.

2. Note Stop Address.

3. Change contents of five memory locations using Table

below.

4. Reenter Stop Address noted above.

5. Put new tape in record cassette machine.

6. Push "DUMP."
7. You now have a tape containing a program, the Editor,

for example, which has a new High Memory point (to pro-

tect the ASCII/Baudot Driver), a new Pad, and five chang-

es in the I/O Driver portion to provide jumps into the

ASCII/Baudot Driver routines. Note that this has taken

two load and dump procedures.

Memory Address Was Change To Comments

040365A 1110 027O ENTRY LO
040366A 040O "BEGIN" HI* ENTRY HI

041040A 303O 3150 CALL
041 041

A

1170 OOOO INIT LO
041 042

A

040O "BEGIN" HI* INIT HI

*Use high byte of BEGIN EQU from Table 3. For example, if

your H8 has 16K of RAM, you would use 1360 at memory
locations 040366A and 041042A.

Table 4. Modifying Heath I/O driver.

bet #2 character sets. Stay

away from Weather machines

since their character set con-

tains many inapplicable upper-

case weather symbols. The dif-

ferences in the remaining four

character sets are summarized

in Table 5.

The lookup table in this driver

assumes that a Military Stan-

dard printer is used. The print-

er, a model 28KSR, has been

modified to provide a # charac-

ter for uppercase H. It is par-

ticularly easy to substitute

characters in the type basket of

the model 28. Other characters

that may be substituted include

a * for uppercase H, and a + for

uppercase G. Remember that

the lookup table must be

modified to reflect any changes

that you may wish to make.

CRT displays allow use of the
r

back-space function (ASCII

control H), while most printers

do not. Since it is desirable to

tell when a back space has oc-

curred, the character X is print-

ed each time you back space. If,

during an edit, you made a mis-

take and back spaced to cor-

rect it, the following would be

printed:

MISTOKEXXXAKE

When listed a second time, the

spelling would be correct.

AM ASCII characters not

covered by normal and special

equivalents in the table will

cause a space character to be

printed. Note that lowercase

alphabetic characters are not

included in the table, although

they can be easily added at the

end of the table if necessary.
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215/947-6670- 800/523-5355

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
AUDIO CASSETTES

FOR TARBELL,DGS ,KC ,ETC
DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY

ON CHEAP TAPES

.

EXTENSIVE TESTING HAS
RESULTED IN SELECTION
OF THIS TAPE FOR BAUD
RATES IN EXCESS OF 1200

SUPER HIGH DENSITY
HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE
LOW NOISE. SIGNAL TO
NOISE RATIO 5h DB
TENSILIZED POLYESTER
BASE .69 MILS THICK
SONIC WELDED CASSETTE
30 MIN TAPES 3 AT $5-50
10-$15. 50,25-$35.00 PPD

PITTS ENTERPRISES
1516K B0WEN ST

.

L0NGM0NT, CO. 80501

P24
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TARBELL SETS STANDARDS
For Hobbyists and Systems Developers
Sales to thousands of hobbyists over the past two years have proven the Tarbell Cassette

Interface to be a microcomputer industry standard. Tarbell Electronics continues research and
development to produce new and efficient components to fill hobbyists' changing needs.

TARBELL
CASSETTE INTERFACE

Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR *

Fastest transfer rate: 187 (standard) to 540 bytes/second
Extremely Reliable—Phase encoded (self-clocking)

4 Extra Status Lines, 4 Extra Control Lines

37-page manual included

Device Code Selectable by DIP-switch

Capable of Generating Kansas City tapes also

No modification required on audio cassette recorder

Complete kit $120, Assembled $175, Manual $4
Full 6 month warranty on kit and assembled units

fltl^^W \ ^^^y^ ^^^^n_i^jnH^^ tttttto *^^Wf^ ^W^^
• "— 'mi w -i _

ilWffllllfflMr

TARBELL FLOPPY DISC
INTERFACE
• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or

ALTAIR* and handles up to 4
standard single drives in daisy-

chain.

• Operates at standard 250K bits

per second on normal disc format

capacity of 256K bytes.

• Works with modified CP/M*
Operating System and BASIC-E
Compiler.

• Hardware includes 4 extra IC

slots, built-in phantom bootstrap

and on-board crystal clock. Uses
WD 1771 LSI Chip.

• Full 6-month warranty and exten-

sive documentation.

• PRICE:
Kit $190 Assembled $265

! Ill
iir

my* hi in
•••Mil ill

%-A

I

CP/M with BASIC-E
and manuals: $100

Compatible Disc Drives

Ask about our disc drives priced as low as $525,

TARBELL
PROTOTYPE
BOARD
Model 1010

TmmrmlimTm^^

• Gold plated edge pins

• Takes 33 14-pin ICs or

• Mix 40-pin, 18-pin, 16-pin and
14-pin ICs

• Location for 5 volt regulator

• Suitable for solder and wire wrap
• ALTAIR/IMSAI compatible

Price: $28.00

For fast, off the shelf delivery, all Tarbell Electronics products may be purchased from computer store dealers

across the country. Or write Tarbell Electronics direct for complete information.
* ALTAIR is a trademark/tradename of MITS, Inc.

CP/M is a trademark/tradename of Digital Research

20620 South Leapwood Avenue, Suite P

Carson, California 90746

(213) 538-4251 th
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Michael Slater

P.O. Box 1123

Menlo Park CA 94025

8080, Z-80 or 8085?

A look into the relative merits of three Intel chips—you may find

that you're happy right now.

I like objective reviews of prod-

ucts. Michael Slater is a

development engineer with

Hewlett-Packard in Santa Clara

CA (i.e., he isn't associated

with Intel). He makes extensive

use of Intel microprocessors in

his work . . . and has some
worthwhile comments and

comparisons on their new 8085.

See if you agree.—John.

The 8085 is Intel's latest

entry into the eight-bit

microprocessor market. As an

enhanced version of the 8080,

the 8085 forms the basis of a

microcomputer system that is

both simpler and more power-

ful than the 8080. The introduc-

tion of the 8085 has made the

8080 obsolete and provided
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some strong competition for

Zilog's Z-80.

Some History

Intel's 8080 microprocessor

made the first hobbyist com-
puter possible, and has since

become the standard of the in-

dustry. Though numerous other

processors have taken over a

significant share of the market,

there is still more hardware and
software available for the 8080

than any other processor. In

order to make it easier for peo-

ple now using the 8080 to

switch to a next-generation pro-

cessor, Intel and Zilog have

both introduced new proces-

sors that can use, without mod-

ification, most programs writ-

ten for the 8080.

Zilog's Z-80 was the first pro-

cessor to threaten the 8080's

market dominance by including

the entire 8080 instruction set

as a subset of its own, much
larger, instruction set. There-

fore, most programs written for

the 8080 will also run on the

Z-80. In addition, the Z-80's so-

phisticated instruction set

makes it attractive for soft-

ware-intensive applications.

Zilog also improved the 8080

hardware by providing on-chip

clock generation, single supply

operation, a faster clock rate

and other features.

Now Intel has introduced a

new processor, the 8085, which

is also software compatible

with the 8080. Intel has taken a

different approach than Zilog,

however, by making only negli-

gible additions to the instruc-

tion set and placing emphasis

otn a s\mpW\ed hardware sys-

tem. Intel's goal was to simplify

the entire system, including

ROM and RAM.
With the 8085 system, it is

possible, using only three ICs,

to build a system with 256 bytes

of RAM, 2K bytes of EPROM or

ROM, 39 bits of I/O, a program-

mable timer and four vectored

priority interrupts. No other

microprocessor can provide

this much capability with only

three chips.

The 8085 System

The three ICs that make this

powerful system possible are

the 8085 processor, the 8155
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Fig. 1. 8085 minimum system. The three-chip system consists of the 8085 processor, the 8755
EPROM and I/O and the 8155 RAM, I/O and timer. The system bus is similar to the 8080 except that
the low-order byte of address and the data bus are multiplexed together.

RAM, timer and I/O, and the

8755 PROM and I/O. Fig. 1

shows the complete minimal

system. All three ICs are con-

tained in 40-pin packages,

which allows the integration of

other functions with the ROM
and RAM chips. The system

has two unique features: a

multiplexed address/data bus

and two special chips that

provide RAM, ROM, I/O and a

timer.
Fig. 2 summarizes the main

differences between the 8080,

the 8085 and the Z-80. The 8085

does not require a clock gener-

ator or system controller chip,

as does the 8080. It provides

three vectored interrupts with-

out any external hardware.

Other features include a single

5 V supply, serial I/O pins and a

3 MHz clock speed.

The 8085 CPU

The major architectural

change in the 8085 is the use of

a multiplexed address/data

bus. The data and the lower half

8080 8085 Z-80

On-chip clock generator

On-chip status latch

Vectored, priority interrupts without

external hardware
Nonmaskable interrupt

Single 5 V supply

Serial Input/Output on-chip

Clock speed
Special multifunction support chips

Multiplexed bus
Expanded instruction set

Dynamic memory refresh

no yes yes*
no yes yes

no yes;three no
no yes yes
no yes yes
no yes no

2 MHz 3 MHz 2.5 MHz
no yes no
no yes no
— no yes
no no yes

*Oscillator required

Fig. 2. Comparison of the 8080, 8085 and Z-80.
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Fig. 3. 8085 system timing. The trailing edge of ALE signals the rest

of the system that the address/data bus contains a new address.

of the address bus are multi-

plexed onto a single set of eight

pins. At the beginning of each

memory cycle, the low-order

byte of address is placed on the

address/data pins and a new

control signal, Address Latch

Enable (ALE), is generated to in-

dicate that a new address is

present on the address/data

lines. ALE clocks this byte of

address into a latch external to

the processor. This latched ad-

dress is then fed to the rest of

the system, and the processor

can free the address/data lines

to carry data. The bus timing is

shown in Fig. 3.

This multiplexed bus re-

duces by eight the number of

address and data bus lines re-

quired. Only one new signal

(ALE) is added to accomplish

this, so the 8085 has seven

more pins available for control

signals. Two additional pins

were freed by the elimination of

the + 12 V and -5 V supplies.

These nine free pins make pos-

sible many of the 8085's new
features.

The 8085 has four new inter-

rupts that give it a simple and

powerful interrupt struc-

ture—three priority interrupts,

and one unmaskable (top priori-

ty) interrupt. Each is controlled

directly by a single pin on the

8085; no other hardware is re-

quired to make the interrupts

priority or mask them, or to in-

sert an instruction on the data

bus, as is required with the

8080.

The pins are called TRAP
(nonmaskable) and RST 5.5,

RST 6.5 and RST 7.5. Fig. 4

shows the 8085's interrupts

and their jump addresses. A
high level on the RST 5.5 pin, for

example, will cause a jump to

address 002C, provided that in-

terrupt has been enabled.

In order to allow these inter-

rupts to be individually

masked, two new instructions

were added. Set Interrupt Mask
(SIM) selectively disables the

interrupts. Read Interrupt Mask
(RIM) allows you to read the

status of the interrupts. These

two instructions are the only

additions to the 8080 instruc-

tion set.

The 8085 has pins for serial

I/O to provide one input bit and

one output bit without any

peripheral hardware. The RIM

and SIM instructions are also

used to read and set the serial

I/O pins.

The 8085 provides all of the

control signals directly at its

pins. With the 8080, an 8228 is

required to latch the control

signals off the data bus, on

which they were multiplexed.

The 8085 control bus is also

organized differently. The main

control signals are RD, WR and

IO/M. IO/M indicates whether

the instruction is addressing an

I/O port or memory. This saves

one control line as compared to

MEMRD, MEMWR, TURD and

IOWR in the 8080. Both sets

of signals contain the same in-

formation, and one can be

generated from the other using

a few gates.

The 8085 has pins for Reset

In, Reset Out, Ready, HOLD,
HLDA, INTR and INTA, which

function identically to those on

the 8080. There are two new
status lines (S1 and SO), which

indicate whether the current cy-

cle is an op-code fetch, a read

or a write, or if the processor

has been halted by a HALT in-

struction. The read and write

status information is not used

to control bus transfers, but

provides advanced timing infor-

mation on the type of machine

cycle in progress. In most sys-

tems this information is not

used.

The 8085's final hardware

simplification is the addition of

a complete clock generator on

the CPU chip. The only required

clock components are a crystal

or a resistor and capacitor. This

incorporates the functions of

the 8224 within the 8085, and

completes the transition from

the three-chip CPU of the 8080

to the 8085, a true one-chip CPU.

Processor Speed

As an additional perfor-

mance improvement, the 8085's

instruction execution rate is

about 50 percent greater than

the 8080's. The basic clock fre-

quency is 3 MHz, as opposed to

the 8080's 2 MHz. (The recently

released 8085A-2 runs at 5

MHz\) In addition, there is a

subtle increase in speed by

clever handling of conditional

jumps. The 8085 fetches the

second byte of the instruction

(the first byte of the jump ad-

dress) while it is deciding if the

jump condition is satisfied, and

then skips the last byte of the

instruction (the second byte of

the address) if it doesn't need

to make the jump. The 8080

always fetches all three bytes

and wastes a machine cycle if

the jump condition is not satis-

fied. Thus, the 8085 executes

an unsatisfied conditional

jump in approximately 30 per-

cent fewer clock cycles than

the 8080.

There are two new versions

of the 8085 now available. The

8085 is being replaced by the

8085A, which is identical in

most respects. The new A ver-

sion differs only in the state of

certain control signals during

specific conditions, which are

Jump Address

Interrupt (HEX)

RST 0000
RST 1 0008
RST 2 00 1

RST 3 00 18
RST 4 0020
TRAP 0024
RST 5 002 8

*RST 5.5 002C
RST 6 00 3

RST 6.5 0034
RST 7 003 8

*RST 7.5 00 3 C

Fig. 4. 8085 interrupts. The in-

terrupts marked with * are new
to the 8085, and each has its

own interrupt request pin. The

others are the same as the 8080

interrupts and are initiated us-

ing INTR and INTA.

ADDRESS
LATCH

EIGHT-BIT
I/O PORT

ALL

( "Jv j

AD -AD 7 £ )

256 x 8
RAM

EIGHT -BIT
I/O PORT

10/ M

>
COMMAND
REGISTER

1"-
KU

Wl<

STATUS
REGISTER

SIX - BIT

I/O PORT

CE

( ^

TIMER

\ •

H L L 1

TIM

:

ER TIKHER

1

5V

1

7
JD

PORT A

PORT B

PORT C

CLOCK OUT

Fig. 5. 8155 RAM, timer and I/O. Each of the three ports may be

selected as input or output. Additionally, port C may be selected

as a control/status port. The selection of port modes, as well as the

control of the timer, is performed by writing the appropriate con-

trol word to the command register.
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RESET

READY
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DATA DIRECTION
REGISTER A
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REGISTER B
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EPROM
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c D PORT A

C PORT B
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Fig. 6. 8755 EPROM and I/O. Each bit of the I/O ports may be in-

dividually selected as input or output via the two data direction

registers. The 8355 is an identical part except that it contains a

mask-programmed ROM.

"don't cares" for most users.

The changes will make the

8085A easier to use in some

large systems. The new
8085A-2 is the fastest general-

purpose, eight-bit processor

now available.

The 8085 Memory
and Interface Chips

As shown in the previous

section, the 8085 added many

hardware features at the price

of the added complexity of a

multiplexed address/data bus.

The penalty is not too high,

however, since the bus can be

de-multiplexed with a single

eight-bit latch. And, in fact, In-

tel has turned the multiplexed

bus into a valuable feature by

providing memory and periph-

eral chips with the address de-

multiplexing latch on the chip.

Thus, the chips have only eight

address/data pins and an ALE

pin, instead of eight data and

eight address pins. This saves

seven pins on each chip, as well

as seven bus lines.

The 8155 chip contains a

256-byte static RAM, two eight-

bit I/O ports, a six-bit I/O port

and a 14-bit programmable

counter/timer. The block dia-

gram is shown in Fig. 5. A com-

mand register in the 8155 deter-

mines the function of the ports

and controls the timer. The two

eight-bit I/O ports may each be

specified as input or output

ports. The six-bit port may oper-

ate as an input, output or con-

trol port. In the control-port

mode, it provides a strobe input

for either of the eight-bit ports

to be used as latched input

ports. It also provides a buffer

full signal for each of the ports,

indicating that the port con-

tains new data that has not yet

been read.

The 8155 also contains a 14-

bit programmable timer. It has

several modes of operation,

but, basically, it will count a

specified number of clock

pulses and then generate an

output pulse. The clock may be

the system clock or any other

signal. Both the mode and the

number of counts are under

software control via a com-

mand register, and the timer's

status may be read from a

status register on the chip.

The third chip in the system

is the 8755, which contains a 2K

X 8 EPROM and two eight-bit

I/O ports. The block diagram ap-

pears in Fig. 6. The EPROM is

similar to a 2716; the two I/O

ports are unique in that each

line may be individually

specified as input or output.

Thus, you may have five input

bits and eleven output bits,

for example. The mode of each

pin is set by software, via two

data direction registers on the

chip.
The 8355 is identical to the

8755, except that it contains a

mask-programmed ROM. For

applications where the same
program is to be reproduced

in considerable volume, the

8355 provides a cost-effective

alternative to the 8755.

Applying the 8085

The 8085 is a very easy micro-

processor to use. Using the ba-

sic three-chip system already

discussed, the only additional

components required to make a

complete microcomputer sys-

tem are a crystal and power-up

reset circuitry. Peripherals are,

of course, required, but they are

independent of the particular

processor being used.

Standard memory and pe-

ripheral chips may also be used

with the 8085, but the address/

data bus must be de-multi-

plexed. Fig. 7 shows the ad-

dress latch to perform this

function, in addition to the

gating to generate 8080-type

control signals. ALE strobes

the address into the latch (see

timing diagram in Fig. 4). The

latched outputs drive the lower

half of the address bus. The

data bus actually contains ad-

dress information early in each

memory cycle. This doesn't

cause any problems because

neither RD nor WR will be true

at this time, and all parts of the

system should be ignoring the

data bus. Once the bus has

been de-multiplexed, any of the

8080 family components may

be easily interfaced.

The control signal gating

shown is straightforward. In

practice, it will usually not be

necessary to use actual gates.

If the memory chips have more

than one chip enable input

(many do), one can be used for

lO/lvT and another for RD or WR
(for RAMs) or just RD (for

ROMs). When the 8155, 8355 or

8755 are used, no gating of any

kind is needed; it is incor-

porated into the memory chip.

An interesting side note is

that the signals have been ar-

ranged on the pins of the three

chips to facilitate simple and

dense PC layouts. A complete

system consisting of the three

chips, crystal, pull-up resistor

for the Ready line, and resistor,

capacitor, and diode for power-

up reset, fits on a circuit board

measuring 3 1/4x4 5/8 inches.

The layout for this board is pro-

vided in Intel's 8085 Microcom-

puter Systems User's Manual.

Current Products

There are currently at least

two 8085-based products suit-

able for personal-computing

applications. Intel produces

the SDK-85, which is a single-

board computer complete with

keyboard (hexadecimal and

control) and a six-digit display.

An 8355 ROM chip contains a

monitor program to allow enter-

ing of programs, viewing the

contents of memory and nu-

merous other features. An 8155

provides 256 bytes of RAM. All

of the I/O lines are available,

and a large wire-wrap area is

provided for expansion. A com-

plete kit (less power supply) is

available from any of Intel's dis-

AD -AD 7 c
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MD
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I0/M

ADDRESS/DATA
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HIGH ORDER ADDRESS
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>
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Fig. 7. Interfacing the 8085 to an 8080-type bus. The latch de-

multiplexes the address/data bus, and the gates generate the

usual bus control signals.
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tributors for 250 dollars.

The other product is the

SPACE BYTE 8085 CPU. It is an

S-100-compatible CPU board

utilizing the 8085 and 8155, with

three 2708s, instead of the

8755. The PROMs contain a

system monitor. Two RS-232C

serial ports, along with parallel

I/O, are provided. The bus is de-

multiplexed, and S-100-compat-

ible control signals are gen-

erated. It is available from the

Space Byte Corporation (and

computer stores) for $499.

The 8085 vs the Z-80

Since the Z-80 and the 8085

are the only 8080-compatible

processors now available,

many users will be faced with

the task of selecting one of the

two. One thing is clear: There is

no longer any reason to design

a system using an 8080.

From a software viewpoint,

the Z-80 is superior. It has a

greatly expanded instruction

set, and double the number of

registers. There is some ques-

tion, however, as to the value of

this increased software power.

If you program in BASIC or

other high-level languages, the

Z-80's extra instructions will

make no difference to you. If

you have an interpreter opti-

mized for the Z-80, your BASIC
might run faster than on an

8085. The difference is likely to

be insignificant to most users.

One of the Z-80's features is

special instructions for block

move and block search. These

instructions are useful when
blocks of data are being pro-

cessed. It must not be as-

sumed, however, that these in-

structions speed up block-ori-

ented tasks. In fact, block-move

and block-search subroutines

for the 8085 may run faster than

the single instructions on the

Z-80! The 4 MHz Z-80A is faster

than the 8085 subroutines, but

the difference is not likely to be

significant. You would have to

write and store these subrou-

tines, however, and that is the

advantage of the Z-80's built-in

instructions.

In the realm of hardware,

both processors have their ad-

vantages. The 8085's new inter-

rupts are much easier to use

%»

Intel's SDK-85 design kit.

than any of those available on

the Z-80. The scheme is less

flexible than the Z-80's, but is

more than adequate for the

vast majority of applications

and requires no external hard-

ware. For those few applica-

tions that really do require a so-

phisticated interrupt structure,

Intel's 8259 interrupt controller

chip provides this capability.

Another ease-of-use factor is

the 8085's on-chip oscillator.

The Z-80 requires an external

clock oscillator, while the 8085

requires only a crystal.

A big advantage of the 8085

is the available support chips.

A much simpler and more
powerful minimal system is

possible with the 8155 and

8755, as compared with the

Z-80 system. Because of the

multiplexed address/data bus,

it would not be easy to use

these chips with the Z-80 (or

any other processor).

The power of the 8085 sys-

tem is most apparent in dedi-

cated controller systems,
where 256 bytes of RAM and 2K
bytes of ROM are adequate.

The 39 I/O lines provided by the

three-chip system are enough

for most applications. For ap-

plications requiring more mem-
ory, only one chip (an eight-bit

latch such as the 8212) is re-

quired to interface to standard

memories. The inclusion of the

8155, though contributing a

relatively small amount of

RAM, provides a counter/timer

and 22 flexible I/O lines with

some associated control logic.

The Z-80 also has its advan-

tages, but they are relatively

minor. It does not multiplex any

pins, which saves one chip

when interfacing to standard

memories. This is offset, how-

ever, by the lack of an on-chip

clock oscillator.

A much-acclaimed Z-80 fea-

ture is the dynamic memory re-

fresh incorporated into the

CPU. It is not, however, without

its problems. The refresh ad-

dress is output during each op-

code fetch cycle. Therefore, the

refresh rate is directly tied to

the instruction execution rate,

which may have serious conse-

quences. If the processor is

single-stepped, either by slow-

ing the clock or by using the

Ready line, the refresh will no

longer work. Reset will also halt

the refresh, so if a manual reset

push button is incorporated in

the system, some form of one-

shot must be used to protect

the memory from being wiped

out by the reset button. Finally,

a lengthy DMA operation may
precipitate loss of the memory
contents.

A couple of other points

about refresh are worth men-

tioning. The vast majority of

systems use either static mem-
ories (where refresh is not

needed) or dynamic memory
cards with built-in refresh cir-

cuitry. Another consideration is

that the Z-80 will usually re-

fresh the memory at a much
faster rate than necessary, re-

sulting in a higher power con-

sumption for the memory.

The choice of an 8085 or a

Z-80 ultimately must depend

upon the application. In a dedi-

cated controller type of appli-

cation where the 8085 three-

chip system provides adequate

resources, the 8085 is definitely

the best choice. In a software-

intensive application where

much assembly-language pro-

gramming is anticipated, the

Z-80 would probably be a better

choice. For the myriad of appli-

cations that fall between these

two extremes, the advantages

and disadvantages of each pro-

cessor must be carefully

weighed. If the decision seems
difficult, perhaps you can take

comfort that either processor

would probably do the job well.

Future Products

As may be expected, the bat-

tle between Intel and Zilog will

not stop here. As Zilog is plan-

ning the Z-8 and Z-8000, Intel is

working on the 8086 and 8088.

The 8086 will be a high-speed (8

MHz clock) 16-bit processor to

be introduced early in 1978. It

has been reported that the

8088, to be released some time

later, will be a 16-bit processor

internally, but will use an eight-

bit external data bus. Eventual-

ly, the 8088 may replace the

8085 in many applications.

These next-generation proces-

sors will Fetain basic software

compatibility with the 8085 (via

assembly-language translation

programs) and will also have a

similar bus structure.

The 8085 may never have the

popularity enjoyed by its prede-

cessor, but its impact on the

market will definitely be felt. It

is especially cost effective in

dedicated controller applica-

tions, but it is worth close ex-

amination by anyone designing

a new system.
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\Edward Copes
105C New Kent Dr.

West Chester PA 19380

theComputer Store
the store for the professional

One Keyboard:
Hex and ASCII

VISIT OUR
NEWEST STORE
the Computer Store

130 Broadway, Route 1N
Augustine's Plaza

Saugus, MA 01906
617-233-8140

Here's a simple converter circuit that allows

a single keyboard to function two ways.

Recently, when I upgraded

my home-brew 1802-based

system from a hex keyboard to

full ASCII keyboard, I was

;onfronted with a problem.

>nce the operating system was

|loaded, the system could take

the ASCII data and convert it to

Ihexadecimal machine-lan-

luage instructions via soft-

ware. But to load the operating

ystem I still needed a

keyboard that produced hex

directly.

Inserting this simple two-

chip circuit between the ASCII

keyboard and the input port

solved the problem. The circuit

takes ASCII data from the

keyboard and converts the

characters 0-9, A-F to their

proper four-bit hex format. Now
my one ASCII keyboard can

function either as an ASCII or

hex key oard, depending on

system r< quirements.B

DO

^T=)E> DO

Dl >

ASCII DATA
FROM
KEYBOARD

D2 >

03 >

D6

HEX
DATA
OUT

The Computer Store is pleased

to feature off-the-shelf availa-

bility of Apple II, the

personal computer.

V

Also Featuring:

• Data General microNOVA line

• CROMEMCO
• CENTRONICS

OFF-THE-SHELF DELIVERY

theComputer Store

UI-7486 QUAD EXCLUSIVE-OR GATE
U2 - 7400 QUAD NAND GATE

120 Cambridge St.
Burlington MA 01803
617-272-8770

63 S. Main St.

Windsor Locks CT 06096
203-627-0188 __.

C34

Fig.1. ASCII-to-hex data converter.



TOIALCOMPUTERSYSTEM

T/ie 7bfa/
ComputerSystem
*Sr With RCC's REX you don't need to buy CPU boards and memory boards and parallel I/O boards and video display boards, and motherboards|

and serial I/O boards and disk interface boards and cabinets and chassis and keyboards and stuff!

T* REX is the complete small computer, designed for the user who wants to buy a system with enough power to run FORTRAN . . . 01

BASIC ... or Z80 Assembler .

*3? The REX system costs $2495. Sure that's more than a kit, but look what you get'

Z80A CPU (4 MHz) B'standard >—-* Your REX system is shipped assembled, tested and burned-in.

24K of RAM B'standard/ expandable to 64K right on the You just add a video monitor (or an RF modulator and yourl

motherboard home TV) and select one of our optional software packages!

S-100 Bus Bstandard/ up to 5 slots available in basic ($195) and you are computing!

cabinet. . .expansion cabinet ^-*» Accounting programs, analysis, games ... no problem! Yourl
available soon basic REX system can handle them. Of course, we offer expansion]

Microfloppy drive Bone standard, one optional/ record on capabilities too. Options like:

both sides of the diskette; 75K D Second microfloppy drive S450
bytes per surface Programmable CRT character generator $ 45|

Bootstrap monitor Bstandard/ in a 2708 PROM. No switches; D 12 inch CRT monitor (green phosphor, matching REX
no buttons wood-side cabinet) $2121

Powerfail,60 Hz B'standard D 8K x 8 RAM expansion $145

timebase & D 16K x 8 RAM expansion $285

vectored interrupts ^ Serial I/O channel (installed on initial order) $ 35l

Dl . .. r-y . ,, . 00 ~.
,

RF modulator (for connecting REX to home TV) ... $ 351
Black & white video B'standard/ 128 character set, 24 line, ,-, _ .,__ «lj^, I«^«

, on . . .

' ' D Dot matrix printer (120 cps.80/96 column $850
interface 80 char/line, full software ,-, _ .. . 7? .

.
,

U Expansion cabinet for printer and two large
video control ,,floppy drives $175|DMA channels B'standard/ control lines on the bus

... ,, r-u. _i j/ o i_- . m The software is super! Take your choice for $195!
Microfloppy ^standard/ includes 8 bit parallel I/O port

jnterface
D ANSI FORTRAN IV, Disk Operating System, File Management

A __ __ ,_^ ,. System, Linking Loader, Text Editor, Utilities & Diagnostics
ASR-33 type ^standard/ optional typewnter keyboard Q Extended Disk BASIC, Disc Operating System, Text Editor &

keyboard with numeric 10 key pad Diagnostics
Walnut side-panel B'standard D Z80 Macro Assembler, Disk Operat ng Systen , Text Editor &

cabinet Diagnostics

15 Amp power B'standard See the REX system today at yo ,

supp,v RCC toll free at (800) 553-1863.

M4»ff*+fj» ~am+mI« «MiM»ii*U<i 404 West 35th Street
'
Davenport, IA 52806

realistic controls corporation Toll Free (8oo) 553-1863 m iowa (319) 386-4400



See the Rex
at these dealers

ARIZONA
Tempe Computerworld, Inc.

(602) 944 6070

Tempe Phoenix Group, Inc.

(602)894 1129

CALIFORNIA
Escondido Business Enhancement Compuservice

(714) 741 6335

Huntington Beach Cybernetics, Inc.

(714) 848 1922

Lawndale Jade Computer Products

(213) 679 3313

San Diego Byte Shop

(714) 565 8008

San Francisco Computer Store of San Francisco

(415) 431 0604

San Jose Byte Shop III

(408) 377 4685

San Rafael Byte Shop-Computer Store

(415)457 9311

Santa Clara Byte Shop-Computer Store

(408) 2494221

Sherman Oaks Peoples Computer Shop

(213) 789 7514

Tar /ana Tech Mart

(213) 344-0153

COLORADO
Englewood Byte Shop, Inc.

(303) 761 6232

IOWA
Davenport Computer Store of Davenport

(319) 386 3330

KANSAS/MISSOURI
Overland Park Personal Computer Center, Inc.

(913) 649 5942

MARYLAND
Baltimore Computer Workshop of Baltimore, Inc.

(301) 486 5350

Rockville Computer Workshop, Inc.

(301)468-0455

MICHIGAN
Royal Oak Computer Mart of Royal Oak

(313) 576-0900

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Computer Depot

(612) 927 5601

MISSOURI
Parkville Computer Workshop of Kansas City, Inc.

(816) 741-5055

NEBRASKA
Lincoln Microtech, Inc.

(402) 423 8404

Omaha Omaha Computer Store

(402) 592-3590

NEW YORK
New York Computer Mart of New York

(212) 686 7923

OHIO
Lyons Affordable Computers

(419) 923 2821

OREGON
Beaverton Byte Shop

(503) 644 2686

Portland Byte Shop
(503) 223-3496

PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh Computer Workshop of Pittsburgh, Inc.

(412) 327-0455

TEXAS
Dallas Computer Shops, Inc.

(214) 234-3412

Dallas Rondure Company
(214) 630-4621

Houston Interactive Computers

(713) 772-5257

San Antonio The Computer Shop

(512) 828-0553

San Antonio Computer Solutions

(512)828 1455

VIRGINIA
Springfield Computer Workshop of Northern Virginia, Inc.

(703) 321 9047

WASHINGTON
Bellevue Bvte Shop

(206) 746-0651

Bellevue The Microcomputer Center

(206) 455 3710

WISCONSIN
Janesville Austin Computers

(608) 752 6002

TM
realistic controls corporation

tm

Look To The Horizon.

The North Star

HORIZON Computer.

HORIZON ™
To begin programming in extended BASIC, merely add
a CRT or hard-copy terminal. HORIZON- 1 includes a
Z80A processor, 16K RAM, minifloppy tm disk and 12-

slot S-100 motherboard with serial terminal interface—all

standard equipment.

And, Look To Computer Enterprises

For The Lowest Prices & Fastest

Delivery On North Star Horizon

Computer System:
Credit Cash
Card Discount

Price Price

Horizon 1 System (one drive) kit ... $1497 $1439

Horizon 1 System (one drive)

assembled $1777 $1709

Horizon 2 System (two drives) kit . . $ 1 87

1

$1799

Horizon 2 System (two drives)

assembled $2199 $2114

ALSO: Run TDL Software On Your

Horizon...
TDL Package A with Super Basic . . $ 228 $ 219

For Your Serial Terminal:
Lear Siegler ADM-3A (kit) $ 728 $ 700

Lear Siegler ADM-3A (assembled) .$858 $ 825

Call Or Write Today
For Computer Enterprises'

FREE Spring Computerlogue!

IMSAI PCS-80/30 kit

IMSAI PCS-80/15 kit

IMSAI VIOC kit

TDL ZPU Board (assembled)

TDL XITAN ALPHA 1.5 kit

Seals 8k 250ns RAM (assembled) .

.

Dynabyte 16k 250ns Static RAM
(assembled)

Cromemco Z2D kit

Cromemco Bytesaver less Proms kit

$1097

$ 748

297

183

812

203

$

$

$

$

$1055

$ 719

286

176

781

195

$

$

$

$

$ 577

$1399

$ 136

$ 555

$1345

$ 131

Shipping charges: $10 per CPU on larger units; $1.50 per kit. $2.00 min.

per order.

Delivery is stock to 30 days on most items. Shipment is immediate for

payment by cashier's check, money order or charge card. Allow 3 weeks
for personal checks to clear. N.Y. State residents add approp. sales tax.

Availability, prices and specs may change without notice.

computet
cmcipruer

Operating Hours:

M-VV10-5 EST.

TM TH-F 10-9 EST.
Closed Sat. & Sun.

P. O. Box 71 Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066

Phone (315) 637-6208 Today!
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Dan Dederick

4104 Woodhollow Dr.

Conroe TX 77301

Is the Malibu Model 160 the
Printer for Your Business System?

At $200, this may not be a popular hobby printer, but for business, where a 132-column
printer is a must, it's most interesting.

One of the most important

pieces of peripheral equip-

ment for any business system

is the printer. During my search

for a suitable printer for my sys-

tem, I was confronted with

trade-offs and considerations,

but two items remained at the

top of the list—dependable

operation and speed. I feel that

I've obtained both through the

purchase of a Malibu printer

and would like to share with

you some of the fine points,

and a few shortcomings, of the

unit.

I am neither a technician nor

an engineer; I am a business-

man. Even though I had some
technical assistance in the

preparation of this article, the

bulk of the comments here re-

flect my feelings on how the

unit contributes toward making

my system the useful tool it is.

John Craig suggested that I

direct my remarks to other busi-

nessmen who might also be

shopping for a hard-copy

device.

General Overview

As mentioned earlier, de-

pendable operation and speed

were two of the main considera-

tions, but the added bonuses of

quiet operation and styling

were also realized with the Mal-

ibu unit. Photo 1 shows the styl-

ing, which, quite frankly, played

a part in my decision (moving

that teak cabinet into my office

J
Photo 1. The Malibu Design Group Model 160 Printer: a good-looking unit.

was almost like adding a fine

piece of furniture). The clear

plastic cover over the print

mechanism, which almost com-

pletely seals the entire unit,

contributes greatly toward

noise reduction. There is, of

course, a slot for the paper to

come out of the top and enter

from the bottom, but the noise

escaping from these two open-

ings is minimal and not objec-

tionable. I am sure the sound-

proofing within the cabinet

contributes a lot toward this

end.

I've been using my disk-

based Imsai system for almost

a year now and there have been

several instances when I've had

to go through the trauma of

adding (interfacing) additional

devices that hardly ever

worked— at first, anyway-
even though the additions were

installed by experienced
technicians from the store

where I bought my system.

Adding the hardware com-
ponents of this printer to my
system went smoothly. The en-

tire operation took no more
than 15 minutes and simply in-

volved removing the cover from

the computer, plugging in the

S-100 interface board, running

a cable over to the printer, plug-

ging it in and turning everything

on! (More on the software inter-

face later.)

Prior to the Malibu printer, I

had been operating with an
ASR-33 Teletype. The dif-

ference in speed, print quality

and noise level between the

two is so vast that I'm only men-

tioning the Teletype as an after-
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Photo 2. Different-sized paper and forms. A big plus for the Malibu.

thought. Comparing the de-

pendability of the two is dif-

ficult at this time since I've only

been operating the Malibu for a

few weeks. Due to the small

number of moving parts, I'm

confident the Malibu will come

out shining in this area.

Printing is done at an incredi-

ble 165 characters per second!

(Memories of the Teletype sure-

ly fan my enthusiasm on this

point.) Much of the speed re-

sults from the unique combina-

tion of hardware and software

which allows printing in both

directions and determines the

shortest distance the printhead

has to go to begin printing. This

feature is called bidirectional

printing.

For example, if a line of 120

characters has just finished

printing, and the next line to be

printed is 80 characters long, a

line feed will be initiated and

the 80-character line will be

printed backwards—while the

printhead returns to the left-

most (home) position. In many

other printers a line feed and

head return will take place

before the second line is print-

ed—resulting in a lot of wasted

time.

The print quality and charac-

ter set were two important con-

siderations in my choice of the

Malibu. Several of the printers I

looked over during the shop-

ping stage produced very light

printouts in comparison. One

of the reasons the Malibu pro-

vides such dark, high-contrast

printing is due to the self-inking

ribbon used. Another factor is

the Hydra printhead (more on

that later).

One of the features I disliked

most on other printers I looked

at was the absence of descend-

ers (the "tails" of certain lower-

case letters actually descend-

ing). The Malibu character set

provides for these descenders

—as all the others should. Fig.

1 is a sample printout.

I'm not particularly thrilled

that the unit is a dot matrix,

rather than impact printer, but

my wallet is happier that I

didn't go with the latter.

I've asked several of my cus-

tomers what they think of the

new invoices they have been

getting. Generally, the re-

sponse is that, though they

prefer not to get invoices at all,

the new ones are quite an im-

provement over the old (gen-

erated by the Teletype). When I

press them for an opinion on

the actual characters— and

how they are generated (with

dots)—the usual response is,

"Gosh, I hadn't noticed." So

much for the shortcomings of

dot-matrix print.

Miscellaneous Considerations

I dislike reading equipment

reports that contain numerous

dry specifications. But there

are several features of this

printer that really should be

mentioned.

The maximum line length is

132 characters, one of the con-

siderations that made me de-

cide on the printer. Several low-

cost printers provide 72-charac-

ter width, but I find that some
monthly and quarterly reports

practically demand the wider

paper. Invoices are prepared on

8V2- x 11-inch paper, and the

mailing labels I generate for

customer mailings are approx-

imately 4V2 inches wide. The

variable width tractors are a

Photo 3. Inside the Malibu, the three main printed-circuit boards.

. S&1234567** : ; <=>^C-rtBCDEFGHI JKLMNOPGRSTUVWXVZC \ r _' abed ef 9 hi jklrnriopqrstu«,.'wxyz<ia}~* !

M #**«=•' < >*+> "•

'8123456789: 1 <=>^(?ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXVZC S 3~_'abcd e*'c.hi jklmnop^rstUMWxyz^SO"-* !
"**'/.&/ <>*+, -. /

012-;4567ft* : i :-=>->n»ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXVZC \ r_' abedefghi jklmnopqrstUMWxyz<>->^* !
"#*>£&' < >*+, -• /&

- - -_'Abcd#f9hijkl«nop*r^tuMwxyzCO** !

M #*E*' 0*+, -. /Ql

• "**^----&c" <>*•-•-* — - ^©12345e7"S-3:.: <->?OhBCDEFQH IJKLMNOP
abedefohi jklmnopqrstuMWxyzt^:^* ! " **&7<ZJSc <>=+*-#-..— /Wl
BGDEIF^GI-I I JKLMNOPQRSTUVMXVZC *--. 3 ~ _ " -a. t. -r=d -a * o, K i jklmn o F- ^ 1-

Fig. 1. Sample printout showing normal and expanded characters. Also note the lowercase characters with descenders.
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definite asset. Photo 2 Il-

lustrates this capability.

Although I intend to have my
computer serviced at a local

store, it seems that I could al-

most make the repairs myself.

That is, if I weren't afraid to

take the cover off the unit and
dig inside, and if I had spare

printed-circuit boards.

There are only three boards

in the printer to control all the

operations (see Photo 3). The
first is the logic card that inter-

faces with the software. (In-

cidentally, all of the character

generation is done in software;

therefore, the character set can

be easily changed.) The second
board controls the motor that

feeds the paper and also con-

trols the movement of the print-

head. (Software makes the de-

cisions regarding the direction

it should take for the fastest

print time.) The third board

drives the solenoids on the

printhead.

There is a fourth interface

board, which contains a Z-80

microprocessor. This board is

used for connecting the printer

to systems other than the S-100

type and provides for two types

of interfacing— RS-232 or 8-bit

parallel (at speeds from 110 to

9600 baud). My Imsai, quite

naturally, uses the S-100 inter-

face board. This board con-

tains the programs, in program-

mable read-only memory
(PROM), for generating the par-

ticular characters, handling the

line of characters and telling

the paper-feed motor when and

how far to advance.

A thumb-wheel switch in the

lower left-hand corner of the

printer allows the operator to

select the number of spaces

the paper will be advanced

every time there is a FORM
FEED command. This is a com-

mand from the computer which

tells the printer to advance to

the next form (e.g., the next in-

voice to be printed). The switch

provides for settings from 1 line

to 99 lines.

Photo 4 shows the manual

paper-control switches on the

cover of the unit. When the

FORM FEED switch in the

lower right-hand corner is de-

pressed, the paper is advanced

to the next page (the number of

spaces is determined by the

thumb-wheel switches).

Using this feature, the paper

can be positioned to a spot

called "top-of-form" so that

printing will begin in the same
position for each page. The

LINE FEED switch will cause

the paper to be advanced one

space for each depression. The
other two switches provide for

incremental up or down posi-

tioning of the paper. No big

knobs to turn—just push a

button.

There is a particular feature

about the ribbon which, al-

though it is small, reflects the

thoughtfulness that went into

the overall design of this print-

er. The ribbon is set up to

traverse from one side to the

other at an angle. The result is

that the printhead is continual-

ly using all of the ribbon, rather

than just the top or bottom.

Since ribbons are such a mess
to change, I'm relieved that this

feature will surely extend the

life of the ribbon.

The Hydra printhead, shown
in Photo 5, is, I've been told, one

i
Photo 4. The manual paper-control switches.

Glossary

8-bit parallel interface: Transferring data from the computer
to a device one character at a time, rather than sending each
bit of the character at a slower serial rate.

Bidirectional: The ability of a printer to print characters

while the printhead is traveling from left to right or from right

to left.

Baud: A data transmission term related to the number of

bits (Binary digiTS) transmitted in a second.

Character set: The complement, list or table of characters a

printer is capable of printing. (With a different PROM the

Malibu is capable of generating foreign-language character

sets or other specialized applications.)

Descenders: The "tail" on certain letters, such as the j, y, p,

g and q.

Dot matrix: The generation of characters by a matrix of dots.

Following is an example of how a capital A is generated us-

ing a 5 x 7 matrix:

x

x x

x x

xxxxx
x x

x x

x x

Each x represents a dot made by the printhead. Due to the

close spacing of the dots, the letters seem to run together
into continuous lines.

Head return: The action of the printhead being returned to

the home position (i.e., at the extreme left, where each new
line begins). The same as a carriage return on a typewriter.

Impact printer: A printer that prints characters in the same
manner as a typewriter.

Interface: The interconnecting of two devices (e.g., the com-
puter and the printer) so they can work together as part of a
system.

Line feed: The action of advancing the paper to the next line

to be printed.

Line length: The number of characters that can be printed on
a line (132 with the Malibu).

Patching: Modifying the software with minor changes so
that the operation of a particular device becomes an integral

part of the system.

Printhead: An assembly containing seven solenoids activat-

ed by electrical impulses to produce the dots that generate
the printer's characters.

PROM (programmable read-only memory): A memory ele-

ment that cannot be modified and can only be read. (All of

the mechanical movements and character generation func-

tions are contained in PROM in the Malibu printer.)

Routines: Program segments that are not part of the main
program.
RS-232: An interfacing standard between computers and
other devices that dictates the voltage levels at which data
may be transmitted.

S-100: The "standard 100" pin bus that originated with the
Mits Altair 8800 computer and has found widespread use in

most microcomputer systems today.

Thumb-wheel switch: A rotary-type switch providing for the
selection of a digit from to 9.

Tractors: The devices at each end of the paper that accept
the perforated holes in the paper and use those holes for

feeding the paper.
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of the most reliable and rugged

available. Time will be the real

test of this component, which

is the heart of the printer, but so

far I've been impressed with the

quality of print it delivers and

its rugged constitution. Since

the entire unit radiates quality,

I have no reason to doubt the

claims made about the print-

head.

Software Modifications

When you add a device such

as this to your system there are

actually two types of interfac-

ing to contend with—the hard-

ware and the software.

Making the printer work with

my existing software involved

modifying the programs with

patches so the printout would

be on the Malibu, rather than

my Teletype. An experienced

programmer took care of these

modifications in a three-to-

four-hour period. He explained

to me that the task could have

been very difficult if I did not

have well-designed software.

Basically, the modifications

involved changing the pro-

grams (making patches) so

when printing is desired, con-

trol is transferred to the rou-

tines in PROM (provided by Mal-

ibu) on the interface board that

handle character generation,

line handling and paper-feed

functions.

Closing Thoughts

The primary use for this

printer in my business (restau-

rant supply) is for generating

monthly reports, customer bill-

ing, mailing labels and some

accounts payable. It handles

all of these jobs without a hitch.

Because it is a dot matrix print-

er I'm not certain that it would

be as satisfactory if my require-

ments included large quan-

tities of textual material. How-

ever, I intend to try it with some

customer bulletins in the

future. For such applications,

an uppercase and lowercase

impact printer may be a better

choice.

I don't normally sit down to

write reports on products I have

bought, but I was very im-

pressed with this printer. I'm

still fascinated with the speed

of the unit and appreciate the

quality of the print.

I enjoy the finer things in life;

I drive a 27-year-old Cadillac,

and the quality built into that

car will very likely keep it on the

road for another 27 years. I feel

the same way about the quality

built into the Malibu printer.B

Photo 5. The heart of the printer: a high-reliability Hydra printhead.

The suggested list price for the Model 160 Line Printer is

$1995 (which is very close to $2000). For further information,

contact: Malibu Design Group, Inc., 21110 G Nordoff St.,

Chatsworth CA 91311, (213) 9987694.

The LFD-400 is ready to plug in and run
the moment you receive it.

Nothing else to buy! Not even extra memory!
YOU GET:

O The popular Shugart SA 400 minifloppy™ drive. Drive alignment
is double checked by PerCom before shipment.

The drive power supply— fully assembled and tested.

Q LFD-400 Controller/Interface— plugs into the SS-50 bus •

accommodates three 2708 EPROMs • fully assembled and tested.

O MINIDOS™— the remarkable LFD-400 disk operating system on
a 2708 EPROM • plugs into the LFD-400 Controller card • no
extra memory required • no "booting" needed.

© Attractive meta! enclosure.

© Interconnecting cable— fully assembled and tested.

Q Two diskettes— one blank, the other containing numerous
software routines including patches for SWTP 8K BASIC and the

TSC Editor/Assembler.

O 70-page instruction manual— includes operating instructions,

schematics, service procedures, and the complete listing of

MINIDOS™.
® Technical Memo updates— helpful hints which supplement the

manual instructions.

® 90-day limited warranty.
Minifloppy is a trademark of Shugart Associates

MINIDOS is a trademark of PERCOM Data Company, Inc.

The LFD-400 is readily expanded to either two or three drives.

Write for details. Send for our free brochure for more informa-

tion about the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System and LFD-400
software.

To save you money, the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System is available

only from PerCom. Because of the special pricing, group and
dealer discounts are not available.

MC and VISA welcome. COD orders require 30% deposit plus 5% handling charge. Allow three

extra weeks if payment is by personal check. The LFD-400 Floppy Disk System is available

immediately. Allow three weeks for testing and transportation. Texas residents add 5%
sales tax.

TM

P7

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
Dept K 318 BARNES-GARLAND, TX. 75042

(214)272-3421

PERCOM™ 'peripherals forpersonal computing'
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The Great
Computer Conspiracy

YouVe heard that some people are afraid of computers? Maybe they have good reason to be.

Clint H. Woeltjen

La Habra CA

I
guess it was bound to

happen sooner or later

with the office computer
having access to billing as well

as a telephone link to the lab

computer, the new gigabyte

memory and the new, un-

proven heuristic-algorithm

operating system. We should

have guessed that it was up to

something when the auditor's

computer started finding dis-

crepancies in our records. No
mere human could possibly

64

have circumvented the

system.

It began one day last

March. The computer ordered

several hundred more TTL
ICs than we actually needed
for the project at hand. We
could find no programming
error, so assumed human
error or a temporary hard-

ware malfunction and waited

for it to show up again. Mean-

while, the extra ICs never

made it to the lab. A mobile

manipulator (we call them
robots for want of a better

term) had been sent to ship-

ping and receiving to pick

them up, but had returned

empty handed. The plant is

almost entirely automated,

requiring only a few engineers

and supervisory personnel.

The shipping-and-receiving

administrator remembered
seeing the package earlier, but

didn't actually see the robot

pick it up. Of course, you
can't question one of our

robots; they have only

enough memory for the task

at hand, so they can't be

expected to remember previ-

ous jobs. Nor did we think of

questioning the computer;

after all, a computer only

does what it's programmed to

do (anyway, what would a

computer possibly want with

a bunch of ICs?). We deduced
that it was employee theft,

but no one would admit to

having done it. We beefed up

our security system (con-

trolled by the office com-

puter), which caused employ-

ees' morale to drop, which

caused their efficiency to

drop, which caused us to fall

behind on several key con-

tracts, which caused us to



become overloaded with

work, which caused us to

discontinue the security

system.

A week later, we received

a receipt for a megabyte
memory that no one could

remember ordering, or paying

for. We checked our records

and found the order, but it

hadn't been initialed prop-

erly, so we couldn't tell who
had ordered it. Of course,

things like that aren't sup-

posed to happen. The office

computer is supposed to

check for proper initials be-

fore printing the check and

mailing the order. As we were

overworked at the time, how-

ever, no one noticed the com-

puter's error. This time, we
ran a thorough diagnostic

program, but were unable to

find the bug. We didn't

realize then how easy it was

for a sophisticated computer

to lie, its own program

supplying all of the proper

responses while the diagnostic

rested harmlessly in memory.
As happened before, the

megabyte of memory dis-

appeared.

Then the circuit-board in-

spector got in trouble for not

asking the computer to order

additional circuit-board mate-

rial. He claimed that there

had been two extra boxes of

pre-cut boards just yesterday;

so we programmed a more

extensive security program,

including video input of the

entire lab area. This time, we
didn't let the employ-

ees in on the upgraded secu-

rity plan, and to make sure

that no one might let it slip, I

did all of the programming

myself. As usual, the entire

system was controlled com-
pletely by the office com-

puter. We used the office

computer rather than the lab

computer because the men in

the lab didn't have access to

the office computer and

couldn't change the program

if they found out. Of course,

we didn't know that the of-

fice computer and the lab

computer were friends and

exchanged programs when-

ever they felt like it.

The next day, a consider-

able amount of microcom-

puter hardware was missing,

including a video terminal,

several UARTs and some
obsolete Z-80 micro-

processors. We checked the

videotapes but found
nothing; the camera set up to

record that part of the lab

had been unplugged and the

videotape erased. The night

watchman claimed that he

hadn't seen anyone enter or

leave the building all night,

but after all, he's only human
and can't be in two places at

once.

We were beginning to sus-

pect that the stolen material

hadn't left the building. We
also noted that all that was

needed to build a complete

microcomputer out of the

stolen material was a power

supply. I instructed the lab

computer to build such a

supply, and left it out on the

lab bench before leaving for

the night. That afternoon, I

also removed the cameras and

deleted the security program.

I had the lab administrator

punch out for me, but I

stayed behind in the lab. I hid

within view of the bench con-

taining the power supply and

waited.

Shortly after the last em-

ployee checked out, I saw
one of the robots roll across

the floor, remove the power

supply and head toward the

lab storage area. Meanwhile,

another robot had moved
some boxes and was removing

a metal wall plate that was

normally hidden by the re-

located equipment. In our

earlier search we had noted

the panel, but had assumed

that it was an electrical main-

tenance panel and ignored it.

I watched as the first robot

arrived with the power sup-

ply, installed it and turned it

on. In the recess was a micro-

computer, complete with a

video terminal (which indi-

cates to me at least that the

robot didn't intend to keep it

a secret forever), and on the

display was printed the mne-

monic "DAD DE."
I didn't have the heart to

turn it off.

theComputer Store
the store for the professional

NEW
$595 (pi)

$695 (si)

CENTRONICS
MICROPRINTER

• Low Cost
• Small Size

• Quiet
• 180 Lines/Minute

• 5 x 8 Dot Matrix

• Elongated Characters

• Parallel Interface (P1)

• Serial Interface (SI)

AVAILABLE: OFF-THE-SHELF
PERFECT FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER

Also Featuring:

• Data General microNOVA line

• CROMEMCO
• APPLE
• WANG
• COMPUCOLOR

OFF-THE-SHELF DELIVERY
New Opening : 130 Broadway, Rt IN

Augustine's Plaza
-====- Saugus, Ma 01906

617-233-8140

the ComputerStore
120 Cambridge St.
Burlington MA 01803
617-272-8770

63 S. Main St.

Windsor Locks CT 06096
203-627-01 88
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FOUR STAR

Meet The North Star Family

THE NORTH STAR S-100 FAMILY—four high perform-

ance products at attractive low prices. Our boards are

designed for use in the North Star HORIZON computer
and other S-100 bus computers using 8080 or Z80 proces-

sors. Visit your computer store for a demonstration, or

write for our free color catalog.

16K RAM BOARD
No other S-100 bus memory can match the performance
of the North Star 16K RAM at any price. This low-power
board has been designed to work at full speed (no wait

states), even at 4MHz with both Z80 and 8080 systems.

Memory refresh is invisible to the processor, bank switch-

ing is provided and addressability is switch selectable in

two 8K sections. Best of all, a parity check option is avail-

able. Kit: $399. Assembled: $459. Parity Option — kit:

$39. Assembled: $59.

MICRO DISK SYSTEM
The North Star MDS is a complete floppy disk system with
all hardware and software needed to add floppy disk

memory and a powerful disk BASIC to S-100 bus com-
puters. The North Star MDS is widely considered one of

the best designed and most complete S-100 bus products

available. The MDS includes the S-100 interface board

with on-board PROM for system startup, Shugart mini-

floppy disk drive, cabling and connectors, and DOS and
BASIC software on diskette. Kit: $699. Assembled: $799.

Additional drive — Kit: $400. Assembled: $450. Single

Drive Cabinet: $39. Optional Power Supply: $39.

Z80A PROCESSOR BOARD
The North Star ZPB brings the full speed, 4MHz Z80A
microprocessor to the S-100 bus. Execution is more than

twice the speed of an 8080, and the ZPB operates in sys-

tems both with and without front panels. The ZPB in-

cludes vectored interrupts, auto-jump startup, and space

for 1K of on-board EPROM. Kit: $199. Assembled: $259.

EPROM Option — kit: $49. Assembled: $69.

HARDWARE FLOATING POINT BOARD
If you do number crunching, then this board is for you.

The FPB performs high-speed floating point add, subtract,

multiply and divide with selectable precision up to 14

decimal digits. Arithmetic is up to 50 times faster than

8080 software, and BASIC programs can execute up to

10 times faster. A version of North Star BASIC is included.

Kit: $259. Assembled: $359. Prices subject to change.

North Star * Computers
2547 Ninth Street • Berkeley, California 94710 • (415) 549-0858



Personal Computer Shows
A visitor to the San Jose show suggests that organizers and exhibitors bring showman
ship and general appeal to future computer shows.

Paul J. Terrell

BYTE, Inc.

1261 Birchwood Dr.

Sunnyvale CA 94086

We're growing up as an in-

dustry. That was the

undertone of the recently held

second annual West Coast

Computer Faire. Having been

an observer and participant for

the past two years at computer

faires, shows, swap meets,

etc., I noticed that something

was obviously different in San

Jose. The throngs of people

were there, and I judged from

conversations with manufac-

turers that the sales level of

products was just as brisk, but

something was different. But

what?

Electricity ... it was in the

walls, feeding the computer
displays, but it wasn't in the air.

The excitement and antici-

pation of new products from

major manufacturers was miss-

ing. Radio Shack, Heathkit, and

Commodore had long since

made their debut. IBM dis-

played the 1510 computer, but

at $18,000, no one was beating

a path to their door.

Electricity is also generated

by clever new inventions, but

they were in short supply at the

Faire. Lots of "me too" prod-

ucts were on display . . . what-

ever happened to our creativ-

ity? Dynabyte put robots on dis-

play and dilithium Press re-

leased its new publication,

Robots on Our Doorstep, but

both only hinted at what's to

come. That leads me to the real

message in this article: the

maturation of our market.

If our industry trade shows
are intended for the insiders—

the retailers, computer jocks

Paul J. Terrell

and technically elite—to share

innovations in product design

and make purchases for the

next quarter- or half-year sales,

then we owe it to the general

public not to invite them.

If our shows are intended for

the general public to increase

their awareness of personal

computing, then we owe it to

our industry to give some
thought to the educational

aspects of the displays we ex-

hibit and, in general, to the

whole theme of the show.

Electricity was taken out of

the air by a confused and be-

wildered public audience that

couldn't get close enough to

the displays they would have

enjoyed if they had been told

what they were seeing. It's a bit

confusing to pass from the IBM
booth with $18,000 computers

to the Jade booth with $2 con-

nectors and try to understand

the relationship.

At the San Francisco Boat

Show a person can spend $3 for

an afternoon of entertainment

and education in one of Amer-

ica's favorite pastimes. Isn't

that what we want of our in-

dustry?

At the Consumer Electronics

Show the public isn't invited

and the guests are grouped ac-

cording to their buying power

by brightly colored badges that

distinguish the tire kickers

from the chain-store buyers.

We had all the elements at

the Computer Faire for a most

enjoyable time— technical

seminars for education, con-

tests of computer chess for en-

tertainment and display of new
products to ponder and pur-

chase—but something was
missing. It's the same thing

that is missing in most comput-

er stores today: a guided tour

... a menu ... a flowchart. We
need to display in the most ob-

vious ways if we are going to

bring our secrets of high tech-

nology to the public.

As our market matures from

the technical activist to the

consumer, so should our show-
manship. Let's invite everyone

to experience the personal-

computer evolution in a format

understandable to all. Let's

bring back "The Greatest Show
on Earth" in the form of "Com-
puter Expo."

Let's not forget the obvious

help available from the product

we display. Business Week
called them "smart machines";

seems to me they should
display, entertain and sell

themselves. "Isn't that right,

HAL?" (HAL is the computer

renegade that took over the

spaceship and plotted the de-

struction of its master in the

movie 2001: A Space Odyssey.)

While push went to shove on

the exhibit floor of Computer
Faire, plans for a U.S. Personal

Computer Show were being

presented in a dimly lit suite at

the Holiday Inn. The significant

point was the format of manu-
factures being grouped in in-

dustry segments (hobby, home
entertainment, small business,

education and industrial). The

product presentations were
more an education on comput-

ers in the home, business, in-

dustry, etc., than attributes of

one machine versus the next.

Contests and interaction of

man and machine were most
obvious in the home-entertain-

ment area. Retailers were in

storefronts and classes on
computer applications were
filled with the naive.

With an organized and con-

certed effort we could bring

this "Computer Expo" of the

future to Main Street, U.S.A., to-

day. Let's get the organizers

and showmen of personal com-
puting together. In combina-

tion, their resources would give

you and me "The Greatest

Show on Earth" in the 1970s.*
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Cross-Country Balloon Trip

Take flight with this very entertaining game for you and your SR-52.

Mac Oglesby
RFD 3
Putney VT 05346 000

002
LBL E

CM*
9 x/—— RCL 99 = x z V y 7 = STO 99

Initialization

Clear registers R00 thru R19
003 Process input and store for "seed"

015 1001 HLT Display 1001 and wait

020 LBL A Each press of A brings a new day . . .

022 RCL 99 — .2 = Using subroutine 1*, find direction

029 if pos 9' wind blows toward. Easterly is

031 12 SBR V GTO 2' heavily favored.

037 LBL 9'

039 45—3 SBR V Subroutine 1* was adapted from Peter

045 if pos 2' Stark's pseudo random number

047 + 360 = generator in "SUBMARINE"
052 LBL 2' (KILOBAUD Feb 1977 p. 70)

054 STO 01 Store direction in R01 (fc>)

057 1 SUM 19 Count days (increment R19)

061 SBR 1" STO 00 Find wind velocity (0 to 30) and store

066 "^100 + RCL 01 = Fix 2 Display wind direction and velocity

077 INV st fig HLT Authorize a launch and wait

081 LBL B Press B to launch the balloon

083 if fig 3' Error if launch not allowed

086 fix D.MS STO 04 Round input to nearest integer and store

092 — 1 =X (RCL+/-+19) = Check size of rounded input. Error if

104 INV if pos 3' less than 1 or greater than 20

107 RCL 04 PR OD 00 Distance travelled (r) is now in R00

113 RCL 01 P/R D.MS SUM 03 Convert to rect. coords. Store y in R03

121 RCL 00 D.MS SUM 02 .—
(RCL 02 — 1001)x2 + RCL 03 x2 = V x

Store x in R02
128 Compute distance from goal

146 — 15 = Closer than 1 5?

150 if pos 4' If no, continue the game
152 RCL 19 A' HLT Game over! Flash number of days

157 LBL 4» Game continues

159 + 15 = Repair distance to goal

163 st fig HLT Revoke launch permit and wait

166 LBL 3' Error section

168 INV fix 1 t3 = A' HLT Flash .3333333333

176 LBL 1' Subroutine 1'

178 X 30 X ((7 yx 9 X RCL 99 X .00001) — (RCL - - .5)

206 fix D.MS) STO 99 = D.MS rtn

Note: Angular mode switch must be set at "D"

Program listing.
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Your balloon starts 1001

miles (use kilometers if

you wish) due west from
your goal. Each day you are

given the wind direction and
velocity and decide whether
or not to launch. If you
choose to launch, you decide

how long to stay aloft (from

1 to 20 hours). The game
ends if you land closer than

15 miles from the goal. The
number of days is flashed.

You will need paper,

pencil, protractor and ruler.

Using any appropriate scale,

locate the goal 1001 miles

due east from the start. The
program uses the convention

for directions that is shown in

Fig. 1.

1. To begin a game, load

the program and enter any
number (6 digits or so).

2. Press E. The display

will show 1001, your distance

from the goal.

3. Press A. The display

shows the direction in which

the wind is blowing and its

velocity. The format is

ddd.vv. Note: the wind blows

mostly in an easterly direc-

tion. In fact, 85% of the wind
direction will be between 315
and 45 (SE to NE). Of
course, any game may differ

from these expectations. »

90 North

135N 5% ^45

5% x 85%

225' 5% X
315

4. Make launch decision.

If no, go to step #3 for next

day*s wind. If yes, enter a

whole number from 1 to 20
and press B. Your balloon

will travel that many hours.

The display shows how far

from the goal you landed.

Plot your trip carefully. Go
to step #3.

5. If you land closer than

15 miles from the goal, the

display flashes the number of

days. Press CE to stop the

flashing. Go to step #2 for a

new game. Flashing
.3333333333 indicates an

error (like if you specify a 22
hour flight). Press CE and try

again.

West 180 (360) East
(In terms of rectangular coordinates, you start at
0,0; the goal is at 1001,0.)

270 South

Fig. 1. Conventional compass directions are used to form game board.

Enter Press

(R99 = 0) 1977 E
A

20 B
A

20 B
A
A
A

20

(R99 = 0)

13

Enter

354

20

20

20
A

15

Enter

(R99 = 0) 408

20

20

20

18

10

12

5

13

A
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B

Press

E
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
A

A
B

Press

E
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

Display

1001
354.12
762
347.13
516
337.28
327.20
333.18
7.18
157
318.24
42.10
6.27
53
342.09
349.28
352.14
18.15
36.04
Flashing 14

Display

1001
352.23
549
36.19
286
326.06
167
205.12
2.18
23.07
10.01
269.16

325.11
Flashing 9

Display

You arrived within the goal circle in 14 days.
Final location was (998,3).

Reached the goal in 9 days.
Final location: (-997, — 3).

1001
320.14
807
353.01
180.05
270.21
39.03
8.09
628
40.14
396
315.16
262
349.17
40.15
113
348.11
338.17
343.02
306.26
25.05
134.10
159
.3333333333 Flashing. Press CE
357.00
335.17
88
333.21
340.21
9.25
327.26
330.14
322.09
25.07
Flashing 25

Reached the goal in 25 days.
Final location: (1001,5)

Sample runs.
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TELETYPE* MODEL 33 ASR
COMPUTER I/O COMPLETE WITH:

Tape Punch • Ready lo Go

Tape Reader • Line/Local Wired

• Guaranteed 30 Days

. I Ji

$840 00

INCLUDING PACKING

F.O.B. N.J. FACTORY

COMPLETE COVER READY TO INSTALL $ 35.00

COPY HOLDER (182036) $ 14.00

TAPE UNWINDER (12" NEW) $ 55.00

WIND UP PAPER TAPE WINDER d") $ 52.00

ELECTRIC PAPER WINDER (LPW 300 NEW) ... $ 50.00

DEC TYPE READER RUNCARD $ 45.00

ACOUSTIC COUPLER
OMNITEK 501 A (NEW) $160.00

READER POWER PACK (182134) $ 35.00

EIA RS-232 INTERFACE $ 55.00

ACOUSTIC COVERS with FAN (NEW) $258.00

NOT A KIT

8v(?z 15A, ± 16v(a 3A power
Rack mountable
15 slot motherboard
Card cage
Fan, line cord, tuse,

switch, EMI filter

Desk top version option

&v(a 30A, ± 16v(?/ 10A option

SS-50 bus option

voltage monitor option

Rack
mounted

model $200

If its for TELETYPE* We Have It.

If you don't see what you need, CALL or WRITE!

TELETYPEWRITER COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
5S0 Springfield Avenue • Berkeley Heights. N. J. 07922

(201)464 5310 • TWX: 710 986-3016 • TELEX: 13 6479
T13

SUBSIDIARY OF VAN'S W2DLT ELECTRONICS.

Desk
top model

$235

Write or call for a copy of our

detailed brochure which includes

our application note

BUILDING CHEAP COMPUTERS.

INrEGR4ND
8474 Ave 296 • Visaha. CA 93277 • (209) 733 9288

We accept BankAmencard/Visa and Master Charge

Here'showtheComputer
Workshopworks foryou.
Our clients get the whole thing-

total systems engineering. We can

help you with evaluation and devel-

opment of requirements for data

processing and associated hard-

ware, or give you management
assistance in developing systems.

We'll develop and design computer
systems, and we'll design, organize

and manage special training pro-

grams for your staff.

Here's Where tO find US: Offices; BALTIMORE 4005 Seven Mile Lane, Baltimore. Md. 21208 (301) 486-5350/PITTSBURGH Robar

Building. 4170 Wm. Penn Highway, Murraysville, Pa. 15660 (412) 327-0455/WASHINGTON, D.C.AREA 1776 Plaza, 1776 E. Jefferson Street

RockvilTe. Md. 20852 (301) 468-O455/N0RTHERN VIRGINIA 5240 Port Royal Road, Suite 203. Springfield, Va. 22151 (703) 321-9047/

KANSAS CITY 6 East Street. Parkville. Mo. 64152 (816) 741-5055

So even if your needs are minimal

right now, we can be a big help.

Then as your needs grow, you'll

know where to come.

The(bmputerWorkshop
Here are some of the firms we represent:

Alpha Microsystems North Star Computers
Cromemco Polymorphic Systems
Digital Systems Seals Electronics
Gimix, Inc. Smoke Signal Broadcasting
Icom Southwest Technical Products Corp.
Industrial Micro Systems Technical Design Labs
International Data Systems, Inc. Vector Graphics
Lear Seigler
Microcomputer Business Systems
Micro Term, Inc.
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II II

INDUSTRIAL
WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
Model BW 520 is a battery operated wire-wrapping
tool, also available in reversible models for wrapping
and unwrapping operations. The rechargeable nickel

cadmium battery is self contained in the handle of

the tool. Also available with "Backforce" device to

prevent overwrapping.

Uses any 24AWG thru 32AWG wrapping bits and
sleeves. ^hhm^mm

(
L

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St.. Bronx, NY 10475 / (212) 994-6600 / Telex 125091

Model BW928 NEW

Model BW520

fi n:

%*^>vvv NEW

BATTERY
WIRE-

WRAPPING
TOOL

ONLY $108.70
BATTERIES INCLUDED

BIT & SLEEVE NOT
INCLUDED

%
V* a

BATTERY
WIRE-

WRAPPING
TOOL
SAO 95

ONLY ^ mWZw m

INSTALLATION AND FIELD SERVICE
WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
Model BW 928 is a battery operated wire wrapping
tool, also available in reversible models for wrapping
and unwrapping operations. Exceptionally useful for
installation and field service work, or small produc-
tion jobs. Available with "Backforce" device to pre-
vent overwrapping.

Uses any 24AWG thru 32AWG wrapping bits and
sleeves. ^____^__

a

BATTERIES NOT
INCLUDED

BIT & SLEEVE NOT
INCLUDED

r

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St

.
Bronx. NY 10475/ (212) 994-6600/ Telex 125091

Model BW630 NEW

05

HOBBY"
WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
For AWG 30, .025'' (0.63mm) sq.

post, "MODIFIED" wrap, positive

indexing, anti-overwrapping device.

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

Wi

BATTERY
WIRE-

WRAPPING
TOOL

ONLY $34.95
BATTERIES NOT

INCLUDED

3455 Conner St., Bronx. N Y 10475 / (212) 994-6600 / Telex 125091 COMPLETE WITH
BIT & SLEEVE

<—
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Transfer Vectors
vs

Absolute Addressing

You can save memory by reusing program modules and algorithms.

William Nichparenko

Sunick Systems
185 Summit Dr.

Santa Cruz CA 95060

Those of you involved in

heavy assembly language pro-

gramming will find Bill's

article very worthwhile. He's

discussing the technique of

using transfer vectors which,

incidentally, was the subject

of an article by Art Childs in

Issue #1 of Kilobaud. Art

discussed the use of the

transfer vector with regard to

accessing I/O routines . . .

Bill's approach deals with

using the transfer vector as

opposed to absolute ad-

dressing — John.

If
you are not fortunate

enough to have a sophisti-

cated operating system, but

would like to have some

modular software that you

can use with ease, the follow-

Machine Language Assembly Language
Hex Operation
Location Code Label Mnemonic Operand Comment

ORG $6F7 ORIGIN FOR OBJECT CODE
6F7 7E 0802 JMP C JUMP TO LABEL C
6FA 7E 07FA JMP B JUMP TO LABEL B
6FD 7E 0721 JMP A JUMP TO LABEL A

Entry —-700 CE E000 Z LDX $E000 BEGIN PRINT A ACCUM. SUB
X XXX X X X X
X XXX X X X X
721
X

7D 01FF A TST $1FF BEGIN CARRIAGE MOVE SUB

X
7FA 86 IF B LDAA #$IF BEGIN PAPER MOVE SUB
802 Bl 07A0 C CMPA $7A0 BEGIN END OF LINE CHECK SUB
8A0 39 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM

Fig. 1. Assembly language representation of the module and the object code generated.
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ing method may be of

interest to you.

The Problem

Suppose you have a soft-

ware module called Printer

Control (known as the base

module from here on). Fig. 1

is arranged so that the

assembly language representa-

tion of the module and the

object code (or machine

language) that it generates are

adjacent for easy comparison.

This module has a reference

entry point of 700 hexa-

decimal, used whenever enter-

ing the module by itself. The

purpose of the module is to

take a byte of information in

the A accumulator, operate

on it, and return to the main

program when completed.

This base module contains

various subroutines within it

(for illustration purposes call

these subroutines A,B,C) that

are useful to other modules.

For example, a TAB module,
entirely separate from the

Printer Control module, may
want to use subroutine A of

the base module to perform a

carriage movement without

printing any letters. The
problem that arises is that

other modules, not having

been assembled at the same
time as the base module,

must call the subroutines

A, B, and C by absolute

addresses (i.e., a machine

code value in hex or octal as

opposed to a symbolic

address). This is fine as long

as none of the addresses in

our base module change.

Unfortunately, any time you
want to modify the base

module, many of the sub-

routine call addresses in all

the other modules using the

base module subroutines may
have to be changed. This is a

time consuming and error

prone process.

The Solution

A simple solution is to

place a transfer vector (a

collection of jump commands
pointing to the locations of

assembly language subroutine

labels A, B, C) in front of the

module's object code. The
absolute address of the

transfer vector never changes,

but the addresses within the

module that correspond to

subroutines A, B, and C are

changed every time the

module is altered and re-

assembled.

If new subroutines are

added to the module, a new

bytes of memory are needed
for each new jump instruc-

tion). Note also how the

absolute addresses of e.ach

subroutine have changed, and
how the corresponding jump
command operands in the

transfer vector have changed

accordingly. A subroutine call

to location 6FA will enable

the use of subroutine B in

either the old or the new
edition of the base module.

Fig. 3 shows how the base

module can be used in any
one of the three possible

modes. The first mode is a

direct call to the base module
at location 700 hexadecimal.

This uses the full capability

of the base module to call

each of the three subroutines

A,B,C as needed. An impor-

tant point to note is that each

of the subroutines within the

Machine Language Assembly Language

New
routine
added. — —

Hex Operation
Location Code Label Mnemonic

ORG
Operand
$6F4

Comment
ORIGIN FOR OBJECT CODE

*- 6F4 7E 0762 JMP D JUMP TO LABEL D
Old ( 6F7 7E 0843 JMP C JUMP TO LABEL C
addresses { 6FA 7E 0811 JMP B JUMP TO LABEL B
still valid. I 6FD 7E 0721 JMP A JUMP TO LABEL A
Entry point
unchanged.

.700Xx
X

CE E000
XXX
XXX

Z LDX
X
X

$E000
X
X

BEGIN PRINT A ACCUM. SUB
X X
X X

721 7D 01FF A TST $1FF BEGIN CARRIAGE MOVE SUB.
762 BB E000 D ADDA $E000

#$1F
BEGIN PAPER OUT CHECK SUB

811 86 IF B LDAA BEGIN PAPER MOVE SUB
843 Bl 07A0 C CMPA $7A0 BEGIN END OF LINE CHECK SUB
921 39 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM

Fig. 2. Address changes with new subroutine (D).

BASE MODULE (PRINTER CONTROL)

MAIN PROGRAM

CALL BASE
MODULE AT
700 HEXIDECIMAL

CALL SUBROUTINE
B USING
TRANSFER VECTOR

CALL SUBROUTINE
C USING
ABSOLUTE ADDRESS

---J

(•"

L_.

U- J

JUMP TO B

BEGIN BASE
MODULE (ENTRY
POINT)

CALL SUBROUTINE C

CALL SUBROUTINE B

CALL SUBROUTINE A

RETURN TO
MAIN PROGRAM

TRANSFER
VECTOR
TABLE

700 HEX

SUBROUTINE A

RETURN _J

SUBROUTINE B

RETURN

SUBROUTINE C

RETURN -J

Fig. 3. Various uses of base module.

jump instruction is appended

to the transfer vector so as to

not change the absolute

addresses of the jump instruc-

tions contained in its earlier

versions. The only thing that

need be remembered is to

arrange the assembler origin

such that the reference entry

point to the module does not

change.

Fig. 2 shows how various

addresses might change with

addition of a new subroutine,

labeled D, to the module.

Note that a new assembler

origin of 6F4 is necessary to

maintain the absolute ad-

dresses of the old transfer

vector and the reference

entry point of the base

module (three additional

base module must have its

own return command in

order to be useful outside the

base module. Upon com-
pletion, the base module
returns control to the main
program.

The next call from the

main program illustrates the

use of the transfer vector to

call subroutine B in the base

module. Finally a direct call

to subroutine C at its abso-

lute address illustrates what
we are trying to avoid by the

use of a transfer vector. If the

address of C changes due to a

modification in the base

module, so must the absolute

call in every main program

that uses subroutine C
directly.
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JOHNSON
COMPUTER p. O. BOX 523, MEDINA, OHIO 44256

(216) 725-4560

FINALLY!

inc. FLEXIBLE DISK SYSTEM FOR KIM

Features:

*Top Quality Industrial Grade Controller

*Proven High Reliability Disc Drive
* Line-Numbered Text Entry and Editing

*A Powerful Command Structure
* Adaptation to any 6500 Based System
"Capability for User Defined Commands
"Complete Compatibility with KIM
"Multiple Resident Files

"Indexed and Non-Indexed Disk Storage

Complete 90 Day Parts and Labor Warranty

HDE FILE ORIENTATED DISK SYSTEM

"FODS"

Includes:

"Full Size Sykes Drive

"6502 Based Controller

"Power Supply
"FODS Software
"Cables, Interface Card

"User Manual

HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAPHICS

In response to your requests,

we now offer the K-l 008, a Dot

Matrix display board (320H x

200V) for the KIAA-1.

But — we didn't stop there. We
also call it an 8K memory board,

directly connected to your KIAA-1

.

Full read/write with no wait

states or snow ever.

And — we made it low power

to reduce system costs. In fact our

1 8 watt K-l 000 power supply can

typically power your KIAA-1 plus

32K of K-l 008 memory.
How to use it — The K-l 008

visible memory only needs a

power supply and a KIAA-1 to

function as memory. Add a stan-

dard monitor and you have high

resolution graphics for diagrams,

graphs, even variable font text

up to 22 lines of 53 characters.

K-l 008 Assembled/Tested

$289.00 board $40.00

Graphic Software Listing

$20.00

K-l 000 power supply $40.00

K-l 005 5 slot card file $69.00

Micro Technology Unlimited

P.O. Box 4596
Manchester, N.H. 03103

M44

NEW
AN INTRODUCTION
TO PERSONAL
ANO BUSINESS
COMPUTING

MOONAV ZAKS

AN INTRODUCTION
TO PERSONAL
AND BUSINESS

COMPUTING
Rodnay Zaks - Austin Lesea Ref C200 $6.95

This introductory text is aimed at answering the

basic question: "What do I need in order to...?"

It covers applications, peripherals, existing systems,

how to assemble them. How to choose. The real cost of a

system. The software. Is a floppy sufficient for a mailing list?

Build or buy?

<0

** USED WORLDWIDE IN

TEACHING AND EDUCATION

f- MICROPROCESSORS
Rodnav Zaks 416 pp., ref C201 $9.95

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING TECHNIQUES

Austin Lesea - Rodnay Zaks 416 pp., ref C207 $9.95

MICROPROCESSOR
LEXICON $2.95
110 pp., pocket-size, ref X1
ALL THE DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
A complete dictionary, PLUS: part numbers,

signals, for S100. RS232, IEEE 488, addresses.

SELF-STUDY COURSES
Each course includes a book plus 2 cassettes

(can be played on any cassette recorder at

home, in the car, at the office.)

51 INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
2% hours. Basic introductory course.

52 PROGRAMMING MICROPROCESSORS
2 1/2 hours. Basic introduction to programming.

A MICROPROGRAMMED
APL IMPLEMENTATION
Rodnay Zaks 320 pp., ref Z-10

The complete design of a real APL interpreter, including theory,

parsing, operators, dynamic block management, actual listing.

*»**

TO ORDER
•BY PHONE: call (415)848-8233

BankAmericard/Mastercharge accepted

• SHIPPING: no charge when payment
included.

ADD: $1.00/book for fast shipping.

•TAX: in California, add sales tax.

•OVERSEAS:
SYBEX-EUROPE,313 rue Lecourbe,

75015 - PARIS, France Tel :( 1)8282502

SYBEX

2020 Milvia St.

Berkeley,
Calif 94704

NAME POSITION

COMPANY
ADDRESS.
CITY STATE/ZIP

DC207 DC200 DX1 DZ10DC201 DC207 DC200 DX1 DZ10 DOTHER__T!^?
Payment enclosed Bill company D Bill me

ADD $1.00 /BOOK FOR FAST SHIPPING
charge my Visa n Master charge

Number Exp date

Signature Send catalog.

FREE CATALOG/ ORDER FORM
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D.C. METRO AREA
TYSONS CORNER, VIRGINIA

THE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
STORE

MICROCOMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
HOME. SCHOOL & SMALL BUSINESS

FEATURING

Small Business Systems Complete with

Application Software Including

Word Processing

DEALERS FOR
Commodore Pet

Processor Technology

Polymorphic

Cromemco
Southwest Technical

Micro-Computer

Business Systems, inc

Lear Swgter

Diablo

Texas Instruments

DEC
North Star

Anderson Jacobson

Books & Magazines

CSS.
1984 Cham Bridge Rd

McLean. VA
703-821 -8333 C73

TRS-80 OWNERS!

They said it couldn't be done, BUT WE DID IT!

#1920 -Star Trek- Locate and destroy the Klingons
in 30 Stardates. Full 64 quadrant game with
Phasors, Photon Torpedoes, Shields, etc.

#2321 -Wumpus— The original Wumpus game with 20
rooms, Super Bats, Bottomless Pits and, of course,
the Wumpus.

#0413 -Digital Mastermind— A challenging game of logic

where you determine the computer's number in 10
tries, with or without hints.

#0612 -File Locator— Displays the locations of programs
stored on a cassette (Have you ever tried to write

the name and location of 5 or more on those tiny

labels?)

#1518 -Oriental Rings— Another game of logic where you
move 8 rings from 1 post to another without mov-
ing a smaller one on to a larger one. It isn't easy!

#0218 -Biorhythm— Join in the fun of one of today's big-

gest rages Graphically plots all 3 cycles for 2

months on the screen at one time.

Coming soon! All-Star Baseball— Full 9 inning game for 2

players.

In the works! An adapter to interface 2 cassette decks to

Level-I BASIC. Read from one and write to the
other!

All programs run in 4-K memory with Level-I BASIC.
Prices: $7 .95 ea , $1 3 95 for 2, $23.95 for 4, $29 95 for 6 In-

clude $.50 for each program for postage and handling
Check, Money Order, Visa or Master Charge only No
COD

E29Esstoo-Deetoo Products
P.O. Box 6128 Shreveport, LA 71106

PERTEC RECORDER
PERTEC MODEL 7850-9 MAGNETIC

DIGITAL

^ V y
*.-

RECORDER
Uses nine channels.

8-bit data, 1 -bit parity.

Has functions: load,

forward, reverse, re-

wind, write-enable,

115 VAC 60 Hz input. No cover.

Wt.: 35 lbs. Used . $150.00
and write-lockout

8 3/4x19x9V2"; Sh

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC PAPER TAPE
READER — 8-channel encoding, 100 characters

per sec; TTL outputs and handshake. Uses standard
1" tape. 115 VAC 60 Hz input. 20 ,/2x10x16 1/.";

Sh. Wt. 60 lbs. Used $145.00

MODEL 795 VIDEO TERMINAL
7x10" magnetically-deflected CRT; 115 VAC 60 Hz
input. Less power cable. 15!/2x1 7^x21 ";Sh.Wt.: 100

lbs. Used, reparable $59.50
Write for New '78 Catalog of Government and

Commercial Electronic Surplus F1
All prices F.O.B. Lima, Ohio

Items over 50 lbs. shipped motor freight collect.

Address: Dept. K • Phone: 419/227-6573

1016 E. EUREKA • Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 4580?

JOYSTICK
Ideal for TV Games, Audio,
Computer Games, etc. Fea-
tures four 100K Center
Tapped Pots. R1H
$3. 50 ea. 3/ $10.00

ALCO MEP-10
CERAMIC TERMINAL
STRIP 10 Terminals.
$.50 ea. 10 $4.00

TRIMPOTS
500 ohm

IK—5K—20K—25K 5/75c

DIP RELAY
SPDT 5 v. coil. Contacts
8VAat .250 A. $1.00 ea. ^"^

All merchandise 100% guaranteed. Please
include postage with your order.

Write for FREE Catalogue. CHICAGOLAND
Our Store Open Daily at 10:00 A.M.

R.W. ELECTRONICS, INC
3203 North Western Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60618

312 248 2480

LET US SELL
YOUR NAME & ADDRESS

If you are a dealer or a manufacturer (or almost anything

else in the hobby computer industry) you might as well send

Kilobaud your name and address so we can sell it to people who
want to sell you things. Manufacturers are looking for dealers

. . . they use our list. Dealers are looking for new products . . .

and they use our list. We may not make any money publishing

Kilobaud, but we're making out like crazy with our list. Don't

miss the fun ... get on our list. Write Kilobaud List, Peter-

borough NH 03458 and get rich. We don't do badly either at

$100 a shot for the list, currently over 2500 strong.

THINKING OF
MANUFACTURING ?

If you are about to foist a fantastic product on the multitudes

of gullible computerists out there you will want to see if you can get

on our mailing list for the Kilobaud Knewsletter for Kluhs. Dealers

and the Microcomputer Industry. This continuing bunch of gratu-

itous advice from Wayne Green will tell you how to run your

business, make a club grow, and a lot of other things you'd rather

not know ... or probably know better than Wayne anyway. The

Knewsletter has one sterling benefit . . . it's free, and worth maybe
half that. Write Kilobaud Avuncular Advice Knewsletter, Peter-

borough NH 03458 . . . and wait.
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Jeffrey G. Towle
696 Beech St.

E. Lansing Ml 48823

Error Correcting Codes

Error correcting codes are a software technique for detecting and correcting hardware

errors that sometimes occur in data-transmission systems.

ost of us are familiar

with detecting errors

using a parity bit. The ASCII

7-bit code is usually accom-

panied by an 8th bit which is

set either as or 1 depending

on whether the first 7 bits

have an even or odd number
of bits turned on (or set to

1 ). The kind of parity is either

even or odd depending on

whether or not the entire

8 bits have an even or odd
number of bits on. Since the

8th bit is set on or off as a

result of the first 7 bits, every

set of 8 bits can be sent with

the identical parity. At the

receiving end, all we need to

do is check each 8-bit string

for its parity; when one

comes along with the wrong
parity, we have detected an

error. Unfortunately, we have

no idea which bit has been

clobbered in the channel, and
therefore we must request

that the string be retrans-

mitted.

Checksums perform the

same sort of basic function

(detecting errors), but they

too suffer from the inability

to indicate where the error (s)

occurred. Also, since check-

sums occur after several

strings of bits have been sent,

a checksum error means that

the whole message must be

resent. If the channel is

bit 1 bit 2 result

1 1

1 1

1 1

Table 1. Truth table for the

Exclusive OR operation.

One way to interpret this opera-

tion is to view the result as a

parity bit which results in even

parity. Thus, if we have a string of

bits such as 001011 and perform
the Exclusive OR 0®0®1®0®1®1
the result would be 1. Being able

to do Exclusive ORing on a string

of bits is necessary when more
bits are involved in each message
string (more than Just one like in

this first example). Another way
to get the result of a string of EX
ORs is to find out how many 1s

there are, and if the number is

even, the result is 0; if the number
is odd, the result is 1.

subject to much noise, we can

expect at least a few errors in

a long message, and we may
end up sending and resending

the message several times

before an error-free message

is received.

With a few extra parity

bits interspersed throughout

the string of bits, we can not

only detect errors but also

locate the bit in error, invert

it, and have a correct message

received without having to

send the message more than

once. This sort of parity

checking (with extra parity

bits) is known as error cor-

recting, a bit more sophisti-

cated and helpful than simply

error detecting.

Error Correction — Needs

More Parity Bits

In order to have a coding

scheme that not only detects

errors, but corrects them, it

seems only natural to have to

pay a price. The price is in

terms of extra parity bits. For

short strings of bits, the

parity bits occur almost as

frequently as the message

bits. In fact, to send a single

bit and detect and correct

errors, two parity bits are

required. An example will

help clarify this point, but in

words we must be aware of

the fact that errors can occur

in the parity bit(s) as well as

Position

Binary Addi'ess

= 000
1 = 00 1 P

2 = 1 P

3 = 01 1 M
4 = 1 00 P

5 = 10 1 M
6 = 110 M
7 = 111 M

Table 2. The parity bits are at

positions in which only a single

bit is on. Look down a column.
Wherever there are Is in the

column, note the positions. There

will only be one parity bit in each

column and three message bits.

(In general, (2n'^-n) message bits

will be used to encode each of the

n parity bits.)
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in the message bit(s). If such

an error does occur, we want

to be sure that we don't

assume that the message bit

was in error and invert it by

mistake.

One Message Bit

Suppose we have only one

bit to send, which we shall

label as M. The error cor-

recting code will have three

bits in total: M and two
parity bits, P-| and ?2- The

string will look like MPP, or

better, M3P2P1 with the

subscripts indicating which

bit is sent first. M3 means

that the message bit will be

the third bit in the string.

Now we must know how to

encode the parity bits Pi and

The error correcting code

discussed here depends

heavily on the use of the

Exclusive-OR logical function

(see Table 1). The notation ©

will be used to indicate Ex-

clusive-OR.

Let's set Pi=M3 and

P2=M3 and see what happens.

If the message is M=1, the

string will be 1 1 1 . Now at the

receiving end, the string is

analyzed by determining the

results of the Exclusive OR
checks shown in Example 1.

Believe it or not, this

check indicates that there is

no error in the string. Read-

ing from the top down, the

two Os indicate that error

occured in the Oth bit (which

does not exist)

.

One Message Bit — One Error

If an error in transmission

had occurred, one of the bits

in the message would have

been a instead of a 1. If the

first bit were the source of

error, the received message

would have been 110 and the

check would have given

Example 2. This indicates

that the error occurred at

location 01 binary, or the

first bit (which we knew
because we made the error in

bit 1). If the error occurred in

bit 2, the received message

would have been 101 and the

check would be Example 3.

This indicates an error in bit

10 or bit 2 (10 is binary for

2). Of course, had the error

a x
= p 1©m 3 =

Ao = Po©Mq =

Example 1.

A 1
= P 1©M 3 = 0©1 = 1

A 2 = P2®M 3 = 1 ©1 =0

Example 3.

been in the third bit, or

message bit, the check would

reveal 1 1 which is binary for

3.

Several Message Bits

There are some fixed num-
ber of message and parity bit

combinations which are not

possible in this single error

correction coding scheme. In

general, it is the number of

parity bits which fixes the

number of message bits

included in each distinct

string of bits. The number of

bits in a string is 2n -1 where n

is the number of parity bits.

For the two parity bit ex-

ample, 22-1 = 3, the total

number of bits in the string.

The number of message bits

in the string is, therefore,

(2n -1) - n. What does this

mean if we try 3 parity bits

instead of 2? Plugging in we
get 23-1-3 = 4 message bits.

Thus, the string will be 7 bits

long, and there will be 4

message bits and 3 parity bits.

Let's jump to 5 parity bits. In

this case, there will be 31 bits

in the message, and 26

message bits. The ratio of

information (message bits) to

a 1
= p 1©m 3 = 1 ©1 =0

Ao = Po©Mq = ©1 = 1

Example 2.

P 1 = M 3 © M5 ©M 7

P2 = M3 © Mg © M 7

P4 = M 5 © M6 ©M 7

Example 4.

checking (parity bits) im-

proves as the strings get

longer. But as we will see, the

amount of processing needed

during encoding and decoding

also increases as the length of

the string increases.

In this example using 7

bits (4 message and 3 parity),

we will assume that you
understand the Exclusive OR
operation and binary nota-

tion. The first problem is to

locate where the parity bits

belong. Mathematically, they

are put in locations 2^, 2^

and 22 which is easily gen-

eralized, meaning that for n

parity bits, the ith one

belongs in position 21"'. For

our three parity bits, this

means they are the first,

second, and fourth bits in the

string. The message bits are

put in the unused positions,

which are 3, 5, 6 and 7.

To determine the coding

for the parity bits we'll give

you a scheme later. For now,

just the notation will do.

First, our string will look like

this:

M7 M6 M 5 P4 M3 P2 Pi

and is sent out by shifting it

Pl =:1©1©0=0(=M3 ©M 5 ©M 7 )

P2 =: 1 ©1 ©0 = O (= M 3 © Mg © M 7 )

P4 =:iei©o = o(=M5

Example 5.

© Mg © M 7 )

Al = Pl ©M 3 ©M 5 ©M 7 = © 1 © 1 ©0 =

A 2 = P2 ©M3 ©M 6 ©M 7 = O © 1 © 1 ©O =

A 4 = P4 ©M 5 ©M6 ©M7 =

Example 6.

© 1 © 1 ©0 =

to the right one bit at a time

(e.g., serial transmission

across the phone lines or into

a cassette recorder). The

parity bits are determined

using the message bits in

Example 4.

This may appear at first to

be sort of random, but look

closely. The parity bits occur

at positions such that any

combination of Os and 1s for

them will encode a binary

address from to 7 by adding

up the position numbers

(which we will find out is the

address of the bit which is in

error). Also, the positions of

the message bits are such that

only those in which bit 1 is

on (for positions 3, 5, and 7

in binary) are used to encode

parity bit P-|. ?2 is encoded

using the message bits in loca-

tions in which the second bit

of a three bit binary address

is coded as 1, which are posi-

tions (addresses) 3, 6 and 7.

Likewise, P4 uses the bits

located in positions in which

the third bit of a three bit

binary address is 1. A look at

the list of numbers in Table 2

will help.

The position (000

binary) is not used during the

encoding. For the rest of the

table, the columns are the

key thing to look at. The
parity bit being encoded will

be associated with three

message bits, found by the

positions in which a 1 is

found in the column along

with the 1 associated with the

parity bit. The first parity bit

is in position 1, and in that

column, positions 3, 5, and 7

also have a 1.

The next step is to take a

message (any 4-bit message

will do) and encode it into a

7-bit string. I chose the

message 0111 which is hex 7.

(The important thing to keep

consistent is which way to

read the message. The bits are

to be shifted right if they are

serialized.) In this 4-bit

message, the individual

message bits are: M3 = 1, M5
= 1, MQ = 1* M 7 " 0- The

parity bits are shown in

Example 5. The entire string

of bits will be (starting with

bit 7 on the left) 01 10100.
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Now let's send this mes-

sage with no errors. At the

receiving end, the string is

processed by performing

Example 6. The address of

the error is 000, or position

0, which is not in the string.

If none of the bits have

changed during transmission

(no errors) then it makes
sense that each of the Exclu-

sive ORs should result in 0s.

Remember, P-j was the result

of (M3 e M5 © M7) and

therefore, doing the checking

is like doing the following:

(M3 © M5 © M7) © (M3 © M5
• Mj) where the M means the

received message bits. We can

reorient__this expression as

(M3 © M3) © (M5 © M5) ©

(M7 © M7) which compares

each message bit before and
after transmission. If no

change has resulted, the © will

be for each pair (a bit ©'d

with itself is 0), but if a single

bit has inverted due to error,

the result will be a 1. Study-

ing this a bit longer (no pun
intended) will show you how
the scheme will give you the

A 1 = P 1 ©M3 ©M 5 ©M7 = 0©1©0©0=1

A 2 = P2 e M 3 ©M 6 ©M7 =0©l©l©0 =

A4 = P4 ©M5 ©M 6 ©M 7 = 0©0©1©0 = 1

Example 7.

**1 = ^3 © M5 ©M 7 ©Mii ©M^3©Mj5©M^9 . . . ©M31

Example 8.

Ai =01010101 Ai = 10101010

A 2 = 01100110 A 2 = 10011001

A 4 = 01111000 A 4 = 10000111

(The bar means not or comple-
ment, or in this case, when An =
0.)

Example 9.

actual position of the error.

A 7-Bit String with One Error

Using the same message

bits as before, let's find out

what we'd do if we received

the following message: (don't

look back at the original

string just yet) string =

The perfect home
for a personal or business computer

48" x 24" x 26", Shelves 23" x 23", One Adjustable

MICRODESK $96.50 1 13 lbs. F.O.B. Wichita

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
161 1 E. Central Wichita, Kansas 67214

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

0100100. We know this is a 3

parity bit code, and the

parity bits are in locations 1
r

2 and 4, thus Pi =
f ?2 = 0.

and P4 = 0. Also, the message

bits are M3 = 1 , M5 = 0, Mg =

1, and M7 = 0. Now let's

decode the address of the

error, if any, in Example 7.

The address of the error is

position 5, read from A4 and

Ai, both being on; their sum
is 5. Now correct the string to

read 01 10100 (invert position

5's bit from a to a 1 ) which

is the proper string. The
message bit was in error in

this case, but in others, the

parity bit may have been the

one in error. Rather than

correcting the string, it might

be quicker and more efficient

simply to check the address

to determine whether parity

or message bits were involved

and ignore the correction if a

parity bit was in error (who
cares about parity bits after

the message has been sent?).

Try doing the error check-

ing for other position errors.

Also, where there are two
errors, this system will not

locate the address of the

error, but it will indicate that

an error was received (one or

more of the error address bits

will be on). This error cor-

recting code will handle most

errors as long as the error rate

is fairly small (so that two
errors are not likely to occur

in the same string).

What to do with Error Cor-

recting Codes

The 7-bit string used in the

example only allows 4

message bits to be sent with

each 3 parity bits. This

sounds inefficient, and in

terms of getting a lot of data

through a channel it is. How-

ever, it helps eliminate an

occasional missing bit, which

may be even more disastrous

than a slower effective bit

rate. With 5 parity bits, the

relative number of parity bits

is substantially reduced com-

pared to the number of useful

data bits. The 31 bits in a

string result in 26 message

bits, which is enough to

encode 3 8- bit bytes with 2

extra bits which are of little

use. The problem with the 31

bit message is the number of

Exclusive ORs needed. For

example, the first parity bit is

found using the calculation in

Example 8.

Another problem for the

programmer is how to do

bit-specific Exclusive ORing
efficiently. Hopefully, an

article will appear describing

a program to implement the

7-bit string error correcting

coding in the near future. As

a start on the programming,

put masks in memory as

shown in Example 9.

If it is determined that the

location of the error is Ai = 1,

A2=0, A4=1, then use the

AND function to AND A<|,

A2, A4 which will result in

the following mask in the

Accumulator: 0001000.
Simply © this with the re-

ceived string, and the proper

bit will be inverted, which is

bit 5. Note also that by AND-
ing A-| with the string, only

bits 1, 3, 5 and 7 can get into

the Accumulator, at which
time you need only to deter-

mine the parity (number of 1

bits) and if it is even, the

result will be indicating that

as far as the Ai portion of

the position, use 7^1 mask.

Whether to use A2 or A2
mask, AND A2 with the

string, determine the parity,

and select A2 or S2 depend-

ing on whether the results are

odd or even respectively.
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The New Star In Disk Systems
4 TIMES THE STORAGE. TWICE THE SPEED.

7 r — ^ >

muniiinninifm niiiiiiiiiiiiiin -X

IBM COMPATABILITY

Introducing Thinker Toys™ new DISCUS I™

standard floppy disk system for just $895.*

It's the new standard of performance in S-100 disk

systems. Because DISCUS I's standard floppy format

holds 4 times the data per disk as North Star's mini-

floppy costing $777.

And DISCUS™ is twice as fast as the North Star.

And has twice as many tracks. And twice as much
data on each track.

That's four times the performance for just $1 18 more.

But that's not all. DISCUS JT is both S-100 and

IBM-compatible. Plus, our plug-in S-100 controller

has an on-board serial I/O port, cache buffer, and

read/write/seek routines in on-board ROM. There's

even a bootstrap loader.

DISCUS P" comes as a completely assembled

system. A Disk Jockey I™ controller and cable set

interface your S-100 mainframe to the handsome

free-standing Shugart disk drive unit—which comes

complete with cabinet, power supply and fused

detachable line cord.

The price also includes DOS, ATE™ assembler/

editor, patches for CPM, and Advanced BASIC

(available mid-1978) software.

We also offer CPM ($70) and Micro-soft Extended

Disc BASIC ($199).

DISCUS I™ has Shugart reliability, Morrow's
Micro-Stuff performance and Thinker Toy™ sales

and service nationwide. It's fully assembled, tested

and warranted (drive 45 days, controller 1 year).

Don't invest in a floppy that can't deliver big

performance right now. Buy DISCUS™ standard

floppy system today . . . while our special $895 intro-

ductory price ($100 savings)* is still available.

Ask your local computer store to order DISCUS I™

before July 1st. Or send your check or money order

to THINKER TOYS™, 1201 10th Street, Berkeley, CA
94710. Or call (415) 527-7548, 10-4 pm PST. Add $3.00

handling; California residents add tax.

9
Thinker
Toys 1201 10th Street

Berkeley, CA 94710

* Introductory prices until June 30, 1978 only. T28



John A. Lehman
716 Hutchins #2
Ann Arbor Ml 48103

Ray Graham
2365 Twinlakes 2A
Ypsilanti Ml 48197

Publisher's note: The Baudot referred
to in this article is actually Murray
code as per my remarks on page 4.

Have we all been the victim of a
dastardly French revisionism plot?

er

.

ASCII to Baudot . .

.

. Murray (the Hard Way)
Mini Micro Mart strikes again—as you will see in this consumer report.

And so it goes—the continuing saga of the computer hobbyist
community and its special relationship with Mini Micro Mart.
Naturally, you won't be able to get into this relationship until you
order something from Mini Micro Mart; and then you'll find out (as
John, Ray and so many others have) why it is a special relation-
ship. Without hesitation, I can recommend at least one product for
you to buy from MMM: the GPA-B ASCII/Baudot converter board.
The reason for this is because you can become familiar with possi-
ble problems you'll encounter by reading the following article.—John.

The Mini Micro Mart GPA-B
is a kit that converts paral-

lel ASCII to serial Baudot. This

is obviously a very useful de-

vice for hams and computer
hobbyists who have Baudot
teleprinters, such as the
models 15, 19 and 28. These are

frequently available and quite

inexpensive; many hams have
them already. Conversion from

ASCII to Baudot can be done in

either hardware or software; a

hardware conversion system
can save a couple-hundred
bytes to be used for other pur-

poses in your computer.
Whether this particular hard-

ware conversion is worthwhile

will be left up to the reader to

judge—read on!

For those who have not dealt

with Mini Micro Mart, they are

located at 1618 James Street,

Syracuse NY 13203. They offer

quite a range of computer
equipment, both surplus and
kits, at very low prices. Cynics

might observe here that you
usually get what you pay for;

this is not far from the truth.

One of Mini Micro Mart's

Photo 1. What was shipped.

most recent bulletins points

out that they cater to the "true

hobbyist." This particular

species is a subset of the hard-

ware type with whom we are all

familiar; he is the sort of person

who feels that Heathkit-style

instructions are demeaning
and that (one gathers) finding

errors in design and manufac-
ture is an interesting challenge.

This is a rather recent defini-

tion of Mini Micro Mart's cus-

tomers; it did not exist (at least

in print) when I bought the kit.

But since they specify who
their ideal customers are, let us

now explain who we are so that

readers can judge how well we
fit the mold.

"I" in the rest of the article

refers to John, K8UP (as in

microprocessor). I am a ham
(since 1964) with the usual ex-

perience with a combination of

home-brew, kit and commercial
ham gear. Digital electronics is

fairly new to me, although I

have been programming com-
puters for a couple of years

now. As a computer hobbyist, I

am definitely a "software
type."

Ray is a hardware type—an

electronics technician by pro-

fession, as well as by avoca-

tion. His background, like mine,

is mostly in communications
electronics. We are both mem-
bers of the Ann Arbor Computer
Club, which is the source of this

collaboration.

More on MMM
Mini Micro Mart does not ser-

vice what it sells. Until a few

months ago, their customers
were forced to live a catch-as-

catch-can existence scurrying

to locate suitable shops to ser-

vice their equipment; now
MMM recommends an indepen-

dent repair service. Their rea-

soning is that some people do
not know how to put kits to-

gether, and so the company
cannot take responsibility for

resulting errors. My own opin-

ion (for what it is worth) is that if

MMM took responsibility for

making the kits work, they

would not be able to send out

erroneous documentation, de-

fective parts or incomplete kits

the way they do now.

What I received in this in-

stance is pictured in Photo 1;

documentation consists of a

parts list, a schematic and a

layout diagram. The schematic

and the layout (at least for this

kit) were not in agreement. Part

of the reason for this seems to

be that MMM makes several

ASCII/Baudot conversion
boards . . . and they use the

same documentation for all of

them!
Only by comparing the parts

shipped with the parts list

(which again does duty for

three kits) and figuring out

what everything on the sche-

matic does is it possible to

figure out what is needed for

the GPA-B kit. For those who
have trouble, a corrected sche-

matic is given in Fig. 1. This

modification contains addi-

tions and corrections (more on
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these later) but does not in-

clude the parts for different

kits. Incidentally, I never did re-

ceive all the parts for this kit;

fortunately, the missing ones

were available locally. If this

keeps up I may turn into a true

hobbyist!

Now for the history of the kit.

The circuit was originally pub-

lished in Radio Electronics in

March 1976. In the original pub-

lication there were a couple of

errors, which were corrected

the next month. Not all of these

are corrected in the GPA-B (I

presume that the folks at Mini

Micro Mart do not believe in

testing their kits before they

put them into production and

sell them).

I ordered the kit (for $35),

along with a surplus keyboard,

in early February 1977. The key-

board came a few weeks later

with a note that the GPA-B

would be delayed about a week.

After a month of waiting, I

wrote the company to ask what

had happened. No answer. Two

months from the time the key-

board arrived, I again wrote.

This time I was informed that

the board had not been shipped

because MMM didn't have any.

They did have a similar board

. . . would I accept that? I said

yes.

Three weeks later at a com-

puter fair in Cleveland, I ran in-

to Mini Micro Mart representa-

tives who said they didn't have

any of the boards yet (they had

one as an exhibit and were tak-

ing orders for them), but that it

wasn't their fault and they

would ship one right away.

They were obviously not too en-

thused about my scaring away

customers, although a couple

of other people at the show

commented that they, too, were

having problems with orders.

Two weeks later, still noth-

ing. I called. Yes, they had them

and one would be sent the next

day. A few weeks later it came

—over four months from the

time I ordered it (prepaid, of

course). I read the directions

(half page), checked for non-

plated-through holes with a

magnifying glass (I should have

used an ohmmeter) and built

the thing— after going out and

buying IC sockets. It didn't

work.

First, I compared all parts

with parts layout. No problem.

Then, using an ohmmeter, I

compared the schematic to the

board. In addition to the un-

plated-through holes I had

caught with the magnifying

glass, there were 27 additional

holes that had either been bad

to begin with or had come un-

plated when I inserted the IC

sockets. I repeat: twenty-seven

bad plated-through holes. Ray

later found three more; it would

have been much easier if the kit

had been sold as not having

plated-through holes, then I

would have soldered everything

on both sides to begin with.

•'Mini Micro Mart recognizes

a responsibility to provide the

highest quality components,

whether sold as individual

items or as part of a kit." So

reads the manual. Yep. I might

add that Mini Micro Mart not

only recognized its responsibil-

ity to provide the highest quali-

ty components in the form of

ASCII
INPUTS
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RI5
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1
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Fig. 1. Mini Micro Mart GPA-B ASCII-Baudot conversion board. Schematic modified by John Lehman and Ray Graham.
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the board, but also included

three bad ICs. We replaced

them locally, rather than return

them and risk waiting a couple
more months.

After I had spent about 25

hours tracing pulses and
soldering bad holes, I gave up

and called Ray. He found a cou-

ple more bad holes, two bad
ICs, in addition to the one I had
found, and two errors in the

schematic. Error here means
something more serious than

mislabeling a part or misnum-
bering an IC pin, which also

happened.

The first problem was that

the clear pins on the 74123 were
left floating, rather than being

tied high. Although not exactly

an error, this is not considered

good practice because the pins

are susceptible to noise. They

ASCII Symbol Bits Baudot Bits Communications CCIT Bell
A 1000001 00011 A A A
B 1000010 11001 B B B
C 1000011 01110 C C C
D 1000100 01001 D D D
E 1000101 00001 E E E
F 1000110 01101 F F F
G 1000111 11010 G G G
H 1001000 10100 H H H
I 1001001 00110 I 1 1

J 1001010 01011 J J J
K 1001011 01111 K K K
L 1001100 10010 L L L
M 1001101 11100 M M M
N 1001110 01100 N N N

1001111 11000 O O O
P 1010000 10110 P P P

OQC
1010001 10111 Q Q Q
1010010 01010 R R R

S 1010011 00101 S S S
T 1010100 10000 T T T
U 1010101 00111 U U U
V 1010110 11110 V V Vw 1010111 10011 w w w
X 1011000 11101 X X X
Y 1011001 10101 Y Y Y
z 1011010 10001 z z z

SP *
x 100000 00100 SP SP SP

! a X100001 01101 I
• 1/4

" b X100010 10001 II + ii

# c x 100011 10100 # Zl #
$ d x 1001 00 01001 $ $
& f X100110 11010 & B &
' g X100111 01011 1 BELL i

( h x 101 000 01111
( ( 1/2

) i X101001 10010
) ) 3/4

,
I X101100 01100

1 j 7/8
- m X101101 00011
. n X101110 11100

•

/ X101111 11101 / / /

p x1 10000 10110
1 q x1 10001 10111 1 1 1

2 r X110010 10011 2 2 2
3 s x1 10011 00001 3 3 3
4 t X110100 01010 4 4 4
5 u X110101 10000 5 5 5
6 v X110110 10101 6 6 6
7 w X110111 00111 7 7 7
8 x x1 11000 00110 8 8 8
9 y X111001 11000 9 9 9
: z X111010 01110 •

•

• 1/8
» X111011 11110 • = 3/8
9 X111111 11001 9

• ? 5/8
CR 0001010 01000 CR CR CR
LF 0001010 00010 LF LF LF

BELLf 0000111 00101 BELL i BELL

*X = 1 or F'9- 2. ASCII-Baudot conversion table.

were tied high as shown on the

corrected diagram.

The second problem was
that pin 2 of the 7474 was
grounded rather than high. This

causes the board to shift from

figures to letters, but not shift

from letters to figures/This was
an error in the original unit.

After many hours of work, Ray
corrected the problem and
brought the unit back to me.

I plugged it in expecting no

problems. No such luck; I was
plagued by the same problems

that Ray had already solved. A
couple of hours of circuit trac-

ing were unproductive, but I did

notice that the transformer on
my bench supply was getting

very hot. I checked the voltage

with the GPA-B connected and
read 4.75 volts. So I quickly

built another supply with heft-

ier components. This solved

some of the problems.

It turned out that the 74123

did not work at 4.75 volts, but

worked quite well at 5 volts. Un-

fortunately, the 74165 shift reg-

ister worked fine at 4.75 volts,

but did not work at 5. We re-

placed it and the board finally

drove my model 15. Both of the

original ICs worked fine in

Ray's setup with unknown volt-

age, so they seem to be fairly

sensitive to such things.

One additional modification

is shown on the diagram: the

555 pulse stretcher shown con-

nected to the flag. It turns out

that my Sanders keyboard
(ironically, purchased from
MMM) did not have a long

enough flag to trigger the GPA-
B circuit. This pulse stretcher is

optional, but it probably can't

hurt.

Up and Running— Finally

Now that the board is

operating, it is an acceptable,

although not perfect, solution

to the problem of driving a

Baudot teleprinter with ASCII.

One of the problems is in the

design— space is always in

figures shift. This means that

the machine shifts and unshifts

between each word—a less

than ideal occurrence. It also

sometimes shifts but fails to

space when a space is re-

ceived. If the board is run con-

tinuously for very long it gets
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very hot, and sometimes prints

garbage. All of that TTL draws a

fair amount of current; you

could almost fry eggs over the

PROMs.

Photo 2 shows the result of

the project—a model 15 that

works in parallel ASCII. Fig. 2

shows the ASCII/Baudot trans-

lation performed by the board.

For those who are unfamiliar

with Baudot teleprinters, the

reason for the three columns is

that there are a number of dif-

ferent sets of figures symbols

for Baudot teletypewriters. The

three illustrated are the most

common (aside from the

weather keyboard, which con-

tains numerous meteorological

symbols).

The communications style is

the unofficial standard and the

style the GPA-B was designed

to match. The CCIT is probably

the most common commercial

keyboard around at present.

The Bell keyboard is found on

old Telex machines. When as-

sembling the kit, be sure to put

the PROM labeled "LM (Letters)

on the top of the board and the

PROM marked "F" (Figures)

underneath it. This is not men-

tioned in the directions.

Conclusion

Ray has three boards from

MMM (two of them from a PC-

board supplier who no longer

makes things for MMM). He got

them a couple of years ago and

has no complaints about the

quality. None of these have

been powered up yet, so I can't

comment on how well they

work.

I don't really enjoy trouble-

shooting hardware, especially

when the problems come from

other people's mistakes and

carelessness. Had I worked

overtime for the amount of time

I spent on this kit, I could have

bought another computer and

done the conversion in soft-

ware.

Considering delivery, quality

and design, I shall let you guess

when I will buy anything more

from Mini Micro Mart. Of

course, if the winter is cold

enough, you never know what

might freeze overIB Photo 2. The final result.

LOW POWER
16K STATIC
• 650 mA + 5 Volts

90 mA + 12 V; 16 mA - 5 V
• NEC uPD -410 D
200 ns access

• Fully socketed
• Gold-plated contacts
• Silk screen, solder mask
• PEL II testing of logic ICs
• Each 4k independently
addressable to any 4k

The best combination of speed, low power and price. Prompt delivery.

assembled $330

ANDENBERG DATA PRODUCTS

PO BOX 2507
SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA 93454 805-937-7951

roasW....-
"

"
COD, MC, BA, VISA

SHIPPED PREPAID

CA RESIDENTS

ADD 6% TAX

V14
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Joe Roehrig

Box 74

Middle Village NY 11379

Bowling Scores for Dollars
There's money to be made from this sport— and not just on the "bowling for bucks" TV
shows. This article explains how.

Wow, what a package! This is

very likely one of the best
money-making ideas ever
presented in the pages of

Kilobaud. If you give it a go,

we'd be interested in hearing

about your successes (and
failures). Joe Roehrig will be
happy to provide a copy of the

program if you send him a

blank minidiskette and $5.—John.

Now that my micro data-

processing system has

been up and running for a year,

it is time for the system to earn

its keep and generate profits.

Computers are specialists in

handling large volumes of fig-

ures in a fast, accurate manner.

Thus, a small businessman
with a DP system should
search for an application that

processes data for a third party

. . . saving the third party

money while generating profits

for the entrepreneur.

For the last 20 years, I have

been bowling or scoring in

bowling leagues. Up until a few

years ago, scorekeepers manu-
ally tallied the scoring sheets

for 50 to 75 cents per team per

night. With 20 teams in a

league, 36 weeks of bowling a

year and a 50-cent rate, this fee

comes to a modest $360 an-

nually.

However, if a bowling center

has three leagues per day,

seven days per week, the gross

scoring revenues come to

$7560 per year. Taking this one
step further, $151,200 worth of

revenue could be generated by

Leagues . . . know All

There Is To know & More!

/

X

An established company wants you to have all

of this data andmore atyour fingertips. That 's

why COMP-U-SEC 300 is prepared to offer you
a new and exciting advancement to an outdat-
ed mode of maintaining statistics.

Mow your league can have all of this and
more, each and every week. Everything for

the average cost of one candy bar for each
bowler, each week, only 13c.
Oursystem is so new, so advanced and so
unique, it will astound you! Today's
most advanced computers and our
highly skilledprogrammers will cus-
tom build the scoring system best
suited for your leaaue. Our sys-
tem is designed for the league
bowler, our checks and dou-

ble checks leave no room
for errors. Mot only

will you be assured
of accuracy but

you will also
save your

league
money!

We can handle
an unheard of
number of leagues,

but hurry; as you
know winter leagues
begin soon. If you're smart,

you won't want to miss one
week withoutCOMP-U-SEC 300
Simply fill out the blanks below and
send it to us, or let us know by phone
where you are and we'll come and get it.

There is no obligation. Learn todaynow you
can benefit your league with the help of today's
most advanced computers and technology at a
price even your secretary will like, just 13c each week,
each bowler.
COMP-U-SEC 300 is waiting to serve you and your league!

Name .

Address (Street)

Telephone

Positions

Series

Last 3 Games

Standings

Averages

Triplicates ?KU*

Handicap

Wins

Losses

Total Pins

High Game

High Series

Percentages

Lanes

Century Score

Graphs SSL.

Listings StfSSS

Indiv. Points

Apt. £_

State.

League Alley.League Name
League Office

COMP-U-SEC 300
300 East Homestead Ave., Plsd. Pk., N.J.

Tel. #201-944-3928 Zip - 07660

Zip.

League Started / / # Bowlers.

Fig. 1d.
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Dear Manager,
We are happy to announce the start of a new service for bowling centers that

can increase your revenue and facilitate the organization of bowling leagues

within your center.

The service being offered is computerized statistics for your bowling league.

Normally, this function is performed manually by a person who charges the

league between 50c to 75« per team per week. Our service will be provided to the

league through you at a cost of 35« per team per week. You, as the manager of a

bowling center, can bill the league whatever amount you feel is appropriate.

Assuming you charge the league 75« per team per week and have three leagues

per day with 20 teams each, you would be increasing revenues by $315 per week.

Your profit would be $168 and $147 would be paid for our service. We used a 75$

price to the league in our calculation since our service is superior to anything

done manually.

What will you have to do? Very little. The following is a step-by-step outline of

the easy procedure:

1. Return the enclosed postcard telling us how many leagues you want us to

service and approximately how many teams in each.

2. We will send you forms to give out on opening night of your league. The

bowlers will enter their names and average on these sheets. (After opening night

your bowlers will never enter their names on a score summary again ... our

computer will print this information for the remainder of the season.)

3. Fill out a simple form describing the league's rules or send us the league

rules. Give us a schedule or ask us to formulate a schedule.

4. Collect the forms.

5. We will collect the forms weekly from you for computer processing or sup-

ply an envelope for their mailing to us depending on your volume. At time of col-

lection you will be required to pay for one week's data processing (35$ per team).

6. The weekly statistics will be delivered to you.

We will attempt to verify all ABC averages and will prepare a year-end list of

averages for ABC filing.

Regarding our background, the person assigned to this project has been in-

volved in bowling, bowling scorekeeping and league statistics for nearly 20

years. We can handle any size league, any number of players per team and any

set of rules. If you ever become dissatisfied with our service, you can terminate

immediately and we will supply you all our data on your league.

Attached is a very short sample of a four-team league and a copy of a weekly

score sheet to be filled out by the teams. These are just samples, and actuals

will be on four-part paper.

If you want more details, give us a call or just return the enclosed postcard.

Sincerely,

Joseph J. Roehrig

Fig. 1a.

servicing 20 bowling centers.

The problem now is market-

ing the idea. The approach I

recommend is to deal with the

bowling center directly and

share the revenue fifty-fifty.

Why so generous? Because

without the cooperation of the

center to recruit leagues and to

collect scores for the scoring

service, there would be no rev-

enues at all. Fig. 1a shows a

sample letter that could be sent

to numerous bowling centers. A

second approach, advertising

in bowling trade publications,

is shown as Fig. 1d. A person

with time to visit the bowling

centers could do person-to-per-

son marketing.

After reviewing Fig. 1 and

thinking about your share of

$151,200, you should be ready

to see how your new business

runs, assuming your marketing

has been successful and the

customers are clamoring for

your service. (The tools I use for

processing bowling scores are

an Imsai 8080, North Star Disk,

24K of memory, DECwriter, an

ADM3, North Star BASIC and

the software contained in this

article.)

The first question is how to

store the data. Initially, my

North Star Disk was generating

a lot of hard-disk errors (a hard-

ware problem later corrected

by the local computer store).

Therefore, the software design

kept disk reads and writes to a

minimum during program ex-

ecutions by assigning an area

of memory exclusively for ex-

amine and fill (peek and poke in

Altair BASIC) operations.

This article will not deal with

Fig. 7. The key to the entire operation lies in your marketing ap-

proach. Fig. 1a is a copy of the letter I sent out to various bowling

centers. Fig. 1b is a sample of a four-team printout. Fig. 1c is a

sample weekly score sheet to be filled out by the teams. Fig. 16 is a

sample of another approach—an advertisement in a bowling pub-

lication (The Sports Reporter/

NYAC MIXED

POS TEAM

1 RED ( 1)

2 GREEN ( 3)
3 WHITE ( 4)
4 BLUE ( 2)

WON LOST
WIN - LOSS
PERCENTAGE

9*0 5.0
7.0 7.0
7.0 7.0
5.0 9.0

.643

.500

.500

.357

HIGH
GAME

738
816
817
773

HIGH
SERIES

2112
2448
2304
2162

01/14/78

AVERAGE

677.00
734.50
762.67
6 jj . »5 v5

NAME ENT #G H-G H-S WOOD AVE — NAME ENT #G H-G H~S WOOD

1 RED
140
135

HARCOHE
SANDY
BROTHMAN 110
JOELLY 170
SIMMON 180

6
6

6
6
6

110
121
132
211
181

330
360
390
538
5-542

MANTLE
MORRIS
ROTH J
ROTH G
LACEY

140
135
110
170
180

3 GREEN
5 131
6 141
6 151
6 171
6 222

393
423
453
513
666

642
701
769
958
992

584
756
794
975
1188

107.0
116.8
128.2
159.7
165.3

116.8
126.0
132.3
162.5
198.0

GRANT
TORRE
MILLAN
BERRA
MARTIN

HILL
JORDON
LIPSON
LIPSON
KALIN

C
L

140
135
110
170
180

140
135
110
170
180

BLUE
6 111 333
6 120 342
6 132 381
6 220 541
6 190 565

4 WHITE
6
6
6
6
6

150
143
160
233
192

416
426
456
603
554

603
642
711
961
1015

806
755
858
1089
1068

TOTAL
WOOD

4062
4407
4576
3932

AVE

100.5
107.0
118.5
160.2
169.2

134.3
125.8
143.0
181.5
178.0

HIGH SCORES
POS NAME AVE NAME H~S NAME H-G

1
n

1

LIPSON
HILL
ROTH J

LACEY
LIPSON
KALIN

143 LIPSON C 456 LIPSON C 160

134 ROTH J 453 ROTH J 151

132 JORDON 426 HILL 150

198 LACEY 666 LIPSON L 233
181 LIPSON L 603 LACEY '•> '> o

*U. A.. A-

178 MARTIN 565 BERRA A.. A.. V/

Fig. 1b.

the detailed design of the soft-

ware, but will show the reader

exactly how to use the pro-

grams presented.

The Software Package

The first program in the bowl-

ing package sets up the bowl-

ers' names, averages, sex and

status (discussed later), which

must be entered on a disk. The

programs can handle any com-

bination of up to 210 bowlers

playing on as many as 30

teams. To avoid hard-disk error,

this information was entered

on a disk by writing a nine-line

program (excluding data) that

uses the bowling information

as data statements. Thus, the

North Star BASIC edit func-

tions can be used to enter data

and execute the program over

and over again after it is written

until a disk is properly pre-

pared. Listing 1 shows this pro-

gram.

Variable Z in line 1 repre-

sents the teams (1 to 30); Z1

shows the number of players

on each team (any number as
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LANES 5 6

NAME AVE

HILL -135

4 WHITE

1ST - 2ND - 3RD - TOT NAME

1 RED WEEK # 3

AVE - 1ST - 2ND - 3RD TOT

HARCOHE -135

JORDON -130 SANDY -130

LIPSON C-143 - - BROTHMAN-128

LIPSON L-181 - JOELLY 16 c:
vJ —

KALIN 178 = SIMMON -175

WON

LOST

TOT.=

HAND=

TOT.=

=-WON

=-LOST

TOT .

HAND=

TOT .

FILE IMIXJI

DATE : 10/03/77
WEEK :2
LANES Jl
ON LANE 1 ? 4

ON LANE 2 ? 6
ON LANE 3 ? 2
ON LANE A ? 5
ON LANE 5 ? 1

ON LANE 6 ? 3
4 6 2 5 1 30 TO FIX ? 4

SET ?

Fig. 3. Input for program run
1.

J

Fig. 1c.

LANES 1 2

NAME AVE

SUE L. -117 -

\ 'VU«,

1ST = 2ND - 3RD - TOT - NAME AVE

2 ±U!flL_ WEEK # t

1ST - 2ND - 3RD - TOT

ANGELA -110 -

M-"A3£_"_p9 " tyi :
RALPH s -~ 140MAGGIE S-140 =

IliL in. L21 ;3iii.

S 3W
FRANK P. -140

BILL L* -131

CHARLIE -144

|£3

lot

IJH

jM
311,

V)} TED R.

RENEE L.-125
liH

JOHN -123 1 1 3

144 w^-

if2

ill

»78

.11.

lie

221
3 V|

- cS/t

672

WON
| HAND=

LOST J TOT.-
(,

<| = UH* U?

;

*«2_- yv,-
•WON 5 HAND= 27

LOST I TOT.=
[fi (

<
\ =

fc33
/

27 27

fcco - ^X -

F/g. 4. Filled-in data-entry sheet.

Data Entry

The data for this program In-

cludes the eight-character

team name, followed by eight-

character players' names
coupled to a five-digit number.

Lines 5000 to 5003 of Listing 1

show the data for team 1. The
five-digit number corresponds

to each bowler's average, sex

and status. Therefore, the first

bowler in line 5000 is "Sue L,"

who has a 11710 following her

name. The number breaks
down as follows: 117—bowling
average; 1 — sex is female
(11700 would be a male with a

117 average); 0—status.

Fig. 2 shows how the above
program, "Setup 1," runs. For

the first execution, a 1 is en-

tered to clear memory location

30470 to 32767, which will be

used for the actual scores. A
is entered for the next run and

long as the number of players

does not exceed 210). Variable

Z2 is 2 for a mixed league (both

male and female players) or 1

for a league with only one sex

participating. Z3 represents the

number of games required by a

status bowler to establish an

average; Z4 applies to a status

1 bowler. This allows the flex-

ibility to require established

bowlers to bowl a certain num-
ber of games to get a revised

average, whereas a different

number may be required for

new bowlers. Variable Z5 sets

the maximum number of pins

for an established bowler to

lower his average.

Note: Some of these vari-

ables are included in the bowl-

ing package to handle the more
complex average calculations

required by a few very sophisti-

cated leagues that compete for

high-prize money.

M.TX1

1

file:
team:
sue L*
MAGGIE S
FRANK P.
BILL L.
CHARLIE

SCORES
SCORES
SCORES
SCORES
SCORES

106*78,94
128, 131*178
104* 153,134
132*156,134
139,106,128

278?
437?
391?
422?
373?

FOR NEW OR 1 TO CLEAR RAM: 1
READY
RUN

FOR NEW OR 1 TO CLEAR RAM:
file :mixi
READY

Fig. 2. Initialization sequence.

M

SCORES 0,0,0 0?
HANDICAP 0,0,0 0?
BLIND 0,0,0 0?

609 624 668 1901
WON-LOST 1,5 OK
OK TO UPDATE FILE ?
FILE UPDATED
team: 2
ANGELA SCORES 116,114,74 304?
RALPH S* SCORES 104,121,123 348?
RENEE L. SCORES 127,107,99 333?
JOHN SCORES 0,0,0 0?
TED R« SCORES 182,178,156 516?

SCORES 0,0,0 0?
HANDICAP 27,27,27 81?
BLIND 113,113, 113 339?

669 660 592 1921
WON-LOST 5,1 OK
OK TO UPDATE FILE ?
FILE UPDATED
team:
READY

Fig. 5. Entering data from data-entry sheets (provided by
various teams).
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the computer asks for a file

name. MIX 1 is entered and all

the names are written in this

disk file.

The main program, called

RUN 1 (Listing 2), can now be

executed. Fig. 3 shows how this

program runs. It asks for the file

location of the bowlers' names,

the date, the week (1 for first

week of bowling, 2 for second,

etc.), the league lanes and

which team is on each lane. The

program prints the lane assign-

ments; an input of lets you

change them in case of error.

FinaNy, the program asks "set

?" which allows you to set your

paper to line one and push car-

riage return. Fig. 6 is the print-

out which follows.

Fig. 3 gives the inputs for

week 2. For the first run, you

should enter 1 for the week and

the computer will generate all

blank forms. The blank forms

are supplied to the bowling cen-

ter as input sheets to be used.

Fig. 4 shows how this blank

form is filled out by the bowl-

ers. The completed form is col-

lected by the center and re-

turned to you for processing.

Listing 3 is the input program

—INPUT 1. Fig. 5 shows the

data from Fig. 4 being entered

into the computer. The program

asks for the file name and then

the team number. The comput-

er then prints the name of each

bowler. Enter the three scores

and press return; a total is

NYAC MIXED 10/03/77

WIN - LOSS HIGH HIGH TOTAL

POS TEAM UON LOST PERCENTAGE GAME SERIES AVERAGE WOOD
=:=::== .•=: ;;- ;;= :=:=.•:=.•=::=::= :r: ~ SB 88 ''- r;== r::r; :=: :~ :=: ~ :~ :~ SB :~ '" BB ::- 88 88 :— :— 88 BB :=: :— : :::: ^ =: =: := ::: :=: 88- - ::~~ 88 :-

1 LIONS ( 2) 5*0 1,0 .833 669 1921 640.33 1921

2 BEARS ( 3) 5.0 1.0 .833 694 1995 665.00 1995

3 ROBBERS ( 6) 5.0 1.0 .833 732 2053 684.33 2053

4 TIGERS

—

( 1) 1.0 5.0 .167 668 1901 633*67 1901

3 LANCERS < 4) 1.0 5.0 .167 693 1974 658.00 1974

6 MAN' rANS ( 5) 1.0 5.0 .167 614 1841 613.6 7 1841

NAME ENT 1IG H~G H-S WOOD AVE - NAME ENT *G H-G H-S HOOD AVE

r:u= :=:=:= —

:

zzz zzzz zzzz :zzz zzz: :zzz zz. : :« ::r :::; :™ :r* :=: :r: :~ ^= ~ :.~ ^r 88— :— 88 8888— ~ :—~ :=~ ~~ ~ '— ~ '— = :=: :=: :=: ~: :~: :=: :~ :.- :„• :~ := := ."• :r — •- *- "-

1 TIGERS- :r::- 2 LIONS

SUE L. 117 3 106 278 278 92.7 - ANGELA 110 3 116 304 304 101. 3

MAGGIE S 140 3 178 437 437 145.7 RALPH S. 140 3 123 348 348 116.0

FRANK P. 140 3 153 391 391 130.3 — RENEE L. 125 3 127 333 333 111.0

BILL L. 131 3 156 422 140.7 - JOHN 123

CHARLIE 144 3 139 373 373 124.3 — TED R. 144 3 182 516 516 172.0

3 BEARS

.0 - o

4 LANCERS

MRS. D 110 .0 MRS. H. 110

RENEE B. 120 .0 NELSON H 140 •

SANDY 106 3 138 347 347 115.7 — PAT R. 119

BILL D 140 .0 ELSIE 110 3 125 286 286 95 3

CHUCK R 154 3 204 496 496 165.3 - JOE R. 167 3 226 581 581 193.7
.0 - o

5 MAN' TANS rrss 6 ROBBERS

CAROL 103 \5 J. 1 a'.. 291 291 97.0 POLLY 110 3 163 391 391 130.3

EIL EEN 120 3 128 307 307 102.3 - PAT J. 105 3 128 347 347 115. 7

KATHY M. 141 .0 •« JOE W. Ill 3 140 3^6 356 118. 7

BLIND 140 .0 JOE C. 144

PAUL S. 155 3 144 400 400 133.3 - RICHIE M 155 3 181 437 437 145. 7

.0 o •0

HIGH SCORES
POS NAME AYE NAME H~S NAME H-G

._. ._. .;_ ...
;

;.. ;;- ;~ ~ ;;;; ;;;;

1 JOE R. 193 JOE R. 581 JOE R. 226

2 TED R. 172 TED R. 516 CHUCK R 204

3 CHUCK R 165 CHUCK R 496 TED R. 182

1 MAGGIE S 145 MAGGIE S 437 MAGGIE S 178

2 POLLY 130 POLLY 391 POLLY 163

3 PAT J* 115 SANDY 347 SANDY 138

Fig. 6. The finished product.

LANES

NAME

SUE L.

AVE

92

1 TIGERS

1ST - 2ND

3 BEARS WEEK # 2

3RD TOT

MAGGIE S-145

FRANK P. -130 -

BILL L. -140

CHARLIE -124 =

-

NAME AVE

= MRS. D -110

RENEE B.-120

1ST 2ND 3RD - TOT

- SANDY

BILL D

-11!

140

CHUCK R -165

-

WON

LOST

631

HAND= 17

TOT.=

17 - 17 WON

•LOST

650 »

HAND^

TOT.

-

Fig. 7. Updated data-entry form for distribution to team.

printed by the computer for ver-

ification. This avoids input er-

rors, since the total should

agree with the input sheet.

To go to the next bowler push

carriage return. Any character

except a carriage return will

cause the computer to ask for

the same bowler's scores

again. This allows for the imme-

diate correction of errors.

Note that after Charlie in Fig.

5, scores are still solicited by

the computer. This is done be-

cause an extra player was put

on each team to provide for

possible expansion. Next, the

computer asks for the handi-

caps and, finally, for blind

scores— scores not actually

bowled but assigned to absen-
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tee players.

Fig. 4 shows John is absent;

ABS was entered next to his

scores, all of which are ten pins

less than his average (blind

scores). In Fig. 5, John's scores

are not entered next to his

name but are entered as blind.

The computer prints the point

totals to be compared and then

BYE
*LI
DOS 4 10
B 14 40 1 2A00
SETUP1 54 24 '.">

4L

SETUP2 78 24 2
SETUPS 102 24 2

INPUT

1

126 24 2
INPUT2 150 24 2
INPUT

3

174 *.'.. ^ 3«.
RUN1 198 24 9Mi
RUN2 222 24 AW

RUN3 246 24 2
DATA1 300 10 3
DATA2 270 10 3
MIX1 280 10 3
MIX2 290 10 3
*SF DATA1 7706
*SF DATA2 7706
*G0 B

READY
PRINT FREE(O)
910S

READY

Fig. 8. Bowling-package direc-

tory.

asks for the won and lost

points, which are supplied by

the bowlers on the input sheet.

A carriage return after OK TO
UPDATE FILE? enters the data;

anything else erases all the in-

put. A carriage return signifies

your approval of each individual

input line; anything else allows

for the re-input of the line. Team
ends the input program. All in-

put need not be done at the

same time. However, before the

machine is turned off the

scores must be saved by copy-

ing memory locations 30470 to

32767 to a file. With the North

Star Disk System, this is done
by:

BYE
SF DATA1 7706

This assumes file DATA 1 was
created. The 7706 is hex for the

start of the memory locations

to be saved.

Fig. 6 shows the finished

product generated by program

RUN 1 (Listing 2). Fig. 3 de-

scribes the input required for

this run. Fig. 7 shows a new
blank input form generated by

RUN 1. The averages have been

updated; a comparison of Team
1's averages to those shown in

Fig. 4 illustrates how they've

changed. A spelling correction

and team names were also add-

ed by editing program SETUP 1

and running it again.

Fig. 8 shows the table of con-

tents for my bowling package

disk—three copies of each pro-

gram and two of the data. In

this figure, North Star BASIC is

referred to as B. My system has

24K placed in addresses 8192

to 32767. Address 2A0A (hex)

was changed to 76 (hex) to use

addresses 30470 to 32767 for

fill and examine instructions.

Therefore, GO B and Print Free

(0) yield 9105 bytes.

Wrap-up

Good luck with this applica-

tion. Just remember to concen-

trate on marketing and maybe
add some new features to

these programs to attain an

edge. I have several leagues en-

rolled now and plan to improve

my service. Maybe we will be in

competition.
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Dr. Jack W. Crenshaw
2114 Cecilie Dr. SW
HuntsvilleAL 35803

Machine Language
- the TRS-80

A description of a new monitor program from Radio Shack for the TRS-80.

Tired of playing blackjack

with your TRS-80? Want to

get down to serious business?

If so, you've probably found

that Radio Shack's 4K BASIC
keeps you insulated from most
of the Z-80's impressive capa-

bilities. Wouldn't it be nice if

there were some way to get out

of BASIC and into the guts of

the machine? Well, there is!

Radio Shack is now offering

T-BUG, a 1K monitor program

that permits you to use your

TRS-80 as a limited develop-

ment system. I have been play-

ing with a copy for about a

month now, and can report that

it adds a whole new dimension

to the usefulness of the

machine.

Though I say limited, there is

really no limit to what you can

do with enough perseverance.

However, it is only a 1K moni-

tor, and as such, is roughly

comparable to the 6800 MIK-

BUG, or similar programs. I

wouldn't want to develop a

compiler with it, but it does
open all kinds of doors most of

us thought were closed.

T-BUG comes on a cassette

and loads like any ordinary

tape, using CLOAD. There's

one profound difference-
when the tape load is finished,

you don't get the expected
READY. Instead, you get a #,

which tells you that you're free

from BASIC!

How does this happen? As
near as I can tell, each tape has
a leader block, which not only

contains the usual information,

such as the load address and
length of record, but also the
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address at which execution is

to begin. For all tapes gener-

ated by BASIC, this address is

0000, and thus has the same ef-

fect as a reset. On the T-BUG

tape, the address is the first in-

struction of T-BUG, which gets

you going.

Now, without going any fur-

ther into the details of the moni-

M nnnn

B nnnn

Displays the contents of location nnnn in

hex. If you wish to alter the contents, mere-
ly enter the new data. The monitor will then
display the next location, etc. To skip to

the next location without entering new
data, press ENTER.
Gets you out of the M mode. It also is used
to abort other commands, such as when
you type the wrong value for an address.

Sets a breakpoint at location nnnn. When
control reaches this location, it will revert

back to the monitor. The manual says only

one breakpoint can be set at once. This is

not strictly true . . . you can set as many as
you want, but the monitor will only remem-
ber the last one.

Removes a previously set breakpoint. This
is where the remembering comes in!

Displays the contents of the registers. All

registers, including the program counter,

stack pointer and index registers are dis-

played. The contents of these registers

cannot be altered directly using R. How-
ever, it can be done if you need to.

P nnnn mmmm Writes the contents of locations nnnn
through mmmm to the cassette.

L Loads a program from cassette. The pro-

gram loads into the same locations it was
written from.

When I got my copy of T-BUG, the first thing I set out to

do was to explore the memory space of the computer. As a
result, I was able to draw the memory map shown below:

0000-0FFF 4K BASIC monitor.

Empty ROM sockets for remaining 8K.

R

1000-2FFF

2000-37FF
3800-3880

3881-3BFF
3C00-3FFF
4000-7FFF
8000-FFFF

Unused. (Usable???)

Keyboard.

Unused.
CRT display RAM.
User RAM.
Expansion.

Table 1. T-BUG instructions.

tor, we already have some in-

triguing possibilities—such as

writing our own tapes with cus-

tom operating systems for spe-

cial uses, or building a black

box which simulates the input

of that leader data.

I suppose I knew that there

had to be some kind of system

like this . . . how else could

Radio Shack provide the as-

sembler/editor tapes? Still, it's

nice to know how to do it your-

self. No, you can't write tapes

with your own start address

from T-BUG ... it always starts

at its own entry; but now you

can get into the machine and

make it do things your way!

Note that the CRT display oc-

cupies address space. The CRT
video generation is totally

transparent to the CPU. Just

store an ASCII character in a

location, and it's displayed. In-

cidentally, the arrows on the

four cursor control keys are dis-

playable as codes 5B through

5E. 5F is the cursor ( ).

Note also that the keyboard

occupies 256 bytes of address

space, and a lot more if you

count the unused space around

it. This may seem wasteful, but,

in my opinion, is the cleverest

feature of the whole computer.

We have all seen systems with

a matrix-type keyboard.
Typically, you put out an 8-bit

word to an output port, which

is latched and strobes the

rows of the matrix. The col-

umns are then read into an in-

put port.

Radio Shack has reduced

this concept to its bare essen-

tials: There are no ports . . . the

keyboard ties right across the



address and data lines. When
the keyboard is enabled by a

high byte of 38, the low byte

serves to strobe the matrix.

Only one line of this byte can be

high at one time, which ex-

plains why. *ne Keyboard takes

up so much room. Only the ad-

dresses 3801, 3802, 3804, 3808,

3810, 3820, 3840 and 3880 are

actually used.

Now, here's the great part:

When an address line is high

and a key in that row is de-

pressed, the key ties the ad-

dress and data lines together!

This drives a data line high, and

it is read as a byte with one high

bit. In other words, to the CPU,

the keyboard looks just like any

other RAM. In this case, there is

Low Addr-* 01 02 04 08 10 20 40 80

Data 01 @ H P X 8 cr shft

I 02 A I Q Y 1 9 clr

04 B J R Z 2 • brk

08 C K S 3 •

t

10 D L T 4
>

1

20 E M U 5 m —
40 F N V 6 •

*
80 G O w 7 1 B

Fig. 1. Keyboard organization.

a considerable software over-

head for decoding.

However, RS wisely made the

right choices as to where to

allocate software and hard-

ware— use software where

speed is not an issue (key-

board) and hardware where it is

(CRT). The organization of the

keyboard is laid out in Fig. 1.

There are a few noteworthy

points about this organization.

First, the keys are essentially

sequential in their ASCII order,

so decoding is reasonably

straightforward. Second, the

shift key is in a column by itself,

so it can be used with any other

key. I repeat . . . any other key,

so if you wish you had not only

lowercase, but also more spe-

cial keys, you can get them.

Would you believe shift-space

bar? Finally, if you really want

them, there's room in the

matrix, if not on the keyboard,

for five more keys.

As you can see, I've been hav-

ing a lot of fun with T-BUG so

far; and I've hardly begun to

write software! It is a fairly

limited monitor, in keeping with

its size. If I had written it, I prob-

ably would have done things a

little differently. And since I

now have the capability, that's

what I'm doing!

TH€ COMPUTGR CORMGR

White Plains Mall, UpjDer Level

200 Hamilton Ave.

White Plains NY 10601
Phone: (914) WH9-DATA

Near Bronx River Parkway &
Cross Westchester Expressway.

Plenty of parking.

"The S100 Bus stops at

White Plains" with one of

the iargest collections of boards

compatible with the Altair Bus

(also IMSAI) in the greater NY
area.^

You've read about the

Sol-20, now come up and

see it. We carry Processor Tech,

Polymorphic, IMSAI, North Star,

TDL, Blast Master and Pickles

and Trout.

GOOD PRICE AND SERVICE
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

Thurs. till 9

16K
S-100

STATIC RAM

$295
• FULLY STATIC (Not Pseudo Static)

• PHANTOM DISABLE (A16)

• MWRT OR PWR
• FULLY BUFFERED
• 128-2102L1PC S

• 400NS GUARANTEED (250NS TYP.)

• ASSEMBLED/BURNT-IN
• 90-DAY GUARANTEE

Also:

8K STATIC RAM
2102L1PC

$155
M.40

C-28

TH€ COMPUTER CORMGR

Calif. Residents add 6% • Master Charge & Visa welcome

P.O. BOX 17296

IRVINE, CA. 92713

G15(714) 751-7341

APPLE
OWNERS

Interactive Trap and Chase games for

two people. Software allows choice of

speed and points and requires 8K RAM.
Hardware consists of two game control

boxes. Each box has four micro switches

and specially designed printed circuit

with 5 feet of cable completely assembled.

Plugs right into your game I/O connector.

Control boxes can also be used with the

game Dragon Maze
Hardware and software cassette

—

$49.95. (Texas residents add 5% sales

tax.) 90 day warranty parts and labor.

Guaranteed 30 day delivery. Allow time

for processing personal checks. Send
check or money order to:

B & G Interfaces

P.O. Box 59364
Northhaven Sta.

Dallas, Tx. 75229
B28

r^O INTERNATIONAL DATA SYS I EMS, INC. Terms Payment w.th order shipped

J^^ prepaid Shipping added to COD
1*~^*

400 North Washington Street, Suite 200, Falls Church, Virginia 22046 U.S.A. Minimum order $1000 Master

Charge accepted

Telephone (703) 536-7373

BIG SAVINGS ON PRIME COMPONENTS DUE TO MANUFACTURERS LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

LOW POWER SHOTTKEY

74LS00
74LS02
74LS04
74LS08
74LS11
74LS13
74LS30
74LS32
74LS74
74LS85
74LS90
74LS92
74LS125
74LS126
74LS151
74LS155

.22

.24

.24

28
.35

69
.26

34

49

1 99
.89

89
63
.63

95
1 25

74LS174
74LS175
74LS192
74LS193

TTL

7400
7406
74121
74150

SHOTTKEY

74S00
74S30
74S132
74S196

1.25

1.25

2.45

245

15

.29

.35

.85

.40

.40

1.10

3.80

BAUD RATE GENERATOR

MC14411 9.90

600MHz PRESCALER

11C90 19.00

PRIME INTEL

8085 CPU 29.00

8251 USART 10.50

8212 PIO 4.00

8155 29 00

8253 PIT 24 00

8255 PPI 22.00 110
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Dr. Mark Boyd

St. Mary of the Plains College

Dodge City KS 67801

Two Systems
Sharing the Same Bus

Distributed computing comes to microcomputers with this clever I/O system.

I believe this article is a first in

computer-hobbyist publica-
tions. I don't recall ever seeing
an article on interfacing two
microcomputers. The tech-

nique is rather widespread in

the world of the mainframes . .

.

but I suspect Mark is only one
of a handful of people who have
done it with personal systems.
—John.

Many computer hobbyists

have experienced (or will

someday) the ultimate frustra-

tion: a full bus. To the ex-

perimenter (with good financ-

ing) who delights in adding new
gadgets to his computer sys-

tem, a full bus means that new
boards can no longer be
plugged in with impunity. Now
a decision must be made.
Which old board will be re-

moved to make room for the

latest board?

One alternative to this horri-

ble situation is to buy a new
computer for the new boards.

My two-computer system. The SWTP part of the interface can be
seen in the last SWTP slot. The two interface cables run from this

board, through separate openings in the back panel, down to the

WM part of the interface.
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Of course, all those neat

boards in the old computer

can't be used in both com-

puters simultaneously, and a

great deal of duplication be-

comes necessary. A better al-

ternative is to expand the bus

of the original computer onto a

second bus with its own cabi-

net, power supply, etc. This

solution allows simultaneous

use of all the boards, but it is

almost as expensive as buying

a second computer.

Why not have the best of

both alternatives? Extend your

computer's bus by interfacing

it to another microcomputer!

This really isn't as difficult as it

sounds, and it gives you the

choice of either two inde-

pendent computers or one larg-

er computer. The two com-

puters don't even have to be the

same type, although things get

more complicated with dif-

ferent CPUs. This article

describes an interface between

two different microcomputers

that use the Motorola 6800

CPU, but the same basic ideas

could be used to interface any

two microcomputers.

Overview

I interfaced my two comput-

ers in an arrangement that

allows either fully independent

operation or master-slave oper-

ation. In the master-slave

mode, the master computer

takes over the slave-

computer's bus and uses the

slave's memory and I/O just as

if they were on the master's

bus. The mode of operation is

under software control by the

master computer.

My master computer is a

Wave Mate Jupiter II. This is a

nicely designed and executed

system with many useful fea-

tures. My expansion bus (the

slave microcomputer), which

doesn't need all the features of

the master computer, is an

SWTP 6800. Since both comput-

ers employ the 6800 CPU chip,

much of the software I use with

the Wave Mate (WM) can be

modified to run on the SWTP.
Moreover, the interface be-

tween two buses designed for

the same CPU chip is only

slightly more complicated than

an interface between two iden-

tical buses.

The SWTP is almost ideal as

a slave microcomputer— it is

inexpensive, has a wide range

of I/O available and is simple

and easy to modify for DMA (di-
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram for the M6800 microprocessor (from

Motorola's M6800 Microcomputer System Design Data/

rect memory access) by halt-

ing. (The required modification

will be covered later in this

article.)

Since both microcomputers

use the same CPU, the same
basic signals must be used on

both buses. While the WM uses

a 72-line bus and the SWTP
uses a 50-line bus, only 29 lines

on the SWTP bus must be con-

trolled by a DMA device. I used

33 distinct connections, in-

cluding the ground connection,

between the two computers.

Interface Considerations

Before we get into the speci-

fic interface design, let's con-

sider how to get the bus signals

between the two computers.

Overcoming this problem,

which is present in any bus ex-

tension, is probably the most

critical part of the interface

design.

SMOOOse you cseed to inter-

face two identical mother-

boards. Why not use a ribbon

cable to connect the buses line

for line? This seems to be a sim-

ple, inexpensive way to extend

the bus. Unfortunately, unless

the cable is very short, it will

not work.

The wires in a ribbon cable

are too close together and have

too little surface area to use as

a computer bus. As a result, the

signals on one line will induce

noise on the other lines. The

faster the signals on the lines

change state, the larger the cur-

rent flow in the lines, and the

longer the lines, the greater the

induced noise problems. If the

noise is enough to change the

logic levels on some of the

lines, chaos results.

The 6800 CPU synchronizes

the changes in level of the ad-

dress lines, VMA (valid memory

address) and R/W (read/write)

with the phase 1 clock signal.

All these lines may change

state only during the first part

of the machine cycle. The data

lines are synchronized with the

phase 2 clock signal. They

change state during the second

part of the machine cycle. See

Fig. 1 for a diagram of these

timing relationships.

The noise induced by the

changes in the lines synced by

the phase 1 clock is not likely to

interfere with normal computer

operation. Fig. 1 shows the sig-

nals on the lines synced by

phase 1 are not valid when

these changes occur, and the

data lines, synced by phase 2,

are in a high-impedance state.

Unless the noise pulses cause

ringing in the lines or are large

enough to damage the ICs

attached to the lines, they will

not upset the operation of the

computer.

When the data lines change

state, noise may be induced on

the lines synced by the phase 1

clock. The signals on these

(control and address) lines

must be valid during the last

part of phase 1 and all of phase

2. Since the data lines change

state during the first part of

phase 2, noise may be induced

on the phase 1 lines at a time

when they must be valid. If

they're large enough, these

noise pulses can really mess up

the computer's operation.

The Ribbon Cable

Several approaches can be

used to minimize noise be-

tween the lines of the ribbon

cable. Because noise problems

can be extremely difficult to

track down and fix in an ex-

isting design, I used an overkill

approach, involving three dif-

ferent methods to minimize the

noise in the ribbon cable.

1. Since the induced noise

falls off rapidly as the conduc-

tors are moved apart, I

separated the data lines from

the other bus lines. I used two

cables to carry the signals be-

tween the computers with

spacers to keep them apart. A
26-conductor ribbon cable car-

ries all of the phase 1 synced

signals and a 16-conductor rib-

bon cable carries the data

lines.

2. 1 partially shielded the data

lines by alternating them with

JUPITER n
BUS
CONNECTIONS

ABI5

74LS04
470

AB
74LS04

£Lj—1>
470
-vw—

o 10
74LS04> 470

-vw—

oMEM 74LS04

££
470
-vw

—

74LS04 74LS04

o^—>H> 470
-vw—

WRITE 470
-vw—

IR(4)

< ?r

<F 2K
-vw-

74LS26 ^

ground lines in the 16-conduc-

tor cable. This cuts down on the

amount of noise radiated by

these lines. These eight ground

lines are the only ground con-

nections between the com-

puters. This probably would not

work if the ribbon cable had to

carry the actual bus signals,

but, as we shall see, it does not.

3. 1 used drivers and receivers

on all lines running between the

two computers, except for the

ground lines and one line used

to initialize the halt control cir-

cuitry. This means that the rib-

bon cable does not need to car-

ry much current, and that the

current-limiting resistors can

be used to limit the rate of

change of the signals on the

cable. It also means that the

ground connection between

the computers carries little cur-

rent.

The ribbon cable conductors

look, to the drivers, like a com-

plicated network of capaci-

tance, inductance and resis-

tance. To change a line from its

low level to its high level, its

INTERFACE
CABLE
CONNECTIONS

ADDRESS BUS OUT

C0N-I7

C0N-I8

C0N-I9

CON-20

CON-23

CON-24

) CONTROL LINES OUT

CONTROL LINES IN

74LSI4

i

n> THIS SECTION HALTS THE SWTP
WHEN THE WM ADDRESSES FFDC,6
OR FFDD,6 AND RESTARTS IT WHEN
THE PROCESS IS REPEATED

470
-vw—

n>
-L.OI DISC

DB7

DBO

1—<£H

—

^ 74LSI4

WE
B 8T26
RE

£"
2K
•vw-

C0N-2I

CON-22

CON-25

CON-26

SWTP HALT
CONTROL LINES

>DATA BUS ENABLES

470
-vw—

WE

B 8T26 D

RE

470
-vw

—

S-l

S-15

DATA BUS I/O

Fig. 2. Wave Mate Jupiter II to SWTP 6800 interface: WM section.
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equivalent capacitance must
be charged by the driver. To
change it from high to low, this

same capacitance must be dis-

charged. The resistance and in-

ductance in the line, as well as

the output current capabilities

of the driver, determine the rate

at which the line can be

charged or discharged. For

high-current drivers (e.g.,

8T26s), and moderate lengths

of cable, the time constant for

charging or discharging a line

is a few nanoseconds (ns) or

less.

Microcomputer bus lines do

not need to change state in ns

Typical allowed setup times for

bus lines on the 6800, using a 1

MHz clock, are 150 to 200 ns.

Since noise problems increase

with increasing rates of change

on the bus lines, it makes sense

to slow the lines down to the

rate needed by the computer

system.

Current-limiting resistors

can be connected between the

drivers and ribbon-cable con-

ductors to limit the rate lines

can be charged or discharged.

The receivers I used require

less than .2 mA of current flow

in the ribbon cable for proper

switching. This means that if a

.5 volt drop is the maximum al-

lowed across the resistor, the

resistor could be as large as

2.5k.

Since typical ribbon cable

has an interwire capacitance of

10 to 20 pF per foot, the capac-

itance seen by the drivers will

be on the order of 20 pF. A 1k

resistor in series with a 20 pF
capacitor will allow the capac-

itor to charge to 98 percent of

any voltage applied across the

combination in less than 100

ns. This should not interfere

with the normal operation of a

microcomputer that uses a

6800 CPU chip, but it will sig-

nificantly reduce noise prob-

lems in the ribbon cable. In my
design, with approximately 18

inches of ribbon cable, I use

470 Ohm resistors at the driver

end of all unidirectional lines

and at both ends of the bidirec-

tional lines.

The three methods above re-

duce the noise produced in the

bus lines, but it is also worth-

while to reduce the sensitivity

of the phase 1 lines to noise.

Since we are using a driver-re-

ceiver scheme, we can use re-

ceivers that have a high noise

immunity. TTL Schmitt trigger

input inverters are ideal for this

purpose.

The TTL Scmitt trigger has a

different switching threshold

INTERFACE
CABLE
CONNECTIONS

SWTP
BUS
CONNECTIONS

Fig. 3. Wave Mate Jupiter II to SWTP 6800 interface: SWTP section.

when its input is going high

than when its input is going

low. For the output to switch

low, the input must exceed ap-

proximately 1.7 volts. Once the

output has switched low, the in-

put must go below approxi-

mately .8 volts to switch the

output high again. Unlike nor-

mal TTL inputs, Schmitt trigger

inputs have no disallowed

range between low and high.

These hysteresis characteris-

tics give the Schmitt trigger in-

puts much greater noise im-

munity than regular TTL inputs.

The Circuitry

Now let's look at the Wave
Mate to SWTP interface design.

The schematics for the two

parts of the interface are given

in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows
the logic located in theWM and

Fig. 3 illustrates the logic in the

SWTP. The two connecting

cables are denoted by Con (the

26-conductor cable) and S (the

16-conductor cable). I haven't

shown the ground connections

(every even-numbered line in S)

or the repeated circuitry in the

address lines and data lines.

Most of the logic to convert

the WM bus signals to the

SWTP bus signals is located in

the SWTP. This is because only

half of a WM board was avail-

able for use in the interface. In

any case, it makes sense to put

as much interface as possible

in the slave computer where it

will use power only when the

slave is in use.

In addition to reducing noise

problems, the driver, current-

limiting resistor, receiver de-

sign also allows simple cir-

cuitry for independent use of

the computers. When one com-

puter is unpowered, the cur-

rent-limiting resistors prevent

excessive current flow from the

drivers in the other computer.

For fully independent operation

of the two computers with the

interface, 2k pull-down resis-

tors were installed on four of

the 74LS14 inputs on the WM
board and one on the SWTP
board. These resistors prevent

the interface from interfering

with the operation of either

computer when the other com-
puter is not powered or the in-

terconnecting cables are dis-
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modem /'mo» dam / [modulator
+ demodulator] n - s : a device for

transmission of digital information
via an analog channel such as a tele-

phone circuit.

Those of us who live on the North American continent

are blessed with an incredible non-natural resource

consisting of a gigantic web of tiny copper wires linking

virtually all of our homes and businesses together into

the greatest telecommunications network in history.

The Bell System and over 1600 independent
telephone companies have been stringing wires

and microwaves nearly everywhere for up to

100 years. Now, the 80-1 03A Data
Communications Adapter brings

this amazing network to

S-100 Micro
Computers.

The
80-1 03A Data

Communications
Adapter is more than

just a modem. It is a complete
data communications sub-system

combining on a single S-100 board
functions which formerly required a

modem, an automatic calling unit, and serial

and parallel interfaces. This fully programmable
unit gives you flexibility never before available at such

a low cost. Fully assembled, tested, and burned in with

full documentation and our standard 90 day warranty, the
1-1 03A is available at retail computer stores across the country

for only 279.95_

Visa and Mastercharge accepted—

D.C. Hayes Associates Inc.

P.O. BOX 9884 • ATLANTA, GA. 30319 • (404) 231-0574

Distributed in Canada by TRINTRONICS LIMITED, Toronto H20
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At $35, the Mullen Extender Board
Kit with built-in logic probe has always
been a great value . . . but when it

came time to crank up a new produc-

tion run of boards, we couldn't resist

adding a few small changes here and
there to continue staying ahead of the

pack.

For example, our logic probe now
reads out into a 7 segment readout;

we've also included a pulse stretcher

and a light whose brightness is propor-

tional to the duty cycle of a pulse

stream (activates when probe reads H
or high). There's a general-purpose

breadboard area where you can
develop circuits unique to your needs,

with holes punched on a .1" grid. The
edge connector is not only easier to

mount and virtually self-aligning, but

also allows use of scope hooks . . . we
could go on, but that's enough for now.
Check out the new Mullen Extender
Board at your local computer store to-

day, or order by mail (Cal res add tax)

from: M32

MULLEN COMPUTER BOARDS
BOX 6214, HAYWARD, CA 94545

connected.

The interface uses 26 unidi-

rectional lines to carry informa-

tion from one computer to the

other. Twenty-one are used to

supply information to the

SWTP. The other five lines carry

information to the WM from the

SWTP. We will discuss these

lines in more detail later.

The bidirectional lines (data

lines) use 8T26 inverting bus

transceivers at the WM end and

8833 noninverting bus trans-

ceivers at the SWTP end. The

interface must invert the data

between the two buses be-

cause only the SWTP uses in-

verted data on its main bus.

This is a good time to men-

tion some points about the

logic notation used by SWTP
and WM. Logic levels can be

defined in two ways—TTL high

is usually considered as true

and TTL low is considered as

false; it is equally valid to

define TTL low as true and TTL

high as false. Using this nega-

tive, or inverted, logic changes

the functions of most logic

gates (e.g., a NAND gate be-

comes a NOR gate when the

logic definitions are inverted).

Since it is convenient to mix

both true and inverted logic

definitions in any complicated

logic design (it makes the

design simpler), some conven-

tion must be followed in nam-

ing the lines to indicate their

logic definition. SWTP uses an

overbar to indicate that TTL low

is defined as true; WM uses a

superscript * for the same pur-

pose. WM data lines are called

DB0-DB7, indicating high level

true, while SWTP data lines are

called D0-D7, low level true.

Other examples are the WM
WRITE* line, which write

enables the memory and I/O

when it is low, and the SWTP
BA line, which indicates the

SWTP bus is available when it

is high.

Several control signals from

the WM bus must be modified

before being placed on the

SWTP bus. CLK, the WM phase

2 clock signal, must be inverted

to serve as 02 on the SWTP bus.

MEM and 10, used by WM for

enabling memory and I/O de-

vices, must be combined (using

a NOR gate) to provide VMA,

which the SWTP bus uses for

both purposes.

Memory and I/O Access

It is convenient to have the

interface modify both memory

and I/O port addresses. This

allows both computers to see

their own memory starting from

0000 and, in my setup, extend-

ing to 3FFF. The WM, however,

sees the SWTP memory from

4000 to 7FFF and uses loca-

tions FF00 to FFDF for output

ports, while SWTP uses 8000

through 801 F. The interface

allows it to address the SWTP
output ports as if they were

located from FF00 to FF1F on

the WM bus. This allows the

WM monitor, which assumes

I/O ports are located from FF00

up, to be used with the SWTP
I/O devices.

I used data-selector logic to

get different offsets for

memory and I/O addressing.

The 74LS157 quad 2-line to

1-line data selectors act as

4-pole double-throw switches.

Two 74LS157s are used in the

interface to allow the WM IO

line to control the offset in the

address placed on the SWTP
bus. When IO is high, indicating

that the WM is addressing its

I/O ports, the B inputs on the

data selectors are selected.

These inputs are hard-wired to

give an address of 80XX. When
IO is low, the A inputs are

selected. These inputs have

A15 wired low and A14 inverted

from the WM bus.

These address-line modifica-

tions shift addresses in the

range 4000 through 7FFF on

the WM bus to 0000 through

3FFF on the SWTP bus.WM ad-

dresses not in the range 4000 to

7FFF or FF00 to FF3F will not

enable the interface and can be

ignored. The upper limit of

7FFF is necessary in my sys-

tem to prevent interference

with the WM video display

memory at 8000 to 87FF. The

display memory could be relo-

cated (by reprogramming one

of the monitor EPROMs), and

all 32K of the SWTP memory
space made accessible with

minor changes in the interface

logic.

The enable circuitry for both

memory and I/O access to the
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The complete interface. Only the two rear rows of the WM board
(bottom of photo) are used in the interface. The other two rows are

a WM serial interface.

SWTP bus requires that BA be

high, which means that the

SWTP A board is either halted

or not plugged into the bus. Ad-

ditionally, when BA is high,

AB15 is low, AB14 is high and

MEM is high, the 8T97 drivers

on the SWTP bus are enabled

for memory access. When BA
and IO are high, AB7 is low and

AB6 is low, the drivers are

enabled for I/O access.
The data bus drivers are en-

abled whenever the 8T97s are

enabled, but the direction (read

or write) depends on the

WRITE* line. The enable

signals for the bus transceivers

are generated and used on the

SWTP interface board, but they

must also be sent to the WM
board to control the transceiv-

ers there.

Both the 8833 and 8T26 bus

transceivers have their bus in-

put and output terminals con-

nected to the buses. This

means that when the 8833s are

enabled to write to the SWTP
bus, the 8T26s must be enabled

to read from theWM bus. There-

fore, the read enable line for the

SWTP becomes the write en-

able line for the WM, and vice

versa. The 8833 enable inputs

for both reading and writing are

active low, but the 8T26 enable

for reading is active high (the

enable for writing is active low).

I inverted the read bus line from

the SWTP on the WM board be-

fore sending it to the 8T26 write

enable input.

The RPLY* line is used by the

WM to allow stretching the WM
CLK signal when accessing

slow memory or I/O chips. The

WM CLK signal is held high (up

to 3.5 microseconds— us) until

approximately .5 us after

RPLY* goes low. Since the

SWTP devices must be fast

enough for a 1 MHz clock,

RPLY* is pulled low by the in-

terface whenever it is enabled

and CLK is high.

The Master-Slave Relationship

Now let's look at how theWM
can halt the SWTP when it

wants to use the SWTP bus.

The 6800 chip allows DMA by

three different methods: halt-

ing, cycle stealing and multi-

plexing. The simplest method,

and the only practical one us-

ing the SWTP, is halting. The

SWTP MP-A board, which con-

tains the CPU, the clock and the

MIKBUG ROM and RAM, is de-

signed for DMA by halting, but

it does require a very minor

modification for full DMA.
Before we discuss the modifi-

cation, let's look at how DMA
by halting works on the 6800.

The 6800 microcomputer is

halted, logically enough, by

pulling the HALT line low. This

line may not change state ex-

NEW F-8SYSTEMS
F-8 CPU Board S-100

Compatible
Complete with 3850 CPU and 3853 SMI.

Provides sockets for 2K of EPROM monitor, two
PIO sockets and connections for six I/O ports. 64
bytes of scratch pad RAM, and fully buffered data

bus.

Order Model F-8S100 $2^Q$275 Assembled, KIT

F-8 MICRO With Keyboard
and Display

Complete F-8 microcomputer with ke^Doard
and six digit display. Audio interface and speaker
compatible with onboard KD-BUG (3856) music
routine. Provides 2K of RAM expandable through
S-100 connector, and IK of EPROM with 4
additional 2708 sockets.

Order model KD80 - (Q^r
$425 Assembled, KIT M>%3 /O

California residents add 6% tax

Send check money order corporate
purchase order or COD orders to

' OfAV/ti fgrftf*
19824 Ventura Blvd.

Woodland Hills, CA 91364
(213)340-8843

Wespeak your
language
And we're giving you what you want.

• a comprehensive product line. Hardware, assembled or
kits, and software from major manufacturers. Plus books and
current literature. Financing available.

• a trained, enthusiastic staff. We'll help you choose or
design the system that's right for you. No high pressure here.

• service when you need it. We won't sell you something
we can't keep running.^^

• a brand new facility

in Pennsylvania.
We'll be able to

serve our South Jersey-
Pennsylvania customers
more efficiently now.
• a bigger, better New
Jersey store. We've
enlarged our showroom
in Iselin . Now there are
more displays you can
try out. There's more
room to stock the
products you need.

E3
C30

The Microcomputer People. 1®*

Computer Mart of New Jersey
Computer Mart of Pennsylvania
New Jersey Store Pennsylvania Store
501 Route 27 550 DeKalb Pike
Iselin, NJ 08830 King of Prussia, PA 19406
20 1 -283-0600 2 1 5-265-2580
Tue.-Sat. 10:00-6:00 Tue.-Thur. 11:00-9:00
Tue. & Thur. til 9:00 Fri. & Sat. 10:00-6:00

(our only locations)
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cept during the first part of the

machine cycle, but SWTP has

provided a flip-flop, clocked by

the phase 1 clock, on the MP-A

board to satisfy this require-

ment. Therefore HALT, the

SWTP bus line, can be pulled

low or allowed to go high at any

time. When low, the 6800 will

complete its current instruc-

tion, remove itself from the bus

and then set BA high. This pro-

cess can take from 2 to 15 us,

depending upon the current

instruction.

The delay between pulling

HALT and actually having the

bus available (BA high) means
that we cannot simply pull

HALT and simultaneously use

the bus. Some means of latch-

ing the SWTP into its halted

state must be used. I used a

flip-flop on the WM board for

this purpose. When the WM ad-

dresses FFDC, the flip-flop is

clocked, causing its output to

change state. The output is

connected, through a unidirec-

tional line, a NAND gate and an

inverter, to the enable input of

an 8T97. This pulls HALT low

when it is enabled and serves

as a driver for the BA LED indi-

cator on the interface board.

The other input of the NAND
gate is connected to a switch

on the board to allow manual

halting of the SWTP.
The CLR input on the flip-flop

is connected to +5 volts from

the SWTP board. This initial-

izes the flop-flop to the non-

halted state when the WM is

powered up before the SWTP. It

is important to allow the SWTP
to initialize itself before it is

halted, even if its CPU is not go-

ing to be used.

Although the SWTP MP-A
board appears to have been de-

signed for DMA by halting, the

circuitry to control the data bus

drivers when the CPU is ad-

dressing the MIKBUG ROM or

RAM prevents a DMA device

from reading from the bus. A
simple circuit modification cor-

rects the problem without in-

terference to normal computer

operation.

Two different logic paths are

used by SWTP to control the

direction in which the data bus

transceivers are enabled. This

is necessary because the data

lines to the MIKBUG memory
are connected directly to the

CPU data lines rather than the

data bus. When MIKBUG is ad-

dressed by the CPU (addresses

EXXX or AXXX), the normal

logic path is overridden by the

MIKBUG path. The transceivers

are now enabled to write to the

bus while the CPU uses the

MIKBUG memory. Since none

of the boards on the bus are

enabled at this time, the data

on the data bus are ignored.

When the computer is halted,

the normal logic path is dis-

abled, but the MIKBUG path is

still active. When the R/W line

is low (DMA device writing to

the bus), the transceivers are

enabled to read from the bus.

This does not cause any prob-

lem. When the R/W line is high,

the data bus transceivers are

enabled to write to the bus, re-

gardless of the address on the

bus. This means that when the

DMA device tries to read from

memory or I/O on the bus, data

bus drivers on both the board

addressed and on the MP-A
board are enabled. A prime rule

of bus usage, "Thou shalt not

have more than one set of driv-

ers enabled at any time," is

violated, and only garbage can

be read from the bus.

To correct this problem, keep

the data bus transceivers in a

read from bus mode when the

computer is halted. The first

gate in the MIKBUG read/write

circuit is a NAND gate used as

an inverter by wiring its inputs

together. When the output of

this gate is high, the data bus

transceivers are held in the

read from bus mode. Since a

NAND gate will have a high out-

put when any of its inputs are

low, separate the two inputs

and use one to hold the output

high when BA is high. A line

that is low when BA is high is

available, conveniently, on the

same IC.

The NAND gate is one-

quarter of IC12 on the SWTP
MP-A board. Pins 4 and 5 of this

IC are the inputs tied together

to make an inverter, and pins 1

and 2, also tied together, have a

line connected to them that is

low when BA is high. I cut the foil

connecting pins 4 and 5 and ran

a short length of insulated wire

D

I/2
74 74

r . "i

I^DISCl BREAK FOIL ON
,L, UNDERSIDE OF MP-A

I I

I I

LOW PASS

BOARD NEAR THE
7474

FILT£R_ADDED
TO HALT LINE

HALT

Fig. 4. Modification to MP-A
board to cure noise problem on

SWTP HALT line.

from pin 4 to the line coming in-

to pin 1. When BA is high, this

modification keeps the trans-

ceivers in the read from bus

mode, but, when BA is low, the

NAND gate acts like an in-

verter, just as in the unmodified

circuit.

With this modification (or, for

that matter, without it), the in-

terface cannot read or write the

MIKBUG ICs. Because of the

MP-A board's design, no DMA
method can use the MIKBUG
ROM or RAM without added cir-

cuitry on the MP-A board.

Because of the difficulty of

modifying this board, I suggest

that if you need this capability

you relocate the MIKBUG cir-

cuitry to some other card in the

system (e.g., the interface

card).

One of the ways I hope to use

my slave computer is as an I/O

controller for the master com-

puter. By connecting all of my
slow I/O devices to the slave

computer bus and program-

ming it to handle the printer,

cassette, etc., which often take

the majority of a microcomput-

er's time, the time available to

the master computer to do cal-

culations and data manipula-

tions is greatly increased.

There is nothing original about

this idea; I suspect all large

computers work this way.

To make the interface more

flexible, I've incorporated a line

that allows the SWTP to inform

the WM whenever it needs at-

tention. When the SWTP ad-

dresses its I/O port, the WM
gets a signal on its #4 interrupt

line. Since the WM uses a vec-

tored, maskable interrupt

scheme, it can be programmed

to go to an I/O service routine

when it is ready for I/O and the

SWTP has indicated, by inter-

rupting, that it is waiting to be

serviced.

Bugs

I have used my two-computer

system for approximately two

months, and only one problem

has come to light: a noise prob-

lem in the SWTP! The HALT

line, as I mentioned earlier,

uses a flip-flop on the MP-A

board to synchronize changes

in the HALT line with the phase

1 clock. This is a TTL device

that will respond to very short

pulses on the bus line. I dis-

covered that noise on this line

was causing the SWTP to ex-

ecute occasional single-cycle

operations.

Fortunately, the cure for this

problem was simple. I inserted

a low-pass filter into the line on

the MP-A board before it reach-

es the flip-flop (see Fig. 4).

This problem was due to

noise pulses originating in the

interface, not on the SWTP bus.

It will not cause trouble if the

SWTP is halted by means of a

switch connected directly to

the bus line and ground with

short, reasonably large, wires.

Summary

Few, if any, will want to build

an exact copy of my interface.

However, the basic interface

design and many of the ideas

are applicable to anything from

adding a bus to a one-board

microcomputer to interfacing

two microcomputers using dif-

ferent CPU chips. This is a

wide-open area for hobbyist ex-

ploration.

Many people probably feel

that interfacing two different

computers is too complicated

for anyone without an exten-

sive technical background. Ac-

tually, if the two computers use

the same CPU chip, it is a

straightforward and rewarding

project. It took me less time to

design and build the interface

between my two computers

than to build an RS-232 inter-

face for my keyboard/printer.

All of the critical timing rela-

tionships are already taken

care of by the computers. All

you must do is get the signals

between the computers and

modify those signals that are

different on the two buses.!
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Dr. Lance Leventhal
Engineering and Technology Dept.
Grossmont College
El Cajon CA 92020

Computers in Classrooms:
Teaching the Teachers

Three big markets for personal computers will exist in years to come: small businesses,
homes, schools. Educating the educators is something we can all get involved in.

Photo 1. A large computer installation.

100

(Courtesy of IBM)

Today there is no reason why
every elementary and sec-

ondary school should not have

computers. Their potential

uses are obvious and their cost

is remarkably low. But wide-

spread use of computers in

classrooms will come only

when teachers realize their

value. This article discusses

the possible uses of computers

in classrooms, and describes

workshops my associates and I

have held for local teachers. My
aims, here, are to present the

criteria for these workshops,

discuss the problems that we
faced in organizing them,
describe what we learned from

our experiences and encourage

others to help in this task of

"educating the educators."

Facing the Problem

Any reader of this magazine

is certainly aware that comput-

ers will soon be as much a part

of daily life as typewriters, re-

frigerators, automobiles and
television sets. Such everyday

items surely must be part of

classroom education at all

levels. Students must grow up
with the computer much as

they grow up with the other

products of our culture.

But the computer is not only

a new household item, it is also

a versatile tool that can aid in

education. Computers can han-

dle routine tasks such as grad-

ing and record keeping; help in

generating class materials and

providing self-paced review;

and even supply simulated ex-

periences ranging from simple

games to complex system
tasks. The possible uses of

computers in education are

unlimited. Now the sharp re-

duction in the cost of com-
puters has made many of these

uses economically feasible.

One obvious problem is that

few teachers have the back-

ground required to take advan-

tage of computers. Even sci-

ence and mathematics teach-

ers have seldom had more than

a cursory (and often outdated)

introduction to computers.
These introductions typically

treat the computer as a high-

powered calculator, capable
only of solving mathematical

problems. Most teachers share

such common public myths as:

1. Computers are intelligent

and answer all questions posed
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Photo 2. The Electronic Product Associates Micro-68 (exploded

view shows components). (Courtesy of Electronic Product

Associates)

to them (presumably in an eerie

metallic voice).

2. People who work with com-

puters must be wizards or

mathematical geniuses. Com-

puters remain remote and mys-

terious to the "man on the

street."

3. Computers are deperson-

alizing, unimaginative and in-

sensitive. Furthermore, they

will eventually take over

everything.

4. Computers are always

right, or at least think they are.

Somehow, though, they can

always be outsmarted by a few

extraordinary (or even ordinary)

people.

5. Computers are large, very

expensive and very complex.

Average people can only look at

an installation like that shown

in Photo 1 from behind closed

doors.

Even teachers who have

some computer background

are often unfamiliar with the

new, \ow-cost microcomputers.

Since teachers are already ex-

pected to be expert in sociolo-

gy, anthropology, psychology,

ecology, health and other sub-

jects, this lack of familiarity

can hardly be surprising.

On the other hand, most

computer specialists (like my-

self) are unfamiliar with the

problems of elementary and

secondary teachers. Their

needs and requirements are dif-

ferent from those of teachers at

the college level. Elementary

and secondary teachers need

solutions to their problems, not

just new tools that are difficult

to use or understand and will

simply clutter the classroom.

The Role of Computer Clubs

The personal-computer
movement has some unique

characteristics that can be

used to solve this educational

problem.

• Many personal-computer en-

thusiasts are newcomers to

computing. They can therefore

help alleviate fears that only ex-

perts can understand comput-

ers. Many computer-club mem-
bers are themselves teachers.

• Personal-computing stores,

magazines, conferences and

clubs cater to the novice. They

provide information at a variety

of levels. Furthermore, other

hobbyists are often willing to

help novices.

• Personal computers are not

financially out of reach for

most schools. Complete units

can be priced as low as $600, a

cost comparable to that of a

typewriter or television set.

• Personal computers are de-

signed to be used by non-ex-

perts. Their size, appearance

and operating methods make

them far less forbidding than

larger computers and far easier

to explain.

Planning a Workshop

The potential for personal

computers in the classroom is

there but how do you translate

it into reality? The rest of this

article will deal with our ex-

periences in offering personal-

computer workshops to teach-

ers. I hope you'll get some idea

of approaches to take and pit-

falls to avoid.

The original idea grew out of

a microprocessor course I offer

at Grossmont College. Al-

though the course is primarily

intended for engineers and

technicians, many hobbyists

also take it. Among my stu-

dents was Dr. Russ Cassel, a

well-known specialist in com-

puter-aided instruction who is

presently retired from the U.S.

Air Force and from a professor-

ship at the University of Wis-

consin, Milwaukee. It was Russ

who suggested we hold a work-

shop for teachers.

Since I am interested in con-

tinuing education and have

given some workshops for en-

gineers, I decided that the idea

was worth pursuing. Our group

finally decided on the following

guidelines:

1. We would not assume that

attendees had any previous

background in computers.

2. We would emphasize the

current state of the art in low-

cost computers.

3. We would try to emphasize

that you didn't have to be either

an expert or a mathematical

genius to use a computer. One
approach would be to have

local teachers and other non-

experts explain how they were

using computers.

4. We would try to give all par-

ticipants some hands-on micro-

computer experience.

5. We would hold all-day Sat-

urday workshops at no charge.

Our net assets when we
started were:

1. Cooperation from Gross-

mont College, which provided a

room, reproduction of materi-

als and some secretarial help.

This was largely arranged by

Dr. David Lien.

2. Cooperation from a local

microcomputer manufacturer,

Electronic Product Associates.

This manufacturer agreed to

supply us with some Micro-68s

for the hands-on experience.

The EPA Micro-68 is a Motorola

6800-based microcomputer
that has a hexadecimal key-

board and display (see Photo 2),

and can therefore be used with-

out a terminal. It is also

available in more elaborate

configurations (see Photo 3)

with various peripherals.

3. Help from some local com-

puter enthusiasts, including

present and former teachers.

Finding Willing Victims

What we lacked (besides

good sense) were teachers (i.e.,

guinea pigs for this experi-

ment). The obvious place to

start was at nearby high

•

Photo 3. The Electronic Product Associates Micro-68b, a larger

version of the original Micro-68. A printer, TV interface, cassette

interface and floppy-disk system are available with this computer.

(Courtesy of Electronic Product Associates)
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WHATSIT.
A "DATA BASE MANAGER" FOR YOUR MICROCOMPUTER

Much of the untapped potential of computers lies in their ability to store "data bases" of constantly
changing information, and to permit convenient, timely access to it through a one to one "conversa-
tion" with the person who needs it. Used as a "Data Base Manager," WHATSIT can support a disc
resident data base and process queries (as well as updates) in a real time conversational mode.

APPLICATIONS
Easily implemented on < small desktop computer with
« little? as 24K of total memory, the WHATSIT system
can be used in applications like these

• A salesperson may need to store customer and
prospect lists, buyers' names and phone num
hers, current order status.

• A professional person may need to index client

records, appointment schedules, or technical

data needed for frequent reference

• A contractor might want quick access to material

prices and specifications

• A manufacturer's data base might include cus

tomers and suppliers, and recent price quotations
issued and received

• An investor might want to keep tabs on a port

folio of securities, with purchase dates and tax

basis information

OPERATING SIMPLICITY

In response to pidgin English "Requests.'' WHATSIT
can store, index, and retrieve information about one or

several aspects of your business, hobby, or other

application You are free to intermix unrelated data or
a single disc, or to "dedicate" an individual disc to each
of a variety of applications

Since file indexing and disc space allocation are per

formed automatically, the system can be used without
learning complex procedures And since both queries

and updates are processed within a single program,
there's no need for the inconvenience and delay of a

"menu selector." or for manually switching from one
program to another

In contrast to many programs. WHATSIT does not
require you to commit yourself in advance to parti

cular data structures, or "record formats " The file

structure is never froien. but develops automatically to

adapt to your requirements

DYNAMIC FILE RESTRUCTURING
This "dynamic restructuring" of the data base takes
place through normal use of the system, without
operator intervention or reprogramming

This is how it works Whatever information you wish
to store is automatically cross-indexed under "Subiect"
and "Tag" headings you designate Using WHATSIT't
pidgin English Requests, you may add or change
headings, as well as data, at any time Because the

system maintains headings in disc storage, they may be
changed readily by the program itself

CONVERSATIONAL QUERY CAPABILITY
Data retrieval is equally easy You can query the

system directly about any data item on lilt, or you

may inquire about any heading All that's required is a
pidgin English "Request." such as 'WHEN'S OR.
JEKYLLS APPOINTMENT?" System response time is

usually a matter of seconds

Up to two headings may be specified in a single Re-
quest, a capability that makes possible versatile cross

indexing within the data base

INSTALLATION
For easy installation, the WHATSIT programs are

supplied in the widely available North Star BASIC, and
can be installed without modification on any S 100 bus

(8080 or Z 801 computer equipped with a North Star

disc system and at least 24K bytes of random access

memory (RAM) For other disc systems or non
compatible computers, the programs would require

modification

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NS 3. Version 1

Hardware compatibility Any S 100 Bus 18080 or

Z 801 computer with one North Star disc system and
24K of RAM (random access memory)

Language North Star BASIC. Version 6 Release 3.

Request types Store. Scratch. Change. Add. Spill (6

types including Indexed. Selective, and Analogy), plus

special Requests

Response time: Normally 3 to 10 seconds
File capacity 1500 to 3000 entries per disc, de-

pending on average entry length

Indexing Every entry automatically indexed by
Subiect. Tag. Object

Request length Up to 100 characters

Entry length Up to 30 characters.

WHATSIT is available lor $75 00 as a Ready lo Run

System including three programs on Northslar disc

and a 100-page user s manual written in non technical

language The manual may be optionally ordered lor

$25 00 Besides detailed startup and operating instruc-

tions the manual includes complete programs listings

in BASIC

INFORMATION UNLIMITED

698 W 70 So Private Rd

Hebron Ind 46341

(219) 988-4450

1

CREATION

Apple II
the personal computer.

Simplicity ... the Ultimate Sophistication.

• Smaller • Games with Paddles & Sound
• Faster • Color Graphics
• Easier to Use • Ruggedly Engineered
• More Powerful • Unbreakable Plastic Case
Not a Kit! Comes complete, ready to hook up to your Color

T.V. and begin writing your own programs the very first

evening. Apple II uses BASIC, the English-like programming
language and has a familiar typewriter-like keyboard. Built to

withstand child usage.

Apple II is a complete, self-contained, ready to use computer. Standard
features include BASIC and Monitor in ROM (8K bytes), Color Graphics, up
to 48K bytes RAM (4K included), cassette interface, Apple GAME I/O con-

nector, typewriter-style ASCII keyboard, high-efficiency switching power sup-

ply and plastic molded case. Also included as standard are: 1 demonstration

cassette tape, two game paddle controllers and detailed operations manual.

Come in and try it for yourself. You'll love it!

COMPUTER CORNER of New Jersey
240 Wanaque Avenue, Pompton Lakes, N.J. 07442 (201) 835-7080

New Store Hours effective June 1,1978: C64
Mon. - Fri. 12 Noon to 9 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Photo 4. The Computer Power and Light COMPAL-80 Microcom-
puter. This system comes completely assembled, including the

keyboard and TV monitor, for about $2300. Printers and floppy
disks are available at extra cost. (Courtesy of Computer Power
and Light)

schools; so we started to wade
through the various bureau-

cratic levels. Surprise— the
people at the first school we
contacted were positive and en-

thusiastic. They had been us-

ing a time-sharing system and
were anxious to learn about

micros. This response was, of

course, encouraging, and it

turned out to be the only en-

couragement we would receive

from any school.

The general response was:

"What are you trying to sell?"

"The person who handles com-

puters is on vacation." "We're

busy right now with exams, par-

ent-teacher meetings, law en-

forcement, football, etc., but do
call us back (preferably when
we're out)." "I'll route the mat-

ter to our mathematics coor-

dinator; he (or she, or it) will get

back to you. But don't hold your

breath."

The lesson here is that you'll

need some patience (and some
aspirin). Teachers are not lining

up, waiting to find out about

computers. You have to reach

them and sell them on the idea;

and that takes time and effort.

A few notices or a few tele-

phone calls will not do the job.

Fortunately, we wanted to

start small and we had no illu-

sions about a huge crowd. (Re-

member that we wanted to in-

clude hands-on experience.) In

fact, our initial group was fif-

teen, padded by two deans
from Grossmont College and a

few ringers from the local com-

puter club.

The Initial Program

The program consisted of

two talks: one by me and an-

other by Dr. Melvin Zeddies of

United States International

University. Mine, "An Introduc-

tion to Computers," described

what a computer was, what

made up a working system,

what was presently available

and how much it cost, what the

future trends might be, where

you could get more informa-

tion, and how you might want to

use a computer in the class-

room. Copies of the slides are

available from me for anyone
who is interested.

Dr. Zeddies talked about his

experiences in building several

small computers for use in a

high-school program for gifted

students, covering such mat-

ters as how to obtain funding,

build and maintain the comput-

ers, write programs, and pro-

vide some continuity in com-

puter operations.

In addition, three local com-
puter enthusiasts— Gary
Mitchell, Laura Thomas and
Carl Palechek—described their

experiences with personal

computers. The program was
rounded out by a laboratory

session which involved writing

and executing several short

machine-language programs.

In general, our participants

found the workshop interesting

1 02



but had some reservations. Our

real problem was that the EPA

Micro-68 computers were not

the type that would be useful at

the elementary or secondary

levels. These computers are

really intended as digital

trainers or prototyping systems

for engineering applications.

Several teachers suggested

that they were interested in

complete systems with ade-

quate peripherals that could be

programmed in a high-level lan-

guage (preferably BASIC).

Furthermore, we had to show

the teachers that personal

computers could be a useful

classroom tool. Several teach-

ers said they needed to see

things that they could use im-

mediately, rather than just hear

suggestions. We had to sit

down and really think about

how to sell teachers on utilizing

computers.

The participants generally

did not want to assemble kits,

attach peripherals or maintain

their own computers. They had

neither the facilities nor the

time for that approach. The on-

ly attraction of kits was that

they could be purchased as in-

structional supplies rather than

as capital equipment. Most

school districts (like many com-

panies and government agen-

cies) have elaborate proce-

dures for purchasing comput-

ers. Although these proce-

dures make little sense now

that computers are so inexpen-

sive, they will remain an

obstacle to computer pur-

chases for many years.

Some Further Efforts

Since that first effort, we

have held two more workshops.

We now have cooperation from

Computer Power and Light, a

manufacturer of complete
microcomputer systems that

include a keyboard, monitor

and audio cassettes (see Photo

4). These systems come assem-

bled, and can be programmed

in BASIC. The manufacturer

provides local maintenance

and some software. We are now

trying to emphasize the use of

computers to aid in remedial

education (they have infinite

patience), to provide simulated

experience and to help teach-

ers perform routine tasks.

The problem of reaching our

potential audience remains a

serious one. Clearly a small

volunteer group cannot put a

massive, continuous effort into

publicity, personal contacts

and telephone reminders. We
are now trying to work through

the San Diego County Depart-

ment of Education and we're

hoping the department can

handle the difficult task of

reaching that audience.

Overall, I think this experi-

ence has been useful, even

though it is little more than a

beginning. In fact, I may have

learned more than the teachers

since I have become acquaint-

ed with school administrations,

financing methods, district pol-

icies and school problems. I

have had an opportunity to see

Bob Albrecht in action (he's

fabulous), and to meet a large

number of concerned educa-

tors.

Some Suggestions

Teacher education presents

a real opportunity for local

computer clubs and enthusi-

asts. I suggest the following

guidelines.

1. Work through your local

school district or county de-

partment of education. Other-

wise the problem of publicity is

enormous.

2. Explain computers from

the beginning. Don't assume

teachers have any background,

particularly familiarity with the

personal-computer movement.

Remember that S-100 bus,

Altair, Imsai, floppy disk, RAM,

ROM and other such terms are

not common knowledge.

3. Emphasize how teachers

can use computers to help with

everyday classroom tasks. Try

to bring in local teachers who
have actual experience with

small computers.

4. Don't hesitate to include

some games and other atten-

tion-grabbers—teachers are

almost human, after all. Include

some useful programs as well.

5. Include some organized

hands-on experience, prefer-

ably involving programming

low-cost computers in BASIC.
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Actual experience is the only

way to overcome the fear of

computers so many people feel.

6. Discuss sources of addi-

tional information and equip-

ment. These sources include

computer clubs, stores and
magazines. Calculators/Com-

puters magazine is a new jour-

nal that deals specifically with

educational applications. (I will

gladly provide a list of selected

books and magazines.)

7. Emphasize complete sys-

tems that do not require a high

level of expertise to build, use
or maintain. Explain some of

the pitfalls, but don't make the

road seem too hard to travel.

8. Be sure to note that we

don't have all the answers yet.

The entire personal-computer

business is only a few years
old, and most of the exciting

developments are still ahead of

us.

9. Try to get actual systems
into schools, even if just for an
afternoon. In-school demon-
strations help create publicity

and encourage students and
teachers.
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In Circuit

IC Tester
SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

• Allows simple, fast, Inexpensive In-clrcuit testing of
most 7400 series ICs. using the well known XOR tech-
nique.

• Can monitor an IC for hours and detect an error oc-
curring only oncel
• Draws its current (typically I 50 mA) from the power
supply of the IC under test.

• A known good IC of the same type* is inserted into
the socket on the tester, the two eight pos. DIP switch-
es are set as required, and the test clip is placed on the
IC to be tested. The tester then monitors all data lines
until an error is found.
• Can test any DIP IC meeting the following re-

quirements:
If IC is storage type (latch, counter, etc.) reset or

load must be active, (i.e. IC under test and known
good IC must start at same state)

If 1 6 pin: Vcc on pin 1 6, Gnd on pin 8
If 1 4 pin: Vcc on pin 14, Gnd on pin 7

MODEL IC77 Kit price $32 includes all parts, printed
circuit board and pre-wired test clip. "not incl.

Jeffway Electronics

225 Elm Street

Northampton, MA 01060
J11

IBM SELECTRIC
BASED I/O TERMINAL

(USED) $695.00
• Tape Drives • Cable
• Cassette Drives • Wire
• Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays
• Cabinets • XFMRS • Heat
Sinks • Printers • Components
Many other items
Write for free catalog
WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC.
10 FLAGSTONE DRIVE
HUDSON, N.H. 03051
Phone orders accepted using VISA
or MC. Toll Free 1-800-258-1036
In N.H. 603-885-3705 W16

REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

+ 5 VOLTS 2 AMP
Adjustable

+ 12 VOLTS y2 AMP
Adjustable

PLUS
-15,100,200V LOCUR.
$15.95 EA 2/S29.00
ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING

DELTRONIKS
PO BOX 29363

ATLANTA, GA 30359
D28

PIXE-PLEXER"
Ends those SPECIAL Video Monitor PROBLEMS!

' -. '"'—-"'" „™. *'
MMM Mnts
• TV tewJWr.

m. ij" t i"

MODEL
PXP-4500

K $24.50
** kit

Pixe-Plexer is an IC type modulator RF oscillator for

interfacing audio, color and regular monochrome video
signals from computers, TV cameras, VTR's, games, etc.,

for display on any regular TV set via the antenna
terminals. Power requirements: 15V @50 ma max.
Operates on ch. 2-6 tunable. Includes 3.58 Mhz color

subcarrier and 4.5 Mhz audio subcarrier with varactor
modulator. R-Y and B-Y inputs. Analog or digital inputs.

Complete with IC data sheet and instructions. Numerous
circuit variations from deluxe to simple.

For all other video display needs, don't forget our
popular "Pixe-Verter" Mod. RF kit. Model PXV-2A.
$8.50.

Available from your local dealer or factory-direct. Phone
or write for additional assistance. Dial 402-987-3771.—A ^Vi
13-K Broadway ATV Research Dakota City, NE.

•u»-^Ni A43 68731

AD-68A ANALOG-TO-
DIGITAL CONVERTER

• 8 analog input channels
• Occupies one SWTPC 6800 I/O
slot

• Quality components and PCB
• Complete documentation
•90 day full warranty
•Assembled and tested
$39.95 £ E}<

Available from your local dealer or
factory direct. Write for additional
information.

Innovative Technology
•:•:•:•:•:•:

|0>l
510 Oxford Park

M.** Garland. Texas 75043
(214) 270-8393

"RKMark" is published quarterly

Copyright © 1978. Heath I s.-r s Group

Two Heathkit User Organizations??

BULK RATE
U.S. Postage

PAID
Heath Company

You may have noticed that there are two entirely
separate organizations tor Haathkit computet users.
HUG is the official Heath sponsored organization
The second organization publishes a periodic news
letter (idled BUSS. This second organization is not
affiliated with Heath Company in any way. Neither is

it approved, sanctioned, or recommended. Heath
Company bears no responsibility for the material it

publishes or the advice it gives. The official, inside
word will always come through HI IC If you want the
latest word on new products, software updates, and
other juicy news, keep reading RKMark.

12 issues f^sT
iCU&S

J

BUSS
325 Penn£<j(v3hi9/lvSB—

-j-^,

Washington,/). C. 20003$**
The SevenU /ssue oi SUSS
Cd/iitOvtAUtf The ^arneTfitne.

AsT/fe First hue ofiWari
Reader Serv/ee # F4
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A Complete
Microcomputer
Now Being Used As:

Programmable Controller

Data Acquisition & Analysis

Personal Computer
Educational Courses

Simply Connect Power Supply Accessories Available:

Expansion Motherboard Prom Boards

Additional RAM Memory Floppy Disk System

JOHNSON
COMPUTER

MEDINA, OHIO 44256 P.O. BOX 523

j4 (216) 725-4560
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(from page 7)

the case: ".
. . the plastic is not

strong enough to keep the fasten-

ers in place. After I opened the

top a few times both fasteners

broke loose." He also found
trouble with the cover uprooting
the keyboard when he removed it.

He particularly had trouble with

the color TV monitor and dis-

cussed that at great length . . .

including a severe problem he had
with radio frequency hash from
the computer. He stressed this a

couple of times and then went on
to gripe that there were no periph-

erals available for the Apple bus.

He didn't like the game paddles

supplied, so a great deal of the ar-

ticle was devoted to his making
his own joystick, an engineering

triumph of which he seemed ex-

traordinarily proud. He left me
with the strong impression that

before I could do much with the

Apple I would have to duplicate

his chore of buying all the parts

and building my own joystick. I

would then have to dig into the

Apple and wire my new control

Byte editor Helmers.

system directly into the computer
before I could use it. This would
obviously ruin the portability of
the unit and I doubt if I could get

the bottom cover back on.

Phooey.

Helmers didn't like the BASIC
supplied. "But the 5K BASIC,
even given its string capabilities,

is not what one would want to

use. . . . The people at Apple
have hacked the (BASIC) inter-

preter . . . had to sacrifice two
statements: LET and REM."
This in order to have graphics. He
beefed about the lack of the high-

resolution software package . . .

DISK ASSEMBLER
and

DISK EDITOR
Both programs read and write disk files; file size not
limited by memory. Assembler will assemble up to
ten source files at a time; permits modular pro-
gramming with programs easily relocated by
reassembling at the desired address. Editor does
not use line numbers; it searches for strings. Lines
may be inserted, deleted and displayed. Large disk
source files allow programs to be fully commented.

ASSEMBLER/EDITOR on disk
with users manual. ..$30

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
161 1 E. Central Wichita, KS 67214

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

called the applications software

"a mixed bag" . . . didn't like

the loose-leaf documentation and
the lack of tutorial on how the

computer works . . . and found
the documentation "scanty" on
the BASIC interpreter.

Absent from the review was
any objectivity or discussion of

the benefits of the system to the

beginning computerist. He said

nothing about where one could

get applications software for the

system . . . how easy it is to use

and to learn . . . how many peo-

ple are able to sit down and learn

the fundamentals of microcom-
puting in a few hours with the

Apple, etc. Obviously he had no

interest in the tremendous enthu-

siasm of the Apple owners . . .

any one of whom could have

done a far superior job of review-

ing the system.

Computer Portraits:

Up and Coming

Most of use have run into

Apple controller.

KIMSI

The KIM to S-100 bus
Interface/Motherboard

• Combines the power of the 6502 with the flexibility of

the S-100 bus
• Attaches to any unmodified KIM
• Complete interface logic and fully buffered motherboard

in one unit

• On-board regulation of power for KIM
• Eight slots of S-100 compatibility for additional RAM,

Video and I/O boards, PROM Programmers, Speech
processors . . .

• Includes all parts, sockets for ICs, one 100 pin connector,

and full Assembly/Operating documentation

Kit $125, Assembled $165
All units shipped from stock

FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 8066-H
Coburg, OR 97401

o
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computer-portrait outfits at

shows, shopping centers, fairs,

vacation spots, etc. It turns out,

according to a release from Cen-

tronics (which we'll be publish-

ing) that there are fortunes to be

made with these systems.

One of the exhibits at the San

Jose show was a portrait system

by Micro Works, a new outfit in

Del Mar (California, of course).

Their price for a complete system

was ridiculously low . . . around

a quarter that of one of the low-

est-priced commercial systems.

While the cost of the equipment

needed to make $100,000 in sales

(mostly profits) over a six-week

period is not relevant if it's under

$50,000 . . . not many locations

will produce that amount of

dollars ... so a few bucks saved

is a few bucks earned.

Since many computer hobby-

ists are not totally opposed to

making money with their sys-

tems, we'd like to have some ar-

ticles on commercial applications

of microcomputers . . . such as

for computer portraits.

First European Microcomputer

The European agents for Kilo-

baud have forwarded informa-

tion on NASCOM 1, a micro-

computer kit selling for 980 DM
(from an address in Trier, W.
Germany). The system uses a Z-80

chip and has its own bus struc-

ture, which the literature doesn't

divulge. They do have a

NASCOM to S- 100 bus interface

board available, so any of the

hundreds of S- 100 boards can be

used with the system. They also

have a Kansas City cassette inter-

face available.

The kit includes a full alpha-

numeric keyboard and character

generator. It requires a TV set for

video display and a separate

power supply (another 130 DM).

It appears to have 4K of memory

and includes a small operating

system (NASBUG) in ROM and

its own cassette system, not com-

patible with any other known
system (as usual).

My plans are to be in Europe in

May, and I hope to have a fuller

report on NASCOM after the

May show in Paris. Trier is quite

near the Luxembourg border,

and is not that far from Paris. It

is a beautiful old city, with many
Roman ruins . . . such as the re-

mains of extensive outdoor

baths, and a coliseum for Roman
games. I won't have a chance to

get up there to see the NASCOM
distributor; however, perhaps I

will have a chance to visit the

factory in the UK on the way to

Paris.

Buying Mail Order

There are several firms that are

not permitted to advertise in Kilo-

baud because we have had so

many complaints about them.

But, outside of checking the ads

in Kilobaud, how can you protect

yourself against rip-offs? Not

that an ad in Kilobaud is positive

proof of anything because we get

taken in too . . . and of course

there are still some credible ad-

vertisers who are not running ads

in Kilobaud for reasons of their

own . . . odd as this may seem.

To get your best shot at not get-

ting a bad deal, I suggest the fol-

lowing procedure. This has to do

with firms about which you may
have a question . . . not steady

advertisers in Kilobaud such as

S.D. Sales, Godbout, etc. Before

you plunk a big bunch of money

in an envelope, take some pre-

cautions.

1. Write a letter to the firm

asking for a confirmation of

prices and a definite commitment

on delivery within two weeks of

your order. Keep a copy of this

letter in your files.

2. If they do promise delivery

within two weeks, it is time to

place your order. If they say no, it

is time to hold off until they get

their act in shape. If you are go-

ing to order, send them a certified

check or money order for the

amount, or the order and a letter

explaining exactly what you are

ordering, giving every possible

detail. State clearly that shipment

is to be made within two weeks or

else your check is to be returned.

Send this letter by certified mail,

with a return receipt. This costs a

dollar and may be worth it. If you

are not extremely clear in your

order it could delay things while

the firm writes to find out what

baud rate you need, etc. Keep a

INN0VEX FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

NEW-FULL SIZE $495 or LESS*

From The Same People Who Brought You The First Diskette and Drive

TO DESIGN YOUR OWN CUSTOM SUB-SYSTEM FOR LESS:

( 1 ) BUY THE INN0VEX MODEL 41 OR 420 FROM THE MANUFACTURER

AT THE OEM VOLUME PRICE OF $495.

8" Full Size,IBM Compatible,Hard

or Soft Sector Single or Double Density

(2) BVW THE FLOPPY CONTROLLER DESIGNED FOR YOUR SYSTEM

XX) *TOtH fTO * UWWTED TIME GET A REBATE FROM INN0TR0NICS

HAVING BOUGHT ONE OF THESE POPULAR INTERFACES SPECIFI-

CALLY DESIGNED TO WORK WITH THIS INN0VEX DRIVE:

Tarbell $20 Peripheral Vision $10
SCI • • $20 Digital Group $10

$20
$20

WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER THE HIGHEST QUALITY DISKETTE DRIVE

FOR THE FAIREST PRICE POSSIBLE IN THE INDUSTRY

ACT NOW AND SAVE!!!!

Send Check Or Money Order for $495
Less Rebate If Applicable

(proof of purchase required)

INN0TR0NICS C0RP0RATI0N/DEPT A

BROOKS ROAD
LINCOLN, MASSACHUSETTS 01773

Tel. (617) 259-0600

*0ffer Ends 7-1-78

X-Y PLOTTERS
NOW YOU

CAN HAVE A
PLOTTER ALSO

Ml

SYLVANHILLS PLOTTERS ARE FOR YOU

Completely assembled X-Y mechanism & interface .

You add drawing surface, 24V supply & computer

.

Resolution is .Ol inch. Rugged and reliable.

11x17 inch size $795

DFT-1 Plotter Console $95

17x22 inch size $950

DFT-2 Plotter Console $1 1

5

Owners manual (Refunded with purchase) $5

8080 SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE III
Complete brochure available free on request

g>yhmnliUifl Eaburatiira. inc.

Box 646 • Pittsburg, Kansas 66762 • 316 231 4440 S28
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Please post or circulate

Make your reservations now for the

BUSINESS & PERSONAL COMPUTER EXHIBITION

3rd An
Computerfest TM 78
June 23-25, 1978
Detroit, Michigan

Presented by the Midwest Affiliation of Computer Clubs
24 Hour Computerfest™ Hotline phone number (313) 775-5320

The Computerfest™ '78 to be held in the ultra new Detroit Renaissance Center, Detroit Plaza
Hotel, June 23-25, will feature a full scale three day business and personal computer exhibition.
The Computerfest™ will include useful information on how to computerize your business, home
or office. Bring your walking shoes to cover over 1 00,000 square feet of convention facilities!

Only $5.00 for all three days, or save 20% now by pre-registering
Deadline for $4.00 advance registration tickets is June 15, 1978

Use coupon below to get 20% pre-registration discount

• Stupendous Hobbyist Exhibits
• Tours and Evening Activities
• Club Hospitality Suites
• Special Club Meetings
• Fabulous Programs
Special events to feature:

* Tours of automotive facilities

* Saturday evening Detroit/
Canada river cruise

Manufacturer's Party
Technical Sessions
Giant Flea Market
New Product Displays
Seminars in computer
applications for:

Education, Business systems,
Computers for the Handicapped,
Graphics/Art, Automotive,
Hobbyist, New Technology.

Limited exhibit space is available!

For convention booths contact:

Mr. Jim Rarus - Chairperson
Computerfest" '78

Box 9578 - Department CE1
Detroit, Michigan 48202 U.S.A.

or call 24 hours (313) 775-5320

For convention advertising contact:

Mr. Ken Ascher- Advertising Director

c/o Communications Electronics"

Box 1002 - Department CE2
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106 U.S.A.

24 hour Advertising phone (313) 994-4441

Mail this coupon and make your
check payable to:

SEMCO/Computerfest" '78

Box 9578 - Department CE3
Detroit, Michigan 48202 U.S.A.

send me advance tickets at $4.00 each
please put me on your mailing list

send me more Computerfest" information

send information on special hotel rates

please send exhibitors information

D please send advertising information

1978 South Eastern Michigan Computer Org
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SD Products are now at Computer Dealers!
SD Computer Products are available

throughout the country from the many SD
Computer Products Dealers. These dealers

bring you the same advanced technology that

you have been receiving from SD through our

mail order division. The same Expandoram C32
and 6-4 K versions). Versafloppy®. Single

Board Computers. ZBO Starter Kits, memory
boards and all the other fine SD Computer
Products are available at these fine dealers.

Your Local SD Computer Dealers in the U. S. & Canada

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK
Computer Products Unltd.

Computer Store

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
Bits & Bytes Computer Shop

CALIFORNIA
BELMONT
Strawberry Electronics

BOULDER
Byte Shop Boulder

CITRUS HTS.
Byte of Sacramento

DAVIS
JK Electronics

FAIR OAKS
P.C.E. Electronics

LAWNDALE
Jade Electronics

NO. HIGHLANDS
T. Stowe Company

REDDING
Ounston Enterprises

SACRAMENTO
Microcomputer Methods

SAN DIEGO
Byte Shop San Diego

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Prokotronics

SANTA ANA
Advanced Computer Prod.

SANTA MONICA
Mission Control

SUNNYVALE
Recreational Computer

29 PALMS
Calif. Applied Tech.

WESTMINISTER
Computer Playground

COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS
Byle Shop/Colo. Spgs.

Peerless Coin-Op Corp.

ENGLEWOOD
Byte Englewood

GREELEY
Bits & Chips

MORRISON
Computer Broker

DELAWARE
NEWARK
Newark
Delaware Microsystems

FLORIDA
MELBOURNE
Electronic Shop Inc.

MERRITT ISLAND
Solartronics, Inc.

ORANGE PARK
Digital Microcomputer Systems

ORLANDO
Ardaman Eng., Inc.

POMPANO BEACH
Systems Resources, Inc.

TALLAHASSEE
Hancock's Laboratory

GEORGIA
FAYETTEVILLE
Lindsey Electronics

HAWAII
HONOLULU
Small Computer Systems

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN
Champaign Computer

NAPERVILLE
lllini Microcomputers

INDIANA
EVANSVILLE
Digital Supplies

SOUTH BEND
Audio Specialists

KANSAS
WICHITA
Computer Systems Design

OVERLAND PARK
Advanced Micro Sys. Inc.

LOUISIANA
METAIRIE
Computer Shoppe, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
WALTHAM
Computer Mart, Inc.

MARYLAND
ACCOKEEK
Thomas Amenta Assoc.

TOWSON
CPU, Inc. t/a Computers, Etc.

MICHIGAN
BAD AXE
Huron Electronics

ROYAL OAK
Computer Mart of Royal Oak

ST. CLAIR SHORES
Computer Systems

MINNESOTA
SO. ST. PAUL
Rus-Con

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
Stone Balloon Hobby Ltd.

PARKVILLE
Computer Workshop of K.C.

NEBRASKA
OMAHA
Omaha Computer Store

NEW JERSEY
PARLIN
NBS Electronics

CLARK
S-100

OCEAN
Winkler Elec. (SysCom-Germany)

NEW YORK
LEVITTOWN
Byte Shop East

NEW YORK
Computer Emporium

Computer Mart of New York

ROCHESTER
Compuworld

Home Computer Center

SYRACUSE
Mini Micro Mart, Inc.

TROY
Trojan Electronic Supply

WHITE PLAINS
The Computer Corner

NORTH CAROLINA
CARRABORO
Fitch Creation

BOONE
Alpha Digital

RALEIGH
Dixie Computers

NORTH DAKOTA
FARGO
P.S. Inc.

OHIO
COLUMBUS
Merribell Cybershop

DAYTON
Computer Mart

KENT
Ohio Micro Systems

OREGON
COBURG
Forethought Products

PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSTON
Shearer Service

HUNTINGDON VALLEY
Marketline Systems

FRAZER
Personal Computer Corp.

PITTSBURGH
Martco Enterprises

STATE COLLEGE
Micro-Computer Products

SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBUS
Byte Shop Columbus S.C.

ROCKHILL
Home Supply Company

TEXAS
ARLINGTON
Computer Port

DALLAS
Tanner Electronics

HOUSTON
Houston Computer Mart

The Computer Store

LUBBOCK
Neighborhood Computer Store

UTAH
PROVO
Central Utah Elec.

VERMONT
SO., BURLINGTON
Computer Mart of Vermont

VIRGINIA
ALEXANDERIA
Computer Plus, Inc.

RICHMOND
Computer Techniques Corp.

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE
Amateur Radio Supply

Am. Mercantile

United Products

WISCONSIN
MADISON
Madison Computer Store

CANADA
LA SALLE, QUEBEC
J.Wang

VANCOUVER
Rendell-Paret Elec. Ltd.

MISSISSAUGA
Arisia Microsystems

MONTREAL
Futur Byte Inc.

CALGARY
The Computer Shop

State of the Art at Affordable Prices

j j A A SD Computer Products S2

j^^^ ^fgg gg ^ A DIVISION Of

SD SALES COMPANY

Post Office Box 28B10 - Dallas, Texas75228 21<4 - 271 - 4E>E>~7 BOO-527-34BO
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couple of copies of the order and
check.

3. If you have heard nothing in

a month it is time to get into ac-

tion. Write a letter asking for the

return of your money. Send a

copy of your order to the firm

and point out their promise of de-

livery within two weeks. Tell

them that unless they respond im-

mediately you will take the matter

to the mail-order-fraud depart-

ment of the post office, to your
attorney general, and to the Bet-

ter Business Bureau in his town.

Keep a copy of this letter . . .

and send me a copy.

4. If you hear nothing further

within ten days, it is time to write

to the post office, the attorney

general, Better Business, and
anyone else you can think of who
might be interested. By all means,
send a copy of the correspon-

dence to me. I don't want to run

ads from firms like this . . . and I

just might be able to help you get

your refund.

Book Manuscripts Wanted

The Kilobaud book depart-

ment has been expanded recently

and several books are in the

works; more are needed ... if

you are looking for fame and for-

tune.

A publisher has two major
functions, and Kilobaud is

uniquely suited to both of these.

First comes the printing of the

book, which can be an expensive

proposition. In our case, we edit

the manuscript, do the drafting

of any schematics, set the type,

do needed photography, proof-

read the type, lay out the pages,

put the type, photos and draft-

ings together on the page, shoot

the negatives, make the printing

plates, buy the paper, print the

book, bind it and ship it. Every-

thing is done right at Kilobaud]

Few publishers have such a com-
plete setup ... or one nearly as

efficient.

The second function is adver-

tising and distributing the book.

Again we have everything, in-

cluding a magazine to help with

the advertising. Our marketing

staff prepares promotions for

computer stores, bookstores,

radio stores, etc. Our sales staff is

in touch with all possible book
outlets. With over a dozen books
now being distributed, we know
the market well.

What kind of books are need-

ed? Microcomputer-fundamental

books are still selling well, despite

the large number of them out

there. Books of programs for

microcomputer-users are exceed-

ingly popular. Books on pro-

gramming sell well. Heck, almost

any book on computing sells.

What are you waiting for?

Wouldn't you like to see your

name on a book cover?

If you have a book in the works
you can do worse than get in

touch with our book department

and see if you have something

viable. It sure is nice when those

royalty checks come in.

Good News and Bad News

Perhaps you've noticed that

prices on everything have been

inching up. As long as we are all

so enthusiastic about supporting

an ever-growing government, one
that has a strong vested interest in

spending, not saving, inflation is

going to be a fact of life. You've
probably read about the recent

postal hike and you may know
about the next one that's coming.

I sense that something has

changed in postal rates for maga-

zines when I have to pay 72C a

copy to mail an issue of Kilobaud

and remember when I paid 5<T

each to mail 73 Magazine.

The excuses include more than

postage. Paper has doubled in

price in recent months, with the

grades of paper we used to use be-

ing phased out and forcing us to

use what the paper mills are mak-
ing . . . paper so thin it is getting

difficult to turn a page without

skipping one or two and hardly

noticing it. Printers, needing big-

ger Rolls Royces and yachts, have

upped their take . . . and so it

goes.

The bottom line is an increase

in Kilobaud's one-year subscrip-

tion to $18. Since about half of

our subscribers opt for a three-

year subscription for $36, and we
are not increasing this price, the

net to us will be about 1 1 percent.

This will put us back where we
were when Kilobaud started.

With a very high percentage of

the renewals coming through for

three years, it will be the newcom-
ers to the magazine who will foot

the inflation on the one-year rate.

EDITOR'S
REMARKS
(from page 7)

or give me a call for reservations

and booth costs.

John Craig, RFD Box 100 D,

Lompoc CA 93436, (805)
735-1023.

Article Submission

Hey, if you're going to write an

article don 't send it to more than

one magazine at a time, OK?
That isn't the way the game is

played. I don't think any of us

likes to be put in a position of

"bidding" on a piece of material

(and I won't), but even worse

than that are the possible messes

that can occur.

My most recent experience in-

volving dual submissions resulted

lJ**T£%
(from page 20)

7. l o
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from a record-keeping error on

the author's part. It turned out he

had submitted the article to an-

other magazine, forgot about it

and then sent it to Kilobaud. It

initially blew my mind when I saw

an article that I'd already bought

in print ... in another mag-

azine.

We finally got things straight-

ened out; but to paraphrase an

oft-heard democratic dictum:

"One article, one magazine.'
»»

NEW
Products

(from page 17)

age differential of bus signals that

are asserted "high."

The Extensys device provides

glitch-free signals (no spikes in-

terference, crosstalk) by bringing

some well-documented analog

techniques from transmission-

line analysis to the digital world

of S- 100 computers.

The "Glitch Grabber," which

easily plugs into any open slot on

the S-100 bus, features a proprie-

tary self-regulating transistor net-

work that controls voltages and

modifies circuitry to handle less

or more voltage; the circuitry is

activated, however, only when

the glitch is there, so it does not

load the S-100 bus signals.

The "Glitch Grabber" is also

very effective when used in busi-

ness applications where reliable

operations are of prime concern.

Extensys, 380 Bernardo Ave.,

Mountain View CA 94040.

PET-488 Cable Assembly

The Pickles and Trout
PET-488 cable assembly makes

your PET computer plug com-

patible with any IEEE-488 de-

vice. The PET computer can be-

come the controller for a wide

variety of electronic test equip-

ment and computer peripherals.

You can use your PET as the

basis for an automated testing

system or you can take advantage

of the numerous peripheral de-

vices (more appear every month)

that can talk to the IEEE-488 bus.

The PET-488 cable assembly

plugs directly into the edge con-

nector on the back of the PET
computer and has a completely

488 compatible connector on the

other end. The cable itself meets

all IEEE-488 specifications for

shielding and crosstalk and is 18

inches (.45m) long. Price is $30

(California residents, please add

6 percent sales tax).

Pickles and Trout, PO Box

1206, Goleta CA 93017.

Professional Software

The Comprehensive Mailing

List Program Package, #ML-
1NS, is a modular program set

which enables the user to start

and effectively maintain one or

more mailing lists. Operations in-

clude: Add, Delete, Search, Sort,

Auto-Sort and Sequential Print-

out. Features include: user-select-

able defaults for ease of entry,

user-selectable number of labels

across page for different printers

and label sheets and user-select-

able 3- or 4-line address for each

independent entry. The program

set is written for convenience and

ease of use. Available with com-

plete documentation and North

Star diskette for only $25 ppd.

Delivery is from stock. Docu-

mentation package only is $4.50

ppd, fully refundable with order

for diskette. Order from:
Williams Radio and TV, Inc.,

Computer Division, 2062 Liberty

St., PO Box 3314, Jacksonville

FL 32206.

IPltOOKS

(from page 12)

impression of two guys talking to

each other. The result is a very

readable pair of books that are

also extremely informative.

The books aren't flawless, of

course. The most irritating things

are the typographical errors. For-

tunately, only a couple of them

are likely to cause you any confu-

sion while reading. An errata

sheet will be available soon.

Sorry, but even though I tried, I

couldn't come up with anything

else bad to say.

In short, these books are ideal

for someone who is just getting

into home computing. Even for

the more experienced reader, they

tie up a lot of the loose ends and

show the relationships among
things that may not have been

clear before.

Tom Rugg
Los Angeles CA

NEW YORK CITY
and

LONG ISLAND

IF YOU WANT PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
IN A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE . . .

AND A LARGE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

General Ledger, Inventory, Accounts Payable,

Accounts Receivable, Word Processing Systems.

GENERAL APPLICATIONS
Northstar Macro Assembler $65

Northstar Mailing Label Program $45

STOCK MARKET PACKAGE (Unique) Makes

Makes Ticker-Tape Obsolete.

Send $2.00 for descriptive brochure on Stock

Market Package.

BYTE ShOP
THE AFFORDABLE COMPUTER STORE

T.M

130 East 40th Street

New York, NY 10016

(212)889-4204

(Corner Lexington Avenue)

Tues. thru Fri. 11 to 7 • •

Saturday 10 to 5* • • •

2721 Hempstead Turnpike

Levittown, NY 11756

(516)731-8116

(Just East of Wantagh Pkwy)
12 to 8

10 to 5 B14

NOW A SOLUTION
TO YOUR I/O HEADACHE#33

The OE 1 OOO Terminal is a low cost stand alone video terminal that

operates quietly and maintenance free. It will allow you to display on
a monitor or modified T.V. 1 6 lines of 64 characters. The
characters can be any of the 36 A5CII alphanumerics. and any of

the 32 special characters. In addition to upper-lower case
capability it has a scroll up feature and full X-Y cursor control. All

that is required from your microcomputer is300 baud, R3 232 or

20 mA current loop, serial data. And if that is not enough the price

is only $275.00 in kit or $350.00 assembled, plus S3.00 shipping

and handling. To order phone or write:

OTTO ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 3066

Princeton. N.J. 08540
609/44B-91 65

MC, BAC, COD accepted N.J. residents add 5°fc> sales tax.
Dealer Inquiries invited. 09
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Kilobaud classified advertisements are intended for use by those
individuals desiring to buy, sell, or trade used computer equipment
or software. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows five lines of about
22 characters each, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box
provides ten lines of type - again, each line is about 22 characters.
Minimize capital letters, as they use twice the space of small
characters. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot
bill, or accept credit. Oversize ads are not accepted. Each subscriber
is limited to two (2) identical ads in any given issue.
Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of
publication. For example, advertising copy for the March issue
(mailed in February) must be in our hands on January 1. The
publisher reserves the right to refuse a questionable or not
applicable advertisement. Mail advertisements to: KILOBAUD
CLASSIFIED, Kilobaud, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include
any other material with your ad, as it may be delayed.

PET owners—train your new PET with this

software: try Dictator at $10 or King at

$7.50, or a tape of 10 games at $20. Send
SASE for complete list. Guaranteed. Dr.

Daley, 425 Grove Ave., Berrien Springs MI
49103.

TDL Xitan, 34K—250n SMB. video display

brd ZPU, keyboard, 12" TV, $2095, Jon
Batcheller. (904) 373-7004.

Sophisticated 2-player football simulation

on cassette for Radio Shack TRS-80 Level 1

BASIC. Uses graphics to draw field, move
ball, etc. $12. Dr. S. Harter, Box 17222,

Tampa FL 33682.

PET users need info? Getting started with

your PET workbook, $4. Workbook has

helpful info, sample programs, exercises and
fundamental features of PET BASIC. Send
SASE for details. D. Smith, Box 921, Los
Alamos NM 87544.

ADM-3A with upper/lowercase. Brand new.

Guaranteed working perfectly. $600. Write:

Terminal, PO Box 2467, N. Canton OH
44720.

For sale: Heath H8, H9, 12 K mem assem-
bled. ecp-3801 recorder Ext-BASIC and all

supporting prog & doc. $1400. T. Bratcher,

1926 Woodslea, Apt 5, Flint MI 48507. (313)
744-3098 after 6 PM.

TRS-80 Horoscopes. Level 1 BASIC. Tuto-
rial on horoscope and zodiac. Locates
houses and planets. Any date 1800-2000.

Single pass for 16K and three pass prog, for

4K. Both for $7.50 (tape). D. L. Pitman,
3045 Tuna Canyon, Topanga CA 90290.

All prime, \00°7o guaranteed, in tubes.

CD4030—25/$7.50, CA3079—25/$12,
74SU2—25/$10. 74116— 15/$15. A. Khan,
2355 Burch Cir. N.E., Atlanta GA 30319.

For Sale: GE capacitors 26,000 uF at 30 volts

dc $2 each or three for $5. Postpaid U.S. on-
ly. L.F. Carbaugh, PO Box 398, New Cum-
berland PA 17070.

For Sale: Altair 8800B w/broken protect

switch (bat handle was accidently snapped
off). Worked fine before the mishap. $650.

Jeff Smith, 5638 Whitsett #16, N. Holly-

wood CA 91607.
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The following shows are coming up in 78:

Orlando

Paris

Atlanta

Anaheim
Dallas

Detroit

Wash DC
San Antonio
San Diego

Philadelphia

NYC
Houston
Dallas

Chicago (Benwill)

Chicago (Bunnell)

Seattle

Los Angeles

May 19-21

May 23-25

June 3-4

June 6-8

June 17-18

June 23-25

Jul 22-23

Aug 5-7

Aug 22-24

Aug 25-27

Sep 22-24

Sep 29-Oct 1

Sep 29-Oct 1

Oct 5-8

Oct 12-15

Oct 21-22

Nov 3-5

Sell: Heath H9 terminal, expertly assembled,

$550. 10 new DPI 8-in. disks, $50. I ship.

Andy Thornburg, 400 E. Jackson, DeSoto
IL 62924.

Imsai with front panel, 22 motherboard,

cabinet, 8080 CPU, 4K RAM, 8800 interface

card, $200. Cromemco 8K Bytesaver with

PROM burner and 2708s, $100. Cromemco
7+ I/O, $100. Tarbell cassette interface,

$75. Processor Tech. 3 parallel, 1 serial I/O,

$80. All of above $500 cash. Joe Petro, 3503

Berkeley PI. N.E., Albuquerque NM 87103.

Apple II software—cassette: 16K black-

jack—multicolor card display, 2-player pad-

dle input, full Las Vegas rules, opt., auto-

play by computer, sound effects, documen-
tation incl., $10. George W. Lee 18803 S.

Christina Ave., Cerritos, CA 90701.

For Sale: Mits 88-ACR, 88-2SIO TTY,
8800A, 88-4MCS, 88-16MCS. ASR-33 TTY.
2 IBM 5440 hard disks. Must sell. High bid-

der takes any item. Michael Clark, R.D. #3,

Nazareth PA 18064 (215) 759-6873.

TRS-80 Sort: in BASIC I, 4K min. Sorts recs

in memory on 1 or 2 numeric fields in asc. or

desc. seq. Input from tape, k.b. or both.

Output to tape or video. Can be subroutine.

$10 on tape w/doc. To: Software, Box 6153,

Syracuse NY 13217.

SWTP 6800/1 with 12K, serial control inter-

face, parallel interface, documentation, in

good condition, $620. J. Wendel, 2 2nd St.

NE, East Grand Forks MN 56721.

Struggling Artist/Programmer needs hard-

copy graphics, digital or analog X-Y plotter.

Write: Mitch Wade, 20221 Birch St., Santa

Ana Heights CA 92707.

For Sale: North Star Software Special. Per-

sonal finance and budgeting package, $15.

Memory test, $10, Diskopy, $10. Both for

$15. Stock market analysis package, $10.

Correspondence editor, $5. Mail list, $5.

Special assortment disk, $10. Plus much
more. Send blank disk or $5.25 for disk.

Write for complete list. Herb Schildt, 1007

N. Division, Urbana IL 61801.

GE opto-isolators H11A2, all prime. 100%
guaranteed. With spec. 2/$l., 100/$40. A.

Khan, 2355 Burch Cir. N.E., Atlanta GA
30319.

CIRCLE CHESS instruction book by
Alphonso, used in Circle Chess software

development. $5, Stanonis, Box 63, Des
Plaines IL 60017.

Poly & TRS-80 Software—New, Original.

Send for complete list. Ted Carter, 902 Pine-

crest, Richardson TX 75080. (214)235-0915.

CORRECTIONS
Robert L. Smith of 2300 St. Francis Dr., Palo Alto CA 94303,

writes:

"I have some information that may be of use to readers of the ar-

ticle, 'Super Terminal!' (March issue, p. 48), about the Burroughs/

Friden 9350-2. There were some unidentified pins on Table 4 (and

at least one pin in error). The identification should be as follows:

Pin No. Function

24 SHIFT ENCODER #1

26 SHIFT ENCODER #2

27 BIT 6 OUT
28 PARITY BIT OUT
32 CONTROL BIT 6 OUT
33 CONTROL BIT 5 OUT
34 CONTROL PARITY BIT OUT
37 CONTROL BIT 7 OUT

Note that in Fig. 6, the missing pin is pin 27.

"It is not impossible to repair and modify the original boards, as

I have done so, even before I obtained any original documentation.

I did, however, have to generate a fair amount of documentation on

my own.

"At least some of the ICs on the original circuit boards are ap-

parently available from Raytheon. I have a limited supply of the

various ICs (unused) if anyone is in need of them. I also have some
used circuit boards and a fair amount of mechanical and electrical

documentation for the 9350. However, I do not have any decent

method for copying and distributing most of the documentation
because of the large volume of the material."

Chris Kilgus of Phoenix AZ wrote to inform us that the ACIA in

Fig. 1 of Don Gille's article "Tuned for Speed" (February issue, p.

59) is an MC 6850 rather than a 6820.

Our address was printed as Box 2485 in the "Mystery Program"
in the April 1978 issue. It should be: Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman,
PO Box 24815, Los Angeles CA 90024.
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IT'S ABOUT TIME!

Finally a COMPLETE disk utility package for the NORTH
STAR MICRO DISK SYSTEM. A MUST for both BUSINESS
and hobby systems. PKGUT1 on diskette includes the

following four 8080 machine language programs originating

at (relocations done no charge): PACKIT - Packs &
Unpacks disk files so you can get more storage per disk!

CHANG IT - Prints, Dumps and/or Changes data in disk files

up to a global level. SORTIT - A generalized sorting utility.

COMPIT - File comparison utility. Will compare disk files

sequentially or by key and display differences.

Diskette with full user's documentation $80.00

North Star BASIC games: ROADRACE, EVENWINS,
BIORYTHM, 3DTICTAC, and the addictive SUPRWUMP!
PKGN1 (5 games on diskette) $15.00

VDM-GAMES (require SOLOS or CUTER): Real time

ROBOTS and ASTEROID! PKGV1 (2 games on 1200 baud

CUTS tape) $20.00

MEicro
ogistics

P.O. BOX 922

Madison Square Station

New York. NY 10010

NY Residents add applicable sales tax M45

SUPERSOFTWARE
MNEMONIC ASSEMBLER

for 6800
• Fits in under 1K
• Available in

Cassette $15 Disk $18

ROM $30 (ROM addressed at

C000 for SWTPC 6800/2)

• Uses MIKBUG or
SWTBUG

— COMING SOON! —
Macro Assembler
Compiler G16

Business Packages
I—Ham Radio Applications—

Write Today for Further Details!

Garden State Software
Box 358, Pompton Lakes, N.J. 07058

2708/16
EPROM PROGRAMMER
.ot the f-8, 6800, 8080, \ 802,

or KIM- 1 microcomputers.

• RAM starting address.

PROM starting address,

number of bytes to be

programmed can be easi-

ly specified.

• Includes software for

verifying programming.
• Hardware requires only

I Vz I/O ports to interface

to any microcomputer.
• Low insertion force

programming socket.

Features:

Assembled and tested w/software $59.95, K.t $49.95.

Kit w/out software but w/software instructions

$33.00. We ship 3 days ARO for M.O. or C.O.D. After

1 PM 804-973-5482.

Optimal Technology, Inc.

Blue Wood 127
Earlysville, VA 22936 010

A*Lv̂
*

<o ^
VIDEO

TERMINAL
Now, a completely self contained video terminal card for less than $150 00.

Require* only an ASCI I Keyt>oard and TV set to become a complete interactive
terminal for connection to your computers serial 10 port. Two units available,
common features are smqle 5V supply, crystal controlled sync and baud rates
(to 9600 baud), computer and keyboard operated cursor control, parity error
and control, power on initialization, forward spaces, line feed, rev. line feeds,
home, return cursor, and clear to end of line Power requirements are 5V at

900ma, output std IV p-p video and serial TTL level data.

Features:

Display

Characters

Baud Rates

Controls

Price (kit)

TH3216
32 characters

by 16 lines

2 pages

Upper case ASCII

300-9600

Read to/from
memory

$149.95

TH6416
64 characters

by 16 lines

scrolling

Upper/lower case
optional

110-9600

Scroll up or
down

$189.95

Above prices include all IC sockets

OPTIONS:

Power supply (mounts on board) $14.95
Video/RF Modulator, VD-1 6.95
Lower case option (TH6416 only) 10.00
Assembled, tested units, add 60.00 "TH 6416 shown above"

Frequency Counter
$79 95 KIT

You ve requested it. and now it s here' The CT-50 Fre-

quency Counter Kit has more features than counters selling

tor twice the price Measuring frequency is now as easy as

puOhtrvj a button the CT 50 will automatically place ,he

decimal point in all modes, giving you quick, reliable read-

ings Want to use the CT-50 mobile'' No problem it runs

equally as well on 12 VDC as it does on 110 VAC Want
super accuracy 9 The CT-50 uses the popular TV color burst

treq ot 3 579545 MHz for time base Tap off a color TV with

our adapter and get ultra accuracy — 001 ppm 1 The CT-50
offers professional quality at the unheard of price of $79 95
Order yours today'

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity less than 25MV
Frequency range 5H* to 60MHz typically 65MM*
Gatetime 1 second 1 10 second with automatic Cecimal

point positioning on both direct and prescale

Display 8 digit red LEO 4 height

Accuracy 2 ppm 001 ppm with TV time base 1

Input BNC l meg ohm direct 50 ohm with prescale option

Power 1 1 VAC 5 watts or 1 2 VDC a.f Amp
Size Approx 6 » 4 « 2 high quality aluminum case

PRICES

CT-50, 60MHz Counter Kit $79.95

CT-50WT, 60 MHz counter, wired and tested $159.95
CT-600, 600 MHz prescaler option for CT-50, add . . $29.95

VIDEO TO RF
MODULATOR

Convert any TV set to a

video monitor. Super stable

circuit is glitch-free, tunable
over channels 4-6. Runs on
5- 15V. Recommended by
many computer manufactur-
ers. Std. video input. Com-
plete kit. VD-1 S6.95

741 OP AMP
MINI DIP 10/S2.00

LINEAR REGS TRANSISTORS
565 .50 309K .99 NPN 2N3904 type 10/$100
556 .75 340K-12 .99 PNP 2N3906 type 10/51.00

566 1 .49 7805 99 NPN Power Tab 40W 3/51 .00

567 149 7812 99 PNP Power Tab 40W 3/$1 .00

324 1.49 7815 .99 FET MPF- 102 type 3/52.00

1458 49 78MG 1.50 UJT 2N2646 type 3/52.00

380 1 49 723 .49 2N3055 NPN Power 75

RS232/TTL
TTL/RS232
Converter kit

Complete kit 57.95

8 pin

14 pin

16 pin

40 pm
14 pin

IC SOCKETS

low profile

low profile

low profile

low profile

wire wrap

5 SI 00
5/51 00
5/5100
2/51 00
3/51 00

ramssi, ;l ! :m li :-.

Box4072K ROCHESTER NY 14610 (716)2716487 $•.00

Satisfaction guaran
»e* *r money refund

m*. Orator* under 010
afd 70c COO- add
0* 00 NY Md 7V.

sales tan

MINI-KITS
FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT
Transmit up to 300' to any FM
radio Sensitive mike input re

ijuires dynamic, crystal or ceram-
ic mike Runs on 3 to 9 volts.

FM 1 52.95

TONE DECODER KIT
A complete lone decoder on a Single PC
Board Feature* 400 to 5000 Hi adjustable
frequency rang*, voltage regulation 587 IC
Uae'i i far ouch 'ow decoding tone h"rst
detection FSK demod signaling, and many
other uta* Use 7 for 12 button touchtone da-
coding Runs on 5 to 12 volts

Complete Kit. TD-1 M 96

LED
BLINKY KIT

A great attention get
tar which alternately

flashes 2 |umbo LEDs
Us* tor name badges
buttons or warning
type panel lights

Complete Kit. BL i $2.00

**
•

SUPER-SNOOP AMPLIFIER
A super sensitive amplifier which will pick
up a pin drop at 15 feet 1 Great for monitoring
baby's room or as a general purpose test

amplifier Full 2 waits of output, runs on 6 to

12 volts uses any type of mike Requires 8-45

ohm speaker

Complete Kit. BN 9 M 96

MUSIC LIGHTS KIT
See music com* alive' 3 different lights

flicker with music or voice One light for

lows, one tor the mid -rang* and one tor the
highs Each channel individually adjustable
and drives up to 300 watts Great for parties

band music, nits clubs and more

Compl.t* Kit. Ml 1 $7 96

SIREN KIT
Produces upward and downward wail char-

acteristic of police siren 200mw audio out.

put. runs on 3-9 volts, uses 8-45 ohm
speaker

Comolete Kit $M 3 *2 96

POWER SUPPLY KIT
Complete triple regulated power supply pro-
vides variable *i5 volts at 200ma and +5
volts at 1 amp SOmv load regulation, good
filtering and small sue Kit less transformers
Requires 6-8V at i amp and 18 to 30VCT

Complsts Kit. PS 31 T $6 96
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/Controller

AnswerFar...

Student
Hobbyist
Manufacturer

8700PrOCeSSOT: 6503MPU. Wear free "Active Keyboard",
Micro-Diagnostic® Extensive documentation, FullySocketed.

Piebug Monitor: Relative address calculator. Pointer High-low,

User Subroutines, Back-step key

.

Cassette Interface: Load & Dump by file *. Tape motion
control, Positive indication of operation.

Applications systems from $90 (lOunit quantity)

Development systems from $149 (single unit)

TELL MEMORE i want to see for myself that the 8700 is The Answer.

*
( ) Please send documentation

'. and price lists. $10 enclosed.

•

I ( ) I don' t need documentation

please send price lists.

| ( ) Please send FREE CATALOG.

name:

address:

city: state: zip:

ELECTRONICS DEPT2- K • 1020 W Wilshire Blvd. • Oklahoma City. OK 73116 (405) 843-0626:

. . . that name to remember

NEW PRODUCT RELEASES

8K DATA EPROM
EPROM ACQUISITION PROGRAMMER

4x2716 32 CHANNELS 4X2716 CAPACITY

4K OR 8K MODES
DUAL 4K MODE
SOCKETED
EPROMS

•

8BIT100/U
SECCONV.

±0.5% ACCURACY
RANDOM CHANNEL

SELECT

COPY MODE
SINGLE/DUAL
PROG. MODE

2 ZIF SOCKETS
•

$149.95 KIT
•

$99.95 KIT
$49.95 KIT

WASATCH FEATURES

5 VOLTS • 44 PINS • 4.5" x 6.5" CARDS
W13

IOHNSON
COMPUTER p- °- BOX 523 '

MEDINA, OHIO 44256^H (216) 725-4560

FINALLY!

HDE inc. FLEXIBLE DISK SYSTEM FOR KIM

Features:

*Top Quality Industrial Grade Controller

"Proven High Reliability Disc Drive

* Line-Numbered Text Entry and Editing

*A Powerful Command Structure

"Adaptation to any 6500 Based System

"Capability for User Defined Commands
"Complete Compatibility with KIM
"Multiple Resident Files

"Indexed and Non- Indexed Disk Storage

Complete 90 Day Parts and Labor Warranty

HDE FILE ORIENTATED DISK SYSTEM

'TODS"

Includes:

"Full Size Sykes Drive

"6502 Based Controller

"Power Supply

"FODS Software

"Cables, Interface Card

"User Manual

AfTlflTEUR
campuTinG is
Sheraton National Motor Hotel

Arlington, VA July 22-23

Personal Computers

Amsteur Telecomputing

Commercial Exhibits

Lectures and Seminars

Club Activities

Amateur Displays

Registration at door $5. Avoid waiting in line— to pre-register

send check for $4 payable to AMRAD to PO Box 682,

McLean, VA 22101. Write for details. Booths available. For

AC78 hotel reservations call (703) 521-1900 or write Sheraton

National Motor Hotel, Columbia Pike and Washington Blvd.,

Arlington, VA 22204 and mention AC78.

F24
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EC0N0-K1TS...

19 WAYS TO STARTYOUR OWN
ELECTRONIC INVENTORIES P32

ECONO-KITS provide you. the hobbyist or technican. with the most
popular components in todays home market These kits save
you time and money because most of your components are at arms
reach Each kit is packaged in a clear plastic box tor easy storage
(PK-9 is porybagged) and portability ECONO-KITS contain high
quality components with a comprehensive cross section of the most
popular values and styles

You II find ECONO-KITS to be the best value on the market today
Choose from any of the 19 kits listed below or buy the whole series
Start building your own inventory today To order your kits, call us at

(516) 582-6258 or send your order m by mail ($25 00 minimum order,
please)

1
MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
50 Assorted mylar film capacitors, both
axial and radial leaded types From 001
MFD thru 47 MFD 50 thru 600 Volts
Part No -PK-1 Cost-$5 95

100 Pieces of 33 most popular carbon
resistor values from 10 Ohm thru 10 Meg
5% and 10%
Part No -PK-2 Cos1-S3 95

100 Pieces of 33 most popular carbon
resistor values trom 10 Ohm thru 10 Meg
5% and 10%
Part No -PK-3 Cost-$3 25

CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
100 Pieces ot 33 most popular values
from 1PF thru 1MF 50V thru 1KV
Part No -PK-4 Cost-$4 95

ELECTROLYTIC-AXIAL
35 Pieces of most popular axial lead
electrolytic values trom 1 MFD thru
470 MFD 16 thru 150 Vott

Part No -PK-5 Cost-$4 95

ELECTROLYTIC RADIAL
35 Pieces with same value range as
above but with radial leads
Part No -PK-6 Cost-$4 95

8

10

11

12

TERMINAL STRIPS
50 Pieces of 25 most commonly used
configurations
Part No -PK-7 Cost-$2 75

TRIMMER POTENTIOMETERS
15 Piece assortment of popular values
from 200 Ohm thru 2 2 Meg. vertical

and horizontal mount
Part No -PK-8 Cost-$3 50

DIPPED TANTALUM CAPACITORS
15 most commonly used values
1 MFD thru 100 MFD. 6 3 Vott thru

25 Volt 15pieces total

Part No -PK-9 Cost-$4 50

POWER RESISTORS-3 WATT
24 pieces of standard ohmic values
from 47 ohm thru 2 2K
Part No -PK-10 Cost-$5 75

POWER RESISTORS-5 WATT
24 Pieces ot standard ohmic values
trom 1 ohm thru 2 2K
PartNo-PK-11 Cost-$7 50

POWER RESISTORS-10 WATT
24 Piece assortment ot standard ohmic
values 47 thru 10K
Part No -PK-12 Cost-$10 50

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

SLIDE AND ROCKER SWITCHES
24 assorted slide and rocker switches
in various configurations for a multiple
of uses
Part No -PK-13 Cost-$4 50

HEAT SHRINK TUBING
10 1 ft lengths of assorted sizes
Sizes starting at ' •" dia
Part No -PK-14 Cost-$3 50

RECTIFIER DIODES
21 Pieces total 3 each trom 1 N4001 thru
1N4007 50 PIV thru 1000 PIV 1AMP
Part No -PK-15 Cost-$6 50

L.E.D.s
16 Assorted led s. 1 each ot the Tl

series plus 5 other popular types
Part No -PK-16 Cost-$5 25

1 WATT ZENER DIODES
48 Pieces total 2 each from
1N4728thru 1N4750
Part No -PK-1 7 Cost-$9 60

500MW ZENER DIODES
44 Pieces total 2 each trom
1 N5226 thru 1 N5252
Part No -PK-18 Cost-$8 95

IC SOCKETS
18 Pieces total 6 Pieces each
of 8 Pin 14 Pin and 16 Pin Low
Profile Dual In Line Sockets
Part No -PK-19 Cost-$6 00

t*'

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MUSTACCOMPANY KIT ORDERS. COD ORDERS WELCOME

PRIME COMPONENTS
PRIME COMPONENTS CORP 65 ENGINEERS RD /HAUPPAUGE. NEW YORK 11787 TEL 516-582-6258

Don Lancaster's ingenius design provides software

controllable options including:

• Scrolling • Full performance cursor
• Over 2K on-screen characters with only
3MHz bandwidth

• Variety of line/character formats including

16/32, 16/64 ....even 32/64
• User selectable line lengths

TELLME MORE! ( )
Send instruction manual for the TVT-6 Kit

'.

with full operational details. $1 enclosed, j

( )
SEND FREE CATALOG •

Name: '

Address:

State: Zip:
ELECTRONICS, INC. en*

DEPT.6-K ,
1020W.WILSHIREBLVD..0KLAH0IHIACITY, OK 73116

j

THE SSB*150

FLOPPY
DISCOUNT

Affordable

The tribe at Smoke Signal Broadcasting took our BFD-68 disk

system and scalped the price, but not the features to create the

ABFD 68 (Affordable Basic Floppy Disk). We appreciate the fact

that the computer hobbyist gave us our start and we haven't

forgotten you.

$649 Assembled
Compare Price. Our SS-50 bus compatible disk system is $150 less

than the assembled price of the leading S-100 disk system. And you
can at least double that savings when you buy one of the computers
manufactured by MSI or SWTPC that use the superior 6800
microprocessor.

Programmable
The BFD-68 is well known for its fine software. The system comes
with the best disk operating system available and we offer a

multitude of other compatible software products. These include a

BASIC interpreter with disk file handling capability. By the way,
our DOS now easily handles true random access files as well as

sequential. Also, we have a super fast BASIC compiler for business
applications. In addition, a Text Editor, 2 Assemblers, a Trace
Disassembler useful for program debugging and an Object to Source
Code Generator are all stock items available for immediate delivery.

A word processor will be available very soon.

Reliable

We delivered our first mini-floppy disk system a year ago — 6

months ahead of any other 6800 based mini system. Thus, we've
had twice the experience in building reliability into the system. Our
NEW disk controller was designed using all we have learned in the

past year about system reliability.

The ABFD-68 contains all the built in reliability of our regular

BFD-68 plus you save money by supplying your own cabinet and
power supply for the disk.

Available

We've shipped literally tons of our BFD-68 disk system in the past
year and have learned to keep our production up with demand. Give
us a call and chances are we'll be able to ship you the new ABFD-68
from stock and charge it to your Master Charge or Visa card. Better

yet, ask us for the name of the computer store nearest you that

carries our complete line of computer products.

SMOKE SIGMl BB0AMASTIB6
P.O. Box 20 I 7. Hollywood. (A 9002X • ( 2 I 3 ) 462-5652 S46
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MINATURE SOLID STATE

Formerly SELECTERM 202 VIDEO CAMERA KIT
FEATURING A 100 x 100 BIT SELF SCANNING CHARGED COUPLED DEVICE

The Best SELECTRIC II* Printer Going
for ANY Computer!

SELFCTRA-TERM is a brand
new IBM Selectric II* typewriter
whieh has been fully converted
for direet connection to your
computer. A special typing ele-

ment gives you full ASCII and
upper/lower case alphanumerics.

You also have backspace, tab, in-

dex and bell— all under computer
control.

SELECTRA-TERM can also be

used as a standard typewriter. It

has been approved for computer
use and comes with the IBM war-

ranty. You may also obtain the

yearly service agreement for the

typewriter portion. MCD provides
*Reg. trademark of IBM Corp.

— Advertisement —

their own factory warranty on the

electronics conversion.

Complete electronics package,

cable sets and documentation are

supplied. Price is $1750 with

many options. Ask your dealer

for details or contact:

M30

micro
computer

devices, inc.

960 E Orangethorpe, Bldg. F

Anaheim, California 92801

Telephone (714) 992-2270

THIS UNIQUE UPDATED CAMERA KIT
FEATURES THE FAIRCHILD CCD 202C IMAGE SENSOR

FEA TURES
• Sensitive to infra red

as well as visible light

• May be used in a vacuum,
under water and high altitude

• May be used in a magnetic
environment because there is

no high voltage

• All components mounted on
parallel 3 3/i " x 6 V2 " single

sided boards

• Total weight under 1 lb.

ADVANTAGES
• IN THE FUTURE
WE WILL SUPPLY A
COMPUTER VIDEO INTERFACE CARD

• All clock voltages operate at 6V
reguiring no adjustments

• Higher video output signal

• We supply the power board, so only
a 5V 1 Amp power source is needed

• The circuitry has been simplified for

easier assembly
• Two level TTL output is supplied for

interfacing

S5

$34900 -
Add $75. 00 to assemble and test

We supply all semiconductors, boards, data sheets,
diagrams, resistors, capacitors, and 8MM lens.

Sorry we do not supply the case, batteries and 5V supply.

Add $2 00 Postage
and Handling

SOLID STATE SALES
PO BOX 74 K SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02143 Ul 161 7) S47

Advertisement Advertisement

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
1093 MISSION STREET
P.O. BOX 113^3
SAN FRANC 1 SCO • CB. 94 1 03

^US POST,?

western union Mailgram^
^^J 3 US MAIL

BTTN: FUTURE COMPUTER BUYER

WE BRE PROUD TO INTRODUCE B CONCEPT IN SMBLL SYSTEMS COMPUTING WHOSE
TIME MRS COME: "THE COMPUTER WAREHOUSE".

"THE COMPUTER WAREHOUSE" PROVIDES H NEW MORE ECONOMICAL WHY TO BUY A
TURN-KEY COMPUTER SYSTEM. SPECIFICALLY

f

WE HAVE ASSEMBLES A VARIETY OF COMPETITEVELY PRICED SYSTEMS
STARTING HT UNDER SI 906. 00 .

EACH SYSTEM IS EXTENSIVELY PRE-TES I EH FUR BO I H HHRDWHRE
HND SOFTWBRE COMPATIBILITY.
EBCH SYSTEM IS SHIPPED DIRECT FROM "COMPUTER WAREHOUSE"!
STOCK TO RVOID UNNECESSftRY DELBYS.
EBCH SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO BE UPWARD EXPANDABLE BS
BDDITIONHL CBPBBILITY IS NEEDED.

TO HBVE YOUR OWN COPY OF OUR FIRST "COMPUTER WAREHOUSE CATALOG" SEND
SI .00* YOUR NBME* HND B MHlLINb BDDRESS. YOUR CATALOG WILL BRRIVE
WITHIN 3 TO 4 WEEKS-. DEPENDING ON MBIL HANDLING. IF YOU WHNT TO MOVE
MORE QUICKLY-* CBLL 800-227-3035 (SALES 0NLY> . IN CBLIFORNIB
CBLL 415-431-0640. WE LOOK FORWBRD TO YOUR ORDER.

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
SBN FRANC I SCO f CB.

® "Mailgram" and "U S Postal Service" are Registered Trademarks
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Complete retail & service computer
outlet in

LONG ISLAND
FREE CONSUL TA TION ON ALL

YOUR NEEDS

In stock — IMSAI, Polymorphic, TDL,
Digital Systems, Tarbell, Soroc,

Large variety of memories,
interfaces, software, books & magazines

PRINTERS • FLOPPIES • CRTs
Custom designed systems for

personal, educational & business use

Free Newsletter — Systems
Demonstration — Best Service

(computer f/Itcrosystems
1311 Northern Blvd.

Manhasset NY 1 1030 C44
(516) 627-3640

Open Tues-Sat: Wed-Sat 10-6; Tues 10-9

Canadian
8K MEMORY KITS
M1— Fast Signetics 21L02-1 RAMs with 20
pages of Documentation— solder mask Low
power Schottky—S-100 Bus— Full Buffering

$179.95

M2—as above with DIP switch address select

and Robinson Nugent IC sockets only $199.95

MEM1—WAMECO bare board as used in

above kits $39.95

Write for info on WAMECO CPU and other

S-100 bare boards.

ORTHON COMPUTER^/ A ^1 M W M ^L^ A ^ (OWTMON HOLDINGS ITO)

12411 Stony Plain Rd
Edmonton, Alberta Canada T5N3N3

08

\ferbatim
ftemoratite magnohc storage meda

Diskettes £^
Get one Mini (5") or Maxi (8") Disk-

ette for $2.75 4 25tf, postage & hand-
ling by sending us the name & address

of your local Computer Store.

Store Name.

Address

Mail Disk To:

MINI: 10 16

Systems

MAXI: Hard
D

Soft
D

master charge Computer Resources Company
1437 Gordon Street
Allentown. PA 18102

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory
tested Guaranteed money back. Quality IC's and
other components at factory prices

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

P.O. Box 4430M Santa Clara, CA 95054

will call only: (408)988-1640

740ITTL
'400*

7402N
7404N
7409N
74 ION
7414N
'42 S

7422H
7430N
7442N
7445N
7447N
7448N
7450N
7474N
74 75N
>4t$H
7489N
7490N
7492N
7493N
7495N
74100N
74107N
74121N
74123N
74125N
74 MSN
74 1 SON
74151N
741S4N
74I57N
74161N
74162N
74163N
74174N
74!75N
74190N
74192N
74I93N
74221N
'42WN
74365N
74366N
74367N

74LS00 m
74LS0ON 25
74LS02N 25
74LS04N 25
74LS05N 25
74LS08N 25
741S10N 25
74LS13N 40
74LS14N 90
74LS20N 25
74LS22N 25

17

17

19

23
17

63
17

1 39
20
50
69
60
69
17

29
49

88
200
43
43
43
69
90
29
34
59
39
69
95
69

1 00
69
87
87
87
%
90

1 15

87
85

1 55
1 65
66
66

66

74LS28N
74LS30N
74LS33N
74LS38N
74LS74N
741S75N
74LS90N
74LS93N
74LS95N
74LS107N
74LS112N
74LS113N
74LS132N
74LS136N
741S151N
74LS155N
741S157N
74LS162N
74LS163N
74LS174N
74LS190N
74IS221N
74LS258N
74LS367N

LINEAR

CA3045
CA3046
A3O01

CA3082
CA3089
LM301ANAH
LM305H
LM307N
LM308N
LM309H
LM309K
LM311HN
LM317TK
LM318
LM320K 5

LM323K 5

LM320K 12

LM320K 15

LM320T5
LM320T8
LM320T 12

LM320T 15

LM324N
LM339N
LM340K 5

LM340K 8
LM340K 1?

LM340K 15

LM340K 24
LM340T 5

LM340T 8

41

25
39
30

35
47
51

51

1 89

35
35

35
72

35
67
67
67
91

91

95
I 06
1 95
67

89

90
67

1 80
1 90
2 95
35
87
35

89
1 15

95
90

292
1 35
1 20
6 95
1 35
1 35
1 60
1 60
1 50
1 60
1 15

1 55
1 10
1 10

1 10

1 10

1 10

1 10

1 10

CMOS
C034001
CD4000
CD4001
CD4002
C04006
CD4007
CD4008
CD4009
CD4010
C04011
C04012
C04013
C04014
CD4015
C04016
CD4017
C04018
CD4019
C04P20
CD4021
C04022
CD4023
CD4024
C04025
CD4026
CO4027
CD4028
CD4029
C04030
CD4035
CD4040
C04042
CD4043
CD4044
CD4046
C04049
C04050
CD4051
C04060
CD4066
CD4068
CD4069
CD4070
CD4071
CD4072
CD4073
C04075
CD4076

A 10 CONVERTER CD4078

LM340T -12 1 10

LM340T -15 1 10

LM340T 18 1 10

LM340T24 1 10

LM343H 4 50
LM370 1 15

LM377 4 50
LM379 500
LM3MM 1 00
LM381 1 60
LM382 1 60
LM703H 40
IM709H 28
LM723H N 50
LM733N 67
LM741CH 35
LM741N 25
LM747HN 62
LM74SN 35
LM1303N 82
LM1 MM 1 10
LM1305 1 27
LM1307 200
LM1310 2 75
LMU58 47
LM1800 1 75
LM1812 750
LM1889 300
LM2111 1 75
LM2902 1 50
IM3900N 60
LM3905 1 75
LM3909N 61

MC 1458V 50
NF540L 2 89
NE550N 65
NE555V 43
NE556A 79

NE565A 1 00
NE566V 1 15

NE567V 1 20

78L05 60
78L08 60

79L05 70

78M05 85
75108 1 75

75491 CN 50
75492CN 55

75494CN 89

8038B
8700CJ
8701CN
8750CJ
10130
9400CJVF
ICI7103

4 50
13 95
22 00
13 95
9 95
7 40
9 50

SO
16

21

21

1 10

21

21

39
39
21

21

36
86
86

36
94

94
21

1 02
1 02
86
21

75

21

1 51

36
79

1 02
21

1 02
1 02

71

63
63

1 67
36
36

1 13

1 42
71

40
40
40
21

21

21

21

I 75

40
21

21

47

C04511 94
C04515 252
C04516 1 10
CD4518 1 02
CD4520 1 02
CD4527 1 51

CD4528 79

C04553 5 75

CD4566 2 25
CD4583 450
( D4SB'i 1 10

CD-10N, 3 00
74C00 28
74C04 33
74C10 28
74C14 2 10

74C20 28
74C30 28
74C48 2 95
74C74 75

74C76 1 40
74C90 1 15

74C93 1 40
74C154 300
74CI60 1 44

74C175 200
74C192 2 40

74C221 2 75

74C905 300
74C906 1 50
74C914 1 95
74C922 750
74C923 750
74C925 10 50
74C926 10 50
74C927 10 50

INTERFACE
8095 65
8096 65
8097 65
8098 65
8T09 1 25
8T10 4 50
8T13 3 00
8T20 550
8T23 3 10
8T24 350
8T25 3 20
8T26 1 69
8T28 2 75

8T97 1 69
8T98 1 69

2107B
2111 1

2112 2
MK4116
2513B
21L02 1

MM526?
MM5320
MM5330
P0411D-3
P0411D4
P5101

4200A
82S25
91L02A
MD01655
MM5710O
GIAY38500 1

MCM6571A
9368

CLOCKS
MM5309
MM5311
MM5312
MM5313
MM5314
MM5315
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5841
MMboob
CT7001
CT7002
CT7010
CT7015
MM5375AAN
MM5375ABN
7205

0S0026CN
DS00S6CN
MM53104

IC SOCKETS
Solder Tin Loo Profile

PIN 1UP PIN 1UP

400
495
790

34 95
8 75
1 49
40

5 95
594
400
500

13 95
15 95
290
250
6 95
950
13 95
10 95
300

300
360
480
360
390
400
500
8 95
2 10

14 45
7 95
580
8 95
8 95
7 25
390
490

16 50
3 75

3 75

2 50

2996 Scott Blvd.

ELECTRONICS

Q3

14

M
18

22

15

18

20
27

35

24

28
36

40

36
43
58
61

3 level wire *r*p goW
14 pin 35 16 pin 39
2 level 14 pm »« |J

MICROPROCESSOR

CD4081
CD4082
CD4116
CD4490 5 50
CO4507 1 00
CD4508 4 25
CO4510 1 02

MOS MEMORY
RAM
2101 1 4 50
2102 1 1 28

2102AL 4 1 60
21F02 1 85
2104A4 3 95

MOO
8080A with data

280
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228

24 50
11 50
29 95
350
800
3 85

350
6 25

8251 11 50
8255 10 75
CDPI802C0 19 95
C0P1802D 25 00
C0P1861 12 95
6820 12 00
6850 15 00
6502 24 50

UART FIFO
AV5-1013 5 50
AY5 1014 7 50
3341 6 95

PROM
1702A 395
N82S23 2 95
N82S123 3 50
N82S126 3 75
N82S129 3 75
N82S131 3 75
N82SI36 8 75
N82S137 8 75
2708 16 50
DM8577 2 90
8223 290
2716 36 00

CONNECTORS
44 pin edge 200
100 pin edge 4 50
100 pin edge WW 5 25

CRYSTALS
1 MH; 4 50
2 MH; 4 50
4 MH; 4 25
5 MHz 4 25
10 MH; 4 25
18 MH; 390
20 MH; 390
32 MH; 390
32768 M; 4 00
1 8432 MH; 4 50
3 5795 MH; 1 20
2 0100 MH; 1 95
2 097152 MH; 7 75
2 4576 MH; 750
3 2768 MH; 750
5 0688 MH; 4 50
5 185 MH; 450
5 7143 MH; 4 50
6 5536 MH; 4 50
14 31818 MH; 4 25
18 432 MH; 4 50
22 1184 MH; 4 50

CLOCK MODULES Complete alarm clocks
ready lo hook up with translormer and
switches Ve-y compad with "iO and
84 digits

MA1002A C or I 50 I 95
102P3 Translormer 2 25
MA1010A C or E M 11 M
102P2 Transformer 2 25
Sptcial translormer and tn switches*

often purchased module 2 95
MA1003 car module 3

green lluor display 17 50
Fair MCS (300 63 9 95
RESISTORS . MM 5'.

10 per type 03 1000 per type 012
25 per type 025 350 piece pack
100 per type 015 5 per type 6 75

KEYIOAROS
Hei keyboard $10 95 fully encoded *

PC board parts and instructs S29 95
53 key ASCII keyboard kit 55 00
F uhy assembled 65 00 Enclosure 14 95

LEDS
Red T018 is
Green Orange YeHomr T018 20
Jumbo Red 20
Green Orange Yellow Jumbo 25
Clipnte LEO Mounting Clips 8 $1 25
(specify red amber green yelow clean

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES in slock
Complete line ot breadboard test equip
MAX 100 I digit Free, Clr S 121 §5

OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS M slock
Ponable Multimeter tK 00

DIGITAL THERMOMETER Ml 50
Baft oper General purpose or medical

32 230 F Disposable probe MMI
accuracy Comp assy m compact case

COMPUTER I0AR0 KITS
8K RAM Board Kit $134 95
4K I PROM Kit 114 95
I Board Krt 44 so
{tender Board w connector 12 50
Video Interlace board kit 125 00
16K EPROM board kit w PROMS 74 50
16K Static RAM boaid kit 395 00
Harm Star Floppy Disk Kit $665 00
Additional Drive Kit 415 00

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
MM586S Stopwatch Timer 9 00
PC board 7 50
Switches Mom Pushbutton 27

3 pus slide 25
Encoder HD0165 -5 6 95
3 Digit Universal

Counter Board KM
Opeiates "> 18 Volt DC to "i MM;
typ 125 1 1 [i display 10 50
Voice actuated switch 50

Paralromcs 100A Logic
Analyzer Krt $199 00
Model 10 trigger

(•pander Kit $299 00
Model 150 Bus

Grab! $369 00
TRANSFORMERS
12 Volt 300 ma transformer 1 25
12 6V CT 600 ma 3 75
12V 250 ma waH plug 2 95
12V CT 250 ma wall plug 3 50
24V CT 400 ma 3 95
10V I 2 amp wall plug 4 85

DISPLAY LEOS
CA 270 2 90
CC 125 39

CA CA 300 1 00
CC 300 1 25
CA 300 1 00

CA CC 500 1 90
CA CC 600 I 95

CC 600 I 95
CC 357 70

CC CA
CC CA
CC CA

MAN)
MAN3
MAN 77 74

OL704
D1707OL707R
DL727 728
DL747 750

01750
FN0359
FN0500 507
FNO503 510
FND800 807
I digit Bubble
4 digit bubble

0G8 Fluorescent

OG 1 Fluorescent

5 digit 14 pin display

NSN33M J digit 8 pin

NSN69 9 digit display

7520 Clairei photocells
TIL311 Hen

IC Tesl Clips

800 2 20
60

Red
Black

Keyer 8043
comp w spec

Sinclair V/i Digit Multimeter
Ban oper. ImVand 1NA resolution Re-

sistance to 20 meg. 1% accuracy Small,

portable, completely assem incase. 1 yr

guarantee. Best value ever! $59.95

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95
Includes everything except case. 2-PC
boards. 6-50" LED Displays 5314 clock

chip, transformer, all components and full

instrucs. Green and orange displays also

avail Same kit w .80 displays. $21.95

Digital Temperature Meter Kit
Indoor and outdoor. Automatically
switches back and forth. Beautiful. 50"

LED readouts. Nothing like it available.

Needs no additional parts for complete,
full operation. Will measure -100° to

+ 200°F, air or liquid. Very accurate
Complete instructions. $39.95

NiCad Batt. Fixer/Charger Kit
Opens shorted cells that wont hold a

charge and then charges them up, all in

one kit w/full parts & instruc $7.25

RCA CosmacVIP Kit 249.00
Video computer with games and graphics.

78 IC Update Master Manual
1978 IC Update Master Manual $30.00

Complete IC data selector 2175 pg. Mas-

ter reference guide. Over 42,000 cross

references. Free update service through

1978. Domestic postage $3.50 Foreign

$6 00. Final 1977 Master closeout $15.00

New Cosmac Super ELF"
RCA CMOS expandable microcomputer
w/HEX keypad input and video output for

graphics. Just turn on and start loading

your program using the resident monitor

on ROM. Pushbutton selection of all four

CPU modes. LED indicators of current

CPU mode and four CPU states. Single

step op for program debug. Built in pwr
supply. 256 Bytes of RAM, audio amp &
spkr. Detailed assy. man. w/PC board &
all parts fully socketed Comp Kit

$106.95 High address display option

8.95; Low address display option 9.95;

Custom hardwood cab.; drilled front

panel 19.75 Nicad Battery Backup Kit

w/all parts 4.95 Fully wired and tested in

cabinet 151.70 1802 software xchng
club; write for info.

4K Elf Expansion Board Kit

with Cassette l/F $79.95
Available on board options: 1 K super ROM
monitor $19.95 Parallel I/O port $7.95
RS232 l/F $3.50 TTY 20 ma l/F $1.95
S-100 Memory l/F $5.30

Tiny Basic for ANY 1802 System
Kansas City Standard Cassette $10 00

On ROM Monitor $38 00

Super Elf owners take 30% off.

Original Cosmac "ELF" kit

All parts and instructs $89.50

Board only 14.95

60 Hz Crystal Time Base
Kit $4.75 Converts digital clocks

from AC line frequency to crystal time

base Outstanding accuracy Kit includes

PC board, MM5369, crystal, resistors,

capacitors and trimmer

Clock Calendar Kit $23.95
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date

and time on 6" LEDS with AM-PM indi-

cator Alarm/doze feature includes buz-

zer Complete with all parts, power supply

and instructions, less case

Stopwatch Kit $26.95
Full six digit battery operated 2-5 volts

3 2768 MHz crystal accuracy Times to

59 mm., 59 sec , 99 1/100 sec Times std.

,

split and Taylor 7205 chip, all compo-
nents minus case Full instruc Molded
plastic case with bezel $5.00

Video Modulator Kit $9.95
Convert your TV set into a high quality

monitor without affecting normal usage

Complete kit with full instructions.

Auto Clock Kit $15.95
DC clock with 4-50" displays. Uses
National MA- 101 2 module with alarm

option. Includes light dimmer, crystal

timebase PC boards Fully regulated,

comp. instructs Add $3 95 for beautiful

dark gray case Best value anywhere

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax.

BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted.
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards.

FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1978
QUEST CATALOG. Include 24c stamp.

2.5 MHz Frequency Counter
Kit Complete kit less case $37.50

30 MHz Frequency Counter
Kit Complete kit less case $47.75
Prescaler Kit to 350 MHz $19.95

"Build the 'Simple Computer'" by Dick Whipple has been voted the best article

for March. Dick wins $100 for his effort.

Winner of a book choice from the Book Nook is C. R. Genter of Troy NY.

Congratulations Dick and C. R.
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m
UART
&BAUD
RATE
GENERATOR*
Part no. 101
• Converts serial to parallel and

parallel to serial

• Low cost on board baud rate

generator

• Baud rates: 110, 150,

300, 600, 1200, and 2400

• Low power drain +5 volts and

-12 volts required

• TTL compatible

• All characters contain a start

bit, 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop

bits, and either odd or even

parity.

• All connections go to a 44 pin

gold plated edge connector

• Board only $12.00; with parts

$35.00

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 9641 San Jose, CA 95157 (408) 374-5984

FOR CATALOG INCLUDING PARTS LISTS AND SCHEMATICS,
SEND A SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH 24* POSTAGE.

RS-232/TTL
INTERFACE

Part no. Ill

TAPE
INTERFACE *

• Play and record Kansas City

Standard tapes

• Converts a low cost tape

recorder to a digital recorder

• Works up to 1200 baud

• Digital in and out are TTL-serial

• Output of board connects to

mic. in of recorder

• Earphone of recorder connects

to input on board

• Requires +5 volts, low power

drain

• Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

• No coils

8K
STATIC
RAM
Part no. 300

• 8K Altair bus memory
• Uses 2102 Static memory chips

• Memory protect

• Gold contacts

• Wait states

• On board regulator

• S- 100 bus compatible

• Vector input option

• TRI state buffered

• Board only $22.50; with parts

$160.00

Part no. 232

• Converts TTL to RS-232, and

converts RS-232 to TTL
• Two separate circuits

• Requires 12 and +12 volts

• All connections go to a 10 pin

gold plated edge connector

• Board only $4.50; with parts

$7.00

DC
POWER
SUPPLY*
Part no. 6085
• Board supplies a regulated
+5 volts at 3 amps., +12,-12,

and -5 volts at 1 amp.
• Power required is 8 volts

AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts AC
C.T. at 1.5 amps.

• Board only $12.50; with

parts $42.50 excluding
transformers

TIDMA
Part no. 112

• Tape Interface Direct Memory
Access

• Record and play programs with-

out bootstrap loader (no prom)
ha* FSK encoder/decoder for

direct connections to low cost

recorder at 1200 baud rate, and

direct connections for inputs and

outputs to a digital recorder at

any baud rate.

• S-100 bus compatible

• Board only $35.00;

with parts $110.00

Part

no. 107

RF
MODULATOR
• Converts video to AM modu-

lated RF, Channels 2 or 3

• Power required is 1 2 volts AC
C.T., or +5 volts DC
• Board $7.60; with parts $13.50

Apple II

Serial I/O

Interface *
Part No. 2
• Baud rates up to 30,000

• Plugs into Apple Peripheral

connector

• Low-current drain

• RS-232 Input and Output

SOFTWARE
• Input and Output routine from

monitor or BASIC to teletype or

other serial printer.

• Program for using an Apple II

for a video or an intelligent ter-

minal. Board only — $15.00;

with parts — $42.00; assembled

and tested - $62.00.

RS-X33/TTY*
INTERFACE nk
Part no. 600 At^
• Converts RS-232 to 20mA^^
current loop, and 20mA current

loop to RS-232
• Two separate circuits

• Requires +12 and -12 volts

• Board only $4.50, with

parts $7.00

TELEVISION
TYPEWRITER

Part no. 106

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16 lines, modifi-

cations for 64 char/line included

• Parallel ASCII (TTL) input

• Video output

• IK on board memory
• Output for computer con-

trolled curser

• Auto scroll

• Non-destructive curser

• Curser inputs: up, down, left,

right, home, EOL, EOS
• Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts at 1.5 amps,

and -12 volts at 30 mA
• All 7400, TTL chips

• Char. gen. 2513
• Upper case only

• Board only $39.00; with parts

$145.00

MODEM

Part no. 109

• Type 103

• Full or half duplex

• Works up to 300 baud

• Originate or Answer

• No coils, only low cost com-

ponents

• TTL input and output-serial

• Connect 8 ohm speaker and

crystal mic. directly to board

• Uses XR FSK demodulator

• Requires +5 volts

• Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

To Order:

E21

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. Shipping paid for orders

accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge, Bank Americard, or VISA number, expiration

date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax.

Parts kits include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with

all products. Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 374-5984.* Designed by John Bell.
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Huge Discounts!

i
i IH;l:m

Savings up to 70% on major brand IC parts and computer
kits. For complete IC listings write for our catalog.

KITS
WAMECO S-100 PC. Boards

8K RAM
8080 CPU
12-Slot Mother

Board

28.00
28.00

33.00
ITHACA AUDIO S-100 PC. Boards

8K RAM
Z-80 CPU

I

SOLID STATE MUSIC S-100 Kits &
Bare Boards

MB-3 2K/4K EPROM
Uses 1702A EPROMS
Kit w/o EPROMS

MB-4 4K STATIC RAM Kit
Bare Board

MB6A8K Kit
STATIC RAM Bare Board

MB7 16K STATIC RAM
Kit 375.00
Bare Board 25.95

MB8 8K/16K EPROM
Uses 2708's
Kit Less EPROMs 75.95

28.00
28.00

59.95

95.00
25.95
129.95
25.95

-
*s0q* Kit

KITS
SOLID STATE MUSIC
MB9 STATIC PROM/RAM

Kit Less Memory
VB1BVIDEO INTERFACE

Kit

Bare Board
102 PARRELL I/O
And Kludge
Kit

Bare Board
104 2 + 2 I/O Kit

SYNTHESIZER SB-1 MUSIC
Kit with
Software

MT-1

72.00

129.95
25.95

49.95
25.95
139.95

145.00

74L$00 TTL

74LS00 21 74LS138 70
74LS02 21 74LS139 .70

74LS04 .24 74LS151 65
74LS08 .21 74LS153 66
74LS10 21 74LS154 1 00
74LS14 85 74LS157 62
74LS20 23 74LS160 82
74LS21 23 74LS161 82
74LS22 23 74LS162 82
74LS30 23 74LS163 .82
74LS32 30 74L5164 98
74LS37 .31 74LJ174 75
74LS38 31 74LS175 79
74LS42 60 74LS190 90
74LS47 .75 74LS191 90
74LS48 .72 74LS192 90
74LS73 35 74LS196 .80
74LS74 .35 74LS197 80
74LS75 53 74LS221 1 06
74LS76 37 74LS257 .71
74LS86 36 74LS258 .70
74LS90 52 74LS266 26
74LS92 52 74LS283 72
74LS93 52 74LS365 55
74LS109 36 74LS366 55
74LS112 36 74LS367 55
74LS113 36 74LS368 .55
74LS114 36 74LS386 39
74LS125 46 81LS95 77
74LS126 46 81L596 .77
74LS132 75 81LS97 77

81LS98 77

BOOKS
The BASIC Workbook
Programming Proverbs
Discovering BASIC
COBOL with Style
Advanced BASIC
Basic BASIC
Standard Dictionary of
Computers & Information
Processing

Game Playing with Computers
Game Playing with BASIC
Introduction to BASIC
Home Computers: 210Questions
and Answers Volume 2: Software
Minicomputers
Microcomputer Dictionary
and Guide

M icroprocessors
Microprocessor Basics
Modern Data Communications
Home Computers: 210 Questions
and Answers Volume 1: Hardware
Understanding Integrated Circuits

$5.50
6.95
6.85
6.95
7.95
8.95

16.95
16.95
6.95
8.95

6.95
13.95

19.95
10.95
10.95
8.95

7.95
4.95

BOOKS
Semiconductor Circuit
Elements

Digital Experiments
Digital Signal Analysis
Digital Troubleshooting
110 CMOS Digital IC Projects
Fundamentals and Applications

of Digital Logic Circuits
400 Ideas for Design, Volume 2
Analysis and Design of

Digital Circuits and
Computer Systems

Finite State Fantasies
Telephone Accessories
You Can Build

Basic Electronic Switching
for Telephone Systems

Basic Carrier Telephony
How to Get the Most Out of
Your Low-Cost Electronic
Calculator

Calculator Users Guide
and Dictionary

6.95

8.95
19.95
9.95
5.95

7.95
13.75

22.50
1.25

4.95

6.95
6.85

4.95

12.95

15-Slot Mother
Board 39.95

XB-1 EXTENDER BOARD
Bare Board 8.99

SSM 8080 MONITOR VI
ON 2-2708 47.00
ON8-1702A 47.00

74XX

tS>
SUPPORT DEVICES

S&&

6820
6850
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8226
8238

8.00

8.00
3.45
8.00
3.75

3.50
6.25
3.85
7.95

MEMORY

1702A 3.75
2708 12.50

2716 22.50
21L02 450ns 1.25

21L02 250ns 1.60

1101 .50

2114 8.50

MICROPROCESSOR
8080A 11.50

Z-80 24.95

Z-80A 34.95
6800 16.50

CMOS
4025 16
4028 74
4030 22
4035 98
4040 99
4049 34
4050 34
4051 89
4052 1 15
4053 89
4066 59
4071 19
4081 23
4082 23
4507 39
4510 1 05

7400 11 7482 50
7401 13 7483 62
7402 13 7485 75
7403 13 7486 26
7404 15 7489 1 75
7405 13 7490 40
7406 16 7491 51
7407 23 7492 40
7408 17 7493 40
7409 17 7494 60
7410 13 7495 60
7411 18 7496 60
7412 13 74107 28
7413 25 /4iuy 22
7414 61 74121 29
7416 24 74122 38
7417 22 74123 48
7420 13 74132 65
7423 25 74141 70
7425 25 74145 65
7426 22 74150 88
7427 17 74151 61
7430 13 74153 61
7432 23 74154 95
7437 21 74157 55
7438 21 74161 55
7439 25 74163 55
7440 13 74164 85
7441 70 74165 90
7442 37 74170 1 69
7443 59 74173 1 10
7444 59 74174 85
7445 65 74175 75
7446 62 74176 69
744 7 59 74177 70
7448 60 74180 65
7450 13 74181 1 75
7451 13 74190 95
7453 13 74191 95
7454 13 74192 79
7460 14 74193 80
7470 26 74195 49
7472 21 74221 86
7473 21 74251 1 00
7474 27 74365 62
7475 45 74366 62
7476 28 74367 62
7480 31 74368 62
7481 95

BanhAmericard

VISA

Cash
COD

Charge My
D M.C.

BAC (VISA)

5716 W. Manchester Ave.

Suite #5
Los Angeles, CA 90045

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
Call (213) 641-4200

Send your complete catalog,
quickly.

Please send me the following
items I have listed below:

Qty. Stock No. Price

Exp Date

S.g.

Name-
Postage/Handling $1.50

Address.

City.

Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed

California Residents Add 6%
Sales Tax

Note: Minimum Order $10.00, 5% Discount over $100.00 on I.Cs only.

State. Zip.

NEW
1978

IC MASTER
Over 40,000
IC's listed.

Over 2,000
pages.
Updated every
90 days.

Retail Value

$55.00
Your Price

$46.00

IS OUR GUARANTEE YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION IS OUR GUARANTEE YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION IS OUR GUARANTEE



> Z^^COMPUTER
^/PRODUCTS*,

S1 00 PRODUCTS
LOGOS I 8K STATIC RAM
•k Low Power
• Selectable Memory Protect
• Totally Buffered
* Phantom
• Battery Back-up
* Address on 1 K boundary
* Requires no front panel
it No wait states

ASSEMBLED &
250ns. 199.95
450ns. 179.95

KIT
250ns. 149.95
450ns. 125.95

Bare PC Board w/Data $21 .95
Now over 1 year successful field experience
"Special Offer" Buy (4) 8K 450ns. Kits $1 1 7.00
ea.

IMS 16K STATIC RAM
it Memory mapping
* Phantom
* Address 1 6K Bound
* Use with or w/o front panel
* Power 2.1 amps typ.

* Uses 21 14
ASSEMBLED & TESTED ONLY

450ns. $439.95 250ns. $495.95

S-100 32K STATIC RAM
• Address 32K Boundary
• Power 450ns. 2.8 amps typ.
• No wait states on 2MHz
• Fully Buffered
• Phantom can be added
• 21 1 4/TMS4045 or 91 35
ASSEMBLED & TESTED KIT
250ns. $849.00 250ns. $790.00
450ns. $799.00 450ns. $740.00
Bare PC Board w/Data $59.95
SPECIAL OFFER:
Kit without Memory only $99.95. Add
2114 Memory for $1 60.00 per 8K

MICROBYTE 32K STATIC RAM
• Phantom + TMS4044
• Addressable 4K Blks • Independed reg.

ASSEMBLED & TESTED ONLY
450ns. $775.00
250ns. $875.00
(Special offer 16K version (expandable)
450ns. $435.00)

DC HAYES DATA COMMUNI-
CATIONS ADAPTER
• Telephone/TWX • S-100 compatible
• Bell 103 freq. • Originate & answer mode
Assembled & Tested $279.95
Bare PC Board w/data $ 49.95

Z-80/Z-80A CPU BOARD
• On board 2708
it Power on jump
• 2708 included (450ns.)
it completely socketed
Assembled and tested $185.00
Kit $129.95
Bare PC Board $ 34.95
• For 4MHz Speed Add $1 5.00

TDL COMPATIBLE Z-80 CPU
it Compatible to TDL * Can be upgraded
software & hardware for 4MHz operation
Assembled and tested $ 1 99.95
Kit $139.95
Bare PC Board $ 34.95

BYTE USER 8K EPROM BOARD
• Power on Jump • Reset Jump
Assembled & Tested 94.95
Kit 64.95
Bare Pc Board 21 .95

Special Offer: Buy 4 kits only $59.95 each

8080A CPU BOARD
S1 00 compatible with 8 level Vector Interrupt
fully socketed.
Assembled & Tested $149.95
Kit $ 99.95
Bare PC Board w/data $ 34.95

TARBELL FLOPPY INTERFACE
*S1 00 Compatible • Uses CPM
• Jumper Selectable • Persci.Shugart.etc

Assembled and tested $269.95
Kit $179.95
Bare PC Board $ 39.95
NOTE: For CPM Add $70.00

Documentation Add $20.00

WMC REAL TIME CLOCK
• S100 Compatible
it Two interrupts
it Software programmable
• 1MHz Crystal Oscillator

Assembled and tested $1 79.95
Kit $124.95
Bare PC Board w/data $ 29.95

MICRODESIGN MR-16 2716
EPROM BOARD
• Individual Prom Address
• Uses Low cost 1 6K Tl EPROMS
• Optional 1 K RAM • Phantom control

Assembled and Tested 1 74.95
Kit 99.50

DATABOOKS A MANUALS
NSC TTL Data $ 3.95
NSC Linear Data 4 95
NSC Linear APP/note I 3.95
NSC Linear APP/note II . . . . 3.95
NSC CMOS Data 2 95
NSC Audio Data 3 95
NSC Volt Reg Data 2 95
NSC Memory Data 3 95
NSC MOS/LSI Data 3.95
NSC Power Transistors 2.95
Intel Databook 3 95
Intel MCS85 Manual 7 50
Intel MCS80 Manual 7 95
Intel MCS40 Manual 4 95
AMD 8080 Handbook 5 95
AMD Linear Data 4 95
AMD Schottky Data 4 95

AMI MOS/LSI Data
Gl MOS/LSI Data
Osborne Intro to Micro Vol.

Osborne Intro to Micro Vol I

Osborne Intro to Micro Vol. II

Osborne 8080 Programming
Osborne 6800 Programming
Osborne Z80 Programming
Tl Powr Semi's Data
Tl TTL Data
Tl Transistors & Diodes
Tl Memory Data
Tl Optoelectronics
Tl Linear Data
Tl Bipolar Memory
Tl Interface Data
Motorola Semi Data 1 . 2, 3 .

Mot. Vol.4 Mecl Data 3 95
Mot Vol 5 CMOS Data 2 95
Mot Vol 6 Linear Data 3.95
Mot Vol _9 Schottky TTL 2.95
Mot MPU Applications 25 00
Mot. MPU Prog Ret Manual 3.95
Mot Power Data 2.95
Mot Rectifier Data 2.95
Mot. Switching Tran 2.95
Mot Zeners 2 95
Basic Software SRI Vol I or II 24 95
Basic Software SRI Vol. Ill .39 95
Basic Software SRI Vol. IV or V 9 95
Basic Software SRI Vol VI 49 95
Basic Software SRI Vol VII 39 95
1978 IC Master 4750

6800 DESIGNER BOARDS
MODULES PROTO BOARDS

* Motorola Compatible Modules*
MEK 6800 D2 Kit $235.00
9600 6800 MPU Module 495.00
9601 16 slot Mother Bd 175.00
9602 1 6 slot Card Cage 75.00
9603 8 slot Mother Bd 99.00
9604 System Power Supply 250.00
9610 Prototype Board 36.00
96 1 5 4KEprom Module 250.00
9620 1 6 port parallel I/O 375.00
9626 8K Static RAM 295.00
9626K 8K Static RAM Kit 225.00
9630 Extender Card 60.00
9640 Multiple Tuner Prog 395.00
9650 8 port Duplex Asyn. I/O 395.00
Mot 43/86 Connectorsw/w or s/t ... 5.95
AMI EVK 99* 6800 sub Kit 1 45.00
AMI EVK 100 Kit 269.95

AMI EVK 200 Kit 449.95
AMI EVK 300 Assembled 649.00
EVK Kluge Board 95.00
EVK 1 6K Byte Ram Board 75.00
EVK 6 Slot Motherboard 35.00
EVK Extender Board 45.00
EVK Solid Frame Chassis 1 29.00
EVK Connectors 6.50
AMI 6800 Proto Rom 30.00
AMI 6800 Micro Assembler Rom ... 30.00
6800 Tiny Basic Paper Tape 20.00
6800 Tiny Basic Eprom 1 25.00

ZILOG COMPATIBLE BOARDS
Z-80 CPU 395.00
ZDC Disc Controller 395.00
MEM 1 6/65K Memory 595.00

THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

PTOVOH (itlldllTy Factory tested products only, no re tests

or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

2.Same Day Shipment All prepaid orders with cashiers

check, money order or charge card will be shipped same day as received.

SUPPORT DEVICES MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS
3881 (280 PIO) 11 25
3881-4 (4MHz) 14 95
3882 (Z-80 CTC) 1125
3882-4 <4MHz) 14 95
8205/74S 1 38 Decoder 2 95
8212 8 bit I/O 3 25
8214 Priority Int 7 95
8216 Bus Driver 3 25
8224 Clock Gen 3 95
8224-4 (4MHz) 12 95
8226 Bus Driver 3 95
8T26 Bus Driver 2 39
8228 Sys Control 6 95
8238 Sys Cont 7 95
8251 Prog I/O 1 1 50
8253 Int Timer 27 95
8255 Prog I/O 1 1 50
8257 Prog DMA 27 95
8259 Prog Int 27 95
8279 Prog Keyboard 19 95
6810-1 128 x 8 RAM 4 75
6820 PIA 7 95
6828 Priority Int 1 1 95
6834-1 512 x 8 Eprom 12 95
6850 ACIA 7 95
6852 Serial Adapter 9 95
6860 Modem 14 50
6862 Modulator 17 50
6871 A 10MHz OSC 25 95
2350 USRT 9 95
6880 Bus Driver 2 39
1821 SCD IK RAM 25 00
1822 SCO 256 « 4 RAM 16 95
1824 CD 32x8 RAM 9 95
1852 CD 8 bit I/O 10 95
1856 CD I/O 8 95
1857 CD I/O 8 95
6520 PIA 8 95
6522 Mult 9 95
6530-002 1 5 50
6530-003 15 50
6530-004 15 50
6530-005 15 50
3851 F8 Prog Store 14 95
3853 F8 Memory I/O 1 4 95

PROMS
2708 12 95
2708-6 5 95
1702A 4 95
1702A-6 3 75
2716-5V 44 95
2716-5V 12V 24 95
5203AO 695
5204AQ 9 95
6834 1 1295
IM5610 2 95
82S123 2 95
82S126 4 50
82S129 2 95

RAMS DYN.
4116 16Kx 1 27 95
4115 8Kx1 14 95
4050 4K x 1 4 45
4060 4K x 1 4 45
4096 4K x 1 4 25
2104 4Kx1 4 95
2107B-4 4Kx 1 4 25
5261
5262 1 95
5270 4 95
5280 4 95
1103 196
4008L 2.95
TMS4070 16Kx1 19 95

FLOPPY DISK I/O
1771 I/O 8" only 2295
1771-01 8" 4 Minifloppy 35 95
uPd372 Nee Floppy 49 95
1781 Dual Floppy 89 95

CHARACTER
GENERATORS
RO32513-001 (5V) Upper 9 50
R03251 3-002 (5V) Lower 10 95
R032513-ADM3(5V) Lower 14 95
MCM6571 10 75
MCM6571A 10 75
MCM6574 14 50
MCM6575 1450

KEYBOARD
ENCODERS
AY5-2376 13 75
AY5-3600 13 75

UARTS/USRTS
TR1602BI5V. 12V) 3 95
AY51013I5V, 12V) 5 50
AY51014A/1612(5-14V) 7 95
AY51015A/1863(5V) 7 95
TMS6011 (5V. 12V) 5 50
IM6402 9 95
IM6403 9 95
2350 USRT 9 95
1671 B Astros 24 95

BAUD RATE
GENERATORS
MC14411 11.25
4702 1 4.95
WD1941 995

TV CHIPS
MM5320 TV Synch 7 95
MM5369 Prescaler 3 95
LM 1 889 Modulator 3 95
CW300 Saw Function 1 50
MM57100 Color TV Game 6 95
MM57 104 Clock 3 75
AY38500-1 TV Game 5 95
AY38600 Color TV Game 24 95
AY386 15-1 Color Converter 8 95
AY3870O-1 Tank Chip 29.95
RF Modulator with Audio 8 95

A/D CONVERTERS

Z-«0 $21 05
Z-60A 29 96
F-8 (3850) 1 9 95
2650 24 95
CD1802 19 95
8080A 1 2 95
8085 29 95
8008 1 1495
2901 21 95
2901

A

29 95
TMS 9900JL 89 95
CP16O0 39 95
6502 1 9 95
IM6100 29 95
68OO 19.95
6802P 32 95

SOCKETS
8 Pin ww
14 Pin ww
16 Pin ww
18 Pin ww
20 Pin ww
22 Pin ww
8 Pin S/T

14 Pin S/T
16 Pin S/T
18 Pin S/T
22 Pin S/T
24 Pin S/T
28 Pin S/T
40 Pin S/T

1-24 25-99 100
21L02 450ns 1 30 1 25 1 15
21 L02 250ns 1 59 1 55 1 45
2102 1 25 1 15 1 10
91L02APC 1 75 1 65 1 50
21L11-1 4 10 3 95 3 75
211-1 3 75 3 65 355
21L12-1 4 25 4 10 395
2112-1 2 95 2 85 2 65
21L01-1 3 95 3 75 3 65
2101 1 290 2 70 2 55
21 14-3 300ns 12 95 10 95 9 95
2114-4 4SOns 11 25 10 25 950
TMS4044 11 25 10 25 950
TMS4045 11 25 1025 950
EMM4200A 1250 11 95 9 95
EMM4402 9 95 9 95 825
5101C-E 10 95 1050 990
upd41 0(4200) 10 95 10 25 9 25
AMD9 140/41 10 95 1025 9 25
AMD9 130/31 12 95 11 95 10 25
FSC 460/464 1 6K CCD Only $ 1 8 95 Each
1101 1 95 1 75 1 25

CONNECTORS
6 Pin Single S/E 1 49
1 5/30 Dual S/E 1 95
18/36 Dual S/E 2 35
22/44 Dual S/E 2 95
43/36 Dual S/T 6 50
43/86 Dual W/W 6 50
50/100 IMSAI W/W 4 75
50/100 IMSAI S/T 4 75
50/100 Altair W/W 5 95
50/100 AHair S/T 5 95

25 Pin D Subminarure
DB25P 325
DB25S 375
Hood 125

IMSAI Card Guides 4/1 00

RS232
CONNECTOR

SET
W/Hood
$6 50

NEWCTS
DIPSWITCHES
CTS206-4 $1 75 CTS208-8 $1 95
CTS206-5 $1 75 CTS 209-9 $1 95
CTS206-6 $175 CTS209-10 $1 95
CTS207-7 $1 75

We also stock full of 7400,
74LS, 74L Linear and CMOS
Send for pricing or use our

competitors STD catalog

pricing.

NAKED PC BOAF
SALE S-100
Z-80 CPU (ITHACA)

ID

34 95
34 95
34 95
21 95
21 95
59 95
3995
29 95
19 95
27 95
15 95
34 95
33 00
34 95
2995
2595
25 95

Z-80 CPU (TDL comp

)

8080ACPU
8K Static Logos
8K Eprom Byteuser
32 Static S-100
Tarbell Floppy I/O
Tarbell Cassette
Vector 8800 Proto
ACP Proto Bd
ACP Extender w/conn
Realtime Clock
WMC 1 3 Slot Mother Bd
S-100 8 Slot Mother Bd
Vector 8803 1 1 Slot M Bd
SSM Video I/O
SSM 102 Parallel I/O

UV "Eprom" Eraser
Model UV»-11E $59.50
Holds 4 Eprom s at a time
Backed by 45 years UV experience
Model S-52T $218 95

Professional Industrial Model

KIMSAI
Expand your KIM-1 to S-100

Kit $125 00 Assembled $165 00

SPECIAL DtGITAL CASSETTES
3/S4.25

High quality cassettes manufactured
for digital application

TV INTERFACES
Pixie-Verter 8 50
TV-1 Video Interface 8 95
Pickles & Trout TV
Mod Kit 20 00

WAVEFORM GENERATORS
8038 Function Gen 3
MC4024 VCO 2
LM566 VCO 1

XR2206 Function Generator 5

CHARGE COUPLED
DEVICES
16K CCD -First time offered Fairchild 460 CCD
16K Memory (now you can experiment with CCD
technology at a reasonable price 1 7 page
Application note supplied with each order Quantity
Limited)

$18.95 each
(reg. 43.00)

CRYSTALS
Mlcroproc*

Frequency
1 0MHz
1 8432
20MHz
201MHz
2097152MHz
2.4576MHz
3 579545MHz
40MHz
4 194304MHz
4 91520MHz
5 0MHz
5 0688
5 7143MHz
6 0MHz
6 144
65536
100MHz
13 0MHz
1431818
18 0MHz
18 432MHz
20 0MHz
22 1 184MHz
27 0MHz
36 0MHz
48 0MHz
100KC

••or Tlmebeeee TV <

Application

6800/S6860
MC 1 44 1 1

G-8/TV Games
TV Games
MM5378/79 Auto
34702 Bit Rate Gen
MM5369 (TV Color)
4004/4040
8038
Std CLK Freq
Several MPU s

COM5016
PACE
Mm
Intel 80885
ICM7045
Several MPU's
Misc
Sat
8080/8008/8224
8080/8008/8224
Several MPU's
8080A
8080A
8080A
TIM9904
Misc

DISPLAYS/OPTO
DL 704/707/CC/CA 300
FND359CC 357
FND 5OO/507/CC/CA 500
FND 503/510 CC/CA 500
FND 800/807 CC/CA 800
Bowmar 9 digit bubble
FSC 8024 4 digit CC 800
HP7340 HEX Display
TIL 305 5x7 Array
TIL 306 7 seg w/logic
TIL 308 7 seg w/logic
TIL 309 7 seg w/log>c
TIL 311 HEX Display
MA 1003 12 auto clock
MA 1 002 4 digit clock module
MA 1010 4 digit clock module
NSN 373/374 dual CC/CA 300
NSN 583/584 ddual CC/CA 500
NSN 783/784 dual CC/CA 700
4N25 0pto Isolator

MCT 2 Opto Isolator

4N33 Darlington ISOL
Red Leds 185 Dia
Green/Yellow

MONTHLY SPECIALS
1 4 Pin S/T sockets 1 000 pes 1

16 Pin S/T sockets 1000 pes 11
22 Pin S/T sockets 1 000 pes 1

2

FSC460/464 1 6K CCDs 1 8 95
AMD 9140CDC Static Ram 10 95
4116/416 16K Dynamic Rams 8 for/200 00
1488 or 1489 RS232 Driver 1 25
8T97 Buffer i 25
8130or8131 2 45
8833 or 8835 1 99
74367 or 74368 6/5 00
75451/52/53 10/2 50
8T26 Bus Driver 2 39
78L05 Regulator 2/1 00
4N25 Optoisolator 3/1 99
MCT2 Optoisolator 89
25 1 0A Shift Register 2.95
2519A Shift Register 2.95
MM5056 Shift Register 2 95
LM760N-14 Compartor 110
DS0025CN Clock Driver 1 49
DS0026CN Clock Dnver 2 50
8T20 Bidirect oneshot 3 49

8700 8 bit Binary 1350
8701 1 bit Binary 2200
8702 1 2 bit Binary 3695
8705 1 2 bit TS 4295
9400 Volt to Freq ^onv 7 25
8750 3-1/2 Digit BCD
8038 Multifunction 3 95
1408L6 6 bit 5 95
1408L8 8 bit no.S

MPU A COMPUTER
KITS

MEK 6800 D2 Kit 235 00
KIM 1 6502 245 00
Intercept Jr 6 1 00 281 00
Technico 9900 Kit 299 00
RCA VIP Cosmac 27500
AMI EVK 99 145 00

NOTICE

We are looking for software

support packages to offer in

our new catalogue. Please

write or call if you want to
participate.

NEW
1978 CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE FEB.
SEND .25 POSTAGE

All Shipment! FCM or UPS Orders
under S10000 add b ".. handling and
pottage Orders over S100 00 add 2 5%
handling & postage Mattercharge/Bank
amencard/COD accepted w/25% deposit
California Residents add 6% tax Foreign
Orders add 8% handling All parts prime
factory tested guaranteed Same day
shipment Add 25 cents for Data

Retail pricing may vary from Mail Order Pricing

DISCOUNT COMPUTER
CORNER

Cash C redd Card
Soroc tQ 120 89500 925 00
Imsai w/22 slots 62900 647 00
Speechlab 269 00 27800
Cromemco Z-2 536 00 55100
Horizon 1 1439 00 147900
North Star 599 00 61 7 OO
TEI MCS122 450 00 462 00
Apple W/16K 11 98 OO 1234 00
Decwriter II 147500 1525.00
Computalker 36500 380 00
Persci 277 1230 00 1266 00
Shugart 800-2 57500 590 00
LowcostSIOOBu! 149 95 1 55 95

P. 0. BOX 17329 Irvine, California 92713 New Phone (714) 558-8813
TWX: 910-595-1565

Retail Store Open Mon. — Sat.
Located at 1310 "B" E. Edinger,
Santa Ana, CA 92705



"World's Largest Personal
Computing Center"

CALL 617-261-2700
584 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Ma 02215

WORLD'S MOST POPULAR MICRO/ \W^Sg
A Complete Computer Ready to Plug in and Use
with Largest Software Base Available Anywhere

KIM-1 BUILT & TESTED $245
KIM-4. . . EXPANSION BOARD (BUILT/TESTED) 1 1 9
KIMSI . . . S100 COMPATIBLE BOARD .... KIT 1 25

BUILT &TESTED 165
POWER. . PLUS POWER SUPPLY 40

• IK RAM
• 2K ROM
. 6-Digit LED
• 23-Key Control

& Data Pad
• 20mA Serial

Interface

• 15 Bidirectional

I/O Lines

YES. WE'VE GOT SOL
SOL-20 $1850
BUILT & TESTED
• 8080 Based
• 2KROMand8K RAM
• 85-Key ASCII Keyboard
• Audio Cassette Interface

£39* 6SOO ^W?"

• 2K PROM
•4K RAM on 8K Board
• Improved Monitor

SWTPC 6800
6800 .... $395
6800/2 ..$439
• Large Software Base
• Full line of Support Devices
Available

USED SPECIALS from Our WINTER'78 CATALOG
IBM 1050

• Control Unit
• Card Reader

^NOW ONLY

$695
COMPLETE I/O

"AS IS"

• Keyboard Printer

• Paper Tape I/O

CENTRONICS 101

A

NOW
$1250

0-DAY WARRANTY
• Tractor Feed
'9x7 Dot Matrix
• TTL Electronics

• 165 Char/Sec
• 132 Char/Line

KSR 35

NOW ONLY

$495
90-DAY WARRANTY
•10 CPS Keyboard
Printer

• 8-Level • Heavy Du

BRAND NEW" WAREHOUSE SPECIALS/'
DECWRITER II

LA36
REGULARLY

$2100

$1495
•30 CPS

• 16 Char. Buffer

All Options Available

LEAR SIEGLER

ADM-3A
CURSOR CONTROL

"THE SMART
DUMB TERMINAL"

• Built & Tested • 20 mA Loop
• 75 to 19200 Baud* 24 Ln x 80 Char
• 10" CRT • RS232 Interface

VIDEO
MONITOR
$160
SANYO 9"

VM-4209

• 1-Year Warranty ^
• 600-Line Resolution
• 40 sq. in. Viewing Area

SEND FOR 84-PAGE PERSONAL COMPUTING CATALOG/
OVER 1500 ITEMS
MICRO COMPARISON CHART
10 DIFFERENT MICROS
GIANT BOOK & SOFTWARE LIBRARY

LARGE SELECTION OF QUALITY USED
PERIPHERALS
COMMERCIAL LISTINGS: DEC, IBM, DG,
HONEYWELL . . OVER 170 VENDORS

Send $1 for 1st Class Postage/Handling to:

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
Dept. K5 584 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02215
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DUAL TRACE
15MEGAHERTZ

PORTABLE MINISCOPE

Dual Trace- 2 channel: separate,

chopped or alternate modes.
15 megahertz bandwidth.

External and internal trigger.

Power consumption less than 15W.
Verticle Gain - 0.01 to 50 volts/div

— 12 settings.

Weight is only 3 pounds.

FEATURES
• Time Base - 0.1 microseconds to

0.5 Sec/div - 21 settings.

• Battery or line operation.

• Automatic and line sync modes.
From the originator of the Digital Voltmeter, Non-Linear Systems comes the MS-215 Miniscope. It is a fine

electronic instrument wittra great deal ofmeasuring capability and excellent accuracy. Its design is modern, utilizing

the latest in low-powered integrated circuits, and it ispackaged into the smallestpractical size. The instrument fits into

many briefcases and tool boxes with room to spare.

Operating characteristics have been chosen so that the MS-215 will make all of the measurements needed in

servicing most electronic equipment. It is field-portable so its use is not restricted to the bench.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Vertical

Mod*:

Y Axis
Verticle Input:

CH1 . CH2. CH1 & CH2 (Chopped) & CH1 & CH2 (Art.)

The Following Specifications apply to each channel

Triggering
Internal:

Automatic:

1 0mV/div to 50V in 1 2 Calibrated ranges, as follows:

xl -10mV/div to 10V/div in four ranges, each contin-
uously variable.

x2-20mV/div to 20mV/div in four ranges, each contin-
uously variable.

x5-50mV/div to 50mV/div in four ranges, each contin-
uously vairiable.

Accuracy is 3%
Input Impedance 1 M ohm shunted by 50 pF.

Bandwidth:

Rise Time:
Input Voltage

Horizontal

Mode.

DC/DC to 1 5 Mhz 16 db (DC to 8 Mhz 13 db). AC, same
as DC down to 3Hz.
Approximately 23 nS @ 1 division deflection.

250 maximum (DC and Peak AC).

Line:

External:

Slope:
Coupling:
Sensitivity:

Level:

Internal Calibrator

Display
Graticule:

Sweep triggered from internal trigger source (In the

dual trace modes, the internal trigger source is CH1 ).

Trigger source is internal calibrator frequency. To be
used if there is no other trigger source available to

synchronize the sweep.
Trigger is derived from line frequency when using the
battery charger.

Controls function as for internal triggering (1 Megohm
input impedence).
Selects sync to positive- or negative- going waveform.
AC
Less than 1 div for internal trigger and less than 1 volt

for external trigger.

Trigger Level control permits continuous adjustment of

trigger point in all modes except Auto.
A square-wave signal of 1 volt p-p 1 5% is provided.

Frequency is approximately 1 KHz.

Accessories
Furnished

Optional:
Warrranty:

Tilt stand, battery charger, 2 input cables, and
miniature banana plugs.

Leather carrying case and probes
One year parts and labor. Made in the USA.

CRT:
Internal Time Base or External Horizontal, switch
selectable. In the XY mode, vertical input is through
CH1 and horizontal input is through CH2

Bandwidth: DC to 200 KHz (13 db).

Coupling: AC, DC or ground, switch selectable. Low frequency
point on AC is 3 Hz.

Input Impedence: 1 Meg ohm shunted by 50 pF.

Deflection Factor: 10mV/div to 50V/div in 12 calibrated ranges.
The ranges can be calibrated with the CH2 gain control

Input Voltage: 250V maximum (DC and Peak AC)
Time Base: 0.1 uS/div to 0.6 Sec/div in 21 ' calibrated ranges,

as follows:

x1, uS-0.1 uS/div to 100 uS/div. x2, uS-0 2uS/div to
200 uS/div.
x5, uS 5uS / div to 500 uS/div. x 1 , mS-0. 1 mS/div to
100 mS/div
x2, mS-0 2mS/div to 200 mS/div. x5. mS-0.5mS/div
to 500 mS/div
all in four ranges, each continuously variable. (Range
increments ar .1, 1, 10, 100.)With vernier in full clock-
wise position, calibrated time measurements are
possible. Accuracy is 3%.

MS-15 Single Trace version of MS-215

4x5 div, each division is 0.25 inch. Viewing area
1.1"Hx1.35"W
Bluish-white phosphor, medium peristence. CRT uses
low power filament for low battery drain. Instant onl

Power
On-Board Batteries: Three sealed, rechargeable lead acid "D" Cells

OperatingTime : Typically 4 hours.
Charging Time Scope Operating: Will run indefinitely but not reach full

charge.
Non-operating: Sixteen hours.
External Power: Battery charger 1 1 5 vac (220 vac on request). 50-

400Hz. less than 1 5 watts.
Dimensions: 3.1"Hx6.4"Wx8.0"D.
Weight: Three pounds.

Environment
Operating Temperature: 0° to 40°C
Shock and Vibration: Designed to with stand normal shock and vibration

encountered in commercial shipping and handling.

MS-215 with Rechargeable Batteries

and Charger
$395.00

Leather Carrying Case
The leather case has 2 separate compartments. One to hold the sec

other to hold the cherger. probe, shoulder strap, etc. The case can be
on the belt, or over the neck.

The snaps used on the case are "one way", thus accidental strik^

the case against an object will not undo the snaps or let it bepulled of
belt.

41-140 $3

Probes
10 to 1 probe with 10 megohm input.

Probe uses spring hook tip for sure connection. Compensation net

located at the connector rather than at the probe, so as to keep sit

weight to a minimum.

41-141 $2<

Deluxe Combination Probe
Switchable 10to1 / 1 to I probe with an assortment ofp\

tips to suit any situation.

41-3495 S34\

$28900
PRIORITY

$40.00 OFF
On Any Accesories Purchased

with MS-215 MINISCOPE, Jusi

Send or Mention the COUPON a
Kilobaud Magazim

ELECTRONICS ©

10031C Woodley Ae, Sepulveda CA» 91343
Terms VISA MC. BAC. check. Money Order COD. US Funds Only LA residents add 6% sales tax Mini

mum order $10 00 Orders less than $75 00 include 10% shipping and handling, excess refunded Just in case

please include your phone no "Sorry, no over the counter sales" Good thru Julv 15 1978

Send for our latest brochure phone orders welcome (213) 893-8202 OEM and Institutional inquiries invited



ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 9641 San Jose CA 95157
f/itflftl l^T/I.COfi/l K >l{ CATALOG INCLUDING PARTS LISTS
|t§wOJ 3 /*# 3Tr*^*# \\|> SCHEMATICS, SEND \ SELF \l>-

TIDMA

direct connections to a low cost cassette recorder at 1200 baud, and inputs and outputs for direct connections to a digi

tal recorder at any baud rate. This board is S-100 bus compatible.

Board only $35.00 Part No. 112; with parts $110.00 Part No. 112A

APPLE II SERIAL I/O INTERFACE

12 34 567 1

www

This serial I/O port works up to 30,000 baud. Software included are, an input and output routine from the Apple

monitor or basic to a teletype or other serial printer. Also a program for using the Apple II for a video terminal or an

intelligent terminal. It plugs into one of the Apple II peripheral connectors. It uses very low current. The input and

output are RS-232. _
T n

Board only $15.00 Part No. 2; with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A. Assembled and tested $62.00 Part No.
_
21.

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. Shipping paid tor orders

accompanied bv check, money order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number, expiration

date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.I), orders. California residents add 6.5% tor tax.

Parts kits include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with

all products. Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 374-5984. Orcriu derfgned by John Bell.

To Order:
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RNB> ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 254 King of Prussia PA 19406

(215) 279-7968

Thanks to you
Presents The All New VIM-1,6502

Based MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM By Synertek Systems Corp

The VIM-1 Has Arrived!

Time to Get On-Board!
Don't become stuck in an old technology.

Master the latest, state-of-the-art

Technology of Microprocessors.

Develop insight into the future trends of

microprocessor technology.

VIM-1 Features Include:
• FULLY-ASSEMBLED AND COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SYSTEM

that's ready-to-use.

• ALL IC'S ARE IN SOCKETS
• 28 DOUBLE-FUNCTION KEYPAD INCLUDING UP

TO 24 "SPECIAL' FUNCTIONS
• EASY-TO-VIEW 6-DIGIT HEX LED DISPLAY
• KIM-1* HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY
• The powerful 6502 8-Bit MICROPROCESSOR whose

advanced architectural features have made it one of
the largest selling "micros" on the market today.

• THREE ON-BOARD PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL
TIMERS available to the user.

• 4K BYTE ROM RESIDENT MONITOR and Operating Programs.
• Single 5 Volt power supply is all that is required.
• 1K BYTES OF 2114 STATIC RAM onboard with sockets

provided for immediate expansion to 4K bytes onboard, with
total memory expansion to 65, 536 bytes

• USER PROM/ROM: The system is equipped with 3 PROM/ROM
expansion sockets for 2316/2332 ROMs or 2716 EPROMs

• ENHANCED SOFTWARE with simplified user interface
• STANDARD INTERFACES INCLUDE:— Audio Cassette Recorder Interface with Remote Control

(Two modes: 135 Baud KIM-1* compatible, Hi-Speed
2400 Baud)

— Full duplex 20mA Teletype Interface— System Expansion Bus Interface— TV Controller Board Interface— CRT Compatible Interface

• APPLICATION PORT: 15 Bi-directional TTL lines for user
applications with expansion capability for added lines

• EXPANSION PORT FOR ADD-ON MODULES (51 I/O Lines
included in the basic system)

• SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY connector for easy disconnect of
the d-c power

• AUDIBLE RESPONSE KEYPAD
VIM-1 Manuals: The well organized documentation package is

complete and easy-to-understand
VIM-1 CAN GROW AS YOU GROW. It's the system to BUILD-ON.
Expansion features that are soon to be offered:

Allow 2 to 4 Weeks for Delivery

90 DAY WARRANTY PRICE $269.00
• TV Interface Card
• BASIC Interpreter

• Resident Assembler/Editor
• Port Expansion Kit

• RAM Expansion Kit

If You Like KIM* You Will Love VIM
VIM-1 PROVIDES YOU WITH ON-BOARD EXPANSION. The
printed circuit board includes sockets to add additional ROM,
PROM, RAM, or Peripheral Ports when you require them. VIM-1
doesn't require you to build up wire-wrap boards to use these
options. VIM-1 option boards are merely plugged into the basic

unit to give you the added capability you require. We have
maintained KIM* hardware compatibility. Our boards will plug into

any KIM* motherboard and card cage.

SUPER SOFTWARE
Synertek has enhanced KIM-1 * software as well as hardware. The
software has simplified the user interface. The basic VIM-1 system
is programmed in machine language. For those users who want to
develop in assembly language directly on VIM-1 the optional
RESIDENT ASSEMBLER/EDITOR can be purchased and plugged
into the ROM/PROM expansion sockets ALREADY PROVIDED.
Similarly, those users wishing to develop in a high level language
can purchase VIM-1 BASIC as a nominally priced option. Monitor
status is easily accessible, and the monitor gives the keypad user
the same full functional capability of the TTY user.

*KIM is a product of MOS Technology.

Other Software Enhancements Include:
• Write Protect of Selectable Memory Areas
• Decimal Point Prompting on Hex Display
• Break Function to Halt Program
• Programmable/Debug/On-Off (Prog. Single-Capabilities)
• Software Breakpoint Feature

Quantity Discounts Available Upon Request.

SPECIAL OFFER: Commercial Duty Power Supply Designed For VIM-1 Fully EXPANDED: Fully Enclosed, Regulated
Over Voltage Protection, Fused, Grounded AC Cord, and a FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY
PROVIDES:* 5 V.D.C. @ 10 Amps. & ± 12 V.D.C. @ 1 AMP
PRICE IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY $150.00
PRICED IF PURCHASED WITH VIM-1 $ 95 00
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. We're Growing!
HEAVY DUTY IBM 735 I/O SELECTRIC BASED TERMINAL

MECHANICS COMPLETELY REFURBISHED—
ALL NEW MICROPROCESSOR-BASED ELECTRONICS-

SWITCH SELECTABLE FOR EITHER ASCII OR EBCDIC OPERATION

PRICE: $895

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE BUYING ANY STANDARD IBM SELECTRIC TERMINAL

• Carriage Return time is about 5 times longer than a standard terminal; therefore, you need to transmit up to 12 null or rubout

characters after the standard CR/LF characters to allow enough time for the carriage return. This may require you to rewrite your

computer's software. There are other characters which have similar problems such as Index, Tab, Backspace and Shift.

• The mechanics of the IBM Selectric limit the printing speed to a maximum of 14.9 characters per second, therefore it cannot

run at 150 baud (15 characters/sec.)

• The standard baud rate for a Selectric is 134.5 and therefore cannot interface with a system having only the standard baud

rates such as 110 or 150 without modifying or completely replacing the terminal's electronics.

• Some of the IBM Selectric terminals use a unique character bail and are not interchangeable with the standard typewriter ball.

The balls for these are more expensive, harder to find, and do not have the font selection.

• The IBM Selectric's printer and keyboard are mechanically linked together and therefore, without sophisticated electronics, it

cannot interface with a full-duplex system.

• The Selectric produces only 10 standard control codes versus 34 on a standard ASCII terminal.

• There are several IBM Selectric terminals around and not all have the heavy duty Selectric mechanism.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE IBM I/O SELECTRIC TERMINAL THAT WE ARE OFFERING

• TWO operating systems (switch selectable)

A. As a standard IBM terminal using EBCDIC Code at 134.5 Baud. So that it can be used with IBM equipment.

B As a Full 7-bit ASCII terminal at 110 Baud. With the following features;

1. The terminal operates at 10 cps, but prints at 14.9 cps and has a 150 character buffer to compensate for the long carriage

return time. Therefore there is no requirement to rewrite your computer's software.

2. It generates all 34 of the standard ASCII control codes.

3. Full or Half-duplex operation.

4. Generation of parity.

5. Two modes of operation:

a. TTY Mode: Transmits only upper-case codes (for alpha characters only) like a standard TTY even if the shift key is not

dcDressed
b. Typewriter Mode: Transmits both upper and lower-case codes, dependent upon the shift key being depressed or not.

• Has both RS-232 and 20 ma. Current Loop interfaces.

• Remote/Local switch, so it can be used as a typewriter or a terminal.

• Uses the standard IBM Selectric character ball.

• Has a 15" carriage for up to 132 characters per line.

• Platen feed.

• ALLOW 6 TO 8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY • PRICE INCLUDES FULL DOCUMENTATION • 30 DAY WARRANTY—PARTS AND LABOR

Terminals only, select: Airfreight Surface terminals shipped freight collect— fob Phoenix az
All other items shipped prepaid UPS

Enclosed: check DM.O. Charge DVISA Master Charge

Card #..
.Interbank #.

Expiration date:.

# ot Terminals.

Signature:.

@ $895.00

# of VIM-1 Microcomputers. @ $269.00

# of Power Supplies if bought with VIM-1 @ $95.00

# of Power Supplies if bought separately @ $150.00

SUB-TOTAL

Pa. Residents Must Add 6% Sales Tax

Total Amount of Order

$_

$_

$_

$.

$.

$.

$.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP: \

master charge

PHONE: ( ).
Visa (BankAmericard) & Master Charge Accepted. ^*»
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S.D. COMPUTER PRODUCTS AN EMPIRE IND CO

P.O. BOX 28810K DALLAS, TEXAS 75228

EXPANDABLE EPROM BOARD
16K OR 32K EPROM $49.95 W/OUT EPROM

Allows You to Use Either 2708s For 16K of Eprom or
2716s For 32K of Eprom.

KIT FEATURES:
1. All Address Lines & Data Buffered

2. Quality Plated through P.C. Board Including
Solder Mask and Silk Screen

3. Selectable Unit States

4. On Board Regulation Provided

5. All Sockets Provided W/ Board

WE CAN SUPPLY 450As 2708s AT $11.95
WHEN PURCHASED WITH BOARD.

4K LOW POWER RAM KIT
The Whole Works - $79.95
Full Buffered - on board regulated - reduced
power consumption utilizing low power 21L02-1
500ns RAMS - Sockets provided for all IC's.

Quality plated through PC board.

•Add $10 00 for

250ns RAM operation

EXPANDORAM
THE ULTIMATE RAM BOARD

32K FOR $475.00
flr -7

32K MODEL
8K $151.00
16K 259.00
24K 367.00
32K 475 00

r- * 4

Jffi nrff-.-.M.*

THE 32K VERS.0N USES THE M0S- BJ
A S»00 COMPATIBLE RAM

TEK MK4115 RAM AND HAS 8K 12*™ ** ° .
U19?*°* J
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32K OPERATION

64K MODEL
16K $281.00
32K 519.00
48K 757.00
64K 995.00

THE 64K VERSION USES THE MOS
TEK MK4116 RAM AND HAS 16K
BOUNDARIES AND PROTECTION &
UTILIZES DIP SWITCHES P. C.

LY PURCHASING MORE RAM CHIPS £?«
R
J?D r

C
P.Tmii

WITH S0CKETS F0R

FROM SD COMPUTER PRODUCTS. 64K OPERATION

LOOK AT THE FEATURES WE HAVE BUILT INTO THE EXPANDORAM!
• MEMORY ACCESS TIME IS 375 ns •

• MEMORY CYCLE TIME IS 500 ns •

• POWER REQUIREMENTS ARE: •

8 VOC 400 MA DC •

18 VDC 400 MA DC
—18 VDC 30 MA DC

• ON BOARD INVISIBLE REFRESH •

ADD $50.00 TO ABOVE PRICES FOR FULLY

NO WAIT STATES REQUIRED
NO CYCLE STEALING NEEDED
ON BOARD REGULATION
CONTROL, DATA & ADDRESS INPUTS
UTILIZE LOW POWER SCHOTTKY
DEVICES
DESIGNED TO WORK WITH Z-80,

8080. 8085. CPU's
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED BOARDS

Z-80 CPU BOARD KIT
Complete Kit $139.

Mj| Tfg

CHECK THE ADVANCED FEATURES OF OUR Z-80
CPU BOARD: Expanded set of 158 instructions,

8080A software capability,

operation from a single
5VDC power supply; always
stops on an Ml state, true
sync generated on card (a

real plus feature!), dynamic
refresh and NMI available,

either 2MHZ or 4MHZ op-
eration, quality double sided plated through PC
board; parts plus sockets provided for all IC's.
*Add $10. extra for Z-80A chip which allows
4MHZ operation.

NEW FROM S.D.

"VERSAFLOPPY"™ KIT
THE VERSATILE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

ONLY $149.00

FEATURES: IBM 3740 Soft Sectored Compatible. S-100 BUS
Compatible for Z-80 or 8080. Controls up to 4 Drives (single
or double sided). Directly controls the following drives-

1. Shugart SA400/450 Mini Floppy
2. Shugart SA800/850 Standard Floppy
3. PERSCI 70 and 277.
4. MFE 700/750.
5. CDC 9404/9406.

34 Pin Connector for Mini Floppy. 50 Pin Connector for Stand-
ard Floppy. Operates with modified CP/M operating system
and C Basic Comptler. The new "Versafloppy" from S.D.
Computer Products provides complete control for many of
the available Floppy Disk Drives, Both Mini and Full Size.
FD1771B-1 Single Density Controller Chip. Listings for Con-
trol Software are included in price.

FD 1771B 1 CHIP ALONE $39.95

INTRODUCING THE SBC-100
(The Z-80 Based, S-100 Single Board Computer)

$349.00

FEATURES:

• No Front Panel Needed
• Z 80 CPU (2 or 4 MHZ)
• IK RAM
• 4 ROM/PROM Sockets for 4K/8K of Memory
• SYNCHRONOUS/ASYNCHRONOUS Serial I/O with

RS 232 and Current Loop Interface and Software

Programmable Baud Rate
Parallel Input Port

Parallel Output Port

4 Channel Timer/Counter
4 Vectored Interrupts

RAMS
21L02-500NS
21L02-250NS
2114 - 4K
1101A - 256
1103 — 1K
MK 4115-8K
74S 200 - 256

8 11 50
8/15 95

14 95
8 $4 00

J5

15 45
3 95

CPU's
Z— 80 includes manual
Z—80A includes manual
8080ACPU8BIT
8008 CPU 8 BIT

29 95
34 95
11 95
6 95

PROMS
1702A - IK - 1.5us . .3.95 or 10/35.
2708 - 8K - 450ns 14.95
5204 - 4K 7.95
82S129 — IK 2.50
2708U 8K signetics 650ns 9.95

COUNTER CHIPS
MK50397 6 Digit elapsed timer 8.95
MK50250 Alarm clock 4.99
MK50380 Alarm chip 2.95
MK50395 6 digit up/dn. count. 12.95
MK5002 4 digit counter 8.95
MK5021 Cal. chip sq. root 2.50

Low Cost

Cassette
Interface Kit

$19.95

Features: Play and record K.C. Standard 2400/1200 Hz
tapes. 300 Baud, TTL 1/0 Compatible, Phase Lock Loop,
Both 22 Pin Connector and 8 Pin Molex Connector.
Comes partially assembled. Oscillator and phase lock
loop pre tuned to K.C. Standard. Selector switch sends
cassette data or auxiliary input data to microprocessor.
LED indicates logic 1 level.

8K LOW POWER RAM
$159.95

FULLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED NOT A KIT

Imsai — Aliair — S-100 Buss compatible, uses low power
static 21L02-500ns fully buffered on board regulated,
quality plated through PC board, including solder mask 8
pos dip switches for address select

•Add $30.00 for

250ns RAM operation

Z80 STARTER KIT
LEARN COMPUTERS FROM THE START!

SIMPLE, STEP BY STEP LEARNING. CONSTRUCTION,
PROGRAMMING, OPERATION, MEMORIES, INTER-
FACING, COMPUTING, AND CONTROLLING WITH
AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE CAPABILITIES.
Complete Kit includes: Key board and Display; Z80
Central Processing Unit; Instructions; Operation Man
ual; Learning Guides.

Features: Powerful Z80 CPU with 158 instructions • 1024
Bytes (Expandable to 2048 Bytes ON BOARD) of RAM •
2 Bi-Directional Input/Output Ports with Handshaking
• Kansas City Standard Audio Cassette Interface for
Program Storage • Hexadecimal Keyboard and Display
• Wirewrap area for custom circuitry • S-100 Connector
on board for Memory and I/O Expansion • 2716/2758
PROM Programmer • "Z BUG" Monitor ROM (Including:
Memory, Port and Register Examine and Change Com-
mands; Breakpoints; Single Step Capability; Audio Tape
Load and Dump; Execute user program Commands.)
Many more unique features. The best computer edu-
cational kit on the market . . . the complete computer
and educational package for only $199.00. (Available
June 1978).

O. E. M. SPECIAL
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL OEM. DISCOUNTS ON THE SD

SDC lOO — SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
VERSAFLOPPY'*' — FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
EXPANDORAM — 32K RAM

EACH KIT IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY TOTAL $973 OO
ORDER ALL 3 KITS TOGETHER FOR

$899.00
Thi« Powerful Threesome Operates Together to Form A Comolete Computer for Your System.

•COMPATIBLE SET/'
$349 00
$149 OO
$475 OO

Z-80
Programming Manual

IN DEPTH DETAIL OF
THE Z-80 CPU

MICROCOMPUTER

S. D. SALES SPECIAL
$9.95

S.D. NOW HAS SOFTWARE FOR IT'S CUSTOMERS

CP/M DISK OPERATING SYSTEM $99.95
CP M is a powerful disk operating system which has become an industry standard It is compatible with several
disk based FORTRAN and BASICS This package includes a CP/M diskette (mini or full size) adapted for S.D.'s
SBC lOO/VERSAFLOPPY EXPANDORAM board set. Complete documentation is included < m CP/M is a reg
istered trademark of Digital Research Corp., Pacific Grove, CA.

Z 80 DISK BASED ASSEMBLER $69.95

Runs on ANY CP/M based disk system. Assembles
the official Zilog Mostek Mnemonics Contains ex
tensive set of pseudo ops Available on mini or
full size diskette.

VERSAFLOPPY ' CONTROL FIRMWARE . . . $24.95

Provides control for VERSAFLOPPY and boots up
CP/M. This runs on Z 80. 8080 or 8085 based
computers Available in 2708 or 2758 prom.

SD MONITOR $49.95

Powerful monitor for SBC lOO single board com
puters Includes all VERSAFLOPPY control firm-

ware Comes in 2716 prom Available in 4 6 weeks

VERSAFLOPPY DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM $24.95

Provides routines which are helpful in checking out
a disk based system Available in 2708 or 2758
prom.

* SUPER FLOPPY SPECIAL
S. D. SALES' VERSAFLOPPY S 100 CONTROLLER BOARD PLUS

SHUGART SA 400 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE INCLUDING CABLE FOR ONLY

$479.00
*

MICROPROCESSOR
CHIPS

8212 - 1/0 port 3.50
8214 — P.I. C 12.95
8216 — Non Invert Bus 4.95
8224 — Clock Gen 495
8226 — Invert Bus 3.95
PI0 for Z—80 14.95
CTC for Z—80 14.95
8228 Sys. Controller 8.20
8251 Prog. comm. interfact .10.95
8255 prog. prep, interface. . .13.50
8820 Dual Line Recr 1.75
8830 Dual Line Dr 1.75
2513 Char. Gen 7.50
8838 Quad Bus. Recvr 2.00
74LS138N — 1/8 decoder 99
8T97-Hex Tri-State Buffer 1.25
1488/1489 RS232 1.50
TR 1602B Uart 3.95
TR 1863 Uart 8.50
FD 1771B-1 .39.95

CMOS
4001
4002
4011
4013
4016
4017
4020
4022
4024
4027

4029
4042
4047
4049
4069
4071
4076
14518
14528
14529

CALL IN YOUR BANKAMERICARD
(VISA) OR MASTER CHARGE OR-
DER IN ON OUR CONTINENTAL
TOLL FREE WATTS LINE:

Texas Residents Call Collect:

214/271-0022
1—800—527—3460 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

(All prices subject to change

without Drior notice.)

NO COD's. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD
5% SALES TAX. ADD 5% OF ORDER
FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING . OR
DERS UNDER $10. ADD 75c HAND
LING.FOREIGN ORDERS - U. S.
FUNDS ONLY!
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MS-15 MINISC

SC5
With
Rechargeable
Battsries ft

Charger
Unit $89

FM7
With
Rachargaabla
Battarias *
Chargar
Unit $195

Features Include • By using the new NLS SC S Prescaler. the range ot

the FM-7 Frequency Meter, which is 10 Hi to 60 MHz. may be extended

to 512 MHz (the upper VHF & UHF trequency bands) • The FM 7 uti-

lizes an LEO readout, providing 7-digit resolution • The FM 7 can be

calibrated to an accuracy ot 00001 % • The SC 5 is accurate to one

part per million • Each unit has 30 miltrvorts sensitivity, is battery

powered and has a charger unit included • Dimensions ot each art 1
9"

H x 2 7" W x 3 9 • The units may be obtained separately or as a

Frequency Duo " • Pans & Labor guaranteed 1 year

Tilt stand option * > *•

Leather case *•

LEOU MG10A
List $72.00

Perfectly balanced, fluorescent

lighting with precision magnifier

lens. For prof 'I, techn'l & hobbist

Has die cast protective shade, mat start

3 diopter lens 42" reach
»44BS

>ilh T 9 tluoretcent

lamp (required!

Mats
colon Gray or Black

Chocololo Brown

8803
MOTHER
BOARD FOR

S100BUS
MICRO-

COMPUTERS

Hit includes 12

tantalum capaci-

tors tor + 5. +12.
— 1? buses and insu-

lated mounting spacers

• Wiring side shown Com
portent side bare epoiy

glass with white markings lor

component locations

• G10 epony glass board with ? ounce

copper solder plated and 038 diame

ler holes 'or leads

Solder mask with solder windows on

etched circuits to avoid accidental short

circuits

i Mounts 1 1 receptacles with 100 contacts (2

rows) on 125 centers with 250 row spacing

Vector part number R68t 2 or mounts 10 recap

tacles plus interconnections to smaller mother board

tor expansion

« includes etched circuits and instructions tor option ot

active pull up or tloaling terminations

< Large buses +-6V and GN0 (10 AMPS) ±l2Vor 16W (7

AMPS) Current ratings are per MIL StD-2'5 with 10*C

rise

• Fits m Vector oak enclosures

> fits m IMSAI 8060 microcomputer as expander board

Price:

$29.50

1/16 BOARD

.042 dia holes on
0.1 spacing for IC's

Phenolic
PART NO.

64P44-062XXP
169P44-062XXP

Epoxy Glass
PART NO.

64P44-062
84P44-062

169P84 062

SIZE

4.5 x 6.5"

4.5 x 17"

SIZE

4.5x6.5"
4.5 x 8.5"

4.5x17"
8.5 x 17"

PRICE

$ 1.49

$ 3.51

PRICE
$ 1.70

$ 2.10

$ 4 30

$ 6.39

ACE • All- for fast, solderless,

Circuit plug-in circuit building

Evaluator and testing

Just plug in any component*) with leads to 032" dia. Inter-

connect with solid win* up to 20fla. Assembled model* too!

act T« »» No «a leer* sue Mae
Caeacitf Inn FetM (Mc*«| Eaek

ItM-K (kit)

MS lassem )

Ml-K (kit)

fit (assent )

tit lassem )

177 lassem )

Ot lassem )

728

872

1032

1224

1760

2712

3648

8 (16 Si

8(16 s)

II (14$)

12(14 I)

18(14 s)

27(14 1)

36(14 s)

2

2

2

2

4

4

4-9/16x54*16-;

4 9/16x5-1/16.

16 i 7

4-9/16x7

6-1/2x7 1/8

8x91/4
10 1/4x9 1/4

$16 9b

It 9b

24 »s

MM
4*94

MM
7195

MS-15 MINISCOPE $289
With Rechargeable Batteries & Charger Unit

21

• 15 megahertz bandwidth.
• External and internal trigger.

• Time base — .1 microsec. to 0.5 Sec/div

settings. ^3%.
• Battery or line operation.
• Automatic & line sync modes.
• Power consumption < 15 watts.
• Vertical Gain — .01 to 50 V/div - 12 settings ± 3%"

• Viewing area 1.1" x 1.35".

• Case size 2.7"H x 6.4"W x 7.5"D, 3 pounds.
• Parts & Labor guaranteed 1 year

• 10 to 1 , 10 meg probe $24.50

• Leather carrying case $30.00

• MS 215 Dual Trace Version of MS-15 $395 OO

PROBE 1$ with the purchase of SCOPE and

the MENTION of this MAGAZINE

NEW VOLKSMETERS!
With LCD Display—
Excellent Readability in Direct Sunlight!

SPFriFlCATIONS

1°lo
LM-300
Full three digits

$99.50*

FEATURES
• Measures DC volts. AC volts,

ohms and current

• Automatic polarity, decimal

and overload indication

• No zero adjustment and no full

scale ohms adjust

• Large LCD display for easy

reading without interpolation

• Size 1 9 Hx2 7"Wx40"0

• Parts and labor guaranteed for

one year

SPECIAL'.'-

Batteries & Charger $ 1.00

with the purchase of Meter and

the mention of this magazine *a er ase

3AA NtCad Batts & Charger

Standard AA-size batteries provide up to 20 hours of operation

Rechargeable NiCad batteries and charger unit available as optional equipment

Batteries not included

O.5°lo
LM-350

3V2 digits

$125.00*

MODE Mir.i accwacv
I.M-MO

Arrvoucv
I M-100

nrv»n Tlirtr
»pi'!

«I«WT»N- 1

TITT
flTMrHT

VOLT0 DC*

1

1*

IW
1000

• 11 Kaaa-lal' •o. rt Rainier

1 mV
10 av

100 *v
1 v

10 MS

VOLTS AC'

1

10

1M
IOOO

• tl Mo4H|t
M-0O0) Mi

.0.71 RmOojI
M-400 Hf

1 »V
10 mV
100 nv

1 V

10 HO. Nor

Kfumta"

1

10

100

1000

I0O0O

• 11 IUarf1ai> • 0. M RMdiaf'

1

10 O
IN O

1 W
io m

1 mA
100 pA
10 aA
l«A

100 aA

crxxm-r

1 aA
10 rut

IOO MA
1 *

•n >•«<' •n iu«na«t

1 HA
10 »A
100 hA

1 mA

1 OB

100

10

1

• tooo *4r or paafc ar miiimmi wm rMfi. taS Otgn*

••tm votu,. inkM> I -* roll *•!• - t M-xa. t .* r.iivai. - i m-im

• LM-lMkaa I0M mi k«< rail a. ala m«i|i in I.IM. H.tO. Mc.

$3 50

$ 16 00

$ 12.00

P&M Plugboards

m

8800V
Universal Microcomputer/processor

plugboard use with S-100 bus Com-

plete with heat sink & hardware 5 3" x

10 x 1/16
1-4 5-9 10-24

$1995 $1795 $15 96

8801-1

Same as 8800V except plain; less power

buses & heat sink

1-4 5-9 10-24

3682 9.6" x 4.5"

$10.97

3682-2 6.5" x 4.5"

$9.81

Hi-Density Dual-ln-Line

Plugboard for Wire Wrap

with Power & Grd. Bus

Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44

pin con. spaced .156

3677 9 6" x 4.5'

$10.90
3677-2 6.5" x 4.5

$9.74

Gen. Purpose D.I. P.

Boards with Bus Pattern

for Solder or Wire Wrap.

Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44

pin con. spaced .156

3662 6.5" x 4.5"

$7.65
3662-2 9.6" x 4.5"

$11.45
P pattern plugboards for

IC's Epoxy Glass 1/16"

44 pin con. spaced 156

8644 P C receptide 22/44 com
156 ctrs pierced solder eyelets tails

gold S2 95

8644-3 P C receptide 22/44 cont

1 56 ctrs Wire Wrap tails gold $4 49

S-100

Bus P C Edge Connectors

R681 DiP solder tails on 140 spaced

rows lor ALTAIR mother boards Fits

042 did holes gold $7 35

.$81-1 025 sq . 3 wrap lengths

posts ( 62 long) on 250 spaced rows

gold $5 00

R681-2 025 sq 1 wrap length posts

i 22 long) on 250 spaced rows for wrap

ping or DIP solder tor IMSAI mother

boards, gold $5 85

R681-3 pierced solder eyelet tails gold

$7 35

eLlV44HJ LcllU ^ Pl80

Wraps insulated wire on 025 square posts

FOUR TIMES FASTER
llwn 'OJtular manual «'«*> pool loo*

*9 with two
100' spools

of 20 ga

$24.50
wire

itm®
NO PRE STRIPPING*
NO PRECUTTING'
SPOOL FED WIRE'
•the spooieo wire passes through ma tool past a slitting edge

next to the wrap post A narrow longitudinal cut is mada m the

insulation where it presses the square post

corner the bared cooper is indented Oy the Sharp odoo

|l turns a ?• contacts i

I.1.MJH0O * V0 a*0*0 OT0M0* *M*

•no* W tttMjM »i or mo io»

P160-4T
Incluoaa

chargar. wire

$75.00

Daisy chain runs

ftakabte and easy to use

Manual or power operation
|

SLITN-WRAP .2" pKug*
WIRE
NO. 28 GAGE INSULATED
WIRE. 100' SPOOLS
W?8 2 » Pkg 3 Green HZ* 2 C P«g 3 Clear

W?8 2 B Pkg 3 tied W28 2 Pkg 3 Blue

2708
8K 450 ns

EPROM
FACTORY PRIME

$10.00 EA.
25 + Call For

Price

Model
236

&L

»-mvor Urmmais 4 ruOOer loot SALE

LIQUID CRYSTAL DIGITAL
CLOCK-CALENDAR

• For Auto, Home, Office

• Small in size (2x2%x\%)
• Push button for seconds release for date.

• Clocks mount anywhere with either 3M double-

sided tape or VELCRO. included

• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE
LCD- 101. portable model runs on self-contained

batteries for better than a year.

LCD- 102. runs on 12 Volt system and Is bach

lighted
• LCD tOt or LCD 102 fXA 05

your choice #0*». 9*1 ea

14 & 16 PIN

3 LEVEL

WIRE WRAP
SOCKETS

14-T3 100 for

$30.00

16-T3 100 for

$30.00

50 of ea. for $32.00

3 LEVEL
GOLD WIRE
WRAP SOCKETS

Cieav dawk stand tor $2.00

8 pin

10 pin

14 pin

16 pin

18 pin
20 pin

22 pin

24 pin

28 pin

36 pin

40 pin

1 24

47
45
39
43
75
•4

1 00
1 00
1 09
1 59
1 49

2549

42
41

38
42
68
.77

97
94
98

1 45
1 39

50 99

37
37
37
40
62
71
95
75
84

1 30
1 29

IBSB
MICRO-KLIP

for .042 dia. holes
(all boards on this page)

T42-1 pkg 100 $ 1.50

T42-1 pkg
1000 $11.00

P-149 hand installing

tool $ 2.03

.8" LED ALARM CLOCK

12 hr LED Alarm Clock uses Vh
digit 8 LED Display with AM/PfV

indicators and colons Direct drive

PIN to PIN interface withaf199tA

I C Just add switches, AC Supply

Alarm Display and I C only

$7.95 or 2/$15.00

l/e(33*

WRAP POST
for .042 dia. holes

(all boards on this page)

T-44pkg 100 $ 2 28

T-44 pkg

1000 $14.00

A- 13 hand installing

tool $ 2. SO

f'

i

PRIORITY

Price Breakthrough!
1795

r
Lftj-ft-ttjctoq

» * • • • •> *

firiirivff* 111

MA1003

CAR CLOCK

Bright Green Fluorescent Display Crys-

tal Time Base Assembled, just add

switches and 12VDC.

ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL
14CS2 100tor»14, °

16CS2 100forM600

14plnCS210for*2*>
10pinCS2 8for«2"

These low cost DIP sockets will accept

both standard width plugs and chips.

For use with chips, the sockets offer a iow

profile height of only .125" above the board.

These sockets are end stackable.

Send for our latest brochure

10031C Woodley A/a SepUvecta CA» 91343
Terms VISA. MC. BAC. check. Money Order. C00.US Funds Only CA residents add 6% sales tax Mm
mum order $10 00 Orders less than $75 00 include 10% shipping and handling, excess refunded Just in case

please include your phone no "Sorry, no over the counter sales" Good thru Ju,y 15, 1978

phone orders welcome (213) 893-8202

24 PIN DIP PLUGS

WiTH COVERS

P21

OEM and Institutional inquiries invited

3/ $1.00

40 / $1iM

QLSW OOBQZ $ 3dOOSINIV\l 91SW
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KIT FEATURES:

16K E-PROM CARD
IMAGINE HAVING 16K OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!

S-100 [Imsai/Altair] Buss Compatible!

i

data lines buf

Double sided PC board with solder
mask and silk screen and gold plated
contact fingers.

Selectable wait states.

All address lines &
fered!

All sockets included.

On card regulators.

KIT INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND
SOCKETS (except 2708s). Add $25. for
assembled and tested.

PRICE CUT!

$57.50 kit

SPECIAL OFFER:
WAS $69.95

Our 2708s (450NS) are $12.95
when purchased with above kit.

1A SWti*
I

KIF FUTURES:

ADD
$20 FOR
250NS

1. Doubled sided PC Board with solder
mask and silk screen layout. Gold
plated contact fingers.

2. All sockets included.
3. Fully buffered on all address and

data lines.

Phantom is jumper selectable to

fin 67.
OUR 7805 regulators

on card.
are provided

(450NS)

BK LOW POWER RAM KIT $149 00
S-100 (Imsai/Altair) Buss Compatible! 2 kits for $279

LJ j^^i^^^—^—
^^

4i

^nTT
r

:

r - -^
^IrinTTTrin^- lirnrnMr ^tij

. '

n

Fully Assembled & Burned In

-^jj^tl^^ $179.00

W Blank PC Board w/ Documentation

$29.95
Low Profile Socket Set 13.50

Support IC's (TTL & Regulators)

$9.75
Bypass CAP's (Disc & Tantalums)

$4.50
USES 21 L02 RAM'S!

MOTOROLA QUAD OP • AMP
MC3401. PIN FOR PIN SUB.
FOR POPULAR LM 3900.

3 FOR $1

ALARM CLOCK CHIP
NS. MM5375AA. Six Digits.

With full Data. New!

$1.95 each

MOTOROLA 7805R VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Same as standard 7805 except 750 MA output
TO-220. 5VDC output.

44ceach or 10 for $3.95

COMPUTER MFG. MAKES
S500. 000.00

GOOF!

FULL WAVE BRIDGE
4 AMP. 200 PIV.

69* 10 FOR $5.75

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL
RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE
SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.

450 NS! 2708 EPROMS
Now full speed! Prime new units from a major U.S. Mfg. 450 N.S.
Access time. 1 K. x 8. Equiv. to 4-1 702 A's in one package.

$15.75 ea. 4 FOR $5000

woto*o*> 4K RAM CH|pS _ 99C EACH 22 PIN DIP

c, M?
J

°e
r

»c^C

;

Cr PUter 9 ,nstalled thousands of these 4K Motorola RAM's on the wrong boards and had to remove them. All parts were then tested, and metFULL SPECS! If you don't mind a little solder on the leads, then this is the best memory buy in the world. Arranged as 4096 x 1 Bits. 470 NS.
The Motorola 6605 is one of the easiest dynamic RAM's to use since it DOES NOT require multiplexed addresses as do most other 4K's such as the 4096 or 4027.
A complete memory board design using the 6605 is outlined in the Motorola M6800 Applications Manual starting on page 4-70.

99V EACH
'WITH DATA SHEET)

FOR $6.95 YOU GET AS MUCH STORAGE AS IN 32 - 2102s!

LOOK!
MCM6605
FULLY GUARANTEED! SURPLUS BUY OF THE DECADE!!!

8F0R$6.95
4096BYTESOFRAM!

4K STATIC RAM'S
2114. The new industry
standard. Arranged as 1K
x4. Equivalent to 4-21
L02's in 1 package! 18
pin DIP. 2 chips give 1Kx8.

2/$24. 8/$85.

OPCOA LED READOUT
SLA-1. Common Anode.
.33 inch character size.

The original high efficiency
LED display. 75c ea.

4 FOR $2.50

2102 RAM BLOWOUT!
Fully static. Standard Power. The
mostpopular RAM for microprocessors.
We made a huge surplus buy, but there
will be NO MORE WHEN THESE ARE
GONE!

Part #21 F02-4 450 N.S. FAST!

8 FOR *6 95 32 FOR $25

Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL
By Mostek, The major Z-80 second source. The most
detailed explanation ever on the working of the Z-80 CPU
CHIPS. At least one full page on each of the 158 Z-80
instructions. A MUST reference manual for any user of
the Z-80. 300 pages. Just off the press. $12 95

HEAVY DUTY!
Full Wave Bridge

25AMP 50PIV

$1.25

Tantalum Capacitors

1 MFD. .35V. By
Kemet. Axial Lead.

Best Value! 10/$1.

GE 10 AMP Triac

SC146D. House no.

To-220 case. Rated
10amps400PIV.

75c ea. 3/$2.

Digital Research^ Corporation
P. O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461

New! REAL TIME
Computer Clock Chip

N.S. MM531 3. Features
BOTH 7 segment and
BCD outputs. 28 Pin
DIP. $4.95 with Data

LS SERIES TTL
74LS00 — 33c 74LS74 — 49c
74LS02 — 35c 74LS90 — 69c
74LS04 — 35c 74LS138—89c
74LS08 — 35c 74LS154—1.49
74LS10— 33c 74LS175—1.10
74LS20 — 33c 74LS367—75c
74LS73 — 49c 74LS368—85c

TERMS: Orders under Sib. add 75c. No COD's. We
accept VISA, MasterCharge and American Express
Cards. Money Back Guarantee on all items' Texas
Residents add 5% Sales Tax. WE PAY POSTAGE' J
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mtHtiHiHHHfHHHHifffm
p*.V mai i nov ci cnnni vTir^ PC BOARD cAiorun n niMon *.«l««MALLORY ELECTROLYTIC

FILTER CAPACITOR
1500 MFD. 16 WVDC.

Radial Leads. Factory Fresh!

3FOR$1 IgOR

Perfect for Power Supplies!
Small Size: 1

1
/4 x % Inches.

PC BOARD
EDGE CONNECTORS

75$ 4 FOR $2.50
36 Pin. Gold Plated. Solder Tail. .156 IN. Spacing. Double
Rows of 18 Pins. For standard thickness (.062) PC Boards
Major U.S. Mfg.

FAIRCHILD JUMBO
RED LED'S

#FLV 1 10. Same style as used on

IMSAI front panels. Super prime

new units.

5 FOR $1

100 FOR $17.50

•••

•••
>•••

•••
•••

•••
•••
>•••
•••
•••
•••
>•••

mm
•••

•••

mm

•••

•••
•••
>•••

mm
•••
•••

•••

mm
mm

•••

•••
•••
•••
•••

•••

•••
•••
mm
•••
>•••

•••
• ••

•••
•••

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
•••
mm

>•••

mm
•••
•••
>•••
•••

Telephone Eqmt. Component Board
Production over-run. Super good assortment of

parts, all easily removed. Has four 47 MFD - 35V

Tantalums plus 7 other asst. tantalums. Also

includes 7 assorted transistors, 5 pot-core style

variable inductors, over 30 assorted resistors, 1

transformer, and 5 diodes. 3 1
/2 x 7 1

/2 IN.

Brand New. $2.99 ea.

Mylar Capacitor
1 MFD. 400 WVDC.

2 FOR $1

VVAUWEC
1.0MEP
'4O0VDC

±5% \
7332 J

TTL SPECIALS
7496 _ 5 Bit Universal Shift Register 4 FOR $1

74L93 — New By T.I. Low Power 4 Bit Counter

3 FOR $1

RCA TRIAC #2
#40536. Rated 3 AMP 400 PIV.

TO-5 Case Mounted on Heatsink.

75$ 3 FOR $2

12VDC Relay by CDE.
SPDT. Coil is 280 ohm.

Small Size. $1.29

POWER RESISTORS
1 OHM 15W. 5%

3/$1.00

3.16 OHM 2W. 5%
5/S1.00

More Tantalum Caps
4.7 MFD 20V — 6/$1.00

22 MFD 20V — 4/$1.00

••••
••••
••••
••••

••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••

•••••
••••••
•••••#
•••••
••••••
•••••
••••••
•••••
•••••
••••••

•••••

75$
TRIAC

GE 10 AMPTriac
SC146D. House no. To-220 case.

Rated 10 amps 400PIV.

75<tea. 3/$2.00

EXPERIMENTER'S CRYSTAL

262. 144KHZ. This frequency is 2

to the 18th power. Easily divided

down to any power of 2, and even

to 1 HZ. New by CTS-Knight. A $5

value!

$1.25 each

GE NICAD!

GE Ni-Cad Battery Pack

3 Cell pack, gives 4 volts

at 900MAH. Brand new,

factory fresh. Each cell is

2/3 "C" size. $4.50/pack.

Buy 3 packs (12 volts)

for $10.95. Limited stock!

POWER SUPPLY TRANSFORMER
MFG. FOR ROCKWELL. Fully Encased Style.

PRI:115 VAC SEC: 24 VAC at 2 AMPS.

And 15 VAC at 100 MA. Hasa copper shield between PRI. and SEC.

super quality! $3.99 each

HEAVY DUTY!

DALE POWER RESISTOR

••••••

••••••
• ••••
••••••

••••••

••••••

• ••••
••••••

200 OHM 25 WATTS
1%. #RH-25
2 FOR $1

•••
•••

••••••

••••••
••••••

RF CHOKE
225 UH. 2 AMPS.

By DEC.
FERRITECORE

••••••
• ••••

• ••••
• ••••

•••4

•••••

3FORS1 E3

PRODUCTION OVER-RUN

2V2 x 3 x 2 1
/4 IN.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
SIX DIGIT ALARM CLOCK CHIP

"NationaYs second generation clock chip.

24 Pin Dip. Super easy to use.

FEATURES:

12 HOUR DISPLAY * 24 HOUR ALARM
4 OR 6 DIGITS * ALARM TONE OUTPUT

SNOOZE ALARM * EASY LED INTERFACE

POWER FAIL IND. * BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

AM/PM INDICATION * SINGLE POWER SUPPLY

FAST AND SLOW SET * LOW POWER

$1.95 each
COMPARE AT TWO
OR THREE TIMES
OUR PRICE!

CERAMIC CAPACITOR
1000 PF. 500 WVDC

Tubular, Dog Bone Style.

Low Temp. Coefficent,

Super Stable. 2Q fOf $1

SPECIAL OFFER!
With purchase of Clock Chip at left.

T.I. COMMON ANODE LED READOUTS
#TIL-312 .SSmtOK.

HIGH EFFICIENCY!
CQ/K A PERFECT MATE.

• ••(

••<

•••••
••••••
•••i

••••••
••••••
• ••••
••••••
••••••
• ••<

••••••
••••••

• ••

•••••

HUGE

•••
mm

m—
•••
•••
mm
mm

•••
•••

mm

WE SUPPLY FULL DATA, SPECS

MM5375AA

SPECIAL

PURCHASE!

BUILD YOUR OWN CLOCK!
WE SUPPLY DATA!

• ••••

Digital Research Corporation^ (OF TEXAS)
P. O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND. TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271 2461

D20

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
TO—220 Case. Rated 1 AMP. Major

Brand! All full spec.

7805 — 5VDC POS. — 1.19

7812 — 12VDC POS. — 1.19

7824 — 24VDC POS. — 1.19

7905 — 5 VDC NEG. — 1.29

Buy any 3 — Deduct 10%!

•••••• • • •
• •••••• • • • • • • •

• • • •••••••••••• • • •
• • •

•••••••••••••••••••• • • •
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FOR ALL CUSTOMERS EXCEPT CALIF. CALL TOLL FREE 800-421-5809
410D
Static Rams
100 tot S8 75. „

Z-80A
Microprocessor

5 »or $25 00 ea

a— a— aj»» aaa» a»i>» a4B» at

6571AP
C »<.»i.n t. . (jtti

'jf„, SlOOOea
aa-.a-.aip.. »-••

8212
8 Bit I O Pot
25«Of $3 00ea

4096
Dynamic Rami
100 for S3 50ea

•»».— „,i.^,

DM8131N

100 to- $2 25ea

'•a»a»»a»»«aa»»aataiaa4j

4116 (200nsl
16K Dynamic Ram
tin Appli Usii^

16 for $24 00 N
p»a«a«»a8»aa)ai

Z 80
Micri)|)tn( essor

5loi S20 00.M

^i^i4><^^^i^^^^^^i^^^

TMS4027
Dynamic Rams
100 for S3 50ea

iii
170?A21L02 HSOsI

Static Rams
100 for SI 10 ea

8224 4

!m< 8. n.
25 lo. S8 75 ea

H t-. Bo'fei TS
100 tor 70« >•

E PROM
8 for S3 75 ea

MMMM
6502
MicropfuCLttui

5 to- $11 00 .a

2708 1450"

E PROM
8 for Si 1 00--J

si I 21

MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENTS
MICROSOCESSOMS
>• I • CPU iJHOi
MO • •" CPU llMDI i?M«,
f*«OA I «.i CPU l«MM/i
CWIBICO • B.i CPU
MM • ••' CPU
AM7KI « S.i CPU
MO? ( l.i CPU
MOO • B.< CPU
MO? MPU
900 i • l.i CPU
DM I l.i CPU * n,«i M on.
OaOA • B.i CPU
•dm a a.i cpu it ?...'

TwsaaootL <6 a.i cpu

uni
?joo ,

7aoot
iaas •

MM NCW
7?M
1274 i

HHi
noo no
IH|
77 00 NfW
II Ml
7' 00 N(»
6)00

•DMA SUPPORT DEVICES

•7i7 a a.i i o poi
8714 Pm.m-i* liiiaiiupf Conliol

•716 •< r>ircl..>itjl Bui Ofivai

•774 Ciivk tMmaialo. 4 O.w (TMMfi
8774 4 Clock Cianaialoi • L>..r> I4MH/I

8776 kjagaatMBJ •• Onrct-onal But f>..n

8778 Svtirm CawlMNP * Bin [>•»•.

•731 Sttirm C'MH.oihr. • Bm [>....

•7%l Piora-ammatiir Girnmu.iiiii

•743 Pi.irjiammabfr fcaaaPaal T.mai

87W Pinftammabla Pai.o*»a»al Int

874' P'Of Diiki Mrn. tccfll Co"i

8749 P. ^...mnwjbl* IntaiiuC* Coil

B?T4 P< *>«<tim«Dlr CRT Cajra»«ahP

8?'4 P> .*.<nntahir KrvlHl O.tp Int

f LOfPV DISC CONTROLLER
i "ta 'WOi
i'iihoi iwo'

TV GAME CHIPS

TMSl«44 f G..nw. T.

J so •

• 00 •

3 >4 .

140 •

SM •

3*4 Nl<
;m <

'M<
IK •

71 Mi
71 Mi
71 Mi
71 Mi
'400 IN
70 00 "ten

44 »4
•>! 94 •

PROM'S
I >0?A
7704
7>oa
7718 14- 1 71 r i

7718 IfcllNU
77M I8»l

OJaXIl

03*04
4703AO
4704AO
•834
M34 I

BUM
•KIM
87738

• B.I II u.1 TS t

• B.I 1480m! TS iii

a a.i i480mi rs I
16 8.1 1480ml f.a.

mi
I4«0n.l hM

7M .

417
1074
1074
074 16 Sn |.

074 8 •••
l« • Mil OC III

4K B,i 417 • 8 OC Id
7M > • •< II uil TS Ei
417 8 8.1 II u>l TS Ei

417-8 B.i 1400ml Era
417 8 B.i ITMml €
1? 8 ••< IBOml OC
746 . 4 B.i IMml TS
37 8 8.1 190ml OC

i SUPPORT

HOP
M10P

•M7P
MT1P
M'4P

7* I Sum Rant 1440m
174) • Sui.c Rant (7
PatioPtafai I'Hartai

Panpaiarai Inlarlai

Pi.oi.lv I.nan uca Co«rtiolrai

41? • B.i tnnail Pfom 900
Atyncttfoftowt Comm Adaplr.
Sv-Ktwout Satal Data Aclaplr.

0000 RPS Mortar*

7400 RPS Mortulal.i.

Clock

ClOCk

MPU a.cl.i B..1 (..

400 I

14001
• 700 •

MOD <

3000 NEW
78 90 NEW
4M
13 00 NEW
4 00 I

600
l'B)l
14 M
400
4 74
3901

8 00 NEW
7M> I

'SO NEW
II 74
1694
• 7f •

II 79 •

1000 i

14 40 i

70 00 NEW
8 74 NEW
790 •

MO SUPPORT DEVICES

KEYBOARD CHIPS

A»4 il't
ays 36O0

8 B i

10 B
P>t. i, lOOKH/i 13 '4 ,

ilOOKHd 13 '4 •

FIFO

J341A
78170 I.1

4 B.I

8 B.I 4 MM,

F S SUPPORT DEVICES

J04i

3043

IViajun. Si. ..«!• UvM
Sut.. MfiMn tolatt.

'«

STATIC RAMS

7H.07
?'107
?l L0?
4100
1 101 A
7101 I

710?
7107
7111 i

711? I

7114 3

71741
7141
31L0'
3108
310'
VMS 4044.4b
4700A
TMS 4044.44
4101
'4CM
'4M
'4S70'
PBlOi
PB144
P81M
84M
9107BPI

440^1

1

4K . 700".

746 • ' ...

746 4 440 ...

IB a I II jh(
IK . I ,440".

746 • 4 490. .

746 4 440",
1074 . 4 300-.
1074 o • '0".

40M • i '0..

<6 • 4 uo->.

746 . ' Suii.

?46 . BO".
4« . I 440".
4K . i ,740".
1074 . 4 490',
746 • 4 ,690".
'6 . 4 ;74",
16 • 4 BAr,.

746 • 40-

.

796 . 4 .490. i

?9* . 8 ??
?4« 8 n
16 . 4 40 •..

• ?40.,

1 16

I 40
'00
I '4

'0 '4

l 00
7 94
l 74
• 40
394
7 94

ii on
II 10
3' 90
790
3 94
3 94
9 96
i7M
ii 00
• 30
3 74
779
490
4 70
"00
7i on

l M
' 64

i l 63
' 74

i 39
• 80

1000
90

?»4
' 14

i 79
390
70S
1000
900

7 39
3 '0

3 '0

900
It 94
'000

40
3 US
7 10
400
340
'400
'800

i '4
' 44

CHARACTER GENERATORS
7413
7413
7413
7413
7416
MCM86"
MCM64 '

' A

WCM66'4
MCM«S'S

-.' '7 • 9
Uuor-

*.*

uppa. i? - S

UP' Lap 8 Baaa*
Jp. La* 4 G'aa>
Cia'Acta' G#
^Karacaa. Gc-

up Sea'

On,*.- S.# r

l>40

16 M

I394i
<394i

84
' !••

< ?4>
< SO.
9?S.
Mi

700
i 00
I 10.

3 74.
?M
9 74.
• 30 NEW

NEW
700
3 74
179
8 94 NE*
" 00 .

9 79
' 74.
IN
< M
3 '4

7B0 NEW
NEW
NE*

< SO
' 30

6 'S

6 '4

9 '4 i

'0 94 •

10 94 NE*
1094
1094
'3 74 •

'3 74 .

Patailai I O Cof.tiolkai

Counia, T.mai C.rcu.i

SHIFT REGISTERS STATIC

74IM
7433V
TMS3007
TMS311?
MM4048

KIM

610?
6407
6670
647?
6430
6430007
6430 003
6430 004
••SIT l«P

3? 6 B.i ?0 MM/
1074 . I B.I 1 14 MM/
90 • 7 a.i 1 MM/
3? . 6 B.i 7 MM/
1074 < 6 B.i 1 6 MM/

CPU
Pa..t*v«..H lni*it*t« Aclapi*.

Pai.ptiafai i.,i«ilacr Adapi.-.

RAM ROM 10 i.,l-..*l T.m,,
RAM ROM i imei.ai Time,
RAM ROM 1(1 Iniaf.al T.ma,
TIM RAM ROM IB I. ,!....! T„
NAM ROM I O l„la..4l T.m,.

DYNAMIC RAMS
4I»P 4 M6
1103
7104
71078
71078 4

•MS409C

TMS4070 7

40M
4118 4180
MMS770
MCMM04

USRT

S7340

UARTS
A»4 '013A
»'S I014A
'R 18076
'Msao'-
M4402
M6403

9« I

'074

I6K .

40M
16K

40M
4096

' Bi TOO". 16 p."!

< 8 • 1300m
' 8. 1300ml <ia p."

' l.i 300". 12} p.-

I 0,1 270". 122 p."

i » l200mi 118 p.

' 6 • 300". 122 P-
' 8 700m H( »n

' O.i '300". lit p.",

' B.t 1200ml 118 p."

' 0.1 TOO". 7? p.'.

' B i
i TOOmi 7? p...

•

30K Ba^d i? ••,

40* Ruad 1 6 noiii

TDK Baud i 1? -4i

TOOK Baud l? <4i

TOOK Ba»d 14 ,oin
TOOK Baud ,9 .on

pvaveform generator
•038
MC4074
966

CLOCK CHIPS

WM43I '

MM431 J

MM4314
MM43I6
MM43'b
CT700'

VCO 390
Dua- VCO 7 79
vCOf .-

• SO

74 P BCD Oulput 6 ,'.4.11 694
78 P . 6 Okj it 694
T4 P." 6 D.a.1. 694
40 P" Ata-m Lrdoul >3«l ' 694

. . h,p 094
600

MISC OTHER COMPONENTS
NCT70 B O..acl.o"a 0"a Snoi
NITT6 MPv 11 0- 8di III
NBT96 Ma. Bu»a. f< Stai,

N8TM Ma. lanfjaji ' Siai,
N8T9' Maa BuMt. 1*1 Skii
N8TM Ma. i".a.ia. T. Siaia

8US94 Lo Pat. TS Octa- Bu»r T
. ..

BUS9' Lo P*> TS Octal Bu"-
I4M PS737 Quad I. "a Draaw
I4M RS23? Quad **-„
D3704 ' 01 8 Iw. Oacoda.
'1)20 'a Ouad NAN0 10 MOS Dnaai
03208A Ma. Sama Ampi .i,a>

03T 1
'

83??? «e"a.i> Co""oi,a.
83247 Add/aii Muii.pwaa. 4 s,'." L-

03249 Ouad TTL MOS 0' .a.

3404 6 8 • LaicK 12". OP Oaia.
p 3408A Ma< MOS S4ma Amp T. Sl4lf
P4201A Clock Gana/ato.
WM63T0 Tv Cama.a Svm Gam.ato'
«M6369 CHc.llato' P-a Scair-

TMS440I MuM.luncl.O" I/O Coniroiia.
DMBI3C 10 «.l Comp4.4l».
OM8I31 4 Input and NANO T. Slate
DMM33 Quad T. Slata T.amca..a. iT.ui
0MM3S Ouad T. Slata T,amca..a< II",
:>MM3 Ma. U".l.ad Out Raca.,a.
MK 90740 0.4a" Top Octaaa Gana.ato>
MK40740 Clock

1794
17M

3M
7 00

3M
700

00 NEW
II 94 1

11 M •

924
1494
14M
I4M
1496
1494

32 001
1 00.
400 .

4 24 •

3 96.
400 .

490
32 00 HE*
400 .

32 00 >

4 90 >

900 .

474i
• 74<
42Si
SMI
10B0
1000

139.
? 10 •

1 34
1 39
' 19
1 34
700
700
1 741
1 '4 l

400 NEW
4 44 1

14 20 NEW
1000 NEW
• 70 NEW
10 14 NEW
460 NEW
8 '6 '

'200 •

620 •

'90
' 90

74 96
290
7 74 •

?40
740
240

20 00 NEW
1400 NEW

MOTHER BOARD'S - S-100 Style

13 slot — w/front panel slot

BARE BOARD $35.00
KIT $95.00

22 slot

ASSEMBLED &

CONNECTORS

$149.95
TESTED

Wl M

master ctiargel 22 HL E
THE iatlRtA/88 CARD J .' /

i

ureilomp ne/w

DB - 25P $3.00
DB - 25S $4.00

COVER $1.50

44 Pin - PC & EYE $1.95
44 Pin - WW $2.50
86 Pin - (6800) PC $5.00
86 Pin - (COSMAC ELF) $5.00

PC
100 Pin - (Altair) PC $4.50
100 Pin - (Imsai) PC $3.75
100 Pin - (Imsai) WW $4.25

STATIC RAM BOARDS
8K

250ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $189.95
450ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $149.75
250ns KIT $169.95
450ns KIT $125.00
BARE BOARD 25.00

6800 ADAPTER to S 100 System
KIT $12.95

16K
250ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $435.00
450ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $380.00
450ns KIT $335.00

32K
250ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $850.00
450ns ASSEMBLED & TESTED $775.00
450ns KIT $675.00

DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS
On board Refresh power is provided with no wart

states or cycle stealing required

•8VDC 400MA DC. • 18VOC 400MA OC and
18VDC 30MA OC

EXPANDABLE 32 K

8K (375ns)

16K (375 ns)

24K (375ns)

32K (375ns)

KIT
KIT
KIT
KIT

EXPANDABLE
16K (375ns) KIT
32K (375ns) KIT
48K (375ns) KIT
64K (375ns) KIT

64K

$151.00
$259.00
$367.00
$425.00

$281.00
$519.00
$757.00
$995 00

JADE PARALLEL/SERIAL
INTERFACE KIT

s-100 $124.95 KIT
2 Serial Interfaces with RS232
interfaces or 1 Kansas City cassette
interface
Serial interfaces are crystal controlled
Selectable baud rates
Cassette works up to 1200 baud
1 parallel port

JADE VIDEO
INTERFACE KIT

FEATURES $99.95
S-100 Bus Compatible
32 or 64 Characters per line
16 lines
Graphics (128 x 48 matrix)
Parallel & Compositive video
On board low-power memory
Powerful softw
cursor, home,
Character, etc.
Upper case lower case & Greek
Black on white & white on-black

e included for
L, Scroll Graphics/

CT fOO
S100 BUS COMPATIIH t

TIME «. CALENOAR
Microprocessors n«*d tfit power that a real time clock

can offer bate and time becomes instantly available

COMPU AT IME does not have to be initialized every i me
the system is powered up It possesses a crystal controlled

time bate to obtain superior accuracy and has two setable

coincidence counters Time. date, and counters are* set

via software

COMPUTATIONAL FUNCTION
Microprocessors need to be complimented by hardware

arithmetics to free up memory pages dedicated to float

.no point routines and mathmatical software COMPU
TIME provides a 40 function calculator anay so that

algebraic, trigonometric, basic arthmetic proMems can

be solved without the need of developing sophisticated

WTn*are
.. v,Buy II Ynui Way

COMPU TIME CT100 $199 KIT

COMPU nnly CtOl $149 KIT

TIME only T101 $165 KIT

COMPU TIME PC Boairl ....I, $80

$245 A»ambleit

$189 Assrrnblert

$205 Aispmnied

KIM-1
ASSEMBLED & TESTED $245.00

MEMORY PLUS
for KIM-1
8K RAM (21L02)
8K EPROM
ASSEMBLED & TESTED

$245.00

74368
He» Inweiter TS
100 to. 70« t-a

74LS367
Mr. Illffn

100 for 70«

74LS368
H.-. I

100 fo- 70«'

mm
L0? .?50»ni

Slain R.ims

100 loi Si 36 -a

2513 (5vi

Ch,,..,, in C
5 to, $9 00.

an m aw .«•»» - m

NUMBER CRUNCHER

The ft 700 ». at i.irTihri pftfMlri mit»«e>ix:4nttH nie»«id»<»

tot u\t •'• thot* *Opi>i,4itM>"\ fhajl require !a»t *efv«l>tr

•n,ithrmei,i «l tululmn,
THIS IS NOT A CALCULATOR CHIP TMfRt AR( NO
KEV DELAYS
The CT700 hen * «'"Ui>e *>(ch.tec t>..e th«t .\ tip\.«|i«>i1 M
hr * TASK iN'Krst q >y*.fem »viih>>< s w\"m Th>\

«-i.Q % ,r aithiiniuie «e<l< aliim ihe CTJOO to #»o*li ajiul i-

vw.th ANY $100 BUS microptocnto* \y.t*»n It e|

iom(ilp|ply Kimpaiifiir wnih ^§0 4MM/ •e'l.i.i. «l\n

8080 6800 hbO? m.diipiiicf,,!). A m.uo »i nrtril

>MtKn4 ti(»i vel *Mn.tA o -hji ^mm. .j in * t aVtulttlo' bM
i^xjuawy The .Titteuft.rn, in ,, M itatjan 4 toll vet ut te*.t

»»nt1 r>'afi<h iimntlniH Ai< 1*-. ikI-ci ->t S100 l>u%

\itj"*h M(» vetn \i \ pet tixri^ert <% (h

Mn>hr'l i«i. he\ in ri-mniaitr the iamt>t»l "» <>* cjtit<he\

Includes Mdnudi.
PRICE $24900
ASSEMBLED & TESTED

full II

I
PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS

full I2S CharacHH AStn
'"•Moala MOS Encoding 1

MOS DTi TTi Compa'abia Ouipw''
'wohly 8ol'Ov»'

Laval and Pu iia Suoba' MODEL
Sn>f' and Alpha Lock' 74)4
SdtaKiabK P»..iy'

Poa.i.aa o> Ma4ai»4Log>i '" Keyl)

MoctaM 7S« aik«nbl4K) \?1 9S
•4 7}«« ,,,,, M ,,
•I 702 EnclcMura 39 '.
pi '10 NumaxK Pad *fS
•I 7S«A«I Mtg Pram* 8 9S

TARBELL
CASSETTE INTERFACE

Plu^s diiatlly mio v . )u i IMSAI Al TAIH'
ta»ia>i nantlai rata 187 utanda.dl 10 SaObyiat «a< »nd
I .namaly Raliabla Phasa antodad l»»H ckxhincjl

4 f MM Slalus I w, 4 I «lra ( onrtol I mat
17 pay* manual 4*4 ludad

• ( .Hla Saia. labia h v I >IP *-

( apabla «>l ( >*n*ratin<j Kanva% ( in, tapat alv
1il»attot> ragunad in aud»> i atvatl* f*i<irdai

JAOE KIT-
'' aajiniiii

$99 95
kw> j»iif

ASSf MBLt I)

MANUAL
$1/b00

$4 00

DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER

80 103A Sa-.i 1 O and TSK muctam lo>

P'Ol444iunai and hobby communication!

ComplaMlv compamtPa aaifb your IMSAI ALTAIR*
SOL" Of oahar S 100 nuciocompulail
Tradamorlii ol *MITS. ••Pranna. Tacftnoioty
tJvaaajnad lor uaa on rha dun tal—hona o< TWX
notwockt. of aT44j8Pa dadfcatad iinaa. maarta all

PCC '44julationt vatian uaad wairh a CUT cowpTof
1 All dtaatol modulation and ckarnodulation aaifh on

board cyntta clock and ptaciaion i.ita. maan mat
NO ADJUSTMENTS ABE REQUIRED

• EMI 100 itandaid •'•ouanciaa
• Automatad dial tpuiaadl and anaaaa'

• Oriatnata and anraaa moda
a 1 10 or XW t»PS aaawd aa<ac 1

• Cornptata (alt ia»t capatxiity
• Characiaf lanatn. nap bit. and parity
9 90 day aaarrantv and lull documentation

PRICES BARE BOARD and Manual $49 96

AssrmblMl 148 h. hutii ml $279 95

X> OCA kit $15996

REAL TIME CLOCK FOR S-1M Mil

1 MHZ Cryttai Oacillaior
Taao inctapaarkdaaii intarruprj
Orta informal uaaa 18 tot countar m
10USEC itap,
Othar inaarrupt ia in dacada irapa from
lOOUtfC to lOaac
Both totttraara profrarnmabia
Board can b* a»lactad bv 1M dav.oa
coca* paan
Complata documaniation mciudaa tolp
"rata to diaplav ttma ol day
Double tidad toida. maak
Silk acreen porta layout

$179 96JG RT ASSEMBLED & TESTED
JG RT KIT $12495
BARE BOARD yy.tn Manual $30 00

JADE 8080A KIT
$100.00 KIT

BARE BOARD $30.00

jadeZ80„.
t-e«lli PROVISIONS for (C,

I

ONBOARD 7701 and POWER ON JUMP

2MH/$135.00 EA.
$149.95 EA.
BARE BOARD $35.00

4MH/

Z80 "UPGRADE" KIT

Change youi JADE ?MH/ Z80 to a 4MH/ yersum
with thi$ simple kit

only $17 96 with trade

$49 95 purchase

To trade yon muit give us your ?MH/ Z80 c h.p

and 8224 < lot k driver

Th, UPGHAOE KIT' includes

ZBOAchip i 8K ,es.stoi

8224 4 (.lock dnvei 20 p» capacdoi
36MH/ ciystal

E-PROM BOARDS
MR 8 <8K uses 27081 KIT $99 50

with 1K RAM
MR 16T (16K uses 2716) KIT $99 50

with IK RAM
MM 16 (16K uses 2708) $99 00
RAM/N/ROM (16K uses any

EPROM) KIT $117 00
JG 8/16 (uses 2708 or 2716)

KIT $59.95
BARE BOARD $30 00

TU-i
toConvert T.V. set

Video Monitor.

KIT $8.95

THE PROM SETTER
WRITE 8. READ

EPROM
1702A - 2708 2716

5204 6834
" Plug* directly into your ALTAIH IMSAI Cumpuiei
* Includes Main Module Board and External EPROM
Socket Unit

* The EPROM Socket Urm is CQPanet led lo the Com
puler through it 26 pin connector
Programming is accomplished by the Computer

' Just read in the Program to be Written on Ihe
EPROM into youf Ptocessoi ,nul if i the Compmii
do the rest

* Use Socket Unit to Read EPROM's Content! tnia
your Computer

* Software included
No external power supplies Ynui compuiei dot's
it all

' Doubles as an Eighi Bit Parallel I/O
' Manual mi luded

KIT $210 00

ASSEMBLED $375.00

Computer Products

5351 West 144th Street
LAWNDALE, CALIFORNIA 90260

(213) 679-3313

RETAIL STORE HOURS: Monday - Friday 9-7
Saturday 9—5

Discounts available at OEM quantities ADD $1.50
under 10 lbs. for shipping. California residents add
6% sales tax.

NEW CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE J6



This new instrument has taken a giant step in

front of the multitude of counters now available.

The Opto-8000.1 boasts a combination of fea-

tures and specifications not found in units cost-

ing several times its price. Accuracy of ±0.1
PPM or better — Guaranteed — with a
factory-adjusted, sealed TCXO (Temperature
Compensated Xtal Oscillator). Even kits re-

quire no adjustment for guaranteed accu-
racy! Built-in, selectable-step attenuator, rug-

ged and attractive, black anodized aluminum
case (.090" thick aluminum) with tilt bail. 50
Ohm and 1 Megohm inputs, both with amplifier

circuits for super sensitivity and both
diode/overload protected. Front panel in-

cludes "Lead Zero Blanking Control" and a
gate period indicator LED. AC and DC
power cords with plugs included.

CV 2 H 2 fi B

oe «rt»-n>»

J
OPTOELECTRONICS, INC,
5821 NE 14 Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334
Phones: (305) 771-2050 771-2051

Phone orders accepted 6 days, until 7 p.m. Q3

SPECIFICATIONS:
Time Base—TCXO ±0.1 PPM GUARANTEED!
Frequency Range—10 Hz to 600 MHz
Resolution—1 Hz to 60 MHz; 10 Hz to 600 MHz
Decimal Point—Automatic
All IC's socketed (kits and factory-wired)

Display—8 digit LED
Gate Times—1 second and 1/10 second
Selectable Input Attenuation—X1, X10, X100
Input Connectors Type —BNC
Approximate Size—3"h x 7V2"w x 6 1/2"d

Approximate Weight—

2

1/2 pounds
Cabinet—black anodized aluminum (.090" thickness)

Input Power—9-15 VDC, 115 VAC 50/60 Hz
or internal batteries

OPTO-8000.1 Factory Wired
OPTO-8000.1 K Kit

$299.95
$249.95

ACCESSORIES:
Battery-Pack Option—Internal Ni-Cad Batteries and charging unit

$19.95
Probes: P-100—DC Probe, may also be used with scope $13.95

P-101—LO-Pass Probe, very useful at audio frequencies

$16.95
P-102—High Impedence Probe, ideal general purpose
usage $16.95

VHF RF Pick-Up Antenna-Rubber Duck w/BNC #Duck-4H $12.50
Right Angle BNC adapter #RA-BNC $ 2.95

FC-50 — Opto-8000 Conversion Kits:

Owners of FC-50 counters with #PSL-650 Prescaler can use
this kit to convert their units to the Opto-8000 style case, includ-

ing most of the features.

FC-50 — Opto-8000 Kit $59.95
* FC-50 — Opto-8000F Factory Update $99.95
FC-50 — Opto-8000.1 (w/TCXO) Kit $109.95
*FC-50 — Opto-8000.1F Factory Update $149.95
* Units returned for factory update must be completely as-

sembled and operational

TERMS: Orders to U.S. and Canada, add 5% to maximum of $10.00 per order
for shipping, handling and insurance. To a\\ other countries, add 10% of total or-

der. Florida residents add 4% state tax. COD. fee: $1 .00. Personal checks must
clear before merchandise is shipped.
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^fW 7400 TTL ^W
SN7400N
SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN7404N

SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7429N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N
SN7443N
SN7444N
SN7445N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
SN7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N

SN74S9A
SN7460N
SN7470N

16

18

18

18

18

20

29

29

20

20

18

25

25

40

70

25

25

20

29

39

25

29

29

25

39

20

25

25

25

25

20

89

49

75
75

75

69

59

79

20

20

20

20

25

20

29

CD4000

CD4001

CD4002

C04006
CD4007

CD4009

C04010

CD4011

C04012

C04013
CD4014

CO4015
CD4016

C04017
CO4018
C04019
C04020
CD4021

CD4022

C04023
CD4024
CD4025
CD4026
CD4027

23

23

.23

1 19

25

.49

49

23

25

39

1 39

1.19

49

1.19

99

49

1.19

1 39

1.19

23

.79

23

2 25

14027 R9_m W11
74C02

74C04

74C08

74C10

74C14

74C20

74C30

74C42

74C48

74C73

-ZiCZi

55

.75

75

65

300
65

.65

215
475
1 50

1.15

78MG
LM3U0H
LM301H
LM301CN
LM302H
LM304H
LM305H
LM307CN/H
LM308H
LM308CN
LM309H
LM309K
LM310CN
LM311H
LM311N
LM317K
LM318CN

LM319N
LM320K-5
LM320K-5.2

LM320K-12

LM320K-15

LM320K-18
LM320K-24

LM320T-5

IM320T-5 2

LM320T-8

LM320T-12

LM320T-15
LM320T-18

LM320T-24
LM323K-5

LM324N

LM340K-5
LM340K-6
LM340K 8

LM340K-12

LM340K-15
LM340K-18

LM340K-24
LM340T-5
^M340^5

1 75
80

35

35

75

100
60

35

1 00
1 00

1 10

1 25

1.15

90

90

650
1.50

1 30

1 35

1 35

1 35

135

1 35

1.35

125
1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

595
1.80

99

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 25
1 25

SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N

SN7492N
SN7493N

SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N

SN7410ON
SN74107N
SN74109N

SN74116N
SN74121N
SN74122N
SN74123N

SN74125N
SN74126N

SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74141N
SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74153N

SN74154N
SN74155N

SN74156N

SN74157N

29

35

35

49

35

00

50

99

59

79

35

75

45

59

43

43

65

65

65

00

89

35

59

95

35

49

49

49

75

75

79

95

95

95

79

95

29

89

59

59

99

79

79

65

C/MOS
CD4028

CD4029
CD4030
CD4035

CD4040

C04041

C04042

C04043
CD4044

CD4046

C04047
C04048
CD4049
CD4050
CD4051

CD4053
CD4056
CD4059
C04060
C04066
C04068
CD4069

89

1.19

49

99

1.19

1 25

99

89

89

1 79

250
1 35

49

49

1.19

1.19

295
995
1 49

79

39

4b

74C00
74C89

74C90

74C93

74C95

74C107

74C151

74C154

74C157

74C160

74C161

649
3.00

200
200
1.25

290
300
215
325

LINEAR
LM340T-8

LM340T-12
LM340T-15

LM340T-18
LM340T-24
LM350N
LM351CN
LM370N
LM373N
LM377N
LM380N
LM380CN
LM381N
LM382N
NE501N
NE510A

NE529A
NE531H
NE536T

NE540L

NE550N
NE555V
NE556

NE560B

NE561B
NE562B

NE565H
NE565N
NE566CN
NE567H

NE567V
NE570
LM703CNH
LM709H
LM709N
LM710N
LM711N
LM723H
LM723N

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25
1 25

1 00

65

1 15

325
400
1 25

99

1 79

1 79

800
600
495
300
600
600
1 30

39

99

500
500
500
1 75

1 25

1 75

1 25

99

10.50

45

29

29

79

39

55

55

SN74160N

SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N

SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N

SN74177N
SN74179N
SN741&0N

SN74181N

SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74186N

SN74188N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N

SN74193N

SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N

SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74200N
SN74251N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN74284N
SN74285N

SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N
SN74393N

89

89

95

89

89

89

25

1 95

1 59

600
1 25

89

79

79

79

1 95

79

1 95

79

1 95

1 95

995
395
1 25

1.25

79

79

89

69

89

89

49

CD4070

CD4071

CD4072

CO4076
CD4081

C04082

CD4093
C04098
MCI 4409
MC14410
MC14411
MC14419
MC14433
MC 14506

MC14507
MCI 4562
MCI 4583
CD4508
C04510
CD4511
CD4515

CD4518
CD4520

CD4566
74Ci63

74C164

74C173

74C192

74C193

74C195

74C922

74C923

74C925

74C926

80C95
80C97

55

23

49

1 39

23

23

99

249
1495
1495
1495
495

19 95

.75

99

1450
350
395
1 39

1 29

2.95

1 29

1 29

225
"Too"
325
2.60

349
275
275
9 95

895
1495
11 95

1.50

1.50

LM733N
LM739N
LM741CH
LM741CN
LM74M4N
LM747H
LM747N
LM748H
LM748N
LM1303N
LM1304N
LM1305N
LM1307N
LM1310N
LM1351N
LM1414N
LM1458CN/M
MC1488
MC1489
LM1496N
LM1556V
MC1741SCP
LM2901N
LM3053
LM3065N

1 00
1 19

35

35

39

79

79

39

39

90

1 19

1 40

85

295
1 65
1.75

59

1 95

1 95

95

1 75

300
295
1 50

69

LM3900N(3401) 49
IM3905N

LM3909
MC5558V
LM7525N

LM7534N
8038B

LM75450
75451CN
75452CN
75453CN
75454CN
75491CN

75492CN

75494CN
RC4151
RC4194
RC4195

89

1 25

1 00

90

.75

4 95

49

39

39

39

39

.79

89

89
5 95

595
4 49

74LS00

74LS02

74LS03

74LS04

74LS05

74LS08

74LS10

74LS13

74LS14

74LS20

74LS26

74LS27

74LS28

74LS30

74LS32
74LS40

74LS42
74LS47

74LS51

74LS55
74LS73

23

23

23

29

29

23

23

49

99

23

29

29

29

23
29

29

74LS00 TTL
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76

74LS83

74LS85

74LS86

74LS90

74LS92

74LS93

74LS95

74LS96

74LS107

74LS109
74LS112

74LS123

74LS132

74LS136
74LS138

74LS139
74LS151

35
49

35

75

99

35

49

59

59

79

89

35

35

35

99

79

39

69

74LS155
74LS157

74LS160

74LS161

74LS162

74LS163

74LS164

74LS175

74LS181

74LS190

74LS191

74LS192

74LS193

74LS194

74LS195

74LS253

74LS257

74LS260

74LS279

74LS367

74LS368

74LS670

69

69

89

89

89

89

99

79

249
89

89

89

89

89

89

79

69

55

59

59

59

1 95

BUGBOOK®
Continuing Education Series

\\ \
~~

the

! \

BU6B00KS I and II $17 00 par Ml
* PMw R. *my OwM 8. Lann. WMMYj

SoU as a Ml Hum two books outline over 90 experiments designed to teacn

the reader ill he will need to know about TTL logic chips to use them in con

lunctnn with microprocessor systems You II learn about the basic concepts ot

digital electronics including gates, flip-flops latches, buses decoders, muili-

plexers demultiplexers. LEO displays RAM s ROM s. and much much more

ii*
J

S£9c*
BUGB00K III

Wf PWSf n RfMty, DlVifJ 6-

$5.00
Laraaa. WMMYJ

This volume will introduce you to the fabulous DART chip — that an important

interface between data terminals etc . and your microcomputer It also covers

current loops, and the RS 232C interface standard Particularly recommended

for any RTTY enthusiast

THE 555 TIMER APPLICATIONS $6 95

SOURCEBOOK WITH EXPERIMENTS
by Howard M. Barlin W3HB
This book shows you what the 555 timer is and how to use n Included are over

too various design techniques equations and graphs to create ready -to go
timers, generators, power supplies, measurement and control circuits party

games, circuits for the home and automobile, photography, music and
Amateur Radio

BUGBOOK HI $1500
aw Peter R Rawy. Davie 6 Uraaa. WtatiYj. Jwaakaa A TRaa

Here is the book that puts it all together Besides having much valuable text

there are a series of experiments in which the reader completely explores the

8080 chip phi by pin and introduces you to the Mark 80 microcomputer, a

unique easily interfaced system It is recommended that you have the back

ground on the BUGBOOKS I t II before proceeding with BUGBOOK III

INSTRUCTORS MANUAL $3 00
Necessary tor instruction of Bugbook I and II Answers questions regarding

expenments. suggestions lor further reading philosophy of authors approach to

digital electronics A must for self -teaching individuals

OP AMP MANUAL by Howard M. Berlin W3HB $9.00

An expenment guide to application ot operational amplifiers Over 25 expen

merits on all phases ot Op Amps

BUGBOOK V and VI $19.00 par tut

by Oevtd G Laraaa, Pater R. Re«y. Jaaxtteaa A. TNn

Expenments in digital electronics. 8080A microcomputer programming and

8080A microcomputer interfacing An integrated approach to sort -instructed

basic digital electronics breadboardtng and 8080A interfacing/programming

Bugbook VI integrates the digital concepts of Bugbook V into a treatment of

8080A microcomputer programming and interfacing Detail & laboratory

expenments included with each book

0BUG $5.00

8080 interpretive debugger A program tor entering, debugging and storing

assembly language programs

CMOS M — DESIGNERS PRIMER $8 50

AND HANDBOOK New eipanded version

Starts at basic structure of CMOS devices through integration into MSI

COMPLETE MANUAL FOR DIGITAL CLOCKS by John Weiss and John Brooks

Familiarizes technician or hobbyist with basic theories behind digital clocks Includes trouble shooting guides, basic

characteristics ot clocks, soldering techniques, clock component data sheets and construction tips $3.95

XC209

XC209
XC209
XC209

XC22

XC22
XC22

XC22

SSL 22

125

Red

Green

Orange
Yellow

200

Red

Green

Yellow

Orange

RT

dia

dia

5/S1

4 $1

4 SI

4/$1

5/$1

4 SI

4 SI

4 SI

4 SI

DISCRETE LEDS

XC526

XC526

XC526

XC526
XC526

IBS' dia

Red

Red

Green

Yellow

Clear

5/$1

100/S8

4/S1

4 $1

4/$1

XC556

XC556

XC556

XC556
XC556

XC556

200 dia

Red

Red

Green

Yellow

Orange

Clear

XC111

XC111

XC111

xcm
5/$1

100/S8

4/S1

4 SI

4 $1

7/$1

190'

Red

Green

Yellow

Orange

dia

5S1
4$1
4 SI

4 SI

015 dia

MV50 Red 6$1

INFRA-RED LED

to ato x 1 16

Flat 5
,

$ 1 00

DISPLAY LEDS
TYPE POLARITY

MAN 1 Common Anode-red

MAN 2 5 x 7 Dot Matrix -red

MAN 3 Common Cathode-red

MAN 4 Common Cathode-red

MAN 52 Common Anode -green

MAN 71 Common Anode-red

MAN 72 Common Anode-red

MAN 74 Common Cathode -red

MAN 81 Common Anode-yellow

MAN 82 Common Anode-yellow

MAN 84 Common Cathode -yellow

MAN 3620 Common Anode -orange

MAN 3630 Common Anode -orange ±1

MAN 3640 Common Cathode-orange

MAN 4610 Common Anode -orange

MAN 4640 Common Cathode -orange

MAN 4710 Common Anode-red ±1

MAN 4730 Common Anode-red

MAN 4740 Common Cathode-red

MAN 4810 Common Anode -yellow

MAN 6610 Common Anode -orange -0 D

MAN 6630 Common Anode -orange

MAN 6640 Common Cathode -orange-DD

MAN 6650 Common Cathode -orange ±1

MAN 6660 Common Anode-orange

HT

270

300

125

187

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

400

400

400

400

400

560

560

560

560

560

PRICE

295
495
25

1.95

1 25

1 25

99

1.25

99

99

99

99

99

99
99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

TYPE POLARITY HT

MAN 6680 Common Cathode -orange 560

MAN 6710 Common Anode -red -DO 560

MAN 6730 Common Anode-red • 1 560

MAN 6740 Common Cathode-red -D D 560

MAN 6750 Common Cathode red • 1 560

MAN 6760 Common Anode -red 560

MAN 6780 Common Cathode-red 560

DL701 Common Anode-red 1 1 300

DL702 Common Cathode-red 300

0L704 Common Cathode-red 300

DL707 Common Anode-red 300

DL741 Common Anode-red 600

DL746 Common Anode-red 1

1

630

DL747 Common Anode -red 600

DL749 Common Cathode -red ±1 630

DL750 Common Cathode-red 600

DL33B Common Cathode-red 110

FND70 Common Cathode 250
FND359 Common Anode 350

FND503 Common Cathode (FND500) 500

FND507 Common Anode (FN0510) 500

5082-7300 4 x 7 Sgl Digit-RHDP 600

5082-7302 4 x 7 Sgl Digit-LHDP 600

5082-7304 Overrange character ( t 1

)

600
5082-7340 4x7 Sgl Digit-Hexadecimal 600

PRICE

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

1 25

99

99

1 25

1 49

1 49

1 49

1 49

35

69
75

99

99
1995
19 95

1500
22 50

RCA LINEAR
CA3013
CA2023
CA3035
CA3039
CA3046
CA3059
CA3060
CA3080
CA3081

2.15
2.56

2.48

1.35

1.30

3.25

3.25

.85

2.00

CA3082
CA3083
CA3086
CA3089
CA3130
CA3140
CA3160
CA3401
CA3600

2.00

1.60

.85

3.75

1.39

1.25

1.25

.49

3.50

8 pin LP
14 pin LP
16 pin LP
18 pin LP
20 pin LP

14 pin ST

16 pin ST
18 pin ST
24 pin ST

1-24

$ 17

20

22

29
.34

$27
30

35

49

8 pin SG $ 30
14 pin SG 35
16 pm SG 38

18 pm SG 52

8 pin WW $ 40

10 pin WW 45

14 pin WW 39

16 pm WW 43

18 pin WW 75

IC
25-49

16

19

21

28

32

25

27

32

45

27

32

35

47

38

41

38

42

68

CALCULATOR CHIPS
AND DRIVER

FCM3817 $5 00

MM5725 295
MM5736 1.95

MM5738 295
DM8864 2 00

DM8865 100
DM8887 75

DM8889 75

5030 7 95

CLOCK CHIPS
MM5309
MM5311
MM5312
MM5314
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5841
7001

$995
495
4 95

495
695
995
295
995
595

SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS

9374 - 7-segment LED driver

imon
flfltffi^EDs $ .99

50 100

15

18

20

27

22 pin

24 pin

28 pin

36 pin

s
1 24

LPS 37

LP
LP

LP
30 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) <° °<n LP

28 pm ST

36 pin ST

40 pin ST

24

25

30

42

38

45

60

63

I 99

1 39

1 59

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD ( GOLD)
t^pjBJBJBJBJ 24 pm SG $ 70

29 PHPrPrl ?8 P' n SG 1 '0

32 ^»^^» '""",' 36 pin SG
43 40 pin SG

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL #3
35 aaaBBBBBBaaM 22 pin WW
37 HHWP ?4 pin ww
37 H aW 28 pm WW
41 36 pm WW 1 59

62 40 pm WW 1 75

1 75

1 75

95

1 05

1 40

2549
36

37

44

59

62

90

1 26

1 45

63

1 00

1 40

1 59

85

95

1 25

1 45

1 55

50 100

35

36

43

58

61

81

1 15

1 30

57

90

1 26

1 45

75

85

1 10

1 30

1 40

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1 .75 PER ASST.

ASST. 1

ASST. 2

ASST. 3

ASST. 4

ASST. 5

ASST. 6

ASST. 7

ASST. 8R

Sea

5ea

5ea

5ea

Sea

Sea

5aa

10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM
27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 56 OHM

68 OHM
180 OHM

470 OHM
1 2K

3 3K

8 2K

22K

56K

150K

390K

1M

2 7M

82 OHM
220 OHM

560 OHM
1 5K

39K
10K

27K

68K

180K

470K

1 2M

3 3M

100 OHM
270 OHM

680 OHM
1 8K

4 7K

12K

33K

82K

220K

560K

1 5M

3 9M

120 OHM
330 OHM

820 OHM
2 2K

5 6K

15K

39K

100K

270K

680K

1 8M
4 7M

150 OHM
390 OHM

1K

2 7K

6 8K

18K

47K

120K

330K

820K

2 2M
5 6M

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1 /4 WATT 5*4 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1 /4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5* 50 PCS

Includes Resistor Assortments 1 -7 (350 PCS.) $9.95 ea.

$5.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only
Californii Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax

Spec Sheets - 25*
1978A Catalog Available-Send 354 stamp

ameco
ELECTRONICS
a division oT JAMKS Kl.ECTRONH S ..( I «lil„tm.

PHONE
ORDERS
WELCOME

(415) 592-8097

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070

Advertised Prices Good Thru June

WIRE-WRAP KIT — WK-2-W
WRAP • STRIP • UNWRAP

• Tool for 30 AWG Wire

• Roll of 50 Ft White or Blue 30 AWG Wire

• 50 pes each 1
".

2
", 3' & 4 lengths —

pre -stripped wire

$12.95

WIRE WRAP TOOL WSU-30
WRAP • STRIP • UNWRAP $6.95

WIRE WRAP WIRE — 30 AWG
25 ft min $1.25 50ft $195 100ft $2.95 1000ft $15 00

SPECIFY COLOR — White - Yellow - Red - Green - Blue - Black

WIRE DISPENSER — WD-30
• 50 ft. roll 30 AWG KYNAR wire wrap wire $3.95 ea.
• Cuts wire to desired length

• Strips 1" of insulation Specify — Blue-Yellow-White-Red

REPLACEMENT DISPENSER SPOOLS FOR WD 30

Specify blue, yellow, white or red $1.98/tpool

EXAR
XR-LS55 $1.50

Micro-Power version of the

popular 555 Timer and directly

interchangeable Dissipates

1/1 5th the power and operates

down to 2 7 volts. Perfect for

battery operation and CMOS cir-

cuits.

XR2242CP $1-50

Precision timing circuit for

generating timing pulses in mi-

nute)*, hours and days or up to

1 year by using two. Reduces

cost of time delay circuits Basic

555 Timer with built-in 8-bit

Counter.

XR2206KA
XR205
XR210

XR215
XR320
XR555

XR556
XR567CP
XR567CT
XR1310P

XR1468CN
XR1488

$8 40

440
440
1 55

39

99

99

1 25

1 30

385
1 39

$14.95
XR1489
XR1800

XR2206
XR2207
XR2208
XR2209
XR2211

XR2212

XR2240
XR2264

XR2206KB-S19.95
1 39

320
440
385
520
1 75

525
435
345
425

XR2556
XR2567
XR3403
XR4136
XR4151

XR4194

XR4202

XR4212

XR4558
XR4739
XR4741

320
299
1 25

1 25

285
1 45

360
205
75

1 15
14'

TYPE

1N746

1N751A

1N752
1N753

1N754
1N959

1N965B

1N5232

1N5234

1N5235

1N5236
1N456

1N458

1N485A
1N4001

1N4002

1N4003

1N4004

ZENERS
VOLTS W

DIODES —
PRICE TYPE

33
5 1

56
62
68
82
15

56
62
68
75
25

150

180

50PIV
100 PIV

200 PIV

400 PIV

400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
500m
500m
500m
500m
40m
7m
10m

1 AMP
1 AMP
1 AMP
1 AMP

4/1 00

4/100
4/1.00

4/1 00

4/1 00
4/1 00

4/1.00

28

28

28

28

6/1 00

6/1 00

5/1 00
12/1 00

12/1 00
12/1 00

12/1 00

1N4005

1IV4006

1N4007

1N3600

1N4148
1N4154

1N4305

1N4734

1N4735

1N4736

1N4738
1N4742

1N4744

IN1 183

IN1 184

IN1 185

IN1 186

1N1188

RECTIFIERS
VOLTS W
600 PIV 1 AMP
800 PIV 1 AMP
1000 PIV 1 AMP
50

75

35

75

56
62
68
82
12

15

50 PIV

100 PIV

150 PIV

200 PIV

400 PIV

200m
10m
10m
25m
1w
1w
1w

1w
1w
1w

35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP

PRICE

10/100

10/100

10/1 00

6/1 00

15/1 00
12/1.00

20/1 00

28

28

28

28

28

28

1 60

1 70

1 70

1 80

300

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
C36D

C38M

2N2328

MOA 980-1

MDA 980-3

15A@400V
35A @ 600V

1 6A @ 300V
12A@50V
12A@200V

SCRI2N1849)

SCR

SCR

FW BRIDGE REC

FW BRIDGE REC

S1 95

1 95

50

1 95

1 95

C106B1

MPSA05
MPSA06
TIS97

TIS98

TIS133

TIS135

40409
40410

40673

2N918
2N2219A
2N2221A
2N2222A
2N2369
2N2369A

MPS2369
2N2484

2N2906

2N2907
2N2925

MJE2955

2N3053

50

30

5/1 00

6/1 00

6/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00
1 75

1 75

1 75

4/1 00

3/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00
5/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

4/1 00
4/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

1 25

2/1 00

TRANSISTORS
2N3055

MJE3055
2N3392

2N3398
PN3567
PN3568

PN3569
MPS3638A
MPS3702
2N3704
MPS3704
2N3705

MPS3705
2N3706
MPS3706
2N3707
2N3711

2N3724A
2N3725A

2N3772

2N3823
2N3903

89

1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00
3/1 00

4/1.00

4/1 00

5/1 00
5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1.00

5/1 00

5/1 00

65

1 00

225
1 00

4/1 00

2N3904

2N3905

2N3906

2N4013
2N4123
PN4249
PN4250

2N4400
2N4401

2N4402

2N4403
2N4409
2N5086

2N5087

2N5088
2N5089

2N5129

PN5134

PN5138

2N5139

2N5210

2N5449
2N5951

4/1 00

4/1.00

4/1 00

3/1.00

6/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00
4/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00
5/1 00

3/1 00

3/1 00

CAPACITOR - VOLT CERAMIC
DISC CAPACITORS

CORNER
10 pi

22 pf

47 pf

100 pf

220 pf

470 pf

001ml

0022
004 7mf

01 mf

1/35V

15/35V

22/35V

33/35V

47/35V

68/35V

1 0/35V

1-9

05

05

05

05

05

05

10-49 50-100

04 03

04

04

04

04

04

03

03

03

03

035

OOVF
0047>iF

OVF
022,iF

047M F

VF

1-9

05

05
05

06

06

12

10-49

04

04

04

05

05

09

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
12 10 07 022mf 13 11

12 10 07 047mf 21 17

12 10 07 1m» 27 23
12 10 07 22mf 33 27
20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLID) CAPACITORS
28 23 17 1 5/35V 30 26
28

28
28

28

28

28

23
23

23

23

23

23

17

17

17

17

17

17

2 2/25V

3 3/25

V

4 7/25

V

6 8/25

V

10/25V

15/25V

31

31

32

36

40

63

27

27
28

31

35

50

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

1 0/50V

3 3/50V

4.7/25V

10/25V

10/5OV

22/25V

22/50V

47/25V

47/50V

100/25V

100/50V

220/25V

220/5OV

470/25V

10O0/16V

2200/1 6V

Axial Lead

47/50V 15 .13

16

14

15

15

16

17

24

19

?5

M
35

32

45

33

55

70

14

12

13

13

14

15

20

17

21

20

30

41

n
50

62

10

11

09

10

10

12

12

18

15

19

18

28

25

38

27

45

55

47/25V

47/50V

1.0/16V

1 0/25

V

1.0/50V

4 7/16V

4.7/25V

4 7/50V

10/16V

10/25V

10/5OV

47/50V

100/16V

100/25V

100/50V

220/1 6V
470/25V

Radial Laad

15 13

16

15

16

16

15

15

16

14

15

16

24

19

24

35

23

31

14

13

14

14

13

13

14

12

13

14

21

15

20

30

17

28

50-100

035

035

035

04

04

075

08

13

17

22

21

22

22
23

25

29

40

10

11

10

11

11

10

10

11

09

10

12

19

14

18

28

16

26.

132



fe SOCKET
JUMPERS
Part No.

924003-1 8R

924003-06R
924005-1 8R
924005-06R
924006-1 8R
924006-Q6R

No

Mates with two rows of .025" sq. or|

dia. posts on patterns of .100'

centers and shielded receptacles

Probe access holes in back. Choice

of 6" or 18" length.

of Contacts Length Price

26 18" $ 5.38 ea.

26 6" 4.78 ea

40 18" 8.27 ea.

40 6" 7 33 ea.

50 18" 10.31 ea.

50 6" 9.15 ea.

ii JUMPER
HEADERS
Part No.

923863 -R

923873-R

923865-R

923875-R
923866-R

923876-R

No

Solder to PC boards for instant

plug-in access via socket -connector

jumpers. .025" sq. posts. Choice
of straight or right angle.

of Posts Angle

26

26

40

40

50

50

straight

right angle

straight

right angle

straight

right angle

Price

$1.28 ea.

1.52 ea

1.94 ea.

2.30 ea.

2.36 ea.

2.82 ea.

kg INTRA-C0NNECT0R
Provides both straight and right angle functions. Mates

with standard .10" x .10" dual row connectors (i.e. 3m, Ainsley,

etc.) Permits quick testing of inaccessible lines.

Part No.: 922576-26 No. of contacts: 26 Price $6 90 ea

i£ INTRA-SWITCH
Permits instant line-by-line switching for diagnostic or QA

testing. Switches actuated with pencil or probe tip. Mates with

standard .10" x .10" dual-row connectors. Low profile design

Switch buttons recessed to eliminate accidental switching.

Part No.: IS-26 No. of contacts: 26 Price $13 80 ea

-^CRYSTALS §r~— ~t»a-*- THESE FREQUENCIES ONLY ^^-if. —

—

PART NO.

CYU
CY1.84
CY2A
CY2 01

CY2 50

CY3.27

CY357
CY3A
CY4 91

CY7A
CY5 18

CY6 14

CY6 40

CY655
CY12A
CY14A
CY19A
CY18 43
CY22A
CY30A

FREQUENCY
1 000MHz
1.8432MHz

2 000MHz
2.010MHz

CASE

500MHz
2768MHz
579545MHz
000MHz
916MHz

000MHz
185MHz
144MHz
400MHz
5536MHz

10 000MHz
14 31818MHz
18 000MHz
18432MHz
20.000MHz
32 000MHz

2

3

3

4.

4

5

5

6

6

6

PRICE

595
595
595
1 95

495
495
495
95

95

95

95

95

95

95

4 95

4 95

4.95

4 95

495
495

W mounting holes SWITCHES 19 10-.

TOGGLE

JMT121 SPDT on-otlon $1 95 $1 43

JMT123 SPDT on-none-on 1 65 1 21

JMT221 DPDT on-ofl-on 2 55 1 87

JMT223 DPDT on-none-on 2 15 1 58

MPC121

•-f-
TOGGLE MPC123

^lg (Printed Circuit) MPC221
*W MPC223

SPDT
SPDT
DPDT
DPDT

on-ott-on

on-none-on

on-ofl-on

on-none-on

$2 05 $153
1 75 1 31

2 65 1 97

2 25 1 68

PUSH BUTTON

•«| PB123
PB126

SPDT
SPDT

maintained

momentary
1 95

1 95

1 47

1 47

II

PUSH BUTTON
Minature

MS 102

MS 103

DPST
SPST

momentary open

momentary closed

35

35

30

30

DIPSWITCH

SPST

206-4 8 pin dip 4 switch 1 75 1 65

206 7 14 pin dip 7 switch 195 185
206-8 16 pm dip 8 switch 2 25 2 15

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
COP 1802 CPU $19 95 Z80
P8085 CPU 29 95 2650
8080A CPU 1095 MC6800
8212 8-Bit Input/Output 4.95 MC6810API
8214 Priority Interrupt Control 7 95 MC6820
8216 Bi -Directional Bus Driver 4 95 MC6821
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 5 95 MC6830L8
8228 System Controller/Bus Driver 5 95 MC6850

CPU $24 95
MPU 26 50
MPU 19 95
128 X 8 Static Ram 5 95
Penph Interface Adapter 7 95
Penph Interface Adapter 11 50
1024X8 Bit ROM 14 95
Asychronous Comm Adapter 14 95

USER MANUALS

1802M COP 1802 Manual

?80M Z80 Manual

2650M 2650 Manual

SHIFT REGISTERS

MM500M Dual 25 Bit Dynamic

MM503H Dual 50 Bit Dynamic
MM504H Oual 16 Bit Static

MMS06H Dual 100 Bit Static

MM507H Dual 100 Bit Static

MM510H Dual 64 Bit Accumulator

MM5013N 1024 Bit Accumulator Dynamic

MM5016H 500/512 Bit Dynamic

MM5017N Dual 500/512 Bit Dynamic

2504T .1024 Dynamic

2518 Hex 32 Bit Static

2519 Hex 40 Bit Static

2522 Dual 132 Bit Static

2524 512 Dynamic

2525 1024 Dynamic

2527 Dual 256 Bit Static

2528 Oual 250 Static

2529 Oual 240 Bit Static

2532 Quad 80 Bit Static

2533 1024 Static

3341 Mo
74LS670 4X4 Register

ROMS

2513(2140) Character Generator (upper case)

2513(3021) Character Generator (lower case)

2516 Character Generator

MM5230N 2048 Bit Read Only Memory

RAM'S

AY 5 1013 30K BAUD
UARTS

750
750
500

50

50

50

50

50

50

295
89

295
395
495
400
295
99

295
295
400
400
295
295
695
1 95

S 995
995
10 95

195

S 595

1101

1103

2101

2102
2107/5280

2111

2114

2114L
2114-3

21141-3
7489

8101

8111

8599

21L02
74200

93421

MM5262
MK4027 (UPD41

MK4116(UPD41
TMS4044-45NL

1702A

5203

82S23

82S115

82S123

74S287

2708
2716 T.I.

2716 Intel

6301 1

6330-1

74186

74188

256 X 1

1024 X 1

256X4
1024 X 1

4096 X 1

256X4
4K X 1

4K X 1

4K X 1

4K X 1

16 X 4

256X4
256 X 4

16 X 4

t024 X 1

256 X 1

256 X 1

2K X 1

4) 4K

6) 16K

4K

Static

Dynamic

Static

Static

Dynamic

Static

Static 450ns

Static 450ns Low
Static 300ns

Static 300ns Low
Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Dynamic
DYNAMIC 16 PIN

DYNAMIC 16 PIN

STATIC

S 1 49

99

595
1 75

495
695
995

Power 10 95
10 95

Power 1 1 95
1 75

595
695
3 49
1 95
695
2 95
49

5 95

29 95

14 95

2048

2048

32X8
4096

32X8
1024

BK
16K

16K

1024

256
512

256

PROMS
Famous

Famous
Open C
Bipolar

Tnstate

Static

EPROM
EPROM
EPROM
Tn-State Bipolar

Open C Bipolar

TTL Open Collector

TTL Open Collector

S 595
1495
500

19 95
500
795
10 95

29 95
59 95

3 49

295
9 95

395

V.
1/16 VECTOR BOARD

PHENOLIC

EPOXY
GLASS

EPOXY GLASS
COPPER CLAD

1 Hole Spacing P Pattern

Part No L W

64P44 062XXXP 4 50 6 50

169P44 062XXXP 4 50 17 00

64P44 062WE 4 50 6 50

84P44 062WE 4 50 8 50

169P44 062WE 4 50 1700
169P84 062WE 8 50 17 00

169P44 062WEC1 4 50 17 00

Price

1-9 10 up

1 72

3 69

2 07

256
504
9 23

680

1 54

3 32

1 86

2 31

453
826
6 12

fc-LLV .* U Lilly
Model P180 includes 2 100 spools «28 AWG
wire wrap wire

riiiiarT.llir

Supplies insulated wire from spool to wrap-posts without prestrlp-

. ping and precutting using "daisy chain" method.

Model P180 $24.50
REPLACEMENT WRAP BIT

for P 180 Slit N Wrap

No. PI 80A $12.95 each

Replacement wire-wrap
wire for P180 #28 AWG
(pkg. of 3) $2.75 each
W28 2 A green W28-2 B red

W28 2-C clear W28-2-D blue

INSTRUMENT/
CLOCK CASE
Injection molded unit.

Complete witti red bezel

4Wx4-x1-9/16"

$3.49

TELEPHONE

KEYBOARD CHIPS

AY-5-9100 $14 95

AY-5-9200

AY-5-9500

AY-5-2376

HD0165
74C922

SPECIAL REQUESTED ITEMS
ICM CHIPS

ICM7045 S24 95

14 95

495
14 95

7 95

9 95

ICM7205

ICM7207

ICM7208
ICM7209

1995
7 50

19 95

6 95

NMOS READ ONLY
MEMORIES

MCM6571 $13 50

MCM6574 13 50

MCM6575 13 50

MISCELLANEOUS

TV GAME CHIP SET

AY-3-8500-19M°1 t
h

IR
and 2 Q1Q MH2 Crvstal *7-95

11C90 $19 95
MC3061P 1195
MC1408L7 495
MC1408L8 575

LD110/111
MC401 6(74416)
4N33

MK40240 $17 50
0S0026CH 3 75
TIL308 10 20
95H90 1196

$25 00/set

7.50
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The Incredible

'Pennywhistle 103'

$129.95 Kit Only
The Pennywhlstle 103 is capable ol recording data to and trom audio tape withou

critical speed requirements tor the recorder and it is able to communicate directly

with another modem and terminal tor telephone hamming and communication'

tor the deaf In addition, it is tree of critical adjustments and is built with non -precision,

readily available parts

Data Transmission Method Frequency Shift Keying, full-duplex (half-duple>

selectable)

Maiimum Oata Rata 300 Baud

Data Formal Asynchronous Serial (return to mark level required

between each character)

Receive Channel Frequencies . . .2025 Hz tor space 2225 Hz for mark

Transmit Channel Frequencies . Switch selectable Low (normal) 1070 space.

1270 mark. High 025 space. 2225 mark

Receive Sensitivity 46 dbm accoustically coupled

Transmit Level 15 dbm nominal Adjustable from 6 dbm
to 20 dbm

Receive Frequency Tolerance . . .Frequency reference automatically adjusts to

allow tor operation between 1800 Hz and 2400 Hz

Digital Oata Interface EIA RS-232C or 20 mA current loop (receiver is

optoisolated and non -polar)

Power Requirements 120 VAC single phase. 10 Watts

Physical All components mount on a single 5" by 9"

printed circuit board All components included

Requires a VOM Audio Oscillator Frequency Counter and/or Oscilloscope to align

PARATRONICS
Logic Analyzer Kit

Model 100A

$229.00/kit

Model 100A Model 10

awa*_ .

1 1 1 1 1 iiia

Analyzes any type of digital system

Checks data rates in excess of 8

million words per second

Trouble shoot TTL. CMOS, DTL. RTL.

Schottky and MOS families

Displays 16 logic states up to 8 digits wide

See ones and zeros displayed on your

CRT. octal or hexadecimal format

Tests circuits under actual operating conditions

Easy to assemble— comes with step-by-step construction

manual which includes 80 pages on logic analyzer operation

(Model 100A Manual - $4.95)

W"
Some applications are

Troubleshooting microprocessor

address, instruction, and data flow

Examine contents of ROMS
Tracing operation of control logic

Checking counter and shift

register operation

Monitoring I/O sequences

Verifying proper system operations

during testing

iltK

PARATRONICS TRIGGER EXPANDER - Model 10

Adds 16 additional bits Provides digital delay and qualification of input clock

and 24-bit tagger word — Connects direct to Model 100A for integrated unit).

Z4<PR£CISI0N

Model 2800
$99.95

Ccmes with test

leads, operating manual

and spare fuse

3Vz-Digit Portable DMM

• Overload Protected

• 3 high LED Display

• Battery or AC operation

• Auto Zeroing

• 1mv. 1Va. 1 ohm resolution

• Overange reading

• 10 meg input impendence

• DC Accuracy 1% typical

Range*: DC Voltage • 0-1000V,

AC Voltage 0-1000V

Freq Response 50-400 HZ

DC/AC Current 0-100mA
Resistance 0-10 meg ohm
Size 6 4x44 x 2

Accessories:

AC Adapter BC 28 $9.00

Rechargeable

Batteries BP 26 20 00

Carrying Case LC-28 7 50

Model 10 Kit - $229.00

Baseplate — $9.95

Model 10 Manual — S4 95

100 MHz 8-Digit Counter
20 Hz-100 MHz Range « Four power souces. i e
6" LED Display batteries 1 10 or 220V with

Crystal -controlled hmebase charger 12V with auto
Fully Automatic lighter adapter and external

Portable — completely 7 2-10V power supply

s«
c

-
n

w?,7 38"
MAX10° $134.95

x 5 63"

ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100:

Mobile Charger Eliminator

use power trom car battery Model 100 — CLA S3. 96

Charger/Eliminator

use 1 10 V AC Model 100 — CAI $9 98

63-Key Unencoded KEYBOARDS
Hexadecimal Encoder

This is a 63-key, terminal keyboard newly

manufactured by a large computer manufac-

turer. It is unencoded with SPST keys, unat-

tached to any kind of PC board. A very solid

molded plastic 13x4" base suits most applica-

tion. in STOCK $29.95/each

19-key pad includes 1-10 keys,

ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a

shift key $10.95/each

$5.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tex

Spec Sheets - 25*
1978A Catalog Available-Send 35* stamp

ma**- ameco
ELECTRONICS
• Amion oT JAMES H M musics at California

PHONE
ORDERS
WELCOME

(415) 592-8097

je> the 3rd Hand
$9.95 each

"Leaves two hands free for

working
* Clamps on edge of bench, table

or work bench
* Position board on angle or flat

position for soldering or clipping
* Sturdy, aluminum construction

for hobbyist, manufacturer or
school rooms

DIGITAL STOPWATCH
• Bright 6 Digit LEO Display

• Times to 59 minutes 59 59 seconds

• Crystal Controlled Time Base

• Three Stopwatches in One
Times Single Event — Split & Taylor

• Si«4 5 «2 15 « 90 (4'?ounces|

• Uses 3 Peniite Cells

Kit — $39.95

Assembled — $49.95
Heavy Duty Carry Case $5.95

Stop Watch Chip Only (7205) $19.95

3V2 DIGIT DPM KIT

Jj^^l

• New Bipolar Unit • Auto Polarity

• Auto Zeroing • Low Power
• .5" LED • Single IC Unit

Model KB500 DPM Kit $49.00

Model KB503 5V Power Kit $17.50

1? Ol ?4 Houi

JE700 CLOCK
"i>' il 00 is a low cost digital clock but

is i veiy high quality unit The unit tea

tines i simulated walnut case with di

mensions of 6 »2'? xl It utilizes j

MAN 7? high brightness readout and the

MMSI14 dOCI rhip

115 VAC KIT ONLY $16.95

JE803 PROBE
The Logic Probe is a unit which is for the most pan

mdespensible in trouble shooting logic tamiiies

T7L DTL RTL CMOS It denves the power i

needs to operate dnecliy oft of the circuit undei

test drawing a scant 10 mA man it uses a man;*

readout to indicate any of the following states by

these symbols (Hi 1 (LOW) o(PULSEi P The

Probe can detect high frequency pulses to 4i MH/
It can t be used at MOS levels or circuit damage

wwill result

$9.95 Per Kit

printed circuit board

PL 5V 1A Supply
This is a standard TTL power supply using the well known

LM309K regulator IC to provide a solid 1 AMP of current at 5

volts We try to make things easy tor you by providing

everything you need in one package including the hardware

oonly
JE225 $9.95 Per Kit

PR0T0 BOARD 6

$15.95
(6 long X 4" wide)

PROTO BOARDS

PB100 -4.5 x6 $ 19.95

PB101 - 5.8" x4 5" 29 95

PB102-7 x4 5" 39 95

PB103 - 9 x 6" 59.95

PB104 - 9 5 x 8 79.95

PB203 - 9.75 x 6V2 x 2% 80.00

PB203A - 9.75 x 6V2 x 2Va 129.95
(includes power supply)

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE. SAN CARLOS, CA 94070

Advertised Prices Good Thru June J1

tiuutuui

WMHHIHH

PROTO CLIPS

14 PIN $4.50

16 PIN 4 75

24 PIN 8.50

40 PIN 13.75,
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TYPESETTING MONITOR
We have acquired an unusual video monitor. It was originally designed for

and used in the photo typesetting industry. As the typesetter composed his

copy, the copy would appear on the screen. The tube is a flat type about

6 1/2" x 2 1/4", since only one line of copy was scanned at a time. Most of the

tubes have slight burn marks, but are still usable. We have all the circuitry,

and will supply the circuitry with each order. We believe most of these units

are in working order, since they were taken out of service when the

equipment was upgraded. Looks like a good start to make into your own
video monitor at giveaway prices. We have them with and without the CR
tubes. Sold as is only.

STOCK No. 5603K Typesetter monitor with tube & circuit diagrams $22.50 ea. 2/S40.00
STOCK No. 5604K Typesetter monitor without tube, with circuit diagrams . $15.00 ea. 2S25.00

TV HOCKEY and SOCCER GAME
plus VIDEOCUBE

For some time we have been selling our VIDEO-
CUBE, the TV interface between computers, cam-

eras, etc., and your TV set. We sold them in kit

form, and to date we have sold over 3,000. We sold

the complete VIDEOCUBE, when available, for

$16.95.

D U

c B u

We now have a limited number of Hockey-Soccer Video games, complete with VIDEOCUBE interface,

at a new low price of $18.95; previously sold for $27.50 in kit form. This gives you two games, at two
levels of skill, with LED readouts for scorekeeping. This game sold in Boston department stores for

$79 50
STOCK No. 5495K Complete VIDEO GAME & VIDEOCUBE $18.95 ea. 2/$35.00

WIRE WRAP BOARDS LOADED WITH 7400 SERIES ICs

1

Since last summer, we have been selling 2 wire wrap boards,

Our Stock No. 6558K with approximately 100 sockets, and

our Stock No. 6559K with approximately 45 sockets.

These have been successful, based on your orders and
reorders. We now have the same boards, but with the

sockets still containing the original SN7400 series ICs that

were used in the computer that these boards were designed

for. We checked the value of these ICs, against the lowest

price ICs in several Electronics magazine, and found that

at the lowest possible surplus prices, the values of the ICs on the 100 socket board ran to over $40.00. A sample of
some of the chips on the board we looked at are as f ollows: 74H87, 7486, 74107, 7451, 7400, 7404, 7495, 7493,
7492, 74193, 7489 and many others, to numerous to mention. Also on some boards, are a few linears, and phase
locked loops. Not everyone needs every chip, but if you are working at all with TTL, this is a great opportunity to get

an inventory of the most useful chips at a ridiculous price. We are selling the 100 socket board with about 100 chips,

for $10.00 more than the board itself, and the 45 socket chip for $5.00 more than the board itself. We will also include

with each board, 2 edge connectors with the 100 socket board, and 1 edge connector with the 45 socket board.

STOCK NO.6558K 75 to 100 socket board $18.75 ea. 2/35.00

STOCK N0.6559K 45 to 50 socket board $1 1 .75 2/22.00
STOCK N0.6749K 75 to 100 socket wire wrap board with ICs and edge connectors $28.75 ea. 2/55.00
STOCK NO.6750K 45 to 50 socket wire wraD board with ICs and edge connector $16.75 ea. 2/32.00
STOCK NO.6603K Edge connector for either board $ 2.00 ea 3/5.00

MORE NEW TRANSFORMERS
TRANSFORMER 1. Primary 115 V# Secondary 1, 30V @ 2 A.Secondary 2, 16.5 V @ 1.2 A. Secondary
3, 16 V @ 3.5 A. Secondary 4, 9.5 V @ 3.5 A.

STOCK N0.6677R Wt. 10 lbs. $10.95 ea. 2/20.00

TRANSFORMER 2. Primary, 115 V. Secondary 1, 12 V. @ 5 A. f Secondary 2, 24 V. @ 9 A., Sec-
onday 3 14 V. @ 20 A. Secondary 4, 125 V. @ 1.5 A.

STOCK NQ.6675K 16 lbs. 18.95 2/36.00

TRANSFORMER 3. Primary 115 V. Secondary 1 f 12.6 V ct @ 1 A.Secondary 2, 33 V tapped at 13.1 V
@ 1 Amp. Secondary 3, 140 V. @ 100 ma.
STOCK NQ.6772K 2 lbs. 4 1/16"x 2 1/16"x 2 5/8". 2.95 ea. 2/5.00

" MAIL ORDER

DELTA ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 2, 7 Oakland St.

Amesbury, Mass. 01913

0v
i;;

h
.
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c
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cli
salesrooms BOSTON MASS.

AILANIA uA Idelta electronics
DELTA ELECTRONIC HOBBIESlWAREHOUSE OUTLET
5151 Buford Hwy. 1590 Commonwealth Ave.
Doraville, Atlanta, Ga. | Boston, Mass. D13
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Complete

Connectors NYLON CONNECTORS M,fl b

CJr
Per Pkg. Type No. Clou Description Eo. Pkg

5 1625-1 PRT Min.(.062')
1 Circuit $1.75

3 I625-2PRT 2 Circuit 1.90
3 I625-3PRT H

3 Circuit 2.10
2 I625-4PRT •( 4 Circuit 2.10
2 I625-5PRT H

5 Circuit 2.20
2 I625-6PRT 6 Circuit 2.35
1 I649-8PRT 8 Circuit 1.55
1 1625-9PR T H 9 Circuit 1.75
1 I625-I2PRT II

12 Circuit 1.90
1 I625-I5PRT II

15 Circuit 2.30
1 I625-24PRT II 24 Circuit 3.25
1 I772-36PRT II

36 Circuit 4.55

5 I6I9PRT Std.(.093") 1 Circuit 1.75

3 1545PRT •i 2 Circuit 1.90

3 1396 PRT 3 Circuit 2.10

2 1490PRT M 4 Circuit 2.10

2 1653PRT 5 Circuit 2.20
2 1261 PRT N 6 Circuit 2.35
1 1292 PRT M 9 Circuit 1.80

1 I360PRT H 12 Circuit 1.90

1 I375PRT N 15 Circuit 2.45

Prototype hand tool* combine efficiency with economy Ideal 'or prototype or

limited production runs

HT 1919)c« 093" pm dia terminals S 8 95 each

HT 1921 for 062' pm dia terminals ^*J HBp S 8 95 each

Econo Extractor removes terminal from nylon connector housing with

smoothness and ease

HT 2054 for extracting 093 pin dia terminals S2 25 each
HT 2023 for extracting 062 pm dia terminals S2 25 each

Deluxe elector toola. spring loaded tor simple efficient removal of terminal

from nylon connector housing extracts either male or female terminals of same
pm diameter

HT 2038 tor extracting 093' pm dia terminals . $6 70 each

HT-1010-2B2 Replacement tip tor HT 2038 S2 50 each

HT 2285 tor extracting 062" pm die terminals S6 70 each
HT 1672 3 replacement tip for HT 2285 S2 50 each

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

555 Timer 8 pin mini-DIP
741 Compensated OP-Amp 8 pin DIP
LM 1889N RF Video Modulator
CA3130 Bipolar/Mos-FET Op Amp
CA3140 MOS-FET Op Amp, Bipolar out
LM3909 Lo Voltage Led Pulser

LM3911 Temp Control CHIP
Signetics 2504TA I024 bit S.R. memory (I404A)..$I.75
MCM 6571P Character Generator 9.95
MCM657 1 AP Character Generator 9 . 95
MCM6575P Character generator $9.95

IAF100-1CJ Active r- titer. State Variable 7.50
I LM2907N Tachometer F/V Converter 2.65

LM1812N Ultra sonic Transceiver 9.15

LM1815 Adaptive Sense Amp for Tachometer 5.73

52518B Hex 32 bit Shift Register $2.95

[TL170 TO-9? Hall effect switch w/spec sheets 1 .25
1MC14409P Telephone Rotary Pulser

MC14419P Touch Pad Converter for 14409
MC14411P Baud Rate Generator
MC14412VP CMOS Modem Chip
MM57109N Number Cruncher Micro
74C915 7 Segment to BCD Converter
74C922 16 Key Keyboard Encoder
74C923 20 key Keyboard Encoder

1 74C925 4 Decade Counter w/latches
74C926 4 Decade Counter w/carry

1
74C935-1 3% Digit DVM CMOS Chip

960I Retriggerable One shot 50
MC40I5P Hi Speed quad "D" low power TTL $1.00

(DATA ACQUISITIONS SUBSYSTEM
IADC0817 is a 40 pin CMOS I.C. with an 8-bit analog-

Ito-digital converter, a 16 channel multiplexer and micro

(processor compatible control logic. Converter features

[high impedance chopper stabilized comparator, voltage

(divider with analog switch tree and a sucessive approx-

imation register. Latched Tri- State outputs for easy

u-processon interface. Require only 15 mW of power

Ifrom single 5V supply. Fast, IOOuS conversion time.

ADC0817 (40 pin DIP) $29.88

1 Spec sheets $1 .00

P. C. BOARD TERMINAL STRIP

Molded body encloses postive screw activated clamp
which will accomodate wire sizes 14-30 AWG. Contacts|

and pins are solder plated copper. Pins are on .200
nch (5.08mM) for standard P. C. mounting. lOAmp
rating. Compare our prices before you buy.

4 pole

8 pole

12 pole

TS-2504

TS-2508

TS-2512

.99

1.49

2.19

Economical 1 piece heat sinks for plastic power parts in TO-220
and Motorola cases 77, 90, 199, and TO-126. All are black
anodized aluminum. "B" series is anodized after forming. "PB"
series is anodized prior to forming.

THM 6030PB Vertical

THM 6045B Slip Over
THM 6070B Extra Disipation Horiz

THM 6071 B Top Hat for 6070
THM 6I06PB Flat With Fingers

THM 6I07PB Smaller Size Flat

THM 60I3B TO-3 Diamond
THM 6024-U Unfinished TO-92
THM-6052B TO-3 Square

TO-220 6 Piece Mounting Kit -

25<, 5/$l .00,

30$, V$l .00,

. 35c, 3/$ 1.00,

35c, 3/$ 1.00,

30c, 4/$l .00,

25<?, 5/$ 1.00,

69c, V$2.50,
10/$1.00,

60C, 5/$2.50,

Handy Package.

10/$1.90

10/$2.00

10/$3.00

10/$3.00
IO/$2.00

10/$ 1.90

10/$5.00

IOO/$5.00

10/$4.25

..25C

S-100 BUS CONNECTORS (IMSAI TYPE)

Gold, Solder tail for Mother boards $4. 50, 4/$ 17.00
Tin-Nickel, (NASGLO) Solder tail $3.75, 4/$l4.00
Gold, wire-wrap $4.50,4/$l7.00
Tin-Nickel, (NASGLO) wire-wrap $3.75,4/$l4.00
HEX DARLINGTON ARRAY
MCI4I3P is a 16 pin DIP package with (6) 50V 500mA
Darlington pairs.

MCI4I3P $1 .59
Specs/Apps 30c

I.C. SOCKETS
Lo Profile Tin Solder Tail Dip Sockets

8 pin
14 pin

16 pin

10/$1.50
10/$1.70
10/$ 1.90

100/$14.00
100/$ 16.00
100/S18.00

1000/$ 120.00
1000/$ 140.00
1000/$ 160.00

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

95«
95<t

7805 06 08 1 2 1 5-24 TO220
7905 06 08 1 2 1 5-24 TO 220
78L05A12 15 4% 100 mA TO-92 Plastic
78H05KC 5V 5A TO 3
78H12KC 12V 5AT0 3
78H15KC 15V 5ATO-3
Lm3 1 7K 1 .5A Adjustable TO-3
Lm3 1 7T 1 5A Adjustable TO 220
Lm317MP .5AAt///vsfa6/eTO-202
TL430C Adjustable ZenerThink About It

TL497C Switching Reg. & Inductor
RCA CA 3085 100 mA Adjustable

ADJUSTABLE NEGATIVE REGULATOR
LM337 is the compliment to the popular LM3I7
adjustable regulator. Capable of 1 .5Amp from
to - 37V.
LM337K (TO-3 Metal) $5.99
LM337T (TO-220 Plastic) $4.65
Specs and applications 60

C

5/$4.50
5/$4.50

50c
9.15
9.15
9.15
4.99
3.99
13.95
1.50
9.50
.60

positive

- 1.2V

DIODES AND BRIDGES
IN4003 200 V 1 amp
IN4004 400 V 1 amp
IN4148 Hi Speed Signal 15/$1.00
D 600 115 V, 100 mA Hi Speed Signal

D2131 200 V, 25A Stud
D2135 400 V, 25AStud
D2138 600 V, 25A Stud
D3289R 200 V, 160A Stud Anode
D3909 4 50 V, 45A Fast Recovery
IN4732A-47A 1W 5% Zeners
13 Assorted Brand New Zener Diodes
50V 3 amp Epoxy Bridge

200V 30 amp Bridge
600V 4 amp Epoxy Bridge
600V 3 amD Stud Bridae
SI -2 200V, 1.5A Gold Leads
D1A0030 30V DIAC
100V 2.5 WATT ZENER
IN5051A Epoxy Zener with heavy silver leads

MISCELLANEOUS

12/S1.00
10/$ 1.00

100/$5.00
20/$ 1.00

85<t

1.00
1.55

5.85
2.00

4/$1.00
1.00
79«
2.00
1.49

89
15/$ 1.00
10/$1.00

,25c

RG 174 Miniature 50 ft coax 5074.25
WSU-30 Wire Wrap/unwrap tool 5.95
WSU-30M Modified Wrap/unwrap tool 6.95
BW-630 Battery Operated Wrap Tool 34.95

— Free Wire with any Wrap Tool —
Miniature Square .05/100V Monolithic Cap 10/2.00

FND5002 .125" C.C. 7 Seg. Read-out. .49c,10/$3. 95
2N4036 90V, IA PNP Silicon TO-5 .50
2N6I0I 80V, I0A NON HI GAJN TO-220 .50

6.3 VCT, 1 .2A Transformer F41 X 2.49
12V, 1A Transformer with 6' Power Cord 2.88

Jumper Kits for .025 Square Posts. .

All material for making jumpers for

8

quick circuit changes and proto-
typing. Use for breadboard! ng,
trouble shooting, field modifications.

Fits standard IC socket wire/wrap

posts. Excellent wiping action on
gold plated box contacts.

J Kit contain 10 box contacts, heat
shrinkable sleeving, and 5 feet of wire plus instruction

sheet.

JCK-5I0I.... (5 double jumpers) $2. 75, 4 kits/$IO.OO

DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

tRi-tek. inc.
7808 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
(602) 9959352

Please give street address for UPS shipping when possible.

C.O.O. NO parcel post C.O.O.
UPS C.O.O. Add SSe to order.

Any correspondence not connected with your order,
please use separate sheet and include SASE for reply.

than $10 (SIS foreign) please add SI

If we should be temporarily out of stock < i an item, it

will be placed on back order. If we cann ship in 30
days, you will be notified of the expected .nipping date
and furnished with a postage paid card with which to
cancel your order if desired.

Orders lass
handling.

Prices are sublect to change without notice.

Any refunds will be by check, not credit vouchers.

Terms. Check, money order, credit card. Net 30 days to
rated firms, schools and government agencies.

we pay
Mexico.

surface snipping only in USA, Canada and

For premium shipping (first class, special handling, etc.)
add extra. Exceil will be refunded.

Foreign orders (except Canada and Mexico) estimate and
add shipping. Excess will be refunded.

Charge card telephone orders ($20 min.) will be
accepted 9-5:30 P.M. except weekends
Telephone 995-9352. No collect calls pit

T1
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DIODES/ZENERS SOCKETS/BRIDGES TRANSISTORS. LEDS, etc.

1N914
1 N4005

100v 10mA
600v 1

A

.05

.08

8-pin pcb .25 ww .45

14-pin pcb .25 ww .40

2N2222A NPN (2N2222 Plastic .10)

2N2907A PNP
2N3906 PNP (Plastic)

.15

.15

.10

1 N4007 1 0OOv 1

A

.15 16-pin pcb .25 ww .40 2N3904 NPN (Plastic) .10

1N4148 75v 10mA .05 18-pin pcb .25 ww .75 2N3054 NPN .35

1N753A 6.2v z .25 22-pin pcb .45 ww 1.25 2N3055 NPN 1 5A 60v
T1P125 PNP Darlington

.50

.35

1N758A 10v z .25 24-pin pcb .35 ww 1.10 LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow .15

1N759A 12v z .25 28-pin pcb .35 ww 1.45 D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" High com-anode 1.95

1N4733 5.1v z .25 40-pin pcb .50 ww 1.25 XAN72 7 seg com-anode (Red) 1.25

1N5243 13v z .25 Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets .45
MAN71 7 seg com-anode (Red)

MAN3610 7 seg com-anode (Orange)
1.25
1.25

1N5244B
1N5245B

14v z

15v z

.25

.25
2 Amp Bridge 1 00-prv 1 .20 MAN82A 7 seg com-anode (Yellow)

MAN74A 7 seg com-cathode (Red)
1.25
1.50

25 Amp Bridge 200-prv 1 .95 FND359 7 seg com-cathode (Red) 1.25

CMOS - T T L -
4000 .15 7400 .15 7473 .25 74176 1.25 74H72 .45 74S133 .40

4001 .15 7401 .15 7474 .30 74180 .75 74H101 .75 74S140 .55

4002 .20 7402 .20 7475 .35 74181 2.25 74H103 .75 74S151 .30

4004 3.95 7403 .20 7476 .40 74182 .95 74H106 .95 74S153 .35

4006 .95 7404 .15 7480 .55 74190 1.75 74S157 .75

4007 .35 7405 .25 7481 .75 74191 1.05 74 LOO .25 74S158 .30

4008 .95 7406 .35 7483 .95 74192 .75 74L02 .25 74S194 1.05

4009 .45 7407 .55 7485 .75 74193 .85 74L03 .30 74S257(8123) 1.05

4010 .45 7408 .25 7486 .25 74194 1.25 74L04 .30

4011 .20 7409 .15 7489 1 .35 74195 .95 74L10 .30 74LS00 .25

4012 .20 7410 .10 7490 .55 74196 1.25 74L20 .35 74LS01 .35

4013 .40 7411 .25 7491 .95 74197 1.25 74L30 .45 74LS02 .35

4014 .95 7412 .30 7492 .95 74198 2.35 74L47 1.95 74LS04 .30

4015 .90 7413 .35 7493 .35 74221 1.00 74L51 .45 74LS05 .45

4016 .35 7414 1.10 7494 .75 74367 .85 74L55 .65 74LS08 .25

4017 1.10 7416 .25 7495 .60 74L72 .45 74LS09 .35

4018 1.10 7417 .40 7496 .80 751 08A .35 74L73 .40 74LS10 .35

4019 .50 7420 .15 74100 1.15 75110 .35 74L74 .45 74LS11 .35

4020 .85 7426 .30 74107 .35 75491 .50 74L75 .55 74LS20 .25

4021 1.00 7427 .45 74121 .35 75492 .50 74L93 .55 74LS21 .25

4022 .85 7430 .15 74122 .55 74L123 .85 74LS22 .25

4023 .25 7432 .30 74123 .55 74H00 .15 74LS32 .40

4024 .75 7437 .30 74125 .45 74H01 -25 74S00 .35 74LS37 .35

4025 .30 7438 .35 74126 .35 74H04 .20 74S02 .35 74LS40 .45

4026 1.95 7440 .25 74132 1.35 74H05 .20 74S03 .30 74LS42 1.10

4027 .50 7441 1.15 74141 .90 74H08 .35 74S04 .30 74LS51 .50

4028 .95 7442 .45 74150 .85 74H10 .35 74S05 .35 74LS74 .65

4030 .35 7443 .65 74151 .65 74H11 .35 74S08 .35 74LS86 .65

4033 1.50 7444 .45 74153 .75 74H15 .45 74S10 .35 74LS90 .95

4034 2.45 7445 .65 74154 .95 74H20 .30 74S11 .35 74LS93 .95

4035 1.25 7446 .95 74156 .95 74H21 .25 74S20 .35 74LS107 .85

4040 1.35 7447 .95 74157 .65 74H22 .40 74S40 .20 74LS123 1.00

4041 .69 7448 .65 74161 .85 74H30 .20 74S50 .20 74LS151 .95

4042 .95 7450 .25 74163 .85 74H40 .25 74S51 .25 74LS153 1.20

4043 .95 7451 .25 74164 .60 74H50 .25 74S64 .20 74LS157 .85

4044 .95 7453 .20 74165 1.50 74H51 .25 74S74 .35 74LS164 1.90

4046 1.75 7454 .25 74166 1.35 74H52 .15 74S112 .60 74LS367 .75

4049 .45 7460 .40 74175 .80 74H53J .25 74S114 .65 74LS368 .75

4050 .45 7470 .45 74H55 .20 74C04 .25

4066
4069
4071

.95

.40

.35

7472 .40
74C151 2.25

MCT2 .95 LINEARS, REGULATORS, etc.

4081 .70 8038 3.95 LM320T5 1.65 LM340K15 1.25 LM723 .50

4082 .45 LM201 .75 LM320T12 1.65 LM340K18 1.25 LM725N 2.50

MC 1 4409 14.50 LM301 .45 LM320T15 1.65 LM340K24 .95 LM739 1.50

MC 14419 4.85 LM308 (Mini) .95 LM324N .95 78L05 .75 LM741(8-14).25

LM309H .65

LM309K (340K-5>85

LM339 .95

7805 (340T5) .95

78L12 .75

78L15 .75

LM747
LM1307

1.10

1.25MMbfUUU ocnito
9301 .85 95H031.10
9309 .35 9601 .45
9322 75 9602 4B

LM310 1.15

LM311D(Mini) .75

LM318 (Mini) .95

LM340T12 1.00

LM340T15 1.00

LM340T18 1.00

78M05 .75

LM373 2.95
LM380(8-14pin).95

LM1458
LM3900
LM75451

.95

.50

.65
*^ ^-^> *— * %^

LM320K5(7905)1.65
LM320K12 1.65

LM340T24 .95

LM340K12 1.65

LM709(8.i4PiN).25
LM711 .45

NE555
NE556
NE565

.50

.95

.95
<1 TC

MICRO'S, RAMS,
CPU'S, ETC.

74S188
1702A
MM5314

3.00
4.50
3.00

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED .
NE566
NE567

1.75

1.35

MM5316 3.50
2102-1 1.45 7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92111
2102L-1
TR1602B

1.75
4.50 (714) 278-4394 (Calif. Res.) DISCOUNTS

TMS4044-45NL 14.50 All orders shipped prepaid No minimum Total Order Dedi
8080AD
8T13

12.00
1.50

$35 - $99 51
Open accounts invited COD orders accepted $100$300 ld|

8T23
8T24
8T97

1.50
2.00
1.00

Discounts available at OEM Quantities California Residents add 6% Sales Tax $301 " $1000 Ijj
All IC's Prime/Guaranteed. All orders shipped same day received.

2107B-4,
2708

A 4.00
11.50 24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-800- 854-221 1 American Express / BankAmerican) / Visa / MasterCharge



LOOKING FOR MEMORY ?

OUR BEST SELLER: ECONORAM IF"

S-100 Compatible 8K x 8 in a cost-effective package. Buffering
on all lines, wait states with the 8080, low power consumption, con-

figured as two separate 4K blocks for addressing flexibility, handles
DMA, memory protect with vector interrupt provision if you try to

write into protected memory, fully socketed, gold-flashed edge
fingers, solder masked and legended board . . . this is the board that

doesn't cut any corners, but cuts the price instead.

(See the 1/77 issue of Kilobaud magazine for a product profile that

tells just about everything you'd ever want to know about Econoram II

... or send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to "Kilobaud Article"

c/o our address and we'll send you a reprint. But if you really want to

be convinced . . . talk to somebody who owns one!)

Kit form: $ 1 35.00 3 kits: $375.00 Assembled, tested: $ 1 55.00

SUPER MEMORY FOR A
SUPER MACHINE: H8 COMPATIBLE
ECONORAM VI™
Users of the S-100 buss have found out why our memories are

their best value . . . now H8 owners can find out too. This 12K x 8
kit offers the same basic features as our ECONORAM series . . . static

design, configuration as two blocks (one 8K and one 4K), switch
selected protect, sockets for all ICs, full buffering on address and data
lines . . . plus the required hardware and edge connector to mate
mechanically with the H8. As a bonus, all sockets and bypass
capacitors are pre-soldered to the circuit board so you can start right

in on the fun part of building this high-quality memory.
Kit form: $235.00

NEW! 16K x 8 ECONORAM IV™ KIT
S-100 compatible 16Kx8 memory, with all the same features

that have made our Econoram line such a winner . . . including

static design, buffering, low power (under 2000 mA), write protect

switches, and much more . . . but best of all, Econoram IV actually

costs less than dynamic equivalents. You've wanted more memory;
and here it is.

COMING SOON:
24K ECONORAM VII™ KIT
Just around the corner for your S-100 buss ... we think you'll

like it. While the price per bit is slightly higher compared to our other

memories, you get some nice extras along with the regular Econoram
features . . . such as the same current consumption as our I6K board,

and some more switches and options. It's static, it's 24K, it's an
Econoram . . . watch for it!

CPU POWER SUPPLY KIT
Here is an economical power supply for small computer systems or

digital bench work. Delivers 5V @ 4A with crowbar overvoltage protection;

also gives ± 12V @ V2A per side. Adjustable negative bias supply, 5- 10V
@ 10 mA. All in all, if you need a small power supply, you can't beat the per-

formance or the price. If on the other hand you need a bigger supply . . . we
just might have something for you soon.

10 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
Whether implemented as an add-on to existing systems that need more

room, or as the nucleus of a stand-alone system, this S-100 compatible
motherboard fits the needs of the budget-minded enthusiast. Our price in-

cludes all edge connectors, along with active termination circuitry that pro-
motes accurate and reliable data transfer. Lots of bypass caps and extra
heavy power line traces contribute to efficient operation. Heavy duty epoxy
glass board, with a solder mask for easy soldering.

*CK-015, $90.00. Kit form only.

18 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
All the same features and advantages of the 10 slot version, including our

active termination circuitry. Complete with 18 edge connectors.
#CK-016, $124.00. Kit form only.

SPECIAL!! POPULAR PROCESSOR PRICES
These specials are while-they-last, first come-first served.

PACE 16 bit CPU: $10.00
8080A prime units: $5.00 (you've come a long way . . . down!)

8008 (if you have an 8008 system, you should have a couple of spares
around): $2.50

DB 25 RS 232 SUBMINI-D CONNECTORS
Male plug, *CK-1004, $3.95; female jack, *CK-1005, $3.95; plastic

hood for male connector, #CK-1006, $0.90.

EDGE CONNECTORS
There are edge connectors, and there are Edge Connectors. These are

the kind where the pins don't fall out, thanks to the bifurcated contacts. (We
use the same connectors with our motherboards.)
#CK-1001: 100 pin edge connector with gold plated 3 level wrap posts.

Mates with Altair/IMSAI peripherals. $5 each or 5/$22.
#CK-1002: Same as above, but with soldertail pins on 0.25" centers.

(Mates with IMSAI motherboard). $5 each or 5/S22.
#CK-1003: Same as above, but with soldertail pins on 0.14" centers.

(Mates with Altair motherboard). $6 each or 5/$27.50.

SEMI-FREE OFFER:
It's not totally free, because you have to buy something in order to get it. But send

us an order for more than $50, and you get one of our fabulous T-shirts. Specify S,
M, L.

DEALERS; Our dealer plan is alive and well . . . and making both store owners
and customers happy. If you're missing out on this action, get in touch with us and
we'll send you our dealer information packet.

TERMS: Please allow up to 5% for shipping; excess refunded. Californians add tax. COD
orders accepted with street address for CJPS. For VISA* /Mastercharge* orders call our 24
hour order desk at (415) 562-0636. Prices good through cover month of magazine.

FREE FLYER: These are just a few of the items we carry for the computer enthusiast. We
also stock a broad line of semiconductors, passive components, and hobbyist items. We will

gladly send you a flyer describing our products upon receipt of your name and address.

far
G4

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS
BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614 locally
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DELTA S90 Commonwealth Ave. PHONE OR MAIL ORDER
(617) 267-5900

electronics D i 3 Boston, MA022I5
(617)267-5900

PROFESSIONAL-PERSONAL
(NEW) COMPOSITE VIDEO
MONITORS. .12" CRT, 14

MHZ, 110 OR 220 VAC,
COMPACT, SIMULATED
WALNUT-GRAINED CABINET
ALL CONTROLS ON SIDE.

$174.50

NEW ASCII KEYBOARDS. . . .

MICRO-SWITCH (WITH DATA)

53 KEYS $49.50
(ALL TTY CODES)

78KEYS $61.75
(PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

82 KEYS $64.50
(EASY TO PERSONALIZE)

p o w II s u p I kl IElcI5ki !!!

NOTE: STOCK # PRICE VOLTS AMPS

NEW EXECUTIVE KEYBOARDS !

72~KEYS. .SOME LIGHTED. .

NON-ASCII , EASY TO PER-
SONALIZE WITH AN ASCII
ENCODER CHIP. SIMULATED
WALNUT GRAINED, (MATCHES
MONITOR) $44.95

CRT MONITOR

NEW COMMERCIAL QUALITY
SETCHELL CARLSON TTL .

.

INPUT, P39 OR P4

PHOSPHOR. 18MHZ BAND-
WIDTH $148.50

WE ACCEPT: VISA, BAC , MC, CHECKS, OR MONEY
ORDERS. .. INCLUDE APPROX. 10% EXTRA FOR SHIP-

PING/HANDLING CHARGES. . .EXCESS REFUNDED...

VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION IN BOSTON!
OVER 5000 ITEMS IN STOCK

«fje> RECONDITIONED, COMMERCIAL
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS (RS232)
FULL AND HALF DUPLEX
110-300 BAUD, TEST MODE. .

CARRIER DETECT $169.50

BURROUGHS (NEW) SELF-SCAN
ALPHA NUMERIC DISPLAYS. .

.

16 CHARACTERS WITH 5X7 DOT
MATRIX. .HIGH CONTRAST .. 112

COLUMN. .WITH APPLICATION
DATA $79.50

NEW LITTON ABS91 COMMERCIAL
DUAL DRIVE DIGITAL CASSETTE
SYSTEM INCLUDES CABINET,
CONTROLS, POWER SUPPLY, AND
ALL LOGIC. . .50 CPS I/O TRANS-
FER. . .8 BIT PAR. , DATA RE-
CORD 11 BIT SER. STORAGE 50K
X 8/DRIVE. .EXTENSIVE MANUALS

$670.00!

!

NOTES: STOCK #

B301
B302
B312
B314
B315
B316
B317
B318
B319
B320
B321
B323
B324
B325
B327
B328
B329

$29
$55
$65
$62
$82
$95

$135
$98

$138
$198
$198
$21
$38
$44
$75
$65
$90

5KV
TO +20

+ 12
+ 15
+ 6

+ 13
+ 10
+ 90

+ 24
"+4.2 5

+12,-12
.-36
+4.6 T06.8
+12 TO +15

26.5
9.5
5.0
.31MA
1.5
1.0

20
150
5.0
1.0
0-70
.4

RTL
RTL
RN
RN
RNPV
XN

XN
RNEH

RTV
RTL

B330
B331
5451
5356
5311
5154

B332
B336

PRICE

$144
$90
$29
$14
$25
$14

$48
$137

TEKTRONIX 310A SCOPE
TEKTRONIX 545A SCOPE
TEKTRONIX 535A SCOPE

R = REGULATED
X = UNREGULATED
N = NEW-GUARANTEED
T = TESTED & GUARANTEED

V

H

L

E

P

B338 $195
B339 $23
VARIABLE
220 VAC
LAMBDA (MFR)
NORTH ELECTRI
POWER MATE (M

RECONDITIONED/GUARANTEED $385
RECONDITIONED/GUARANTEED $575
RECONDITIONED/GUARANTEED $395

DUAL TRACEPLUG-IN "CA" $160

FAST RISE "L" PLUG-IN $94

NEW PRECISION JOY STICKS WITH 4 100K POTS 2 F0R$9.50

NEW EKG STRIP CHART RECORDER w/EVENT MARKER $95

FACTORY RECONDITIONED TOUCH TONE PAY PHONES
WITH KEYS 585

VISIT OUR NEW STORE AND MAIL ORDER
WAREHOUSE NEAR KENMORE SQ., BOSTON

C (MFR) WHEN PLACING ORDERS FOR POWER SUPPLIES,
FR) MAKE ALTERNATIVE CHOICES IF POSSIBLE...

IS HARD COPY STORAGE A PROBLEM?

Kilobaud, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it

comes to standing on the bookshelf. Try the Kilobaud

Library Shelf Boxes, . . . sturdy corrugated white dirt resis-

tant cardboard boxes which will keep them from flopping

around. We have self-sticking labels for the boxes, too, not

only for Kilobaud, but also for 73 Magazine . . . and for Per-

sonal Computing, Radio Electronics, Interface Age, and
Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want with your box
order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio. They hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73. Your
magazine library is your prime reference, keep it handy and
keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes . . . One
box is $2.00, 2 boxes are $3.00 and eight boxes are $10.00.

Be sure to specify which labels we should send. Have your
credit card handy and call our toll-free order number
800-258-5473, or use the order card in the back of the

magazine and mail to:

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXES Peterborough, NH 03458

IT'S EASY AND FUN
TO BUILD YOUR OWN TEST EQUIPMENT

WITH ICs

$4V5

vofcjmeiyof
the T3
TEST EQUIP/HENT
LIBRARY

IC TEST EQUIPMENT 84.85-

ICs have greatly simplified even the moet sophisticated piecee of teet

equipment, making them fun to build. You can save thousands of dollars

by building your own equipment end heve e teet leb which would make a

university jeeloue.

A brand new book, IC TEST EQUIPMENT, has construction protects

for making 37 piecee of teet equipment. Square wove generator, pulee

generator, timer, eudio sythssizsr, AF8K generator, eync generator,

counters, capacity meter, etc.

Order thie book today and get started building your own lab.

Use the order card in the beck of the magazine or itemize your order on

e separate piece of paper end meil to: KILOBAUD BOOK NOOK, Peter-

borough NH 03458 or phone toll free 800-258-5473
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WHO'S B€H-IMD TH€

Kilobaud ?

This chap behind the Kilobaud
is the driving force behind

a new microcomputer system
. . . using the 6100.

Does that give it away?
Watch out for the dealer network

he's getting together.

LAST MONTH'S
I MYST€RY R€dD€R

Last month's "Who's Behind the Kilobaud" was Steven
Pereira, president of the Microcomputer Store in Nashua.
Nashua now has three-going-on-four computer stores,
which is remarkable considering its size. New Hamp-
shire's freedom from a sales tax, which saves substantial
dollars on a computer system, is drawing many com-
panies to Nashua. Among the many new factories put in

recently were a couple by DEC.

READ IT YOURSELF!
If you are not yet a subscriber to Kilobaud, we need you and you need us. There is a lot of data in Kilobaud that you will want to have on
hand . .

.
the magazine is like a continuing encyclopedia of microcomputing and programs. You never know when you are desperately

going to need something from a past issue . . . and you'll want it immediately. The cost per year is not significant ... $15 at present for
$24 worth of magazines.
You may have noticed that Kilobaud has more articles than any of the other magazines. If you'll keep track of how long it takes you to
read Kilobaud as compared to the other computer magazines, you'll see you are getting a great bargain at $15 per year.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
For Instant Subscriptions Call Our Toll Free Number

1-(800) 258-5473
Have your credit card handy!

Kilobaud • Peterborough NH 03458
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For Toll Free Ordering Call 1(800)258-5473.

beginner's•introductory
•THE STORY OF COMPUTERS by Donald
D. Spencer is to computer books what Dick
and Jane is to novels . . . extremely elemen-

tary, gives the non-computerist a fair idea of

what the hobbyist is talking about when he
speaks computer lingo. Attempts to explain

what computers are and can do to a spouse,

child or any un-electronics-minded friend.

$4.95.*
• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE If you
(or a friend) want to come up to speed on
how computers work . . . hardware and soft-

ware . . . this is an excellent book. It starts

with the fundamentals and explains the

circuits, the basics of programming, along

with a couple of TVT construction projects,

ASCII -Baudot, etc. This book has the highest

recommendations as a teaching aid for new-
comers. $4.95.*
•THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS! This
book takes it from where "Hobby Computers
Are Here" leaves off, with chapters on Large

Scale Integration, how to choose a micro-

processor chip, an introduction to program-
ming, low cost I/O for a computer, computer
arithmetic, checking memory boards, a

Baudot monitor/editor system, an audible

logic probe for finding those tough problems,

a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine
. . . and much, much more! $4.95.*

• HOME COMPUTERS: 210 Questions &
Answers by Rich Didday. Two books aimed
exclusively at the novice computer hobbyist/
home computer user. Written in a rather

unusual style which has a beginner asking

questions which are answered by a person
with a substantial background in computers
and personal computing. The questions are

just the kind beginners come up with . . . and
the answers are presented in easy-to-under-

stand terms (usually with a diagram to

illustrate the point). Both the hardware and
software aspects of home computing are

covered from A to Z. An index in both books
makes them ideal as reference material for

anyone. Volume I: Hardware — $7.95*;
Volume 2: Software - $6.95*.

• MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER by Mitchell

Waite and Michael Pardee. Describes basic

computer theory, explains numbering sys-

tems, and introduces the reader to the world
of programming. Describes the world of

microcomputing in "real world" terminology.
No better way of getting involved with the

exciting new hobby of microcomputing.
$7.95.*

•WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN
PCC's first book of computer games ... 48
different computer games you can play in

BASIC . . . programs, descriptions, muchly
illustrated. Lunar landing, Hammurabi, King,

Civel 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek, Crash,

Market, etc. $8.00.*

• SCELBI'S GALAXY GAME FOR THE
"6800" Here's a new twist in computer games
by Robert Findley/Raymond Edwards.
"Galaxy" pits the operator of a spaceship

against alien craft, as well as such variables as

speed, time, and ammunition. No two games
are the same! $14.95.*

• BASIC COMPUTER GAMES Okay, so once
you get your computer up and running in

Una r4I J
HOBBY 1

compui
CMHTOS

INTttOOUCriON

TO

rodnay zaks

MICROLOG

computer games

• MICROPROCESSORS FROM CHIPS TO
SYSTEMS by Rodnay Zaks is a complete and

detailed introduction to microprocessors and

microcomputer systems. No preliminary

knowledge of computers or microprocessors is

required to read this book, although a basic

engineering knowledge is naturally an

advantage. Intended for all wishing to under-

stand the concepts, techniques and com-
ponents of microprocessors in a short time.

$9.95.*

• INTRODUCTION TO MICROPRO-
CESSORS by Charles Rockwell of MICRO-
LOG is an ideal reference for the individual

desiring to understand the hardware aspects

of microprocessor systems. Describes the

hardware details of computer devices in terms
the beginner can understand, instead of treat-

ing the micro chip as a "black box." General

information about hardware systems is pro-

vided. Specific systems are not described and
programming is only briefly discussed. $17.50
US and Canada, $20 elsewhere.*

• AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM-
PUTERS, VOLS. 1 AND 2 by Adam Osborne
Associates, are references dealing with micro-

computer architecture in general and specifi-

cally with details about most of the common
chips. These books are not software-oriented,

but are invaluable for the hobbyist who is

into building his own interfaces and pro-

cessors. Volume 1 is dedicated to general

hardware theory related to micros, and

Volume 2 discusses the practical details of

each micro chip. (Detailed review in Kilobaud

#2) Volume 1 - $7.50*; Volume II -
$12.50.*

• HOME COMPUTERS: A BEGNINNERS
GLOSSARY AND GUIDE this book is in-

tended as a quick reference source for begin-

ners. Included is a general introduction to

microcomputers, a simple application &
sample system, the history of microcomputers
& their uses, and an introduction to same
actual equipment. A chapter on number
systems includes a number conversion chart,

binary arithmetic from conversions to divi-

sions, and a discussion of octal and hexa-

decimal numbers. A good background to read

technical literature and computer equipment
specifications. $6.95.*

BASIC, then what? Then you need some
programs in BASIC, that's what. This book
has 101 games for you, from very simple to

real buggers. You get the games, a description

of the games, the listing to put in your

computer and a sample run to show you now
they work. Fun. Any one game will be worth

more than the price of the book for the fun

you and your family will have with it. $7.50.*

• SCELBI'S FIRST BOOK OF COMPUTER
GAMES Need a game for your 8008 or 8080
microprocessor? Has three popular games,

"Space Capture," "Hexpawn," and "Hang-

man." Complete flowcharts, logic description,

program listing, and instructions are provided.

A must for the game freak! $14.95.*

. wmm «•*»*"

^TUse the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

For orders under $10.00, add $1.00 shipping and handling.



For Toll Free Ordering Call 1(800)258-5473.

software •programming

• DISCOVERING BASIC - A Problem
Solving Approach by Robert E. Smith deals
with progressively more complex problems
which allow the reader to discover the vocab-
ulary of BASIC language as he develops skill

and confidence in putting it to work. Clear
and concise explanations. Problems used
cover a wide range of interests — insurance,
geometry, puzzles, economics, etc. $6.85.*

• BASIC New 2nd Edition, by Bob Albrecht.
Self-teaching guide to the computer language
you will need to know for use with your
microcomputer. This is one of the easiest

ways to learn computer programming.
$4.95.*

• A QUICK LOOK AT BASIC by Donald D.
Spencer. A perfect reference for the beginning
programmer. Assumes that the reader has no
previous programming experience and is a

self-teaching guide for the individual desiring

to learn the fundamentals of BASIC. $4.95.*

•MY COMPUTER LIKES ME . . . WHEN I

SPEAK BASIC An introduction to BASIC . . .

simple enough for your kids. If you want to

teach BASIC to anyone quickly, this book is

the way to go. $2.00.*

• FUN WITH COMPUTERS AND BASIC by
Donald D. Spencer, contains an easy-to-under-
stand explanation of the BASIC Programming
Language and is intended for persons who
have had no previous exposure to computer
programming. Over half the book is devoted
to problems using games, puzzles, and math-
ematical recreations. A superior book for
self-teaching and learning computer pro-
gramming. $6.95.*

• SIXTY CHALLENGING PROBLEMS
WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS by Donald Spen-
cer, provides the serious student of BASIC
programming with interesting problems and
solutions. No knowledge of math above
algebra required. Incudes a number of game
programs, as well as programs for financial

interest, conversions and numeric manipula-
tions. $6.95.*

• THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
Parts 1, 2, and 3 by Russ Walter. Part One
describes computers in general, and after

reading for ten minutes
simple BASIC programs
computer applications,

master the syntax of

MY
COMPUTER
LIKES

you will be writing

Part Two discusses

It's one thing to

a language such as

BASIC and another to solve problems using

the new tool. Part Three describes program-
ming languages. Ever heard of APL and
QLISP? BASIC is not the only language used
to program computers. 7th Edition. Part I

-

$2.75*; Part II - $2.50*; Part III - $3.50.*

• SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS
published by Adam Osborne & Associates,
Inc. Perfect for non-technical computerists
requiring ready-to-use programs. Business pro-
grams, plus miscellaneous programs. Invalu-

able for the user who is not an experienced
programmer. All will operate in the stand-
alone mode. $7.50 paperback.*

• Scientific Research Instruments' BASIC
SOFTWARE LIBRARY is a complete do-it-

yourself kit. Written in everybody's BASIC
immediately executable in ANY computer
with at least 4K, no other peripherals needed.
Vol. I contains business and recreational
programs and is 300 pages. Vol. II is 260
pages and contains math, engineering, sta-

FORTRAN JORTRAN
Profifiamw workbook

tistics and plotting programs. Vol. Ill contains
money managing, advanced business programs
such as billing, A/R, inventory, payroll, etc.

Vol. IV contains general purpose programs
like loans, rates, retirement, plus games:
Poker, Enterprise (take charge while Capt.
Kirk is away), Football and more! Vol. V is

filled with experimenter's programs including
games, pictures and misc. problems like

"logic." Vols. I & II $24.95,* Vol. Ill

$39.95,* Vol. IV & V $9.95 each,* Vol. VI
$49.95,* Vol. VII $39.95.*

• MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING for

Computer Hobbyists by Neill Graham is for

the hobbyist interested in intermediate and
advanced techniques of programming and
data structuring. Written to take up where the

computer manufacturers' instruction manuals
and the introductory programming language
texts leave off. $8.95.*

• ADVANCED BASIC - Applications and
Problems by James Coan is for those who
want to extend their expertise with BASIC.
Offers advanced techniques and applications.
$7.95.*

• 8080 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Ideal reference for an in-depth
understanding of the 8080 processor. Appli-
cation-oriented and the 8080 is discussed in

light of replacing conventional, hard-wired
logic. Practical design considerations are pro-
vided for the implementation of an 8080-
based control system. $7.50.*

• 8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE
AND COOKBOOK If you have been spending
too much time developing simple routines for
your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. Describes
sorting, searching, and many other routines
for the 8080 user. $9.95.*

• 6800 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Oriented toward the industrial user,
this book describes the process by which
conventional logic can be replaced by a 6800
microprocessor. Provides practical informa-
tion that allows an experimenter to design a

complete micro control system for the
"ground up." $7.50.*

• 6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE &
COOKBOOK If you have been spending too
much time developing routines for your 6800
microprocessor, try the new book by Scelbi

Computing and Robert Findley. Describes
sorting, searching, and many other routines
for the 6800 user. $9.95.*

• FORTRAN PROGRAMMING by Donald
Spencer. FORTRAN was designed for com-
plex numeric calculations; and possesses ex-
tended I/O capability. It is easily learned, as it

is an English-like computer language. $7.50.*

• FORTRAN WORKBOOK by Donald
Spencer. Provides practical examples and
problems to solve. Flowcharting is also dis-

cussed. Almost all micros support BASIC — it

won't be long before FORTRAN is common-
place. $3.95.*

•CHEMISTRY WITH A COMPUTER by Paul
A. Cauchon, contains a collection of tutorial,

simulation and problem-generation computer
programs. Usable with almost any chemistry
course in the high school or college level.

$9.95.*

T^Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

For orders under $10.00, add $1.00 shipping and handling.
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hardware
• MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES by Austin Lesea & Rodnay
Zaks will teach you how to interconnect a
complete system and interface it to all the
usual peripherals. It covers hardware and
software skills and techniques, including the
use and design of model buses such as the
IEEE 488 or $100. $9.95.*

• TTL COOKBOOK by Donald Lancaster.
Explains what TTL is, how it works, and how
to use it. Discusses practical applications, such
as a digital counter and display system, events
counter, electronic stopwatch, digital volt-

meter, and a digital tachometer. $8.95.*

•CMOS COOKBOOK by Don Lancaster.
Details the application of CMOS, the low
power logic family suitable for most appli-
cations presently dominated by TTL. Re-
quired reading for every serious digital

experimenter! $9.95.*

• TVT COOKBOOK by Don Lancaster,
describes the use of a standard television

receiver as a microprocessor CRT terminal.
Explains and describes character generation,
cursor control and interface information in

typical, easy-to-understand Lancaster style.

$9.95.*

• BUILD IT BOOK OF DIGITAL ELEC-
TRONIC TIMEPIECES by Robert Haviland is

a data-packed guide to building every time-
keeping device you can imagine: rugged ship-

board clocks, second-splitting digital IC
chronometers, decorator digital clocks, a pre-

cision timer, a frequency-period meter, a tide

and moon clock, an automatic alarm setter,

etc. Including full-size printed circuit board
layouts. $6.95.*

•COMPUTER DICTIONARY by Donald D.
Spencer. Defines words and acronyms used by
computerists in a clear, easy to understand
style. This reference is a must for the
individual getting started in the world of

microcomputers. $5.95.*

• MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY This
microcomputer dictionary fills the need to
become quickly acquainted with the terminol-
ogy and nomenclature of the revolution in

computers. There is also a comprehensive
electronics/computer abbreviations and acro-
nyms section. $15.95*

• THE UNDERGROUND BUYING GUIDE
Here is a handy guide for the electronics

enthusiast. Over 600 sources of equipment
and literature are provided. Cross-referenced
for ease of use. Electronic publishing houses
are also listed. $5.95 each.*
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• THE "COMPULATOR" BOOK - Building

Super Calculators & Minicomputer Hardware
with Calculator Chips by R. P. Haviland,

provides ideas, design info and printed circuit

boards for calculator chip projects, measure
time, tie in with a Teletype to create a

virtually infinite memory system, and count-
less other functions. $7.95.*

TEST EQUIPMENT LIBRARY
• VOL I COMPONENT TESTERS Build your
own test equipment and save a bundle (and

have a lot of fun). Volume I of the 73 Test
Equipment Library shows you how to build

and use transistor testers (8 of 'em), three

diodes testers, 3 IC testers, 9 voltmeters and
VTVMs, 8 ohmmeter, 3 inductance meters,

and a raft of other gadgets for checking
temperature, crystals, Q, etc. $4.95.*

• VOL II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS If

you're into audio such as digital cassette

recording, RTTY, Baudot vs ASCII, SSTV,
SSB, Touchtone or even hi-fi you'll want to
have this book full of home built test equip-
ment projects. Volume II $4.95.*

• VOL III RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS
This is of more interest to hams and CBers:
test equipment you can build for checking
out transmitters and receivers, signal gener-

ators, noise generators, crystal calibrators,

GDOs, dummy loads. $4.95.*

• VOL. IV IC TEST EQUIPMENT Become a

trouble-shooting wizard. All you need to

know about pulse, audio and sync generators,

frequency counters, digital component
testers, logic probes and more! Plus a cumu-
lative index for all four volumes of the 73
Test Equipment Library. $4.95.*

• 1976 PERIODICAL GUIDE FOR COM-
PUTERISTS is a 20-page book which indexes

over 1,000 personal computing articles for the

entire year of 1976 from Byte, Creative

Computing, Digital Design, Dr. Dobbs
Journal, EDN, Electronic Design, Electronics,

Interface Age, Microtrek, Peoples Computer
Company, Popular Electronics, QST, Radio
Electronics, SCCS Interface and 73 Amateur
Radio. Price $3.00.* New January — June
1977 Edition (includes Kilobaud) - $3.00.*

• TYCHON'S 8080 OCTAL CODE CARD
Slide rule-like aid for programming and
debugging 8080 software contains all the

mnemonics and corresponding octal codes.

Also available, Tychon's 8080 Hex Code
Card, same as above only has hex codes
instead of octal. $3.00 each.*

amateur radio books
• NOVICE STUDY GUIDE The most
complete Novice study guide available. It is

brand new. This is not only invaluable for

anyone wanting to get started in amateur
radio, but also it is about the only really

simple book on the fundamentals of elec-

tricity and electronics. $4.95.*

• GENERAL CLASS STUDY GUIDE Takes
over on theory where the Novice book leaves

off. You'll need to know the electronic

theory in this to work with computers and
you'll not find an easier place to get the

information. $5.95.*

• SSTV HANDBOOK This excellent book
tells all about it, from its history and basics to
the present state-of-the-art techniques. Hard-
bound $7,* Softbound $5.*

• VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK This new
handbook details the theory, design and
construction of hundreds of different VHF
and UHF antennas. Packed with fabulous

antenna projects you can build. $4.95.*

• WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
Simple equipment and methods for getting

good pictures from the weather satellite. Dr.

Taggart WB8DQT $4.95.*

• THE NEW RTTY HANDBOOK is a brand
new 1977 edition and the only up-to-date

RTTY book available. The state-of-the-art has

been changing radically and has made all

previous RTTY books obsolete. It has the

latest circuits, great for the newcomer and the

expert alike. $5.95.*

•T? Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Book Department •Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

For orders under $10.00, add $1.00 shipping and handling.
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• MICROPROCESSORS FROM CHIPS TO
SYSTEMS by Rodnay Zaks is a complete and
detailed introduction to microprocessors and
microcomputer systems. No preliminary
knowledge of computers or microprocessors is

required to read this book, although a basic
engineering knowledge is naturally an
advantage. Intended for all wishing to under-
stand the concepts, techniques and com-
ponents of microprocessors in a short time.
$9 95 *

• YOUR OWN COMPUTER by M. Waite and
M. Pardee. The personal computer has been
touted as the next consumer product. But
most individuals still wonder why. Much
technical material has been written but there
is little material for the average individual
without an extensive background in elec-

tronics. This book removes the stigma of
complexity that surrounds the computer and
has succeeded in providing a simple easy-to-
understand guide to these units. $1.95.*
•BEGINNING BASIC by Dr. Paul Chirlian
provides a really basic BASIC that covers all

the topics in simple, easy-to-understand
language. Nothing is left out, everything is

presented in clear, step-by-step fashion. This
book will make a good BASIC programmer of
any reader. $9.95.*

•THE COMPUTER QUIZ BOOK by Donald
D. Spencer is written for readers who would
like to test themselves on basic computer
concepts. It may be used effectively by
students, teachers, laymen, programmers, per-

sonal computer users, or anyone else inter-

ested in checking their knowledge of
computer concepts. $5.95.*
• PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING -
IN BASIC by L. Poole & M. Borchers includes
program listings with remarks, descriptions,
discussion of the principle behind each pro-
gram, file layouts, and a complete user's

manual with step-by-step instructions, flow
charts, and simple reports and CRT displays.
Payroll and cost accounting features include
separate payrolls for up to 10 companies,
time-tested interactive data entry, easy correc-
tion of data entry errors, job costing (labor

distribution), check printing with full deduc-
tion and pay detail, and 16 different printed
reports, including W-2 and 941. Price only
$1Z50.*
• HOW TO BUY & USE MINICOMPUTERS
AND MICROCOMPUTERS by Wm. Barden,
Jr. This book discusses these smaller brethren
of computers and shows how the reader can
become a part of the revolution — how he can
own and use a functioning computer system
in his home to do a variety of practical or
recreational tasks. $9.95.*
• Microprocessor Lexicon — Acronyms and
Definitions Compiled by the staff of SYBEX
is a convenient reference in pocket size

format. Sections include acronyms and def-

initions; part numbers and their definitions;
S-100 signals; RS232 signals; IEEE 499 sig-

nals; microcomputer and microprocessors;
JETDS summary (military) and a code con-
version table $2.95.*

• HOW TO PROGRAM MICROCOMPUTERS
by Wm. Barden, Jr. Here is a guide to
assembly language programming of the Intel

8080, Motorola MC6800, and MOS Tech-
nology MCS6502 microprocessors. It is

written especially for beginning programmers
with hobbyist microcomputers based on one
of these three chips. The topics covered range
from data manipulations at the bit level up to
data handling of tables and lists, and from
simple adds and subtracts up to floating-point
operations. $8.95.*

rodnay za
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• TAKE A CHANCE WITH YOUR CAL-
CULATOR Lennart Rade wrote this book to
help you to discover the world of probability
with your programmable calculator. You will
need NO previous experience either in prob-
ability theory or in programming to learn
both from this book. $8.95.*

• A STEP BY STEP INTRODUCTION TO
8080 MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS by
D.L. Cohn & J.L. Melsa. This microprocessor
book is written for people who don't know
anything about microprocessors but who wish
they did. The step-by-step presentation does
not require any computer or electronics back-
ground, so anyone who is interested can
follow it. However, the book is not only
intended for beginners. Engineers and tech-
nicians who are familiar with electronics will
find the software descriptions valuable in
updating their skills. Computer professionals
will find the detailed treatment of the 8080
architecture and instruction set useful. Price
$7.95.*

• YOUR HOME COMPUTER by James
White, is an introduction to the world of
personal microcomputing. Written in clear
and understandable language, this book tells

you everything you want to know about
home computing and gives the computer
novice a painless introduction to microcom-
puter technology and terminology, beginning
with what computers are and how they work.
This basic book requires no prior knowledge
or experience in electronics or computing.

It provides information about home com-
puter kits, guidelines for selecting and build-
ing your own microcomputer, how to use
your home computer and what you can do
with it, lists of computer stores, clubs, period-
icals, and answers to many more of your
questions about microcomputers and the
jargon surrounding the personal computing
scene today. $6.00.*

• INSTANT BASIC by Jerald R. Brown. For
the personal computer enthusiast or the user
of DEC'S BASIC PLUS language, here, finally,

is a new book to teach you BASIC. It teaches
BASIC to beginners using interesting program-
ming ideas and applications that will be easily
understood by the home computer program-
mer. BASIC PLUS users know that the two
languages are very similar, so this book can be
used by them as well. This is an "active
participation" workbook, designed to be used
with your home computer so you can learn
by doing! Ideas are slowly introduced in a
non mathematical context so the beginner can
quickly learn good programming techniques.
$6.00.*

•PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL by Peter
Grogono. The computer programming lan-

guage PASCAL was the first language to
embody in a coherent way the concepts of
structured programming which had been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R. Hoare.
As such it is a landmark in the development
of programming languages. PASCAL was
developed by Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is

derived from the language ALGOL 60 but is

more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is

now widely accepted as a useful language that
can be efficiently implemented, and as an
excellent teaching tool. This book is intended
for people who want to write programs in

PASCAL. It does not assume knowledge of
any other programming language and it is

therefore suitable for an introductory course.
$9.95.*

H* Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information,

For orders under $10.00, add $1.00 shipping and handling.
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Issue #1— $5.00; #2 thru #12—$3.00 each.

Please send Kilobaud back issues:

_ issues JAN 77-$5 _ issues MAY 77—$3
issues JUNE 77—$3
issues JUL 77—$3

$3

issues FEB 77—$3

issues MAR 77—$3

issues APR 77—$3 issues AUG 77-

TOTAL:

issues SEPT 77—$3
issues OCT 77—$3
issues NOV 77 —$3

issues DEC 77—$3

L_
6/78

Have credit card # handy and call

TOLL FREE (800) 258-5473

Kilobaud • Peterborough NH 03458

Add $1.00 shipping & handling for each order.

DBankAmericard/Visa Master Charge American Express

Card # Expiration date

Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip
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COMPUTER
MAILING LIST
Completely re-written and updated to include dealers, clubs,

publications, and manufacturers. (It's the one we use for our
mailings and we update it daily.) The list has over 2000
names painstakingly gathered from manufacturers, magazine
ads, new product releases, hobby computer shows, and direct

mail. You can buy this list printed on self-sticking labels for

only $50.

pETERboiiouqh Nh 07498
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SEND FOR THESE GREAT BOOKS TODAY!
ft,
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o
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• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE If you (or a friend)

want to come up to speed on how computers work
. .

.
hardware and software . . . this is an excellent book.

It starts with the fundamentals and explains the cir-

cuits, the basics of programming, along with a couple of
TVT construction projects, ASCII-Baudot, etc. This book
has the highest recommendations as a teaching aid for
newcomers. $4.95

• THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS! This book takes it

from where "Hobby Computers Are Here" leaves off,

with chapters on Large Scale Integration, how to choose
a microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming,
low cost I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic, check-
ing memory boards, a Baudot monitor/editor system, an
audible logic probe for finding those tough problems, a
ham's computer, a computer QSO machine . . . and
much, much more! Everything of interest is there in one
volume. Don't miss this tremendous value! Only $4.95

o

call toll-free

back of this

Have your credit card handy and
800-258-5473, or use the card in the
magazine and send your check to:

KILOBAUD Book Dept. • Peterborough, NH 03458
(Be sure to include $1.00 per order for shipping & handling.)

isinrtnnrinrcrt-t a o a o g~
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1977 kilobaud Binden
Keep your Kilobauds from being lost or
damaged in these handsomely appointed binders
with rich blue covers and gold lettering. Each
binder holds 12 issues, making an EXCELLENT
REFERENCE HANDBOOK. Several binders
form a quality library you can be proud of.

Order yours today . . . only $6.50 each ... 2 for
$12.00.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your
order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Binders Peterborough NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information
Add $1.00 shipping & handling charge for each order.

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss
a single issue of Kilobaud.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly. Write to:

KILOBAUD • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

Address change only
D Extend subscription

Enter new subscription

1 year $15.00
D Bill me later

03 Name

tt City.

Ifyou have no label handy
; print OLD address here.

Call_

Address

State Zip

Name

print NEW address here:

- -Call

Address

City State. Zip

Payment enclosed

(1 extra BONUS issue) I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I—
I_ I

I—j
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we're looking for

someone serious about
personal computing!

8-bit? 16-bit? The better oi

the two?The question is ele-

mental - hardly worth con-

sideration. What matters is

your "machine's" CPU, its

"architecture/ and most im-

portantly its instruction set.

That's where the power is

and that's exactly why we're

telling you about the KD11-F.

The KD11-F is the CPU we
chose for the Heath Hll. It's

built by DEC, is the same
CPU that's the cornerstone

of the popular LSI-11 family

and is the main reason our

16-bit is the most powerful

16-bit in its price class! Bells

and whistles? Hardly!

Fact: The KD11-F has eight

registers. Six of which are

general-purpose and non-

dedicated!That alonemeans
virtually unlimited program-

mer flexibility!

Fact: Most computers in

the 16-bit class use three

types of instructions (mem-
ory reference, operate or ac-

cumulator control, and I/O

instructions). The KD11-F ac-

complishes all data manip-
ulations with a single set of

instructions -which results

in very efficient operation!

Fact: The KDll-F's PDP-11

instruction set has the most

powerful repertoire of in-

structions of any computer

in its price class.

What it all boils down to

is that the Heathkit Hll

gives you fantastic flexibili-

ty, unparalleled high-speed

program execution, and
unmatched performance!

Our Hll CPU isn't for every-

one. It's for someone serious

about computing— some-

one like you!

Compu

Heathkit Catalog

ead about nearly
400 money-saving,

fun-to-build
electronic kits.

Use coupon to send for

your mail order catalog
or bring coupon to a
Heathkit Electronic

Center for your catalog.

r
HEATH

Schlumberger
Heath Company, Dept. 351-420

Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

H5 1

Please send me my FREE Catalog. I am not on your mailing list.

Name

Address

City State

CP-149 Zip

Send the coupon or visit the

Heathkit Electronic Center

nearest you today!

Units of Schlumberger Products

Corporation. Retail prices on some
products may be slightly higher.

ARIZONA- Phoenix, 2727 W. Indian School Rd.

(602) 279-6247.

CALIFORNIA- Anaheim, 330 E Ball Rd.

(714) 776-9420; El Cerrlto, 6000 Potrero Ave.

(415) 236-8870; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St.

(213) 749-0261 ; Pomona, 1555 Orange Grove Ave. N.

(714) 623-3543; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.

(415) 365-8155; Sacramento, 1860 Fulton Ave.

(916) 486-1575; San Diego (La Mesa), 8363 Center Dr.

(714) 461 -01 10; San Jose (Campbell), 2350 S. Bascom
Ave. (408) 377-8920; Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura

Blvd. (213)882-0531.

COLORADO- Denver, 5940 W. 38th Ave.

(303) 422-3408.

CONNECTICUT- Hartford (Avon), 395 W Main St.

(Rte. 44) (203) 678-0323.

FLORIDA- Miami (Hlaleah), 4705 W. 16th Ave

(305) 823-2280; Tampa, 4019 West Hillsborough Ave.

(813)886-2541.

GEORGIA- Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Rd. (404) 252-4341.

ILLINOIS- Chicago, 3462-66 W. Devon Ave.

(312) 583-3920; Chicago (Downers Grove), 224
Ogden Ave. (312) 852-1304.

INDIANA - Indianapolis, 21 12 E. 62nd St.

(317)257-4321.

KANSAS- Kansas City (Mission), 5960 Lamar Ave.

(913) 362-4486.

KENTUCKY- Louisville, 12401 Shelbyville Rd.

(502)245-7811.

LOUISIANA- New Orleans (Kenner), 1900 Veterans

Memorial Hwy. (504) 722-6321.

MARYLAND- Baltimore, 1713 E. Joppa Rd.

(301) 661-4446; Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane

(301) 881-5420.

MASSACHUSETTS- Boston (Peabody), 242 Andover
St. (617) 531-9330: Boston (Wellesley), 165 Worcester

Ave. (Rte. 9 just west of Rt. 128) (617) 237-1510.

MICHIGAN- Detroit, 18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.

(313) 535-6480; E. Detroit, 18149 E. Eight Mile Rd.

(313) 772-0416.

MINNESOTA- Minneapolis (Hopkins), 101 Shady
Oak Rd. (612)938-6371.

MISSOURI - St. Louis, (Bridgeton), 3794 McKeivey
Rd. (314)291-1850.

NEBRASKA- Omaha, 9207 Maple St. (402) 391-2071.

NEW JERSEY- Fair Lawn, 35-07 Broadway
(Rte. 4) (201) 791-6935; Ocean, 1013 State Hwy. 35
(201)775-1231.

NEW YORK- Buffalo (Amherst), 3476 Sheridan Dr.

(716) 835-3090; Jericho, Long Island, 15 Jericho

Turnpike (516) 334-8181; Rochester, 937 Jefferson

Rd. (716) 244-5470; White Plains (North White Plains),

7 Reservoir Rd. (914) 761-7690.

OHIO- Cincinnati (Woodlawn), 10133 Springfield

Pike (513) 771-8850; Cleveland, 5444 Pearl Rd.

(216) 886-2590; Columbus, 2500 Morse Rd.

(614) 475-7200; Toledo, 48 S. Byrne Rd. (419) 537-1887.

PENNSYLVANIA- Philadelphia, 6318 Roosevelt Blvd.

(215) 288-0180; Fraxer (Chester Co.), 630 Lancaster

Pike (Rt. 30) (215) 647-5555; Pittsburgh, 3482
Wm. Penn Hwy. (412) 824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND- Providence (Warwick), 558
Greenwich Ave. (401) 738-5150.

TEXAS- Dallas, 2715 Ross Ave. (214) 826-4053;

Houston, 3705 Westheimer (713) 623-2090.

San Antonio, 7111 Blanco Rd. (512) 341-8876

VIRGINIA- Alexandria, 6201 Richmond Hwy.

(703) 765-5515; Norfolk (Virginia Beach), 1055
Independence Blvd. (804) 460-0997.

WASHINGTON- Seattle, 505 8th Ave. North

(206) 682-2172.

WISCONSIN- Milwaukee, 5215 W. Fond du Lac
(414) 873-8250.
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books, etc.

Advanced BASIC $7.95

BASIC New 2nd Edition $4.95

BASIC Software Library, Vol I & II $24.95 ea.,

Vol III $39.95, Vol IV & V $9.95 ea.

Vol VI $49.95, Vol VII $39.95

Beginning BASIC $9.95

Build-it Book of Digital Electronic Timepieces $6.95

CMOS Cookbook $9.95

Chemistry With a Computer $9.95

The Compulator Book $7.95

Computer Dictionary $5.95

Computer Programming Handbook $9.95

Computer Quiz Book $5.95

Discovering BASIC $6.85

Fortran Programming $7.95

Fortran Workbook $4.95

Fun With Computers and BASIC $6.95

General Class Study Guide $5.95

Hobby Computers Are Here! $4.95

Home Computers, 2™ Q&A, Vol I $7.95, Vol II $6.95

Home Computers: A Beginners Glossary & Guide $6.95

How to Buy & Use Minicomputers & Microcomputers $9]

How to Program Microcomputers $8.95

Instant Basic $6.00

An Introduction to Microcomputers, Vol I $7.50,

Vol II $15.00
Introduction to Microprocessors $17.50

Microcomputer Dictionary $15.95

Microprocessor Lexion $2.95

Microprocessors from Chips to Systems $9.95

Microcomputer Primer $7.95

Microprocessor Interfacing Techniques $9.95

Microprocessor Programming $8.95

Microprocessors $9.95

My Computer Likes Me . . . When I Speak BASIC $2.00

The New Hobby Computers $4.95

Novice Study Guide $4.95

1976 Periodical Guide for Computer ists $3.00

January-June 1977 Edition $3.00

Pascal $9.95

Payroll with Cost Accounting - in BASIC $12.50

A Quick Look at Basic $4.95

The New RTTY Handbook $5.95

Scelbi's First Book of Computer Games $14.95

Secret Guide to Computers, Part I $2.75,

Part II $2.50, Part III $3.50

Some Common BASIC Programs $7.50

SSTV Handbook $5.00 (Soft), $7.00 (Hard)

Step-by-Step Introduction to 8080 Microprocessor Syster

$7.95

The Story of Computers $4.95

Take A Chance With Your Calculator $8.95

TTL Cookbook $8.95

TVT Cookbook $9.95

Test Equipment Library $4.95 ea.

Vol I Component Testers

Vol II Audio Frequency Testers

Vol III Radio Frequency Testers

Vol IV IC Test Equipment
Tychon's 8080 Hex Code Card $3.00

Tychon's 8080 Octal Code Card $3.00

The Underground Buying Guide $5.95

VHF Antenna Handbook $4.95

Weather Satellite Handbook $4.95

What To Do After You Hit Return $8.00

Your Home Computer $6.00

Your Own Computer $1.95

60 Challenging Problems With BASIC Solutions $6.95

BASIC Computer Games $7.50

6800 Programming for Logic Design $7.50

6800 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook $10.95

8080 Programming for Logic Design $7.50

8080 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook $9.95

KB Back Issues - Issue *1 - $5.00 ea;

Others - $3.00 ea.

Binders for Kilobaud 1977- $6.00 ea; 2 for $11.00,

$5.00 each additional binder.

Computermania T-shirts - $5.50 ea.
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New subscription
* *
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(U.S. currency, please
U.S. only.

Please send me the following Kilobaud products:

Quantity Description Unit Price Total

Please print or type! Shipping & Handling Charge $1.00

Coupon expires in 60 days. Total

Enclosed $ D Cash Check Money order

Bill: American Express BankAmericard/Visa

Credit Card #
Expiration date

Name

Master Charge

Signature

Address

City State Zip

00
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
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Permit No. 1024

Peterborough NH 03458
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WIN A LIFETIME OF KILOBAUD!
Here is your chance to win a Lifetime Subscription to Kilobaud in our

monthly reader service drawing. Circle the appropriate reader service #

for desired company brochures, data sheets or catalogs and mail to

Kilobaud. Include your zip code, please. LIMIT: 25 requests.
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the world's
most powerful
microcomputer

comes home

wanted the pow«
sional machines.
But they've had
to settle for less.

Professional
machines were
too expensive.
Not anymore.
Now there's the
HeathkitHIL

ililllli

lllilii!

IlllllllUlliilil

Be sure to use coupon
on facing page of this

magazine to order your
FREE Heathkit Catalog!
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Professional performance, kit price.

The Hll uses Digital Equipment Cor
poration's 16-bit LSI-11 CPU. Exactly the
same CPU found in the famous DEC
PDP-11 — probably the most popular
commercial and industrial computer in

the world. So now a low-cost kit gives
you the speed, power and throughput
of the world's most popular professional
computer.
Software and support. As an Hll
owner, you have access to an incredible
range of software — editor, relocatable
assembler, linker, absolute loader, debug
program, I/O executive program, dump
routines, BASIC and FOCAL. And, by
joining the DEC user's group (DECUS),
you can have access to one of the largest
software libraries in the world. And
there's more to come. Much more.
Of course, the Hll executes the power-
ful PDP 11/40 instruction set which in-

cludes over 400 commands. And the fully

assembled KD-11F CPU board includes
4K x 16 bits of memory. The backplane
accepts up to six additional modules
(memory, serial and parallel I/O, etc.)

Heath will soon introduce a dual floppy
with a disk operating system to take

full advantage of the HI Is power. And
the Hll is fully compatible with all DEC
LSI-11 accessories.

Heath documentation is second to none.
You get illustrated step-by-step instruc-

tions on how to build the kit, thorough
explanations of the software and compre-
hensive operating instructions. If you
want to see for yourself, we'll send you
the entire manual set (#HM-1100) for

just $25. And you can apply the cost to

the price of the computer.
With the Heathkit Hll, you can enjoy
power, speed, versatility and potential
no 8-bit machine can match. And the
Hll costs little more than lesser
computers — just $1295*

Don't settle for less than the best. A
close look in the latest Heathkit catalog
will convince you that the Hll is the
best home computer you can buy.

System Engineered
for Personal Computing
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784 Reasons to Celebrate
The party's over for all dumb terminals

and a lot of smart ones too. But, at

$784 (quantity one), the party's just

beginning for Intertec's INTERTUBE.

Standard features to celebrate include a

full 24 line by 80 character display, 128
upper and lower case ASCII characters,

reverse video, complete cursor address-

ing and control, an 18 key numeric key
pad, special function keys, blinking, a

self-test mode, protected fields, line

and/or character editing capabilities,

eleven special graphic symbols and an

RS-232 printer port.

You'll discover even more reasons to

celebrate when you sit down in front of

an INTERTUBE. Our special AccuDot
focusing technique produces crisp, sharp

characters on a non-glare screen.

INTERTUBE 's Z-80 processor assures

extreme flexibility with operator qri-

ented features to boost the efficiency of

both software and programmers. And, if

service is ever required, INTERTUBE's
well-designed modular component lay-

out insures quick service by a nation-

wide factory-trained network providing

more than 250 local dealer and service

center outlets.

INTERTUBE's combination of price

and performance can satisfy your

requirements whether it be a sophisti-

cated data entry application or a simple

inquiry/response environment. So,

there's really no reason to think

*'dumb" when you can afford to be

so smart!

There's an INTERTUBE celebration

going on near you. Contact us at one of

the numbers below for the name and
location of the nearest party. We'll be

surprised if you don't come (BYOB).
Happy INTERTUBE!

INTERTEC DATA SYSTEMS
Corporate Headquarters

1851 Interstate 85 South
Charlotte, North Carolina 28208

704/377 0300

Eastern Regional Marketing

1 9530 Club House Road
Gaithersburg. Maryland 20760

301/948-2400

Western Regional Marketing

17952 Sky Park Blvd
Irvine California 927 1

4

714/957-0300


